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Preface 
 
 
 

Das Streben nach Wahrheit 
also ist es, was uns überall 

vom Sinn zur Bedeutung 
vorzudringen treibt. 

 
– Gottlob Frege (1892)  

 
 
The Gesellschaft für Semantik, founded by the German semanticists Sebastian Löbner, Arnim 
von Stechow und Thomas Ede Zimmermann in October, 1994, with the aim of improving and 
intensifying scientific exchange among semanticists in Germany, has been organizing annual 
conferences under the title Sinn & Bedeutung since 1996 (Tübingen 1996, Berlin 1997, 
Leipzig 1998, Düsseldorf 1999, Amsterdam 2000). Originally intended to improve the 
situation of linguistic semantics in Germany, the annual Sinn & Bedeutung conference has 
evolved into an important meeting point for semantics researchers from all over Europe. Until 
this year the papers presented at the conference had been available, if at all, only 
electronically from the authors. With this volume we hope to begin a new chapter in the 
evolution of Sinn & Bedeutung. 
 
This first Sinn & Bedeutung proceedings volume contains twenty two of the thirty nine papers 
presented at Sinn & Bedeutung VI, which was held on October 8-10, 2001 at the University of 
Osnabrück. These papers represent a cross-section of the semantics research being carried on 
in Europe. The topics range from formal foundational issues, through classical semantic 
analyses, to the syntax/semantic interface and the semantics/pragmatics interfaces. We are 
particularly pleased to be able to include all three papers from our special session on 
semantics and cognitive science. As befits a proceedings volume, the papers collected here are 
presented as they were received from the authors, with only slight formatting changes.  
 
The conference itself was made possible by funds of the president of the University of 
Osnabrück and by funds of the Osnabrück Institute of Cognitive Science. We would like to 
thank the members of the program committee (Peter Bosch (chair), Paul Dekker, Regine 
Eckardt, Bart Geurts, Siegfried Kanngießer, Graham Katz, Sabine Reinhard, and Ede 
Zimmermann) and the members of the organizing committee (Tatjana Ahrends (nee Wujec), 
Michael Franke, Graham Katz, Elisabeth Lesemann, Sabine Reinhard (chair), and Johannes 
Rüter).  
 
These proceedings are available electronically from the Gesellschaft für Semantik at 
http://www.phil-fak.uni-duesseldorf.de/asw/gfs/ 
 

 
 
Osnabrück, August, 2002                    The 

editors 
 

University of Osnabrück 
Institute of Cognitive Science 

D-49069 Osnabrück 
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COORDINATION OF WORD PARTS: A SURFACE LEVEL ACCOUNT�

Ron Artstein

Rutgers University

Abstract

Coordination of parts of words is not reducible to coordination of whole words: while any
group in the extension of orthodontistsand periodontistsmust include at least two orthodon-
tists and two periodontists, the denotation of ortho and periodontists includes groups with
just one specialist of each kind. The contrast follows from a surface level interpretation of
[ortho and perio]dontists. Individual word parts receive meanings through phonological de-
composition: the conjuncts ortho and perio denote strings of sounds, and the remnant don-
tists is a function from sounds to word meanings that recovers the meaning of the whole
word. The coordinate constituent [ortho and perio] denotes a plural object, and plural don-
tists licenses a cumulative inference, so one orthodontist and one periodontist are ortho and
periodontists. The semantics also interprets ungrammatical strings like *cran and strawber-
ries and *peri and telescopes, but these are ruled out on phonological grounds.

1 Introduction

In this paper I argue that the correct interpretation of coordination of parts of words, as in (1)
below, requires a semantics that interprets coordination at the level of the visible string; this en-
tails the need for separate meanings for the word parts ortho, perio, and dontists (an orthodontist
corrects irregularities in teeth; a periodontist specializes in gums and supporting structures).

(1) ortho and periodontists

The paper develops such a semantics, which is based on the principle of phonological decom-
position (to be defined shortly); it explores the consequences this has on our understanding of
the semantics of conjunction, as well as phonological constraints on coordinate structures below
the word level.

The evidence that interpretation has to be at surface level comes from plural morphology. Specif-
ically, the NP ortho and periodontists is not synonymous with orthodontists and periodontists.
Suppose that Bill is an orthodontist and Martha is a periodontist; then sentence (2) below has a
reading on which it is true, whereas sentence (3) does not have a true reading.

(2) Bill and Martha are ortho and periodontists.

(3)#Bill and Martha are orthodontists and periodontists.

�This paper includes material that was presented at TLS-2001 at the University of Texas, Sinn und Bedeutung 6
at the University of Osnabrück, the conference on Coordination: Syntax, Semantics and Pragmatics at the Univer-
sity of Salford, and to the Rutgers semantics group. Conference travel support from the Graduate School—New
Brunswick is gratefully acknowledged. I owe particular thanks to Rajesh Bhatt, José Camacho, Sandy Chung, Ve-
neeta Dayal, Paul Dekker, Beto Elias, Manuel Español Echevarrı́a, Caroline Heycock, Markus Hiller, Hilda Koop-
man, Manfred Krifka, Alec Marantz, Cécile Meier, Alan Prince, Bożena Rozwadowska, Philippe Schlenker, Roger
Schwarzschild, Mark Steedman, Hubert Truckenbrodt, Karina Wilkinson, and Ede Zimmermann. The responsibil-
ity for the views expressed in this paper, as well as any resulting inadequacies, is of course my own.
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The contrast between (2) and (3) is similar to the one between (4) and (5) below: only the former
receives a coherent reading.

(4) Konishki and Takanohana are heavy and light sumo wrestlers.

(5)#Konishki and Takanohana are heavy sumo wrestlers and light sumo wrestlers.

The latter contrast is the result of a difference in syntactic representation: in sentence (4) the
coordinate adjective heavy and light modifies the head noun sumo wrestlers; the entire NP is
plural, but it can felicitously apply to a pair of one heavy sumo wrestler and one light one. The
predicate in sentence (5) is formed by coordinating two plural NPs; it thus implies that each of
the sumo wrestlers is both heavy and light.

Drawing on this parallel, we conclude that in (1) the conjunction and operates on the word parts
ortho and perio. The structure relevant to interpretation must therefore be (6) below, with coor-
dination at the surface level.

(6) [ortho and perio]dontists

The challenge, then, is to provide a semantics for word parts that will allow us to interpret struc-
tures like (6) with the correct truth conditions; this would require assigning separate meanings to
the word parts ortho, perio, and dontists. We do want to preserve the meaning of the conjunction
and—intuitively, it has the same meaning in (6) as it has elsewhere in the language.

I propose that the desired semantics can be formulated through the use of phonological decom-
position (Artstein 2002), which derives the meanings of ortho and dontist from the meaning of
orthodontist: in a construction like (6), the conjuncts denote strings of sound, and the rest of the
word is a function from sounds to word meanings. The ordinary interpretation of conjunction
then allows these denotations to combine, and results in the correct meaning for the full NP ortho
and periodontists.

The semantics necessary for interpreting coordination of parts of words is developed in section 2.
Section 3 looks at the phonological constraints on the coordination of word parts, which are im-
portant in ruling out certain configurations predicted possible by the semantics. Finally, section 4
compares the present approach to previous suggestions in the literature, which offered to explain
coordination of parts of words as the result of phonological deletion.

2 A semantics for the coordination of word parts

2.1 Plurality and conjunction

Our semantics will have to capture the following difference: the NP ortho and periodontists
can denote a pair of people, one of whom is an orthodontist and the other a periodontist, while
orthodontists and periodontists cannot denote such a pair: it can either denote a pair of people
who are each both an orthodontist and a periodontist, or a group of people of whom at least two
are orthodontists and two periodontists. The source of the difference is the location of plural
morphology: there is one plural morpheme on the entire NP ortho and periodontists, whereas in
orthodontists and periodontists there is a plural morpheme on each conjunct.

I start by outlining some assumptions about the representation of plurality and conjunction that
will be used in deriving the contrast between the above two NPs. The underlying theory of plu-
rality and conjunction includes the following elements.
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(7) Plurality is represented via a structured domain of individuals; plural objects are formed
by a join operation �, and are of the same type as singular individuals, namely type e.
(Leonard and Goodman 1940)

(8) Plural morphology is interpreted as semantic plurality: plural expressions only include
pluralities in their extension. (cf. Chierchia 1998)

(9) Coordination can receive a cumulative (plural-forming or “non-Boolean”) interpretation.
(Link 1983; Krifka 1990)

The above claims are defended in Artstein (2001), where the argument is made based on the
behavior of coordinate adjectives in languages that mark them with plural morphology. The as-
sumptions about plurality (7) and (8) state that plural NPs like orthodontists and periodontists
denote sets of strictly plural objects.

(10) ��orthodontists�� � λα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn��i� n���orthodontist���αi��

��periodontists�� � λα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn��i� n���periodontist���αi��

As for coordination, the assumption in (9) states that when and coordinates individuals of type e
it can denote the join operation on the domain of individuals�.

(11) ��Bill and Martha�� � ��Bill��� ��Martha��

Cumulative conjunction for common nouns (type et) is defined as follows: an object α is in the
denotation of a coordinate common noun if it is the join of two objects α1 and α2, where α1 is
in the denotation of the first conjunct and α2 is in the denotation of the second.

(12) ��orthodontists and periodontists�� �
λα�α � α1�α2� ��orthodontists���α1�� ��periodontists���α2�

We thus get the desired reading for orthodontists and periodontists: there must be at least two
orthodontists and two periodontists in any group denoted by (12); it may be the same individuals
who are practitioners of both kinds, or different individuals (in the latter case the size of the group
is greater than two).

2.2 Phonological decomposition

We now turn to the coordinate NP ortho and periodontists. In order to interpret it we must as-
sign an interpretation to the word parts ortho, perio and dontist. I believe that the lexical or
etymological meanings of these morphemes are largely irrelevant. Many speakers can identify
the morpheme ortho in words like orthodontist, orthopedics, orthography and orthodox, without
knowing the etymological meaning of the root and what it contributes to each of these words.
What matters, then, is the ability to recognize ortho as part of a bigger word, whose meaning is
known.

The meanings of the individual morphemes thus have to be derived from the meanings of the
words they form. One possibility would be to treat the words orthodontist and periodontist as
idiomatically combining expressions, a term that Nunberg et al. (1994) use for expressions like
pull strings: the expression is idiomatic, yet speakers understand each of its constituents as mak-
ing a distinct contribution to the idiomatic meaning. Thus, the word strings in the expression pull
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strings has a meaning roughly equivalent to “connections”. So while the parts have specialized
meanings, the expression as a whole is compositional, and one can therefore, for example, refer
to the “strings” that were being pulled. Interpreting a word like orthodontist as an idiomati-
cally combining expression would involve assigning the word part dontist a meaning roughly
equivalent to “dental specialist”, and giving the word part ortho a modifier meaning like “teeth
straightener”. Of course, these meanings will be restricted to the word parts when they occur
in orthodontist, so we do not expect to find a word like *ortholinguist meaning “a linguist who
straightens teeth”, just like we cannot use the word strings to mean “connections” outside the
expression pull strings.

I find a number of problems with this possible way of assigning meanings to word parts. The
motivation for the analysis of certain idioms as compositional expressions is the observation that
the parts can also carry the special meanings on their own—they can be modified, topicalized,
and referred to by a pronoun. But we do not find this behavior with word parts like ortho, perio
and dontist, so there is less of a reason to think that these parts carry the same kind of special
meanings.

Second, the analysis of Nunberg et al. (1994) relies on the concept of figuration, and idioms are
explained as conventionalized uses of figurative language. We can see that this is true with an
expression like pull strings: even though pull receives a specialized meaning in this expression,
it retains the thematic structure of the standard lexical meaning of pull. However, it is hard to
see how the concept of figuration can apply to a part of a word: it seems intuitively wrong to
consider “teeth straightener” to be a figurative meaning of ortho, when ortho does not have a
meaning in the first place.

My proposal is to derive the meanings for the word parts from the meanings of the complete
words through phonological decomposition, in a manner similar to that proposed in Artstein
(2002): the denotations of the morphemes will form a function-argument structure that, when
put together, will retrieve the meanings of the original words. The singular common nouns or-
thodontist and periodontist denote properties of individuals (type et). I will assume that ortho
and perio simply denote strings of sounds, which are individuals of type e.

(13) a. ��ortho�� � De: the string ortho.

b. ��perio�� � De: the string perio.

That strings of sound are objects in our model, which are referred to by their own mention, is
no great innovation. Roger Schwarzschild (personal communication) points out that there exist
predicates that apply exclusively to such meanings, as in the sentences ortho is disyllabic and
perio ends in a tense vowel. My claim is that this is the same denotation that we see in ortho and
periodontists.

Given the denotations of ortho and perio, the semantics will have to give dontist a functional
meaning of type eet, like that of a transitive verb: it will take as its first argument an object whose
meaning is a string of sounds, and return the meaning of the word which is the concatenation of
that string with the string dontist.

(14) ��dontist�� � Deet: the function h : De � Det such that for all α � De, h�α� � ��αdontist�� if
αdontist is a word and ��αdontist�� � Det , undefined otherwise.

With the above definition, the composition of dontist with ortho and with perio yields the ex-
pected results.
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(15) a. ��dontist�����ortho��� � ��orthodontist��

b. ��dontist�����perio��� � ��periodontist��

We need not worry about the fact that the function denoted by dontist is undefined for many
objects in the model that it could take as an argument. In this respect dontist is like any other
function: the expression Bill-dontist is incoherent, because it is impossible to concatenate a per-
son with a sound in order to form a word. This is similar to what happens with an expression like
kissed democracy, which is incoherent because democracy isn’t something that can be kissed,
even though it is of the right semantic type for objects of kiss.

2.3 Coordinating word parts

We now have the building blocks that derive the meaning of ortho and periodontists. Starting
with the constituent ortho and perio, we notice that and operates here between two objects of
type e, so the meaning of the coordinated constituent is the join of these two objects, that is a
plural object of type e (just like Bill and Martha).

(16) ��ortho and perio�� � ��ortho��� ��perio�� � De

Now dontists has to apply to this object—it is, after all, of the right type. The meaning of plural
dontists will be derived from the meaning of singular dontist by restricting its subject (the outer
argument) to plurals and allowing a cumulative relation between its two arguments, as is the case
with plural transitive verbs (Scha 1981). We get the following meaning for plural dontists.

(17) ��dontists�� � λβλα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn�β � β1��� ��βm

��i� n� j � m ���dontist���αi�β j��
�� j � m�i� n ���dontist���αi�β j��

Applying the meaning of dontists in (17) to the meaning of ortho and perio in (16) will give us
the meaning of the NP ortho and periodontists.

(18) ��dontists�����ortho��� ��perio���
� λα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn� ���ortho��� ��perio��� � β1��� ��βm

��i� n� j � m ���dontist���αi�β j���� j � m�i� n ���dontist���αi�β j��
� λα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn

��i� n ���dontist���αi� ��ortho���� ��dontist���αi� ��perio����
��i� n ���dontist���αi� ��ortho������i � n ���dontist���αi� ��perio����

� λα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn

��i� n ���orthodontist���αi�� ��periodontist���αi��
��i� n ���orthodontist���αi����i � n ���periodontist���αi��

We find that ortho and periodontists denotes the set of all plural objects that are composed of
singular individuals where each such individual is either an orthodontist or a periodontist, and
at least one such individual is an orthodontist, and one is a periodontist. In particular, one such
plural object is the join of the orthodontist Bill and the periodontist Martha. So our semantics
succeeds in interpreting the NP ortho and periodontists at surface level.
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2.4 Coordinate parts with number marking

Let’s look again at the underlying cause for the contrast between the NPs ortho and periodon-
tists and orthodontists and periodontists: the former has one plural morpheme on the entire NP,
whereas the latter has a plural morpheme on each conjunct. This leads to the following expecta-
tion: if each coordinate part were to bear plural morphology, then coordination of parts should
have the same meaning as coordination of whole words.

We find such a case in Hebrew. In compounds, number is usually marked on the head; number
marking on the non-head—singular sefer and plural šinayim below—is irrelevant in determining
the number of the compound, (cf. Borer 1988).

(19) SINGULAR PLURAL

bet sefer bat-ei sefer ‘school’ (lit. ‘house-book’)
rofe šinayim rof-ei šinayim ‘dentist’ (lit. ‘doctor-teeth’)

In a small class of compounds, however, number is marked on both parts.

(20) SINGULAR PLURAL

sgan aluf sgan-ei aluf-im ‘lieutenant colonel’
tat aluf tat-ei aluf-im ‘brigadier general’

Hebrew compounds are considered to be morphological words because of their syntactic be-
havior, namely that they do not allow extraction (Borer 1988). As far as the semantics goes,
the compounds sgan aluf and tat aluf should be considered to have atomic meanings because
of their opacity. The morpheme sgan is also an independent word meaning ‘deputy’, and tat
is a prefix with a meaning similar to ‘sub-’; in combination with aluf, both of the compounds
formed denote ranks that are below aluf ‘major general’. However, exactly what ranks these
are and how they are ordered with respect to one another is completely conventional, and does
not follow from the meanings of the individual morphemes. (There is another sense in which
the terms sgan aluf and tat aluf may be thought to be compositional: parallel ranks in other se-
curity forces have s similar structure. Thus, sgan aluf, sgan nicav, sgan gondar and sgan tafsar
are parallel ranks, respectively, in the Israeli Defense Force, National Police, Prison Service and
Firefighting Service; the same goes for tat aluf, tat nicav, tat gondar and tat tafsar. While these
terms are related, I don’t think this reduces their opacity.)

When number is marked on both parts of the compound, we find that coordination of parts re-
quires that each conjunct should correspond to a plural referent, just like coordination of full
compounds. Both of the sentences below require there to be at least two lieutenant colonels and
two brigadier generals at the party.

(21) etmol hayu ba-mesiba sgan-ei aluf-im ve-tat-ei aluf-im
yesterday were at.the-party deputy-pl general-pl and-sub-pl general-pl
“At the party yesterday there were lt. colonels and brigadier generals”

(22) etmol hayu ba-mesiba sgan-ei ve-tat-ei aluf-im
yesterday were at.the-party deputy-pl and-sub-pl general-pl
“At the party yesterday there were lt. colonels and brigadier generals”

Our semantics should now explain why the above two sentences receive the same meaning. Co-
ordination of full NPs (21) works the same way as with orthodontists and periodontists; coordi-
nation of parts (22) will have to take the plural marking on the conjuncts into account.
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We start, as before, by noting that the coordinate parts denote strings of sounds; these sounds
include the plural morphemes, which are within the coordinate parts.

(23) a. ��sgan-ei�� � De: the string sgan-ei.

b. ��tat-ei�� � De: the string tat-ei.

The element outside the coordinate structure receives a functional meaning of type eet, from
sounds to common noun meanings.

(24) ��aluf-im�� � Deet: the function h : De � Det such that for all α � De, h�α� � ��αaluf-im��
if αaluf-im is a word and ��αaluf-im�� � Det, undefined otherwise.

This will combine with the previous meanings to yield the desired results.

(25) a. ��aluf-im�����sgan-ei��� � ��sgan-ei aluf-im��

b. ��aluf-im�����tat-ei��� � ��tat-ei aluf-im��

Notice how we had to use the plural aluf-im rather than singular aluf in our phonological decom-
position. This is because the coordinate parts themselves contain plural morphemes, so their
phonological concatenation with singular aluf would result in a non-word: if we had tried to
combine the meanings in (23) with the eet-type meaning of aluf, we would not get a meaning
that we could later build on.

(26) a. ��aluf�����sgan-ei���: Undefined (no word *sgan-ei aluf )

b. ��aluf�����tat-ei���: Undefined (no word *tat-ei aluf )

The significance of this is apparent: whereas previously we have introduced a cumulative infer-
ence through the derivation of plural dontists from singular dontist, such a move with aluf-im
would be useless. Rather, we will have to define the cumulative inference of aluf-im with refer-
ence to its basic eet-type meaning.

Since the word part aluf-im is plural, it should allow a cumulative relation between its two ar-
guments (just like dontists): aluf-im has to be closed under cumulative inference.

(27) ��aluf-im�� � λβλα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn�β � β1��� ��βm

��i� n� j � m ���aluf-im���αi�β j��
�� j �m�i� n ���aluf-im���αi�β j��

The coordinate constituent sgan-ei ve-tat-ei denotes a plural object of type e, just like ortho and
perio.

(28) ��sgan-ei ve-tat-ei�� � ��sgan-ei��� ��tat-ei�� � De

Applying the meaning of aluf-im in (27) to the meaning of sgan-ei ve-tat-ei in (28) gives us the
meaning of the NP sgan-ei ve-tat-ei aluf-im.

(29) ��aluf-im�����sgan-ei��� ��tat-ei���
� λα�α � PL�α � α1��� ��αn� ���sgan-ei��� ��tat-ei��� � β1��� ��βm

��i� n� j � m ���aluf-im���αi�β j��
�� j � m�i� n ���aluf-im���αi�β j��

� λα�α � PL�α � α1�α2
� ��aluf-im���α1� ��sgan-ei���� ��aluf-im���α2� ��tat-ei���

� λα�α � PL�α � α1�α2� ��sgan-ei aluf-im���α1�� ��tat-ei aluf-im���α2�
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We find that sgan-ei ve-tat-ei aluf-im denotes the set of all plural objects that are the join of two
objects, one of which is in the denotation of sgan-ei aluf-im and the other in the denotation of
tat-ei aluf-im. Each such object will include at least two lieutenant colonels and two brigadier
generals, as desired.

I now address a potential objection to my analysis above: one might claim that the NP sgan-ei
ve-tat-ei aluf-im, with coordination of parts, receives the same interpretation as a coordination
of full NPs because the conjoined elements are the heads of the compound, unlike the English
example ortho and periodontists. I am actually not sure about the headedness of the above com-
pounds, despite the formal similarity to construct states, and I think the fact that number is doubly
marked by morphology may be an indication that the headedness relation is not that straightfor-
ward. More importantly, coordination of singular terms shows a contrast between compounds of
the type we are looking at and truly headed compounds. If it were a matter of conjoining heads,
one might expect that conjunction of singular heads might be plural; this is what we see, for in-
stance, in the following sentence (as mentioned above, the plurality of šinayim “teeth” does not
affect the number marking of the compound).

(30) etmol hay-u ba-mesiba rofe ve-rof-at šinayim
yesterday were-pl at.the-party doctor.m.sg and-doctor-f.sg teeth
“At the party yesterday there were a male dentist and a female dentist”

But when we coordinate parts of a singular compound of the type discussed throughout this sec-
tion, the result is still singular, whereas coordination of singular compounds is plural. We thus
see a contrast between (31) and (32), where the latter is ungrammatical because the singular sub-
ject does not agree with the plural verb; coordination of parts of a singular compound is fine when
it can felicitously refer to a single individual, as in (33).

(31) etmol hay-u ba-mesiba sgan aluf ve-tat aluf
yesterday were-pl at.the-party deputy.sg general.sg and-sub.sg general.sg
“At the party yesterday there were a lt. colonel and a brigadier general”

(32)*etmol hay-u ba-mesiba sgan ve-tat aluf
yesterday were-pl at.the-party deputy.sg and-sub.sg general.sg

(33) dani hikir et matan vilnai betor sgan ve-tat aluf
Danny knew acc Matan Vilnai as deputy.sg and-sub.sg general.sg
“Danny knew Matan Vilnai as a lt. colonel and a brigadier general”

This is predicted by our semantics, provided that we restrict the eet-type denotation of aluf to
singularities, the same way we restricted that of aluf-im to pluralities.

3 Phonological constraints

Phonological decomposition allows us to interpret coordination of parts of words at surface level,
yielding the correct interpretation for plural morphology on the conjuncts (or lack thereof). The
semantics, however, does not make a distinction between grammatical strings like ortho and
periodontists and ungrammatical ones like *cran and strawberries or *peri and telescopes. And
indeed it should not: it is phonological rather than semantic factors that are responsible for the
above contrast. This section explores the phonological constraints on the coordination of parts
of words.
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3.1 Phonology and etymology

Before I go into the details of the phonology, I want to address a concern that the contrast just
mentioned may be the result of the words orthodontist and periodontist being in some sense more
“compositional” than the words cranberry and strawberry. This may be true from a historical or
etymological point of view; synchronically, however, there is no difference in compositionality.
Speakers of English can readily identify the morphemes -berry and -dontist, since the words that
contain them share some common aspects of meaning. But the morphemes cran, straw, ortho,
and perio seem just about equally opaque. There is nothing more to the meaning of cran and
straw other than the kind of berry they signify. The term orthodontist is in common use, and it
seems reasonable to assume that speakers learn it as a unit; the relation to words like orthodox
and orthography is fairly obscure. The word periodontist is much less familiar, and it is not at all
easy to arrive at its meaning, despite familiarity with the morpheme peri in words like perimeter
and periphery. It appears that synchronically, the words orthodontist and periodontist are just
as opaque as strawberry and cranberry.

So where do speakers get the intuition that orthodontist and periodontist are more compositional
than strawberry and cranberry? I believe this is a phonological intuition, rather than a seman-
tic one. Some speakers are more content with boysen and huckleberries than with *cran and
strawberries, even though it is hard to see in what sense it is more compositional. Furthermore,
speakers are happy to accept ortho and periodontists even when they do not know exactly what
a periodontist is, simply assuming it is some kind of dental specialist. This would be hard to
explain if acceptability were tied to the lexical meaning of the word part perio.

Another possibility is that compositionality is not an intuition about meaning, but rather an in-
tuition about combinatorial properties: speakers are aware that the morphemes ortho and peri
form a variety of compounds, whereas cran and straw are less productive in this sense (note,
however, that in contemporary English, cran is used productively and rather transparently in
compounds or blends like cranapple and cran-grape). The fact that ortho and peri belong to the
scientific, learned vocabulary may also give speakers the impression that they are, or should be,
more transparent, even if the speaker doesn’t know why. But the combinatorial properties still
do not explain the coordination facts. If it were the combinatorial properties alone that allowed
coordination of parts, we should expect structures like *peri and telescopes to be well formed,
since periscope and telescope are also compositional, in the etymological sense, as much as per-
iodontist and orthodontist. Our conclusion is that the intuition that coordination of parts is al-
lowed by compositionality of lexical meaning or even etymological compositionality is a false
intuition; the difference between the well formed examples and the ungrammatical ones is due
to the phonology.

3.2 Description of the prosodic facts

Structures where word parts are coordinated are subject to certain prosodic restrictions. Our first
observation is that the coordinate parts must be separated from the rest of the word by a certain
prosodic juncture. Okada (1999) gives minimal contrasts such as the following (p. 350).

(34) a.*physio and psychologies

b. physio and psychological

Semantic factors do not explain the contrast between the above examples. Nor can the contrast
be attributed to morphological structure, as physio and psycho are identifiable morphemes in both
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examples. Rather, the contrast is a matter of prosodic (metrical) structure: a single foot may not
span segmental material from both the coordinate and non-coordinate parts (in the following
example the offending foot is underlined).

(35) a.*physio and psy(�cholo)(�gies)

b. (�physio) and (�psycho)(�logi)cal

We can formulate a first approximation of the prosodic constraint on coordination of parts of
words—material from the coordinate part and the part outside the coordinate structure may not
be prosodified into one foot. An alternative way to state this is that there must be a foot boundary
between the coordinate part and the rest of the word.

The above restriction still does not predict the ungrammaticality of *cran and strawberries, since
cran, straw and berries can all be parsed into separate feet. I think that this is desirable. While
it is true that *cran and strawberries is unacceptable to many (perhaps most) speakers, it is still
markedly better than *physio and psychologies. The minimal requirement is that the coordinate
and non-coordinate parts should be separated by a foot boundary; structures that satisfy this re-
quirement have varying degrees of acceptability, and coordination of parts of words in English is
dispreferred when primary stress is on the coordinate parts. This is similar to the behavior of ex-
pletive infixation (McCarthy 1982): orthobloodydontist and psychobloodylogical are better than
?cranbloodyberry, but the latter is definitely preferable to the impossible *psychobloodylogy.

Another prosodic generalization is that the free conjunct in the coordinate structure invariably
forms a prosodic word. I know of two tests that can detect a prosodic word boundary in En-
glish: stem-final tensing and [�] intrusion. Stem-final tensing prohibits the reduction of non-low
vowels to schwa at the end of a prosodic word (Booij and Rubach 1987); intrusive [�] appears
in certain dialects of English between a non-diphthongal vowel and a following vowel, when
the two vowels are separated by a prosodic word boundary (McCarthy 1993). The examples
below—(36) for all English speakers and (37) for those speakers with [�] intrusion—show that
the first conjunct in the coordinate structure is parsed as a prosodic word.

(36) orth[��] and periodontists (cf. orth[�]dontist)

(37) mega[�] and gigabytes

The fact that periodontist may be pronounced with a schwa in (36) shows that the conjunct part
in that word does not have to form a prosodic word. Coordination of parts of words thus requires
that the coordinate parts be constituents that can be promoted to the status of a prosodic word,
and that the free-standing conjunct actually be promoted to this status (cf. Smith 2000).

Dutch and German show similar prosodic restrictions to English—there must be a foot boundary
between the coordinate and non-coordinate parts of a word, and the free-standing conjunct must
form a prosodic word—but they do not show the English preference against stress on the coor-
dinate parts. Booij (1985) formulates a rule that states that coordination in Dutch and German is
allowed when the element outside the coordinate structure forms a prosodic word (this is formu-
lated in connection with a rule of phonological deletion, see section 4, but it can be equally well
stated as a condition on surface representations). Prosodic word status is determined by the word
formation processes of compounding and affixation. However, the examples in Booij (1985)
which do not allow coordination either have the coordinate and non-coordinate parts parsed into
a single foot, or have a non-coordinate part that is smaller than a full foot (I cannot reproduce the
examples here due to space considerations; the reader is referred to the original article). On the
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other hand, Booij gives some examples of coordinate structures like mono- en dialogen ‘mono-
logues and dialogues’, where morphological structure does not lead us to expect that the element
outside the coordinate structure is a prosodic word. If the requirement on coordination in Dutch
is the same as I have suggested for English, namely that there just be a foot boundary between
the coordinate and non-coordinate parts, then all the data are accounted for.

The situation in German may be more complicated—I know of at least some speakers who refuse
to accept *Mono und Dialoge, even though there is a foot boundary between the coordinate and
non-coordinate parts; a foot boundary may not be enough for these speakers. Höhle (1982) gives
an analysis of coordination in German in terms of morphological boundaries, but notes (fn. 8,
p. 91) that often these boundaries do not correlate with other phonological or morphological
tests, and may in some cases lead to speaker variation and underdetermination. A prosodic ex-
planation to speaker variation may be that in German the minimal boundary for coordination
of word parts is that of a prosodic word rather than a foot, and variation stems from different
speakers having different prosodic representations for the same words. Variation may also be
the result of different speakers requiring different boundaries—some speakers only allow coor-
dination of parts of words with a prosodic word boundary, while others are content with a foot
boundary. I leave the matter unresolved, pending further data.

4 Surface coordination vs. deletion

Our theory now has two parts: a semantic theory for the interpretation of coordination on parts
of words, and phonological restrictions on the structures that can be coordinated. These phono-
logical observations draw on previous analyses of similar constructions in Dutch and German,
which preferred to view these constructions as resulting from a process of phonological deletion,
rather than coordination at surface level (Höhle 1982; Booij 1985; Wiese 1992, 1996; Kleinhenz
1997; Smith 2000). Our motivation for an analysis of surface coordination was the difference in
meaning between NPs with coordinate word parts (ortho and periodontists) and coordinations
of full NPs (orthodontists and periodontists). In this section I look at additional arguments that
compare surface coordination with phonological deletion.

The rule of deletion, as it is put forward in Booij (1985) and Kleinhenz (1997), includes a syntac-
tic component as well as a phonological component. Deletion itself is phonological—the deleted
element is a prosodic word. But prosodic restrictions alone do not predict the following con-
trasts, since in each pair the two structures are identical in terms of prosodic structure.

(38) a. de land- en de tuinbouw (Dutch, Booij 1985)
‘the agriculture and the horticulture’

b.*de land- met de tuinbouw
‘the agriculture with the horticulture’

(39) a. eine elf- und eine zwölfjährige
an eleven and a twelve-year-old

(German, Kleinhenz 1997)

b.*eine elf- bewundert eine zwölfjährige
an eleven admires a twelve-year-old

These examples lead Booij and Kleinhenz to conclude that the context for deletion must be syn-
tactic: the deleted element has to be adjacent to a conjunction.

A question which is not addressed is why this particular deletion rule should exist and not, say,
a rule that allowed phonological deletion, under identity, subject to adjacency to a preposition.
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Indeed, if the deletion rule has nothing to do with the meaning of conjunction, then we should ex-
pect that a language should be possible where constructions like (38a) are bad, but constructions
like (38b) are grammatical!

Surface coordination, as argued for in this paper, gives a straightforward answer to the above
question, which follows from the meanings of parts of words. Phonological decomposition states
that coordinate parts of words denote strings of sounds, which are individual objects (type e).
These denotations can be conjoined: the conjunction of two strings of sound is a plural object
which is the join of the individual strings. However, there is no way to modify a string of sound
using a preposition like with, or to have a string of sound as the object of admire. It follows
that parts of word are licensed in coordinate structures like (38a) and (39a), but not as objects of
prepositions (38b) or verbs (39b).

The above explanation is semantic, just like the explanation for the following contrast, which
does not involve parts of words.

(40) big and small monkeys

(41)*big with small monkeys (cf. big monkeys with small monkeys)

(42)*big admire small monkeys (cf. big monkeys admire small monkeys)

The adjectives big and small can be coordinated to form a constituent with a coherent meaning,
which can then combine with monkeys. But big and small cannot combine with with to form a
constituent *big with small, nor can they combine with admire to form a constituent *big admire
small. Indeed, it would seem odd to have an analysis that derived (40) from big monkeys and
small monkeys through deletion of monkeys, and then stipulated somehow that this is not possible
in (41) and (42). Phonological decomposition allows the same explanation for constructions
above and below the word level.

Wiese (1992, 1996) also notes an empirical problem with a deletion rule phrased in syntactic
terms: it does not cover the full range of data. The following examples from German show how
parts of words appear as independent syntactic elements in structures that do not involve coor-
dination (Wiese 1996, p. 72).

(43) a. Sachsen entwickelte sich vom Herzog- zum Kurfürstentum.
‘Saxony developed from a dukedom to an electorate.’

b. Formen wir den Aktiv- in einen Passivsatz um.
‘We form the passive sentence from the active sentence.’

c. ... übernahm zum Fraktions- auch noch den Landesvorsitz
‘... taking over both the faction chair and the state chair.’

d. Weil Leitungs- von Mineralwasser unterschieden werden muß, ...
‘since tap water must be distinguished from mineral water, ...’

Wiese proposes that these structures are the product of a purely phonological deletion rule: not
only is the deleted element a prosodic word (ω), but the context is also phonological. A prosodic
word may be deleted at the edge of a phonological phrase (φ), if an identical prosodic word is
contained in an adjacent phonological phrase within the same intonational phrase (I).

(44) a. �I �φ � � � ωi φ��φ � � � ωi � � � φ� I�

b. �I �φ � � � ωi � � � φ��φ ωi � � � φ� I�
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Unfortunately, this proposal fails to distinguish between the pairs of examples in (38) and (39)
above. Whereas a deletion rule with a syntactically specified environment prohibits the gram-
matical structures in (43), a deletion rule with a prosodically specified environment allows the
ungrammatical structures (38b) and (39b). Our surface coordination account captures meaning
contrasts that a deletion account misses (our original motivation), and it explains why parts of
words occur in coordinate structures but not as objects of with or transitive verbs. We still need
an explanation how a surface interpretation is possible for the non-coordinate structures in (43).
I do not have an answer at the moment, but we should note that these structures have parallels
at the phrasal level: parts of words are allowed where parts of NPs are allowed.

(45) a. Parliament developed from a unicameral to a bicameral institution.

b. We transform the active into the passive sentence.

c. ... taking over both the faction and the state chair.

It appears, then, that however the sentences above are interpreted, this should generalize to the
constructions with word parts.

Why, then, was deletion proposed in the first place? It turns out that most of these arguments
rest on assumptions about the rigidity of syntax and semantics, and are no longer valid when we
consider a syntax and semantics capable of manipulating and interpreting parts of words.

One argument for deletion is syntactic: sentences (46) and (47) contain apparent instances of
coordination of non-constituents: een derde and een zesde in (46), and ein Dreigang and ein
Sechsgang in (47).

(46) het verschil tussen een derde- en een zesdeklasser
the difference between a third and a sixth-former

(Dutch, Booij 1985)

(47) ein Dreigang- und ein Sechsgangfahrrad
a three-speed and a six-speed-bicycle

(German, Kleinhenz 1997)

Indeed, a syntax would need to allow some non-traditional constituents in order to generate the
above examples with surface coordination. Such syntactic theories have been developed for non-
traditional constituent coordination at the phrase level (“Right Node Raising”: Ades and Steed-
man 1982; Steedman 1985, 1987), and a similar grammar is used by Moortgat (1987) for the
internal structure of words.

Another argument for deletion has to do with the semantics of number. Booij (1985) notes that
the preposition tussen ‘between’ in (46) requires a plural complement, whereas on a surface in-
terpretation its complement would be interpreted as singular because of the singular head klasser.
The same problem, however, appears with coordination of determiner-adjective sequences that
are whole words.

(48) I must choose between a yellow and a red cabinet.

I do not have an explanation for (48), and perhaps a deletion analysis can be motivated for it as
well as for (46). However, this is not evidence for deletion in all cases of coordination of parts
of words—no more than (48) is a motivation for deletion in the NP yellow and red cabinets.

The next argument says that coordination of parts of words cannot be generated by the mech-
anism of syntactic composition because the conjuncts do not have to be free morphemes (49)–
(50) or because they can be lexical items of different categories (51)–(52).
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(49) schei- en natuurkunde ‘chemistry and physics’ (Dutch, Booij 1985)
(literally: ‘analysis and nature knowledge’).

(50) Him- und Brombeeren ‘raspberries and blackberries’ (German, Kleinhenz 1997)

(51) leer- en handboeken ‘textbooks and handbooks’ (Dutch, Booij 1985)
(literally: ‘learn and hand books’).

(52) Verband Geburts- und andere-r Behinderte-r
society birth and other-GEN handicapped-GEN

(German, Kleinhenz 1997)

Moortgat (1987) offers a syntax for these structures: conjunct stems of various categories are
converted into modifier bound morphemes through a category-changing rule. A second argu-
ment for deletion is that the lexical meanings of the above morphemes are opaque. With phono-
logical decomposition as developed in this paper this is no longer a problem for the semantics.

The final argument for deletion comes from Dutch “linking phonemes”. When wesp ‘wasp’
forms a compound with steek ‘sting’, an additional schwa [�] appears between the two mor-
phemes: wespesteek; similarly, zonsverduistering ‘sun-eclipse’ contains a linking [�]. The link-
ing phonemes are retained when such morphemes are coordinated.

(53) wespe- en bijesteken ‘wasp and bee stings’ (Booij 1985)

(54) zons- en maansverduisteringen ‘solar and lunar eclipses’ (Booij 1985)

Booij (1985) argues that deletion is the only possible source for the linking phoneme in the first
conjunct, since coordinated words are inaccessible to morphological rules: the ordinal derived
from the cardinal number drie-en-zestig ‘sixty three’ is drie-en-zestigste ‘sixty third’, where the
first conjunct retains its cardinal form, rather than *derde-en-zestigste (cf. derde ‘third’). How-
ever, there is no reason to believe that coordination should be similar to this sort of morpholog-
ical derivation. Moortgat (1987, p. 47) notes that the linking phoneme “makes the left members
formally recognizable as bound forms”, and these can be coordinated at the surface; this is to
be expected under the semantics proposed here, since only the bound morphemes have the right
meaning (that is, the right sound) to combine with the meaning of the head.

I have argued in this paper that coordination of parts of words is interpreted at the surface level,
through the semantic process of phonological decomposition. No special machinery in needed
on top of this, and coordination retains its ordinary meaning. Coordination of parts of words is
also subject to prosodic restrictions, which place a minimum size restriction on constituents that
can be coordinated. The analysis is superior to deletion proposals, both in its empirical cover-
age and in its explanation of why parts of words function as independent elements in coordinate
structures but not in other grammatical constructions.
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NON-DYNAMIC ANALYSES OF ANAPHORIC PRONOUNS: DO THINGS
LOOK BETTER IN 2-D?*

Richard Breheny
RCEAL, University of Cambridge

Abstract

This paper compares pragmatic accounts of anaphoric relations between indefinites and pronouns.
We argue that Stalnaker’s (1998) account which exploits features of his two dimensional framework
for representing context and content is too weak. We suggest that the definiteness of anaphoric
pronouns can be captured only if we consider them E-type.

1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with discourses of the form in (1), focussing on the anaphoric dependence
between the pronouns in the second sentence and indefinites in the first. 

(1) a. A man walked in the park. He whistled.
b. I predicted that a woman will nominated for President in 2004. Furthermore, I

predict she will win.

The various analyses of such discourses can be classified as being either dynamic or not. Among
the non-dynamic analyses, there are what will be called ‘linguistic’ and ‘pragmatic’. A major
concern of the first part of this paper will be to show that among non-dynamic approaches, there
is good reason to think that some kind of pragmatic account might be on the right track. Though
we aim to present some strong positive evidence for the pragmatic account which is also very
problematic for dynamic approaches to meaning and discourse, we will not explicitly examine the
question about the preferability of dynamic vs pragmatic accounts here.1 Instead, we shall be
interested in scrutinising the virtues of two different pragmatic accounts. The first involves the
E-type analysis of pronouns first proposed in Cooper (1979). The second, found in Stalnaker
(1998), involves an analysis of pronouns as simply variable terms of direct reference. It also
crucially involves the pragmatic process of diagonalisation. In the second part we will argue that
Stalnaker’s pragmatic account is, in an interesting way, too weak. We will consider and reject
alternative, stronger proposals that could be made within the two dimensional framework. We
conclude, among other things, that only if pronouns can be considered to be E-type do we capture
their definiteness.
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2 Non-dynamic accounts.
Among non-dynamic approaches to (1) we can distinguish between those which assume that the
pronoun in the second sentence is bound by the indefinite in the first and those which do not.
Among the latter, E-type accounts assume that the pronoun in the second sentence goes proxy
for a definite description. E-type approaches in turn can be distinguished according to whether
they treat the relation between indefinite and pronoun as mediated by linguistic rule. 

2.1 Static binding
In terms of the traditional framework of semantic description, the only analysis according to which
anaphoric pronouns such as in (1) are be treated as variables has thus far been to assume that they
are bound cross-sententially. The binding approach is motivated by the generally accepted
intuition that (1) is understood according to the gloss in (2)a or according to the analysis in (2)b.
This is the reading upon which Geach (1962) basis his proposals. It should be emphasised that it
is not thought that there would necessarily be a uniqueness implication in such cases according
to which just one man walked in the park:

(2) a. A man who walked in the park whistled.
b. ›x[man’(x) v walked_in_the_park’(x) v whistled’(x)]. 

The idea that our understanding of such anaphoric relations is due to binding is further motivated
by the apparent fact that pronouns which derive their interpretation from previous discourse are
judged to be inappropriate where there is no proper antecedent. The infamous marble discourse,
due to Barbara Partee, typically illustrates the point. (3)a below is judged infelicitous in spite of
the fact that the pronoun in the final sentence is clearly meant to refer to the missing marble.
Given that the antecedent sentences in (3)a and (3)b make available the same information, the
contrast in acceptability suggests that there is something about the manner in which the
information is presented which is the source of the unacceptability. Given the ancillary assumption
that deictic pronouns are only properly used in the physical presence of their referent, there is a
straightforward account of this given the binding approach: there is nothing to bind the pronoun
in question, so it cannot receive an interpretation.

(3) a. I had ten marbles but dropped them. I found nine. ?It had rolled under the sofa.
b. I had ten marbles but dropped them. I found all but one of them. It had rolled

under the sofa.

Without going into formal details, however, it is not difficult to be convinced that the binding
approach suffers from a lack of generality. If the indefinite is treated as some kind of
quantificational expression and the pronoun as a variable-like element, then one would assume
that if cross-sentential binding can occur in the case of (1)a, it should occur in the case of other
quantificational expressions. But this is not the case. Consider that (4)a cannot be understood as
(4)b as we would expect if cross-sentential binding were a general phenomenon:

(4) a. Every boy left school early. ?He went to the beach.
b. Every boy left school early and went to the beach.

A more telling consideration involves certain quantificational antecedents as in (5). Here, the
binding account predicts (5)a to be equivalent to (5)b and misses the fact that (5)a entails that just
one boy left school early:
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(5) a. Exactly one boy left school early. He went to the beach.
b. Exactly one boy left school early and went to the beach.

The E-type approach assumes that anaphoric relations as in (1) can result from the pronoun being
understood as if it were a definite description. As Evans (1977) points out, the E-type approach
correctly predicts our intuitions about (4) and (5), assuming that binding is only intra-sentential.

2.2 Linguistic vs Pragmatic E-type Approaches
Linguistic E-type approaches assume that the description in question is recovered by linguistic
rule. With some proposals, the rule makes reference to the actual linguistic material in the
antecedent sentence (see Evans 1977, Heim 1990). With others, the rule makes reference to the
semantic interpretation of the antecedent expressions (see Neale 1990). Neale’s proposal for a
semantic rule is given in (6):

(6) “(P5) If x is a pronoun that is anaphoric on, but not c-commanded by '[Dx: Fx]' that
occurs in an antecedent clause '[Dx: Fx](Gx)', then x is interpreted as the most
"impoverished" definite description directly recoverable from the antecedent clause that
denotes everything that is both F and G.” (Neale 1990, p182)

The alternative is to have no rule constraining which description the pronoun goes proxy for,
leaving this matter to pragmatics - i.e. to general principles of discourse plus particular facts about
the context (Cooper 1979). Both approaches face problems.

2.3 Problems with Uniqueness, Contradictions and Accessibility
The nub of the problem for the linguistic E-type approaches can be illustrated with the case of the
missing uniqueness implications. The kind of syntactic rule for recovering the E-type
interpretation which Evans proposes predicts that the discourse in (1) entails that just one man
walked in the park. Similar problems arise for the semantic rules proposed by Neale.  According
to this rule, the pronoun in (1)a would be understood as in (7)b - contrary to intuition:

(7) a. He whistled.
b. [thesing x: man'(x) v walked'(x)](whistled’(x))
c. [thesing x: F(x)](G(x)) is true iff |F-G| = 0 & |F| = 1

One diagnosis of the problem is that in these cases where there is no uniqueness implication, a
speaker’s referent of some sort is being introduced in the first part of the discourse and
subsequently being made reference to with the second part. 

One way to resolve this problem might be to suppose that the indefinite in the first sentence is
implicitly contextually restricted in such a way that this speaker’s referent can be picked up in
some way by the E-type description in the second. To illustrate how this proposal might work,
suppose that sgu expresses the property of being the individual which a speaker who makes an
utterance u of an indefinite has ‘in mind’. We can think of a speaker’s referent as instantiating this
property. What having an individual in mind amounts to in the general case is perhaps slightly
problematic, but for the purposes of this paper we will assume that in factual utterances sgu

expresses the property of being the actual causal source of the intention underlying the speaker's
utterance. Note also, we assume that it is in the nature of sgu that it be uniquely instantiated, if at
all. The proposal would then be that the first sentence in (1)a is understood as in (8):
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(8) [an x: man(x) v sgu(x)](walked_in_the_park(x))

As such, subsequent E-type pronouns could be used to make reference to this speaker’s referent.
This would be possible on Neale’s semantic approach to recovering the E-type interpretation, if
not on Evans’ syntactic approach.

While overcoming the uniqueness problem, this proposal is not viable since it makes the truth of
the proposition expressed by the utterance of the first sentence dependent on how things stand
with this speaker’s referent regarding being a man and walking. It is well known that this is
intuitively the incorrect analysis, for even if the speaker mistakes a woman for a man and thinks
of that person as a man walking in the park at the time in question, then the proposition expressed
by their utterance of the first sentence would still be true so long as there were men walking in
the park at the time.

A related problem for the linguistic E-type approaches has to do with contradictions using
pronouns. We note that a speaker (B in (9)) can coherently contradict another speaker (A) if they
think the person they have in mind does not have the property used to describe them with an
indefinite. However on any kind of linguistic E-type approach, it is part of what is expressed by
B that the individual being made reference to with the pronoun has this property which the rest
of the utterance denies they have. So one should find B’s utterance contradictory, if this kind of
E-type account were correct.

(9) A: Last night I met a Cabinet minister.
B: She was not a Cabinet minister.

Of course we could suppose that when a speaker utters the first sentence in (1)a, some
assumption about her grounds is communicated implicitly while the proposition expressed by the
utterance does not depend for its truth on how things stand with the speaker’s referent:

(10) What is said: ›x[man’(x) v walked_in_the_park’(x)]
Implicitly communicated: ›x[sgu(x) v Bel(sp, man’(x) v walked_in_the_park’(x))]

According to the pragmatic approach, such information could be exploited, resulting in an
understanding of the second sentence in (1)a as in (11). According to the linguistic E-type
approach, this is not possible:

(11) ›x[sgu(x) v whistled’(x)]

As we will see presently, (11) is in fact a fair representation our understanding of what the speaker
expresses with the second sentence in (1)a. It is also clear that the cases where there is
contradiction would not be problematic for the pragmatic approach as the description according
to which we understand the pronoun would just involve sgu.

While the pragmatic account does not suffer from the uniqueness problem and the related
contradiction problem, it would be obliged to give an account for why the appropriate description
can be recovered from implicit information in the case of (1)a but not in the marble discourse.
This problem is quite severe since, if E-type pronouns are just like definite descriptions, then one
would expect these pronouns to be acceptable in all cases where implicit information has to be
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exploited. That is, one would expect them to be understood via so-called bridging cross-reference
- just as the descriptions are in (12):

(12) a. I had ten marbles but dropped them. I found nine. The missing one had rolled
under the sofa.

b. Mary checked the picnic supplies and found that the beer was warm.

It is natural to think that there is something about the use of the indefinite that makes this
speaker’s referent suitably salient or the relevant information about the speaker’s grounds suitably
accessible. However, not very much has been offered in the way of defining what is or isn’t salient
or accessible for a pronoun. Indeed, the severity of this problem has led many to think that the
anaphoric relation between the indefinite and the pronoun is maintained in virtue of some kind of
linguistic rule and not pragmatic inference.

To sum up, linguistic E-type accounts suffer from the uniqueness and contradictions problems but
not the accessibility problem. By contrast, while pragmatic E-type approaches do not suffer from
the uniqueness and contradictions problems, they are of questionable value unless a coherent story
about salience or accessibility is provided. Indeed, this latter diagnosis applies to Stalnaker’s non-
E-type, pragmatic approach which we will review shortly. As the main purpose of this paper is
to compare pragmatic approaches to such cases of anaphora, we will say little about the
accessibility issue here. In Breheny (2001a), a situation theoretic approach to pragmatics and
discourse is outlined according to which the appropriate distinction between types of implicit
information can be made. This distinction does not involve any notion of (relative) salience.
Within that framework it is possible to specify a presupposition for pronouns according to which
the speaker’s referent in (1)a is available for pronominal reference, but the missing marble in (3)a
is not. We leave this matter here, but, in order to motivate some interest in choosing between
pragmatic accounts, the next section will review some positive evidence for the pragmatic
accounts generally - evidence which is problematic for linguistic E-type and/or dynamic accounts.

3 A closer look at anaphoric relations.
The parade examples which motivate linguistic accounts of pronominal anaphora tend to involve
just one kind of language use: continuous, joined-up monologue. Turning away from such cases,
it is a relatively straightforward matter to construct examples which parallel the marble discourse
but where there is no infelicity - as in (13):

(13) When John came into the room, he found Mary holding a bag of marbles and staring
intently at the floor. "What's up?", asked John. "I had ten marbles in this bag, but I
dropped them." replied Mary, lifting up the rug. "How many have you found?". "Nine".
"Bummer". Now both John and Mary began searching the nooks and crannies of the
room. After half an hour's searching, John turned to Mary, "Do you think it could have
rolled into the next room?"...

Note, however, that it is not the dialogic nature of the discourse that makes such antecedentless
reference possible - as (14) demonstrates:
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(14) John (manning a cake stall at a church fête, standing behind a lone cake):
I baked six cakes and have already sold five of them.

Mary (facing John with the lone cake between them, not looking down):
*? It’s my favourite kind. How much is it?

The generalisation has to do with what the conversational participants are paying attention to. As
pronouns contain no descriptive material, it would be unreasonable to refer to something with a
pronoun that wasn’t already in the focus of attention. Thus, the use of the pronoun pragmatically
presupposes that what is being referred to is in the current focus of the audience’s attention. In
joined up, planned monologue, the speaker draws the audience’s attention to one thing after
another. In such cases, the speaker controls the focus of attention and it is up to her to ensure that
the referents of pronouns are contained in what the audience is currently attending to. With
indefinites, the linguistic meaning only characterises a general type of situation. However, a
speaker can indirectly indicated how they relate to a situation they are describing. Such indirect
indications do not have a bearing on propositional content but they are part of the situation
indicated. Such indirect indications can involve the speaker’s grounds for what they say. See
Breheny (2001) for a formal account of accessibility built on these ideas.

It is well known that where antecedent discourse contains utterances with quantificational
expressions, say a sentence of the form, [[det[A]][B]], then pronominal reference can be made
to members of the restrictor and intersective sets (i.e {x: A(x)} and {x: A(x) v B(x)}) but not {x:
B(x) v ¬A(x)}. This is illustrated in (15) where the second sentence cannot be construed as being
about Clinton’s non-supporters, despite the fact that world knowledge would push one to
interpret it that way, if it was allowed. 

(15) During the Lewinsky affair, most Democrats in Congress still publicly supported Clinton.
Of course they represented more fundamentalist electorates.

This is really another accessibility fact which has either been passed over in dynamic treatments
or dealt with in an ad hoc manner (cf Kamp & Reyle 1993). What has not really been
acknowledged before is that even in the case where a singular indefinite is used to introduce a
speaker’s referent, the members of the intersective and restrictor set are still available for
reference as well. Consider (16)a where the pronoun refers to riot policemen at the demonstration
who cracked protesters’ skulls; and (16)b where reference is to riot policemen at the
demonstration.

(16) a. At the Seattle demonstration, I saw a riot policeman crack a protester’s skull for
absolutely no reason. They all seemed to be under orders to club people at will.

b.  At the Seattle demonstration, I saw a riot policeman crack a protester’s skull for
absolutely no reason. They should have been prosecuted for doing that.

This is entirely to be expected on the pragmatic account sketched above since it is assumed there
that indefinites are just quantificational expressions and, as such, make these individuals available
for pronominal reference - even where indefinites are used to introduce a speaker’s referent
implicitly. We can bring this point home by considering that the discourse in (17) is coherent but
where reference is made both to members of one of these sets and to the speaker’s referent
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(17) At the Seattle demonstration, I saw a riot policeman crack a protestor’s skull. He just did
it for no reason! They seemed to be under orders to club people at will./They should have
been prosecuted for that.

This is all to expected on the pragmatic E-type account sketched above. This approach however
does need to make some comment about cases, such as in (18), where pronominal anaphora is
unacceptable with quantified antecedents.

(18) a. Every boy left school early. #He wanted to go swimming.
b. No boy left school early. #He was conscientious.

 As Evans (1977) has observed, an E-type account correctly predicts the inappropriateness of
(18)b as there is nothing for the description to quantify over. Regarding (18)a, Neale (1990)
makes the observation that even if the pronoun were E-type, an utterance of this discourse would
be inappropriate as it would violate the manner maxim enjoining clarity. The reasoning behind this
is that the use of the pronoun implies there is just one school boy. If this is the case, and given that
a more appropriate form of words (Eg ‘The school boy’ or ‘The only school boy’) was freely
available, the utterance is confusing as it either sends mixed signals about the number of boys or
the pronoun has another, unknown referent. This kind of account gains independent support from
cases where the maxim is flouted in order to make a joke - as in the case of (19) below, where
Mandelson is a politician who is almost universally unpopular:

(19) Every Mandelson supporter was at the rally; but he was pretty lonely.

The pragmatic E-type account (and pragmatic accounts in general) says that where a discourse
of the form, “An F Gs. It Hs.” is understood as ›x[Fx v Gx v Hx] then this is due to the presence
of a kind of implicature through which the speaker’s referent is made available for the pronoun
to refer to. There are a number of consequences that follow from this. Firstly, we can ask what
happens if, for some reason, there is no such implicit assumption? In that case, the E-type account
predicts that the discourse would be understood to imply that just one F G-ed since this
interpretive option is still available via what is explicitly expressed via the utterance of the
antecedent sentence. To test this prediction, we need to consider cases where an indefinite is used
but where we cannot reasonably assume that the speaker is implicitly communicating the relevant
assumption about his grounds for using the indefinite. Two kinds of case come to mind. One is
where the speaker just doesn’t have specific grounds for an utterance involving an indefinite. The
other is where, although the speaker may have specific grounds for what she says, this fact is not
relevant or, more generally, not part of what the speaker can reasonably be assumed to be
intending to communicate with the use of an indefinite. The latter kind of case can be illustrated
with an adversarial discourse where, it is assumed, the speaker only gives away as much as is
necessary. In (20) below, we have discussion between A & B about speed limits. We see that B’s
use of the indefinite does not imply he is thinking about any particular accident.

(20) A: If you'd ever witnessed a high-speed motorway accident, you wouldn't oppose the
introduction of a speed limit.

B: I’ve spent half of my working life driving on motorways, so, in fact, I have
witnessed a high-speed motorway accident. But I still think that one should be
allowed to drive as fast as one wants.
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If B were to follow up the general claim in this context with a statement using an anaphoric
pronoun, then we would expect there to be a uniqueness implication (that he had witnessed just
one such accident) since there is no implicature introducing a speaker’s referent and so no option
for the audience to understand the pronoun as referring to some particular accident the speaker
has in mind. Considering (21), we find that this is the understanding we get:

(21) B: I’ve spent half of my working life driving on motorways, so, in fact, I have
witnessed a high-speed motorway accident. It was fatal. But I still think that one
should be allowed to drive as fast as one wants.

It is worth noting that one would assume that if someone spends a lot of time on motorways, then
they would most likely have witnessed a good number of these accidents. This suggests that one
is not free to interpret such discourses as if the to interpretive options were a matter of some kind
of linguistic ambiguity (as van Rooy 2001 seems to suggest). It is the rhetorical properties of the
preceding discourse which determine whether a speaker’s referent is available. Further examples
of this are already available in the literature. (22) is adapted from Geurts (1997). Here the first
part of the discourse contradicts some stance of the audience. What kind of grounds the speaker
has for this act is not all that relevant to this purpose and so it is unlikely that there is any
implicature involving grounds. So, when a pronoun is used in the next assertion, we once again
are bound to use only the general quantificational information as a resource for constructing an
interpretation for the pronoun - resulting in a surprising uniqueness implication:

(22) It is ludicrous to pretend that there has never been an accident on this motorway. We both
witnessed it, remember?

When predictions involving indefinites are made, we often understand the speaker to have no
specific grounds. Stalnaker (1998) uses the prediction in (1)b (repeated below in (23)a) to make
this basic point. To get the force of the example, we are supposed to be assuming that the speaker
has no particular woman in mind in making the prediction. Intuitions may be sharper with the
variant in (23)b:

(23) a. I predict that a woman will be nominated for President in 2004. I also predict she
will win.

b. I predict a woman will finish in the top twenty in this year’s marathon. But I
predict she won’t win it.

The second observation we can make about the pragmatic approach is that it makes the correct
predictions with regard to what is explicit and what is implicit in discourses such as in (1)a. For
these discourses, the prominent understanding is one which would be glossed, ‘An F which Gs
Hs’. According to the pragmatic E-type approach, the first sentence uttered expresses the general
proposition involving the co-instantiation of F-ness and G-ness. While the claim about the second
sentence is that it makes reference to the individual the speaker has in mind and says of it that it
Hs. If that is the case, then the prominent understanding would have to be in some sense implicit.
Can that be correct? To demonstrate that it is, consider the scenario in (24)a - adapted from
Stalnaker (1998). Suppose also that, in reporting on the events, John utters (24)b:
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(24) a. John is politically naive and is introduced by a practical joking host to a tabloid
journalist as a cabinet minister and at the same time to a real cabinet minister as
a journalist. In the ensuing (sincere) conversation, the real cabinet minister comes
across as pro-Europe while the fake minister comes across as anti-Europe.

b. Last night I met a member of the Cabinet. He was anti-Europe.

While it would be appropriate for us to respond with (25)a below, we clearly could not respond
with (25)b or c. So while it is clear that John is unwittingly misleading us into thinking that he met
a member of the Cabinet who was anti-Europe - nothing he actually says can be denied.

(25) a. He wasn’t a member of the Cabinet.
b. You didn’t meet a member of the Cabinet last night.
c. He wasn’t anti-Europe.

It is important to note about (25)a and c that it is the speaker’s intentions in introducing the
referent into the discourse and not those of whoever uses the pronoun that determines the referent
of subsequent pronouns. This point is illustrated in Stalnaker (1998) with (26). Here we find that
A can coherently contradict what B says. If B were able to determine the referent of the pronoun,
this would not have been possible:

(26) A: A man jumped off the cliff.
B: He didn’t jump, he was pushed.
A: No not that guy, I know he was pushed. I was talking about another guy.

To sum up this survey of data, it seems that there is a quite robust generalisation that with a
discourse, “An F Gs. It Hs.”, the ‘Geachean’ understanding only arises in cases where the
audience antecedently understands the speaker to be implicitly communicating something of her
grounds. Where this is not the case, there is a uniqueness implication. All of this is predicted by
the pragmatic E-type account. It is also correctly predicted by the pragmatic E-type account that
the ‘Geachean’ understanding is itself some kind of implicature. A fuller discussion of the
pragmatics involved in these discourses and how other accounts, particularly dynamic ones,
measure up when the full range of types of discourse are considered can be found in Breheny
(2001). In this paper, we are interested in comparing pragmatic accounts. In the next section, we
look closely at Stalnaker’s two-dimensional pragmatic treatment which arguably handles the data
discussed so far but with a more elegant and parsimonious analysis of pronouns.

4 A Non-E-type, pragmatic account.
According to Stalnaker (1998) it is possible that we could make do without the E-type analysis
and account for all of the facts enumerated above. The analysis makes crucial use of the speaker
presupposition framework, employing sets of possibilities to represent both context and content.
The suggestion is that in Stalnaker’s speaker presupposition framework, it would suffice to
assume that the pronouns in (1)a and (1)b are both understood simply as a variable term of direct
reference. This being the case, it is clear that, on one level, we do not recover what proposition
is actually expressed by the utterance of the second sentence in either case - as this would be a
singular proposition depending on the same individual for its truth in each possible world in the
context. As we have just seen, our understanding the utterance of the second sentence is a
descriptive proposition which depends for its truth on the individual which is the value of a
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function from contexts to individuals. In the case of (1)a, that function maps possibilities onto the
individual the speaker has in mind in that possibility. In (1)b, it maps possibilities onto the unique
woman nominee in that possibility. The claim is that we arrive at this understanding through a
pragmatic process which involves what Stalnaker has elsewhere referred to as diagonalisation.

An outline of the reasoning behind our understanding of (1)a goes as follows:

(I) The assertion of the first sentence reduces the context set by eliminating worlds in which
no man walked in the park. This effect is due to the conventional meaning of the first
sentence uttered. 

(II) After the first assertion is accepted, it is presupposed that in each live possibility there is
an individual uniquely available for reference. This individual is that which the speaker had
in mind in uttering the indefinite in the first sentence and this individual is a man who
walked in the park. 

(III) Then, in each possibility, when the second utterance takes place, the pronoun refers to
that individual which is uniquely salient. Thus, in each possibility in the resulting context
set, a man who walked in the park whistled.

Clearly, for this account to be acceptable, step II needs to be fleshed out. Stalnaker, in fact does
not go in to all that much detail, assuming, as seems natural, that the details are largely self
evident. However it is worthwhile considering what is supposed to be going on in these cases in
somewhat more detail as such effort will reveal a certain weakness in the account.

Supposing that pronouns are variable terms of direct reference, Stalnaker plausibly argues that
such terms, when used, carry a pragmatic presupposition that there is an individual uniquely
available for reference (see Stalnaker 1999:107). It is important to note that in the 2-D
framework, if we assume that this presupposition is the only one which attaches to pronouns, it
is not necessary that it is presupposed which individual the pronoun refers to in order to satisfy
it (but only that in each possibility in the context an individual is uniquely available for reference).
The idea is that we can reach an understanding of the discourse without identifying what is said.
Rather, context (including pragmatic principles) determines a function from possibilities in the
context to individuals - and this function corresponds to our descriptive understanding.

Note that this presupposition is quite weak. If it is accommodated without any further contextual
reduction, we would get an understanding of the discourse in (1)a along the lines of, “A man
walked in the park. Some male whistled.” So the question arises: How does context determine
the descriptive understanding in question? The answer is that those possibilities where the
individual available for reference is not the individual the speaker had in mind are ruled out on
general pragmatic grounds. In this case and others, a principle of relevance or coherence (it
amounts to the same thing in this kind of case) does the job. This is so since in those possibilities
where the speaker’s referent is not the referent of the pronoun, the speaker would - in the typical
case - be failing to be relevant (or coherent). 

We should note that step III involves a quality maxim inference where we presuppose what the
speaker believes (i.e. that her referent was in fact a man walking in the park).
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We get an account of cases such as in (1)b, where we cannot presuppose the speaker has an
individual in mind via similar reasoning. In these cases, the only way for the pragmatic
presupposition associated with pronouns to be satisfied is if, in each possibility in the context set,
there is a unique F which G-ed - hence the implication.

The elegance and parsimony of the linguistic analysis here is gained at the expense of slightly more
complicated pragmatic reasoning. For note that this diagonalisation account not only assumes that
with discourses such as in (1) speakers do not say what they mean; in cases such as (1)b, they do
not even mean what they say. Diagonalisation comes into play here where the speaker flouts a
kind of maxim of conversation which says that the audience should be able to recover the
proposition which the sentence uttered expresses in the context. From Stalnaker’s 2-D
perspective, however, diagonalisation is a natural strategy given that what is being updated
includes information about the discourse as well as what the discourse is about. So, it is because
the speaker is speaking, making reference etc in each possibility of the context, that in cases like
these, we make sense of the speakers actions in the way we do in spite of the fact we may not be
able to recover what they say.

There are, however, problems for this kind of account since it seems that context (including
relevance/coherence principles) do not always do the work that they are meant to do. The
problems arise with discourses where there is infelicity due to a kind of unresolvable ambiguity.
At this stage it will make matters clearer if we distinguish between cases where the unacceptable
indeterminacy arises because one cannot decide what the speaker intended as the source of
relevance/coherence, and those where it is clear what the source of relevance would be (or how
the segment is meant to cohere with preceding discourse). Infelicities of the former kind are
illustrated in (27). Infelicities where the source of relevance is clear are illustrated in (28):

(27) a. Mary swore at Sue and she hit her.
b. A strong gust of wind blew the top of Mary’s ice-cream onto Sue’s dress. But she

didn’t notice.

(28) a. Mary’s Hollywood dream was slowly turning into a nightmare of drugs and
prostitution. She discussed her problems with Father Smith and Father Jones. ?*
He wisely advised her to go back to her family’s farm in Iowa and that’s what she
did.

b. ?* Two boys were playing cricket next door and he hit a shot which smashed my
window.

The problem for the 2-D account is that one should be able to get a perfectly acceptable
understanding of the pronouns in (28) as “one of them...”. To see this, consider (28)a. Before the
final sentence is asserted, in order to satisfy our expectations of relevance/coherence as well as
the presupposition which attaches to the pronoun, all we need to do is to reduce the context set
so that in some possibilities Father Jones is available for reference and Father Smith is in the
others.

We could consider trying to strengthen the presupposition associated with pronouns so that it
involves a notion of unique, maximal salience. However, it won’t do to suppose that it is
presupposed that the speaker is referring with a pronoun to the unique, maximally salient
individual in the context, since it is clear that this is the wrong analysis. Consider the following
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examples:

(29) a. John can open Bill’s safe. He knows the combination.
b. John can open Bill’s safe. He’ll have to change the combination.
c. Bill has a safe which John can open. He knows the combination.
d. Bill has a safe which John can open. He’ll have to change the combination.

Experimental evidence suggests that, if anything, individuals referred to with the grammatical
subject of an antecedent sentence are ‘more salient’ than those referred to by other arguments (see
Gordon, Grosz & Gilliom 1993 i.a.). But this does not preclude ambiguous pronouns from
referring to less salient individuals in the context.

Moreover, even if the presupposition attaching to pronouns were that there is an individual
uniquely available for reference and this individual is the maximally salient one, that still isn’t
strong enough. After all, in (28)a, we could presuppose the one priest is maximally salient in some
possibilities while the other is in the others. In so doing we would still reach a quite sensible
understanding consistent with the principles or maxims of discourse.

One might suppose that pronouns presuppose an identifiabilty criterion to the effect that the
audience can recover what Perry (2001) calls an identifying condition satisfied by the referent.
Note that something like this presupposition arguably attaches to descriptions and E-type
pronouns. But a moment’s reflection would reveal that this is still too weak to rule out (28), given
that we always have the option of diagonalisation.

It may not have gone unnoticed that the diagonalisation strategy is not really necessary for cases
like (1)a, as the interpretation of the pronoun could just as well be understood rigidly to be the
individual at the end of the causal chain standing behind the speaker’s intention. But, of course,
this does not work in many other cases including ones such as in (1)b. An analytical move to
consider at this stage might involve pronouns being ambiguous between directly referential terms
and descriptions (functions from possibilities to individuals) - cf Stalnaker (1972) for such an
account of descriptions. But this will only relieve the problem if diagonalisation is not an option.
Even then it is less desirable than the unitary descriptive (E-type) account which handles all cases
alone. Curiously, van Rooy (2001) does take up the ambiguity option while maintaining that the
strategy of diagonalisation lies behind (1)a. That account is only saved from the problems (28)
poses by re-analysing what are clearly pragmatic phenomena as linguistic. One cost of this move
is the loss of any account of why the contextually odd uniqueness readings arise in the adversarial
discourses discussed above.

Suppose we were to assume that pronouns are descriptive. In that case, of course, all of the data
discussed in this paper would be treated in a satisfactory way without the need for the extra
pragmatic inference involving diagonalisation, just as an E-type advocate argues. However, if in
addition we were to assume that diagonalisation were a general strategy available to participants
anyway, then there does not seem any reason why it could not apply in cases like (28). In that
case, although the pronoun’s interpretation - a function from possibilities to individuals - could
not be recovered by the audience, a quite reasonable understanding of at least (28)a could be
obtained by assuming that the description in question is either, ‘the individual who is Father Jones’
or ‘the individual who is Father Smith’, and diagonalising. 
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5 Conclusion
There is quite strong evidence that pragmatic accounts of anaphoric relations between indefinites
and pronouns are on the right track. In terms of the traditional framework for semantic
description, the only analytical option available is to say that pronouns are E-type. Stalnaker has
demonstrated that viewing discourse from the 2-D perspective opens up another analytical
possibility given that what goes on in discourses like (1) makes diagonalisation an obvious
strategy to adopt. We have seen, however, that if diagonalisation were a strategy we actually
adopt, then we should be able to use discourses such as in (28) to coherently and succinctly
convey existential information. Instead, it seems that pronouns do require the kind of strong
identifiability which is incompatible with diagonalisation being an openly available option. If that
is so, and there is no other way to account for the unacceptability of (28), then we would have
to say that pronouns must be E-type after all. Perhaps more seriously, it may be that
diagonalisation needs to be reconsidered, unless this kind of problem can be solved adequately.
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MEANWHILE, WITHIN THE FREGE BOUNDARY∗
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Abstract

With this squib I want to contribute to understanding and improving upon Keenan’s
intriguing equivalence result about reducible type 〈2〉 quantifiers (Keenan, 1992). I give an
alternative proof of his result which generalizes to type 〈n〉 quantifiers, and I show how the
reduction of a reducible type 〈n〉 quantifier to (the composition of) n type 〈1〉 quantifiers
can be effectuated.

1 Introduction

Edward Keenan (Keenan 1992) has shown that type 〈2〉 quantifiers (properties of binary rela-
tions) which are reducible to two type 〈1〉 quantifiers (properties of unary relations) are identical
if they behave the same on relations which are products. This is remarkable because it allows
us to draw universal conclusions about two predicates (over a domain of relations) from their
behavior over a highly restricted domain of relations (products, basically). Normally, know-
ing that two predicates behave uniformly over a small domain (that the nice students are the
good students, for instance), does not generalize to larger domains (that nice humans are good
humans, a non-sequitur).

Keenan’s result is useful because it allows us to actually prove quite a few type 〈2〉 quantifiers to
be not reducible to two type 〈1〉 quantifiers. However, the result is not entirely satisfying since
it leaves a few questions unanswered. Firstly, Keenan himself already realized that we can not
use this result to show, for any irreducible type 〈2〉 quantifier, that it is irreducible. Secondly, it
does not give us a method for deciding, given the behaviour of a type 〈2〉 quantifier on relations
which are products, what its possible reduction to two type 〈1〉 quantifiers could be. Thirdly, it
has so far been unclear if, or how, Keenan’s result generalizes to type 〈n〉 quantifiers, properties
of n-ary relations.

In this squib I answer these questions. I will generalize Keenan’s result to type 〈n〉 quantifiers,
I will show that if we are given the behaviour of any type 〈n〉 quantifier on products, we can
determine whether it is reducible or not, and, if it is, what are the n type 〈1〉 quantifiers to which
the type 〈n〉 one can be reduced. Section 2 states the setting and terminology. Section 3 presents
my generalizations of Keenan’s reducibility results and section 4 winds up the results.

2 Keenan on type 〈2〉 Quantifiers

Let E be our universe of at least two individuals. A type 〈1〉 quantifier f is a property of sets
of individuals: f ∈ P (P (E)), a type 〈2〉 quantifier F2 is a property of binary relations between

∗I thank Marcus Kracht for directing me towards a simplification of Keenan’s results which goes further than
the one published in a previous version of this paper. The research for this work is supported by a grant from the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) which is gratefully acknowledged.
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individuals: F2 ∈ P (P (E2)) and, more generally, a type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn is a property of n-ary
relations over individuals: Fn ∈ P (P (En)). For a type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn and Rn ∈ P (En), I will
write Fn(Rn) = 1 if Rn ∈ Fn and Fn(Rn) = 0 otherwise.

By means of a rule of division (Geach) a type 〈m〉 quantifier can also be applied to a relation R
of arbitrary arity n+m, yielding an n-ary relation Fm(R) as the result:

Fm(R) =

{〈d1, . . . ,dn〉 | Fm({〈dn+1, . . . ,dn+m〉 | 〈d1, . . . ,dn+m〉 ∈ R}) = 1}
(Notice that if n = 0, indeed Fm(R) is either {〈〉}, the truth value 1, or /0, the truth value 0.)
Using the rule of division type 〈1〉 quantifiers f and g can be composed to produce a type 〈2〉
quantifier. Thus, ∀R ∈ P (E2):

( f ◦g)(R) = f (g(R)) = f ({d | g({d′ | 〈d,d′〉 ∈ R}) = 1})
For readers familiar with montague grammar, f ◦g is indeed the property of relations R satisfy-
ing: T (λx T ′(λy S(x)(y))), with T interpreted as f , T ′ as g and S as R. For example, consider
the composition given by “every cat — a mouse”:

([[every cat]]◦ [[a mouse]])(R) = 1 iff

[[cat]] ⊆ {d | [[mouse]]∩{d′ | 〈d,d′〉 ∈ R} 
= /0}
This type 〈2〉 quantifier holds of any relation R (such as chase, for instance) iff every cat Rs
(chases) a mouse.

A both philosophically and linguistically interesting question is concerned with the possibility
of characterizing type 〈2〉 quantifiers by means of the composition of two type 〈1〉 quantifiers.
(Keenan 1992) presents a number of natural language examples which can not, and he actually
proves they are not. The key concept is that of reducibility:

Definition 1 (Reducibility) A type 〈2〉 quantifier F2 is reducible iff there are type 〈1〉 quanti-
fiers f and g: F2 = f ◦g.

If a type 〈2〉 quantifier is not reducible, Keenan has it that it lives beyond the Frege boundary.
Keenan’s observations are backed up by two theorems, the first one of which we focus upon
here:

Theorem 1 (Reducibility Equivalence) If F2 and G2 are reducible type 〈2〉 quantifiers, then
F2 = G2 iff ∀P,Q ∈ P (E): F2(P×Q) = G2(P×Q).

Reducible quantifiers have the special property that if they behave the same on relations which
are products, they behave the same on all relations. (A product (P×Q) is of course the relation
{〈d,d′〉 | d ∈ P & d′ ∈ Q} holding between all members of P and Q, respectively.) This is an
intriguing and remarkable result which can be used to show certain type 〈2〉 quantifiers to be
not reducible.

Consider an arbitrary type 〈2〉 quantifier and the question whether it is reducible or not. Of
course, if we take [[every cat]] ◦ [[a mouse]] we know it is reducible because the type 〈2〉 quan-
tifier is defined in terms of two type 〈1〉 quantifiers. But then consider a property like that of
transitivity or reflexivity. Transitivity and reflexivity are (contingent) properties of relations so
they are type 〈2〉 quantifiers as defined above. Can we define these properties using two type
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〈1〉 quantifiers? Now one may try to do this, and one may fail to succeed in reducing these
quantifiers but this does not need to show that they are not reducible. Maybe one has not tried
hard enough! Keenan here offers an ingenious method to establish that these quantifiers are
indeed not reducible. Consider what transitivity and reflexivity say about product relations. It
turns out that:

TRANS(P×Q) = 1 (∀P,Q ∈ P (E))

REFL(P×Q) = 1 iff P = Q = E

This means that transitivity and reflexivity display precisely the same truth value pattern on
product relations as the type 〈2〉 quantifiers (�◦�) and (ALL ◦ ALL), respectively. (Here, �
is the type 〈1〉 quantifier true of all sets of individuals.) Notice that the latter two type 〈2〉
quantifiers are reducible, because they are each defined in terms of two type 〈1〉 quantifiers.
With Keenan’s theorem (1) we now know that if transitivity and reflexivity are reducible then
TRANS = (�◦�) and REFL = (ALL ◦ ALL). But since the latter two equations are definitely
false, the assumptions that transitivity and reflexivity are reducible must be false as well. A
proof of the non-reducibility of a type 〈2〉 quantifier F2 thus consists in defining a type 〈2〉
quantifier f ◦ g which behaves the same as F2 on product relations. If f ◦ g is not in general
equal to F2 we know F2 to be not reducible.

Before we proceed, let us look at three natural language examples.

(1) Lois and Clark posed the same two stupid questions.

(2) Every student criticised himself.

(3) A sum total of five theories handled a sum total of five sentences.

If we only look at models where “posed” may denote relations which are products P×Q, then
(1) is true iff (i) Lois and Clark are in P and (ii) there are exactly two questions in Q. But these
are precisely the same products for which “Lois and Clark posed exactly two stupid questions” is
true. Since ([[Lo+Cl]]◦ [[ex2stqu]]) is reducible and not equal to {R | [[Lo+Cl V sa2stqu]]V/R = 1},
the latter is not reducible. Similarly, only looking at product interpretations of “criticised”,
example (2) is true iff “Every student criticised every student” is true, but certainly the two
sentences are not generally equivalent. The same finally goes for example (3) (on the cumulative
reading) and “Exactly five theories handled exactly five sentences.” These observations thus
show that the examples (1)–(3) cannot be analyzed (compositionally) as involving a relation
and two type 〈1〉 quantifiers. See (Keenan 1992) for more discussion.

Keenan’s Reducibility Equivalence is a truly interesting result, but it leaves us with a couple
of questions. Firstly, it is not quite clear exactly why reducible type 〈2〉 quantifiers behave as
Keenan’s theorem says they do. What makes it that their behaviour on the full domain P (E2)
is, in a sense, determined by their behaviour on P (E)×P (E)? I must submit that, although I
could follow Keenan’s own proof of theorem (1), it did not give me the feeling I could see what
is at stake. (Notice that it is certainly not the case that ( f ◦g)(R) = ( f (d(R))∧g(r(R))), where
d(R) indicates the domain of R and r(R) its range.) Secondly, Keenan’s theorem is only partly
helpful in proving non-reducibility. For to prove type 〈2〉 F2 not reducible we still have to find
a (different) quantifier ( f ◦g) which behaves the same as F2 on products. But if we do not find
such a composition of two type 〈1〉 quantifiers it at best shows that F2 is not reducible or, again,
we have not tried hard enough! Besides, as we will see below, there are type 〈2〉 quantifiers,
viz., the property of being a symmetric relation, the behaviour of which on products can not be
characterized by any reducible quantifier. Thirdly, it has so far been an open question whether
Keenan’s reducibility equivalence generalizes to type 〈n〉 quantifiers. The following section is
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devoted to answer these questions.

3 Generalizing Keenan’s Result

Let us first generalize our notion of reducibility:

Definition 2 (Type 〈n〉 Reducibility) A type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn is (n)-reducible iff there are n
type 〈1〉 quantifiers f 1, . . . , f n: Fn = f 1 ◦ . . .◦ f n.

One of the key concepts which Keenan also uses is that of a quantifier which is ‘positive’. A
quantifier Fn (of arbitrary type 〈n〉) is positive iff Fn( /0) = 0. Our observations in this squib
will be stated for the most part with respect to positive quantifiers and with respect to type 〈n〉
quantifiers which are reducible to n positive type 〈1〉 quantifiers, without loss of generalization.
For:

Observation 1 If Fn is an (n)-reducible type 〈n〉 quantifier then there are n positive type 〈1〉
quantifiers f 1, . . . , f n such that Fn = f 1 ◦ . . .◦ f n or Fn = ¬ f 1 ◦ . . .◦ f n.

Proof. Suppose Fn is (n)-reducible so that Fn = f 1 ◦ . . .◦ f n. Starting from i = n up to i = 1, if
f i is not positive, use ¬ f i instead, which is positive, and, if i > 1, use f i−1¬ in stead of f i−1.
Obviously, f i−1¬◦¬ f i = f i−1 ◦ f i. This, thus, is a recipe for characterizing an (n)-reducible
type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn or ¬Fn by means of n positive type 〈1〉 quantifiers. We will also use a
generalization of the following observation from Keenan:

Observation 2 For a positive type 〈1〉 quantifier f and any P,Q ∈ P (E): f (P × Q) = P if
f (Q) = 1 and f (P×Q) = /0 otherwise.

Proof. If d 
∈ P, d 
∈ f (P×Q), since f is positive; if d ∈ P, d ∈ f (P×Q) iff f (Q) = 1. The
generalization we use is this:

Observation 3 If Fn = f 1 ◦ . . .◦ f n and the f i are positive, then
Fn(Q1 × . . .×Qn) = 1 iff f 1(Q1) = . . . = f n(Qn) = 1.

Proof. Assuming that f 1(Q1) = . . . = f n(Qn) = 1, n−1 applications of observation (2) give us
that Fn(Q1 × . . .×Qn) = ( f 1 ◦ . . . ◦ f n)(Q1 × . . .×Qn) = ( f 1 ◦ . . . ◦ f n−1)(Q1 × . . .×Qn−1) =
. . . = f 1(Q1) = 1. Furthermore, if, for any i (1 < i ≤ n) f i(Qi) = 0, Fn(Q1 × . . .× Qn) =
( f 1 ◦ . . . ◦ f n)(Q1 × . . .×Qn) = f 1( /0) = 0 (because the f i are positive), and otherwise, if only
f 1(Q1) = 0, ( f 1 ◦ . . .◦ f n)(Q1 × . . .×Qn) = f 1(Q1) = 0 as well.

Now suppose Fn and Gn are (n)-reducible type 〈n〉 quantifiers. We can for the sake of conve-
nience assume that Fn = f 1 ◦ . . . ◦ f n and Gn = g1 ◦ . . . ◦ gn, with all of the f i and gj positive.
(Otherwise, use ¬Fn and/or ¬Gn, cf. observation 1). Keenan’s theorem is now easily general-
ized:

Theorem 2 (Type 〈n〉 Reducibility Equivalence) If Fn and Gn are type 〈n〉 quantifiers (n)-
reducible to positive type 〈1〉 quantifiers, then Fn = Gn iff ∀Q1, . . . ,Qn ∈ P (E): Fn(Q1 × . . .×
Qn) = Gn(Q1 × . . .×Qn).
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Proof. Let Fn be reducible so that Fn = f 1 ◦ . . . ◦ f n with all of the f i positive. This means
Fn(Q1 × . . .×Qn) = 1 iff f i(Qi) = 1 for all i: 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The same goes for Gn = g1 ◦ . . .◦gn,
with the gj positive. If Fn and Gn behave the same on products, the f i must be identical to the
gi so that Fn = Gn. (Obviously, if Fn = Gn, they behave the same on products.)

Keenan’s findings about (2)-reducible type 〈2〉 quantifiers are thus generalized to type 〈n〉. The
behaviour of n-reducible type 〈n〉 quantifiers on arbitrary n-ary relations is somehow determined
by their behaviour on relations which are products of n sets of individuals. An obvious next
question is this. Given the behaviour of a quantifier Fn on products, can we determine what,
if any, are type 〈1〉 quantifiers f 1, . . . , f n such that Fn = f 1 ◦ . . . ◦ f n? We can, if Fn shows a
certain invariance, defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Invariance) A type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn is invariant for sets in products iff ∀Q1, . . . ,Qn,Q1
′, . . . ,Qn

′
 (all non-empty) and for any i (1 ≤ i ≤ n):

if Fn(Q1 × . . .×Qi × . . .×Qn) = Fn(Q1
′ × . . .×Qi

′ × . . .×Qn
′) = 1

then Fn(Q1 × . . .×Qi
′ × . . .×Qn) = 1.

If we are given the behaviour of a type 〈n〉 quantifier on products we can now determine whether
that behaviour can be generated by n type 〈1〉 quantifiers. The point is not that Fn is invariant
iff Fn is reducible, but the idea comes close:

Theorem 3 (Reducible Product Equivalents) A type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn or ¬Fn is invariant for
sets in products iff there is a product equivalent (n)-reducible correlate Gn of Fn.

Proof, Only if. Suppose Fn is invariant for sets in products. Define, for non-empty Qi: g1(Q1) =
. . . = gn(Qn) = 1 iff Fn(Q1× . . .×Qn) = 1, g2( /0) = . . . = gn( /0) = 0 and g1( /0) = Fn( /0). By Fn’s
invariance this is well-defined. Take Gn = g1 ◦ . . .◦gn. By its definition Gn is equivalent with Fn

on product relations and (n)-reducible. Furthermore, if ¬Fn is invariant, construct the correlate
Gn = g1 ◦ . . . ◦ gn of ¬Fn and then ¬Gn = ¬g1 ◦ . . . ◦ gn is the reducible product equivalent of
Fn.

If. Let Gn = g1◦ . . .◦gn be a product equivalent (n)-reducible correlate of Fn. Using observation
(1) we can assume the gi to be positive for 1 < i ≤ n. First assume g1 is positive as well.
Then Fn(Q1 × . . .× Qn) = Fn(Q1

′ × . . .× Qn
′) = 1 iff (product equivalence) Gn(Q1 × . . .×

Qn) = Gn(Q1
′ × . . .×Qn

′) = 1 iff (observation 3) gi(Qi) = gi(Qi
′) = 1, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. But

then Gn(Q1 × . . .×Qi
′ × . . .×Qn) = 1 (observation 3) and Fn(Q1 × . . .×Qi

′ × . . .×Qn) = 1
(product equivalence). Hence, Fn is invariant. Now assume g1 is not positive. Then ¬Gn is the
composition ¬g1 ◦ . . .◦gn of n positive quantifiers which is product equivalent with ¬Fn and we
can use the very same method to show that ¬Fn is invariant.

Theorem (3) tells us, when we know the behaviour of a type 〈n〉 quantifier (¬)Fn on products,
we know whether there is an (n)-reducible quantifier which has that behaviour. Moreover, the
proof above gives us a method for defining this reducible quantifier as the composition of n
constructively defined type 〈1〉 quantifiers. Thus we can sharpen our findings about reducibility:

Corollary 1 (Decomposition) If a type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn is invariant for sets in products, then
Fn is (n)-reducible iff Fn = Gn = g1 ◦ . . .◦gn, with the gi defined as in the proof of theorem (3).

Proof. If Fn is invariant it has a reducible product equivalent correlate Gn (theorem 3) and if Fn

is reducible as well it must be identical with Gn (theorem 2). Theorem (3) also helps us further
in proving non-reducibility, for:
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Corollary 2 (Non-reducibility) If a type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn and its negation are not invariant
for sets in products, then Fn is not (n)-reducible.

Proof, by contraposition. Suppose Fn is (n)-reducible. Then Fn has a product equivalent cor-
relate Gn, namely Fn itself, which is (n)-reducible by supposition. So, by theorem (3), we find
that Fn or ¬Fn is invariant for sets in products.

The previous observations give us a precise method for establishing reducibility results. Given
a type 〈n〉 quantifier Fn, first check whether Fn and ¬Fn are invariant for sets in products. If
they are not invariant, they are not reducible (corrolary 2). If one of them is, then construct the
reducible product equivalent correlate Gn of Fn (theorem 3) and check whether Fn = Gn. If
they are not the same, Fn is not reducible (theorem 2); if they are the same, then, of course, Fn

is reducible.

4 Conclusion

With this squib I have hoped to contribute to understanding Keenan’s result from (Keenan 1992).
Reducible type 〈2〉 quantifiers that behave the same on product relations are the same. I have
given an alternative proof of this result, which applies to type 〈n〉 quantifiers in general. Not only
is this a new and welcome generalization, it also gives some insight into the intimate relation
between (n)-reducible type 〈n〉 quantifiers and n-ary product relations. If type 〈n〉 quantifier
Fn is (n)-reducible, that is, if Fn = f 1 ◦ . . . ◦ f n (with the f i positive), then Fn is satisfied by
Q1 × . . .×Qn iff each composing f i is satisfied by Qi.

Corollary (1) and the construction used in the proof of theorem (3) furthermore prove useful if
we want to use Keenan’s theorem (1) to establish non-reducibility results. Take transitivity and
reflexivity again. Transitivity is true of all products and trivially invariant for sets in products.
The construction used in the proof of theorem (3) automatically gives us G2 = (� ◦ SOME) as
the one and only (2)-reducible type 〈2〉 quantifier which behaves thus on products. (Of course,
(� ◦ SOME) = (�◦ g) for arbitrary g.) Since TRANS 
= (� ◦ SOME), we know transitivity is
not reducible. Reflexivity holds only on the product E ×E, so it is invariant, too. The reducible
product equivalent correlate of REFL is G2 = (g1 ◦g2), with g1(Q) = g2(Q′) = 1 iff Q = Q′ = E.
This is indeed the reducible quantifier (ALL ◦ ALL), different from REFL. So reflexivity is not
reducible either.

Theorem (3) also helps us settle the matter about type 〈2〉 quantifiers such as SYMM. Products
(P×Q) are symmetric iff P = Q or one of them is empty. But certainly SYMM is not invari-
ant for sets in products in SYMM: SYMM(P×P) = SYMM(Q×Q) = 1 while SYMM(P×Q) =
SYMM(Q×P) = 0 if /0 
= P 
= Q 
= /0. Thus, SYMM and ¬SYMM are not invariant and theo-
rem (3) tells us that there is no (2)-reducible type 〈2〉 quantifier with the same behaviour as
(non-)symmetry on products. This explains why we can not use Keenan’s theorem (1) to show
symmetry not to be reducible. And it also explains why we do not at all need theorem (1) for
that purpose. Theorem (3), or, rather, corollary (2), already tells us that it is not reducible. The
generalization of Keenan’s theorem presented in this squib not only improves our understanding
of it, but it also extends its range of application.
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ZU EINER SEMANTISCHEN KLASSIFIKATION DER 
INTRANSITIVEN HABEN- UND SEIN-VERBEN IM DEUTSCHEN *

Elke Diedrichsen
 Universität Düsseldorf

Zusammenfassung

Die Literatur hat gezeigt, dass die syntaktischen Kriterien der Unakkusativ-/Unergativ-
Distinktion durch semantische Kriterien zumindest unterstützt, wenn nicht gar ersetzt werden
können. In diesem Beitrag werde ich mich auf eines der Unakkusativitätskriterien, die
Auxiliarselektion, konzentrieren. Es soll gezeigt werden, dass die Wahl von haben- und sein-
Perfekt bei intransitiven Verben im Deutschen semantisch zu motivieren ist. Fasst man das haben-
Perfekt als Defaultfall auf, so lassen sich für die Wahl des sein-Perfekts spezifische semantische
Kriterien aufstellen, die anhand von Beispielen vorgestellt und erläutert werden sollen. Die
Kriterien können zu einem übergreifenden Basiskriterium zusammengefasst werden, das auch
solche Fälle von sein-Perfekt einschließt, die für eine semantische Klassifikation bisher als
problematisch angesehen worden sind. 

1 Einleitung
Seit der Unakkusativitätshypothese von Perlmutter (1978) wird allgemein angenommen, dass
sich in verschiedenen Sprachen zwei Klassen von intransitiven Verben unterscheiden lassen.
Eine Unterscheidung dieser beiden Klassen nach syntaktischen Kriterien stellt sich als
problematisch heraus, da sich die Verbklassen bezüglich der syntaktischen Tests nicht
uniform verhalten. Es zeigt sich allerdings, dass viele der als "unakkusativ" klassifizierten
Verben semantische Übereinstimmungen aufweisen, sodass vielfach vorgeschlagen worden
ist, die syntaktische Klassifikation der intransitiven Verben durch semantische Kriterien zu
unterstützen (Zaenen 1993, Dowty 1991, van Valin 1990, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995) 
oder gar zu ersetzen (Kaufmann 1995 a/b). 

Ich möchte mich speziell der Auxiliarselektion im Deutschen zuwenden, die im Rahmen der
Unakkusativitäts-Hypothese bereits vielfach behandelt worden ist (vgl. etwa Abraham 1993,
1996, 2000, Grewendorf 1989, Haider 1985).

                                                
* Dieser Beitrag ist entstanden im Rahmen des von der DFG geförderten Sonderforschungsbereichs 282 "Theorie
des Lexikons", Teilprojekt D3 "Verbbedeutungen" unter der Leitung von Prof. Dr. Sebastian Löbner, der mir in
ausführlichen Diskussionen wertvolle Hinweise gab, wofür ich an dieser Stelle meinen Dank aussprechen
möchte. Weitere wichtige Anregungen verdanke ich Ingrid Kaufmann, Frank Liedtke und Ilja Kirschbaum.
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In diesem Beitrag soll gezeigt werden, dass die Wahl von haben- oder sein-Perfekt bei
intransitiven Verben im Deutschen anhand von semantischen Kriterien erschöpfend zu
erklären ist. Relevante Ansätze hierzu sind etwa auch Shannon (1990), der die semantischen
Unterschiede zwischen haben- und sein-Perfekt anhand der diachronischen Entwicklung des
periphrastischen Perfekts im Germanischen erklärt, sowie Sorace (2000): Sie stellt eine
universell gültige Skala vor, die Verbbedeutungen nach ihrer im Sprachvergleich
ermittelbaren, statistischen Neigung zum haben- oder sein-Perfekt hierarchisch ordnet. Die
sprachspezifischen semantischen Auslöser des haben- resp. sein-Perfekts können als Cut-off-
Points auf dieser Hierarchie dargestellt werden. 

Die haben-Verben sind häufig dahingehend semantisch charakterisiert worden, dass sie einen
"agentiven" Subjektreferenten fordern. Ein semantisches Kriterium für "unergative" Verben,
die im Deutschen häufig als haben-Verben identifiziert werden, besteht nach Levin &
Rappaport Hovav (1995) darin, dass der Subjektreferent als "unmittelbarer Verursacher" des 
Vorgangs in der Verbbedeutung spezifiziert ist. Diese Charakterisierung stellt sich angesichts
der im Folgenden aufgeführten haben-Verben als problematisch heraus. 

(1) Nicht agentive haben-Verben

fehlen, stagnieren, hungern, darben, kränkeln, leiden, sieden, klaffen, dauern.

Diese Verben drücken Vorgänge oder auch Zustände aus, die nicht vom Individuum
kontrollierbar sind und auch nicht von ihm verursacht werden können. Vielmehr 'weist' der
Subjektreferent sie 'auf' oder hat sie 'zu erdulden'. Semantische Kriterien wie "Agens" oder
"Immediate Cause" sind also offenbar nicht geeignet, alle haben-Verben im Deutschen positiv
semantisch zu charakterisieren. Da in der Literatur für das Deutsche übereinstimmend das
haben-Perfekt als Defaultfall angegeben wird, werde ich mich auf eine semantische
Charakterisierung von Verben mit sein-Perfekt beschränken und annehmen, dass sein-Perfekt
als Abweichung vom Defaultfall nur auftritt, wenn spezifische semantische Kriterien erfüllt
sind.

Auch werde ich im Wesentlichen intransitive Verben betrachten, die nicht transitiv oder
reflexiv gebraucht werden können: Transitive und reflexive Verben bilden im Deutschen
nahezu durchgängig das Perfekt mit haben. Auch Verben, die ein expletives Subjekt fordern, 
wie etwa die Wetterverben, werden nicht berücksichtigt; sie selegieren ebenfalls haben. 

Ich werde im Folgenden drei semantische Kriterien für die Wahl des sein-Perfekts anhand von 
Beispielen vorstellen. Diese Kriterien wurden bisher in der Literatur kaum ausführlich
erörtert; namentlich das dritte Kriterium ist in Bezug auf die Perfektbildung im Deutschen
noch nicht genannt worden. 

Anhand dieser drei Kriterien können auch viele Fälle von sein-Perfekt erklärt werden, die
bisher als problematisch angesehen worden sind. 
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2 Drei semantische Kriterien für das sein-Perfekt im Deutschen 

2.1 Zustandsänderung
Dieses Kriterium wird in der Literatur sehr häufig genannt: Sein wird selegiert, wenn in der 
Verbbedeutung spezifiziert ist, dass als Folge des im Verb ausgedrückten Vorgangs ein
veränderter Zustand am Subjektreferenten vorliegt. Bei den Verben der Zustandsänderung ist
zwischen zwei Typen zu unterscheiden. Der erste Typ dieser Verben drückt ein Ereignis oder 
einen Vorgang aus, der darin besteht, dass der Subjektreferent in einen bestimmten wohl
definierten Zustand übergeht. 

In den Beispielsätzen gibt jeweils der zweite Satz den veränderten Zustand des
Subjektreferenten an, der auf Grund des im Verb ausgedrückten Ereignisses eingetreten ist. 

(2) Definierter Nachzustand 

verdunsten, platzen, brechen, verblühen, versteinern, vertrocknen, explodieren,
einstürzen, bersten.

genesen, erkranken, kollabieren, erblinden, erstarren, verarmen, vereinsamen,
aufwachen, einschlafen.

a. Das Wasser ist verdunstet. Es ist jetzt Dampf / kein Wasser mehr. 

b. Der Zweig ist gebrochen. Er ist jetzt kaputt.

c. Peter ist erkrankt. Er ist jetzt krank.

d. Peter ist aufgewacht. Er ist jetzt wach.

Andere sein-Verben bezeichnen Vorgänge, die nicht zu einem klar definierbaren Endzustand
am Subjektreferenten führen. Sie drücken lediglich aus, dass als Resultat dieses Vorgangs ein
veränderter Zustand am Subjektreferenten vorliegt. Die Zustandsänderung ist meist in Bezug
auf eine relationale Größe zu verstehen. 

(3) Verben der Zustandsänderung:  

wachsen, gedeihen, schrumpfen, abmagern.

a. Die Pflanzen sind gewachsen. Sie sind größer / höher als vorher. 

b. Peter ist abgemagert. Er ist jetzt magerer als vorher.

Bestimmte Verben der Zustandsänderung können das Perfekt sowohl mit sein als auch mit
haben bilden. Sie haben sowohl eine Vorgangslesart als auch eine Lesart, die einen
Endzustand fokussiert. 
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(4) Verben, die sowohl sein- als auch haben-Perfekt erlauben:

faulen, schimmeln, trocknen, splittern, wuchern.

a. Gestern war es schrecklich nass. Das Obst hat gefault.

b. Du kannst das Obst nicht mehr essen. Es ist gefault.

c. Die Wäsche hat im Keller getrocknet und nicht auf dem Balkon.

d. Die Wäsche ist getrocknet. Wir können sie hereinholen.

e. *?Die Wäsche hat getrocknet. Wir können sie hereinholen. 

Diese Verben wählen das Perfektauxiliar je nach Lesart: Wenn das Resultat des im Verb
ausgedrückten Vorgangs fokussiert werden soll, etwa indem der Endzustand des
Subjektreferenten thematisiert wird, so muss sein gewählt werden (vgl. die Beispielsätze b.
und d.). In den Beispielen a. und c. wird der Vorgang des 'Faulens' resp. 'Trocknens'
thematisiert, was sich in c. daran zeigt, dass dieser Vorgang lokalisiert wird. 

In a. zeigt nur das Auxiliar haben an, dass von dem 'gestern' stattgefundenen Vorgang des 
'Faulens' die Rede ist und nicht von der Auswirkung dieses Vorgangs, die etwa darin besteht, 
dass das 'Obst' in den Zustand der Nichtgenießbarkeit eingetreten ist. Die Fokussierung auf
diesen neuen Zustand würde, wie in b, sein- Perfekt auslösen. 

Die semantische Unterscheidung dieser Aussagen nach "Vorgangslesart" und
"Resultatsbezug" ist äußerst subtil; vor allem die Vorgangslesart bereitet Probleme, da bei
diesen Verben immer der Bezug auf einen Nachzustand denkbar ist. Dennoch ist die
Auxiliarwahl nicht völlig arbiträr, wie Beispiel e. zeigt: Bei explizitem Bezug auf den
Nachzustand muss sein gewählt werden. 

Hier zeigt sich, dass ein wichtiges semantisches Kriterium für die Wahl des Auxiliars sein im
Bezug auf den Nachzustand des Subjektreferenten liegt. Das etablierte Kriterium
"Zustandsänderung" vereinigt Verbbedeutungen, in denen der Eintritt des Subjektreferenten
in einen definierbaren Neuzustand oder aber auch lediglich seine Veränderung in Bezug auf
eine relationale Größe spezifiziert sind.

2.2 Fortbewegung
Die Bewegungsverben bilden eine weitere Gruppe von sein-Verben. Das ausschlaggebende
Kriterium bei diesen Verben ist nicht, wie häufig vermutet wird, ein Ortswechsel des
Subjektreferenten, sondern die Spezifikation einer Fortbewegung.

Ich unterscheide drei Gruppen von Bewegungsverben, bei denen der Faktor "Fortbewegung"
auf unterschiedliche Weise spezifiziert wird bzw. werden kann.

Verben der Ortsänderung drücken Vorgänge aus, in deren Folge sich der Subjektreferent an
einem anderen Ort befindet als vorher. Die Ortsänderung ist damit Bestandteil der
Verbbedeutung. Der "neue Ort" ist häufig nicht als definierte Ortsangabe erfassbar, sondern
muss in Relation zum Ausgangsort angegeben werden. 

Unten sind einige Beispielverben aufgeführt, an denen sich zeigen lässt, auf welche Weise der 
'Ortswechsel' in verschiedenen Verbbedeutungen spezifiziert ist. Es ist zu beachten, dass es
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sich dabei nur um eine exemplarische Auswahl handelt; auch sind noch andere Typen von
'Ortswechsel' denkbar.1

Die unten angegebenen Beispielverben sind wie folgt semantisch gegliedert: 

Die Verben in A. denotieren einen Ortswechsel in horizontaler oder vertikaler Richtung. Bei
den Verben in B. ist ausgedrückt, dass sich der Referent 'von einem Ort weg' bewegt; der 
"neue Ort" kann nur als "nicht mehr Ursprungsort" angegeben werden. Die Verben in C.
drücken die umgekehrte Bewegungsrichtung aus: Spezifiziert ist der Zielort; als Resultat der
Fortbewegung befindet der Referent sich an dem Ort, der in der Aussage angegeben wird, 
während der Ursprungsort unbekannt ist. Die Verben in D. schließlich sind relativ selten; sie
erfordern keine relationale Lesart, sondern drücken unmittelbar aus, wo der Referent sich als
Resultat der Fortbewegung befindet.

(5) Verben der Ortsänderung

A. fallen, steigen, sinken, abspringen, folgen, umkehren, zurückkehren. 

B. fliehen, abhauen, entkommen, ausbrechen, entgleisen, umziehen. 

C. kommen, ankommen, immigrieren, einkehren, einsteigen, antanzen, eintreffen. 

D. landen, stranden, wassern.

Die Ortsänderung lässt sich jeweils wie folgt als Resultat der Fortbewegung angeben:

a. Peter ist gefallen. Er befindet sich jetzt weiter unten. 

b. Jupp ist ausgebrochen. Er befindet sich jetzt nicht mehr im Gefängnis. 

c. Die Gäste sind eingetroffen. Sie sind jetzt hier. 

d. Der Wal ist gestrandet. Er liegt jetzt am Strand.

Die folgenden Verben denotieren Bewegungsarten oder auch Sportarten. Sie selegieren
obligatorisch sein, wenn Ortswechsel oder Fortbewegung spezifiziert sind; etwa durch
direktionale PPs oder Adverbien. Fehlen solche Angaben, so kann das Perfekt auch mit haben
gebildet werden. Bei dem Verb tanzen ist in letzterem Fall haben obligatorisch:

(6) Verben der Bewegungsart mit Spezifizierung der Fortbewegung

schwimmen, rudern, tanzen, surfen, segeln, schweben.

a. Die Gäste haben getanzt. Sie sind um den Saal getanzt.

b. Die Jungen haben gerudert. Sie sind bis nach Duisburg gerudert.

c. Ich bin um die Sandbank gesurft. Ich habe im Internet gesurft.

                                                
1 Es ist die Frage, inwiefern die hier nicht aufgeführten Verben der Positionsänderung eine eigene Gruppe
darstellen. Dazu gehören etwa umfallen, hinfallen, umkippen und verrutschen. Ich zähle diese Verben zu den 
Verben der Ortsänderung (vgl. fallen), wenngleich sie nicht im strengen Sinne einen Ortswechsel des
Subjektreferenten ausdrücken. In der Bedeutung dieser Verben sind sowohl Komponenten von Zustands- als
auch von Ortswechsel spezifiziert. 
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Diese Beispiele zeigen, dass nicht erst die Spezifikation eines Ortswechsels ausschlaggebend
für sein-Perfekt ist. Der Ausdruck um den Saal tanzen impliziert keinen Ortswechsel, sondern 
lediglich 'Bewegung im Raum'. Hieraus kann gefolgert werden, dass bereits die Spezifikation
von (nicht zielgerichteter) Fortbewegung das sein-Perfekt auslöst (vgl. Brinkmann 1992).

Die Ausführungen zu den vorgenannten beiden Gruppen von Fortbewegungsverben lassen
vermuten, dass die Spezifikation einer Richtung ausschlaggebend für die Wahl des sein-
Perfekts ist. Bei den folgenden Verben wird das sein-Perfekt allerdings auch dann gewählt,
wenn der Satz die durative oder habituelle bzw. die "Bewegungsart"-Lesart erzwingt.
Möglicherweise ist dies dadurch zu erklären, dass bei diesen hochfrequenten
Bewegungsverben die Fortbewegung, also die raumüberwindende Bewegung, Teil der
Verbbedeutung ist. Es ist von folgenden Verben die Rede: 

(7) Verben der Fortbewegung

laufen, gehen, rennen, spazieren gehen, reisen, wandern. 

a. Er ist in seiner Jugend viel gereist. 

b. Früher bin ich noch viel mehr gelaufen als heute. 

c. Ich bin den ganzen Nachmittag spazieren gegangen. 

d. Bist du gerannt? Nein, ich bin ganz ruhig gegangen. 

Zur Perfektbildung bei Bewegungsverben ist demnach zu konstatieren: 

Wenn  es sich bei der im Verb ausgedrückten Bewegung um eine Fortbewegung handelt,
selegiert das Verb sein im Perfekt. Fortbewegung ist nicht nur im Sinne von 'Ortswechsel' zu 
verstehen, sondern allgemein als 'vollzogene Überwindung einer Wegstrecke im Raum'. 

2.3 In- oder Außer- Erscheinung-Treten
Nach diesem Kriterium selegieren Verben sein, wenn als Folge des in ihnen ausgedrückten
Vorgangs der Subjektreferent "da ist", also auf der dargestellten Szenerie erscheint, oder auch, 
wenn er als Folge dieses Vorgangs von der Szenerie verschwindet. Die entsprechenden
Verben werden häufig zu den Verben der Zustandsänderung gezählt. Von diesen sind sie aber 
eindeutig dadurch unterschieden, dass etwa bei den Verben des In-Erscheinung-Tretens kein
Vorzustand am Subjektreferenten vorliegt, während bei den Verben des Außer-Erscheinung-
Tretens kein Nachzustand desselben gegeben ist. Dennoch können diese Verben
gewissermaßen als Subkategorie der Verben der Zustands- oder auch der Ortsänderung
aufgefasst werden, denn das In- oder Außer- Erscheinung-Treten eines Referenten geschieht
sehr häufig in Form einer Zustands- oder Ortsänderung.  Es gibt nur sehr wenige Verben, die 
das In- oder Außer- Erscheinung-Treten des Subjektreferenten unabhängig von einer
Zustands- oder Ortsänderung desselben ausdrücken. Hierzu gehören die im Folgenden
aufgeführten.

(8) Verben des In-Erscheinung-Tretens:

erscheinen, auftreten (von Phänomenen), entstehen, auftauchen (i. S. v. ‚erscheinen’), 
auffallen, einfallen. 

a. Ein neuer Stadtteil ist entstanden. 

b. Mir ist eine Lösung eingefallen!

c. Da ist ein Fehler aufgetreten. 
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(9) Verben des Außer-Erscheinung-Tretens:  

sterben, aussterben, verschwinden, erlöschen, verhallen.

a. Die Art ist ausgestorben.

b. Das Licht ist erloschen. 

c. Frank ist verschwunden. 

Fasst man das Kriterium "In- oder Außer-Erscheinung-Treten des Subjektreferenten" als
Subkategorie der beiden anderen Kriterien auf, so kann das In- oder Außer-Erscheinung-
Treten als "Extremform" einer Zustands- oder Ortsänderung gelten. Bei vielen Verben der
Zustands- oder Ortsänderung ist das In- oder Außer-Erscheinung-Treten des
Subjektreferenten impliziert. Verben der Ortsänderung drücken aus, dass der Referent in
Bezug auf den bestimmten Ort, über den die Aussage gemacht wird, jetzt existiert oder nicht 
mehr existiert. Sofern ein Objekt über einen bestimmten Zustand definiert ist, führt eine
Veränderung dieses Zustands zur Tilgung des Objekts. Die Beispiele in (10) enthalten jeweils 
Verben, die in den Abschnitten 2.1. und 2.2. zu den Verben der Zustandsänderung und der 
Fortbewegung gezählt worden sind. Hier drücken sie ebenso das In- oder Außer-
Erscheinung-Treten des Subjektreferenten aus wie die Verben in (8) und (9): 

(10) Zustands- oder Ortsänderung, die die Existenz des Subjektreferenten affiziert

a. Das Wasser ist verdunstet.      

b. Der Luftballon ist geplatzt.  

c. Frank ist abgehauen.

d. Die Gäste sind  angekommen.   

Als Fazit zu diesem dritten Kriterium ist Folgendes festzuhalten: 

Sein-Perfekt wird auch dann gewählt, wenn als Resultat des im Verb ausgedrückten Vorgangs
der Subjektreferent in oder außer Erscheinung getreten ist. Das In- oder Außer-Erscheinung-
Treten kann im Zusammenhang mit einem Zustands- oder Ortswechsel stehen.

3 Problemfälle
Die in diesem Abschnitt zu behandelnden Verben sind problematisch für solche Ansätze, nach 
denen das Kriterium für sein-Perfekt in einem Zustands- oder Ortswechsel des
Subjektreferenten (auf Grund des im Verb ausgedrückten Vorgangs) liegt. 

Zunächst sollen Verben besprochen werden, bei denen die Auxiliarselektion regional variiert,
ohne dass hiervon die Bedeutung des Verbs affiziert ist.

3.1 Regional bedingte bzw. variable Auxiliarselektion im Deutschen 
Verben der Position selegieren in der deutschen Standardsprache haben: Sie drücken keinen
Zustands- oder Ortswechsel aus, sondern vielmehr die Befindlichkeit des Subjektreferenten an
einem Ort in einer der möglichen Positionen. Zu den Positionsverben zählen die folgenden: 
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(11) Positionsverben

sitzen, liegen, stehen, hängen. 

a. Das Bild hat genau dort an der Wand gehangen. Jetzt ist es weg.

b. Er hat sich an den Kopf der Tafel gesetzt und hat dort den ganzen Abend gesessen. 

c. Während des langen Vortrags hat er die ganze Zeit gestanden. 

In südlichen Varietäten des Deutschen wie etwa im Schweizerischen und Österreichischen
selegieren die Positionsverben sein:

(12) sein-Selektion bei Positionsverben im süddeutschen Sprachgebiet

a. Und wo bist du früher so 'rumgehangen? 

b. Heute früh um fünf bin ich noch im Bett gelegen.  

c. Er ist dagestanden wie angewurzelt.

Dieses Phänomen kann möglicherweise dadurch semantisch erklärt werden, dass im
Süddeutschen die Verben der Position und die Verben der Positionseinnahme die gleiche
phonologische Form aufweisen (vgl. Kaufmann 1995 b). Ich bin gesessen heißt also sowohl
'ich habe gesessen' als auch 'ich habe mich hingesetzt'. Die Auxiliarwahl im Süddeutschen ist
demnach als durch die inchoative Variante (hier: Ortswechsel) determiniert aufzufassen: 

Das durch die inchoative Lesart ausgelöste sein-Perfekt wird für alle anderen Lesarten
generalisiert.

3.2 In(ter)gressive Verben mit sein-Perfekt
Das sein-Perfekt der Intergressiva (Terminus nach Löbner 1988) ist insofern für die
bisherigen Überlegungen problematisch, als sich in ihrer Bedeutung zwar eine
"Zustandsänderung" des Subjektreferenten konstruieren lässt, doch ist diese nicht von Dauer: 

(13) Intergressiva

erbeben, erglühen, aufglühen, aufleuchten, aufflackern, erzittern. 

a. Die Zigarette ist aufgeglüht. 

b. Die Zigarette hat geglüht. 

c. Die Erde ist erbebt.

d. Die Erde hat gebebt. 

Der semantische Unterschied zwischen den Beispielen a. und b. sowie c. und d. lässt sich wie 
folgt darstellen: 

In a. und c. wird jeweils das Auftreten eines kurzen, wahrnehmbaren Neuzustands am
Subjektreferenten ausgedrückt, letzterer ist jedoch nicht in dem Sinne affiziert, dass von
einem "Nachzustand" die Rede sein könnte. Vielmehr wird der Ursprungszustand unmittelbar
darauf wieder eingenommen. Es ist denkbar, dass bereits ein kurzer, nicht nachhaltiger
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Zustandswechsel ausreicht, um das sein-Perfekt zu motivieren. Die Basisverben in b. und d.
selegieren haben, weil in ihrer Bedeutung kein Zustandswechsel spezifiziert ist, sondern
lediglich 'Emission von Schwingung bzw. Hitze und Licht'. Nach Levin und Rappaport Hovav 
(1995) ist das haben-Perfekt von Emissionsverben (vgl. etwa stinken, knallen, leuchten)
dadurch motiviert, dass das Referenzobjekt des Subjektarguments die Emission "unmittelbar
verursacht", ohne dass eine Zustandsänderung dieses Objektes spezifiziert wäre. 

So könnte man für die Intergressiva schlussfolgern, dass das sein-Perfekt bereits durch die
Spezifikation einer kurzen Zustandsänderung ausgelöst ist. Intergressiva „ohne
Zustandsänderung am Subjektreferenten“ selegieren haben, wie die folgenden Beispiele
zeigen2:

e. Sie hat aufgeschrien.

f. Sie hat aufgelacht. 

Beispiele g. und h. zeigen, dass die Wahl von haben-oder sein-Perfekt bei Intergressiva nichts 
mit Belebtheit oder Unbelebtheit zu tun hat, denn auch Intergressiva mit unbelebten
Subjektreferenten selegieren haben, sofern diese nicht einem Zustandswandel unterliegen: 

g. Der Fotoapparat hat geblitzt. 

h. Der Motor / die Sirene hat aufgeheult.

Die Lesart der präfigierten Verben kommt vor allem durch die Bedeutung des Basisverbs zu
Stande. In den Beispielen e-h ist die Verbbedeutung auf eine geschlossene Phase bezogen; es 
wird kein Zustandswechsel des Subjektreferenten ausgedrückt. Einige Verben lassen sowohl
die intergressive (a) als auch die ingressive Lesart (b) zu. 

(14) Verben mit intergressiver und ingressiver Lesart

erstrahlen, erglühen, erklingen, ertönen, erdröhnen, erzittern, aufstrahlen, aufglimmen

a. Die Gläser sind erklungen.

b. Ein Lied ist erklungen.

Ingressive Verben bezeichnen den plötzlichen Wechsel in einen Zustand oder einen Prozess,
dessen Dauer meist zeitlich begrenzt ist.3 Durch den Eintritt in einen Prozess kann der
Subjektreferent für den Wahrnehmenden in Erscheinung treten, vgl.: 

c. Der Gong hat gedröhnt.

d. Der Gong ist erdröhnt. 

                                                
2 Intergressive bzw. ingressive Verben sind nicht durch ihre Auxiliarwahl definiert, sondern durch die
Punktualität des im Verb ausgedrückten Ereignisses. In die Gruppe der hier als Intergressiva klassifizierten
Verben gehören sowohl sein- als auch haben-Verben.
3 Zur Verbgruppe der ingressiven Verben vgl. Stiebels (1996). Inchoative Verben wie aufblühen bezeichnen das 
Eintreten in einen längerfristig gültigen Zustand. Man beachte, dass bei ingressiven Verben der Neuzustand zwar
zeitlich begrenzt ist, aber doch für eine gewisse Zeitspanne vorliegt. Bei den intergressiven Verben hingegen
kann man eigentlich nicht vom Vorliegen eines "neuen Zustands" sprechen.
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Während in c. Klangemission ausgedrückt und daher haben gewählt wird, tritt in d. der Gong 
durch den Klang, den er aussendet, auditiv in Erscheinung. 

Der Unterschied zwischen diesen beiden Lesarten ist äußerst subtil. Objekte, die Geräusche
emittieren können, können auch auf Grund dieser Geräuschemission erst identifizierbar
werden. Verben wie erdröhnen, erklingen, erschallen drücken dieses In-Erscheinung-Treten
auf der Ebene der auditiven Wahrnehmung aus.4 Von einem vorher explizit identifizierten
Objekt kann daher kaum gesagt werden, es sei "erklungen", vgl. : 

Die Sirene ist auf dem Dach des Hotels angebracht. 

e. Heute Nacht hat sie plötzlich aufgeheult. 

f. ?Heute Nacht ist sie plötzlich erklungen. 

Im Gegensatz zu einer Sirene kann etwa ein Lied kein Geräusch emittieren: Vielmehr besteht
das Geräusch in dem Lied selbst. Insofern ist es nicht problematisch zu sagen, dass ein Lied 
(vgl. b.) durch sein Erklingen auditiv in Erscheinung tritt. Für die intergressive Lesart von
erklingen in a. ist daher nicht auszuschließen, dass es sich auch hier um ein auditives In-
Erscheinung-Treten der Gläser handelt, welches durch das kurze Klingen erreicht wird. 

Fasst man die Vorgänge, denen die Subjektreferenten in den Beispielen (13) a. und c.
ausgesetzt sind, jeweils nicht im Sinne von 'Zustandsänderung', sondern ebenfalls als
'Prozesseintritt' auf, so kann das Kriterium "In-Erscheinung-Treten" auch für solche
intergressiven sein-Verben verallgemeinert werden, die keine auditiv wahrnehmbaren
Vorgänge ausdrücken. 

In diesem Fall könnte man auch bei den intergressiven Verben in a. und c. davon sprechen, 
dass der Subjektreferent kurzzeitig in einen Prozess eintritt, wodurch er in diesem kurzen
Moment für die sinnliche Wahrnehmung in Erscheinung tritt. Die Zigarette kann etwa im
Dunkeln durch das Aufglühen visuell in Erscheinung treten; für die 'Erde, die erbebt', ist eine 
solche Lesart schwieriger zu konstruieren, aber auch möglich: Durch das plötzliche Eintreten
eines Bebens wird die Erde sinnlich wahrnehmbar; sie tritt somit in bisher ungewohnter
Weise für den Wahrnehmenden in Erscheinung.

Da, wie gezeigt wurde, bei vielen Verben sowohl die ingressive als auch die intergressive
Lesart möglich ist, können die Intergressiva zur Gruppe der ingressiven Verben gezählt
werden. Die besondere Semantik der Intergressiva liegt darin, dass bei diesen der neue
Zustand oder Prozess keine, auch keine begrenzte, Dauer hat. 

Wenn die Bedeutung eines ingressiven Verbs einen Zustandswandel des Subjektreferenten
spezifiziert, so ist es zu den Verben der Zustandsänderung zu zählen. Vielfach ist aber auch
die Interpretation denkbar, dass der Subjektreferent dadurch, dass er in einen neuen Prozess
eintritt, in spezifischer Weise wahrnehmbar wird. In diesem Fall würde das Kriterium "In-
Erscheinung-Treten des Subjektreferenten" das sein- Perfekt der betreffenden Verben
erklären.

                                                
4 Die egressiven Verben erlöschen und verhallen (vgl. Beisp. in (9)) hingegen drücken das Außer-Erscheinung-
Treten von sinnlich Wahrnehmbarem aus. 
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3.3 Abstraktes In- oder Außer-Erscheinung-Treten
Zu einer weiteren Gruppe von Verben, die für gängige semantische Ansätze zur
Auxiliarselektion Probleme bereiten, gehören die folgenden. Sie selegieren sein im Perfekt,
doch kann von Zustandsänderung oder Fortbewegung des Subjektreferenten keine Rede sein, 
da die in ihnen ausgedrückten Vorgänge sowie häufig auch der Subjektreferent selbst abstrakt 
sind.

(15) "Abstrakte" sein-Verben

scheitern, glücken, fehlschlagen, gelingen, misslingen, passieren, geschehen, erfolgen, 
unterlaufen, verjähren (Strafe), verfallen (Eintrittskarte, Gutschein), ablaufen (Frist,
Verfallsdatum)

Diese Verben können den Verben des In- oder Außer- Erscheinung-Tretens zugerechnet
werden, wenn sie abstrakte Subjektreferenten haben: Das Eintreten eines Sachverhaltes wird
behauptet.

a. Ein Unfall ist passiert. 

b. Mir ist ein Fehler unterlaufen. 

c. Etwas Schreckliches ist geschehen!

d. Die Lieferung ist binnen drei Monaten erfolgt.

Manche Verben behaupten auch ein "abstraktes" Außer- Erscheinung-Treten eines
Referenten, vgl.:

e. Der Gutschein ist verfallen.

Man könnte das Verfallen eines Gutscheins dahingehend interpretieren, dass er damit "als
Gutschein" außer Erscheinung getreten ist, denn er ist nun nicht mehr als Gutschein zu
gebrauchen. Auch eine Interpretation i. S. v. Zustandswechsel ist insofern möglich, als ein
Gutschein nach dem Verfallsdatum zwar als Gutschein erhalten bleibt, sich dann jedoch nicht
mehr im Zustand der Gültigkeit befindet. 

Ähnlich verhält es sich mit Verben wie misslingen, scheitern, glücken und fehlschlagen:

f. Der Versuch ist gescheitert / geglückt. 

g. Er ist an seiner Aufgabe gescheitert. 

h. Seine Arbeit ist misslungen. 

Wenn diese Verben abstrakte Subjektreferenten haben wie in f., können sie als Verben des 
Außer- Erscheinung-Tretens aufgefasst werden: Ein Versuch endet, wenn er scheitert. Auch
ein "geglückter" Versuch ist in der Folge nicht mehr als Versuch zu bezeichnen. 

Haben diese Verben konkrete bzw. belebte Subjektreferenten wie in den Beispielen g. und h., 
so drücken sie eine Zustandsänderung am Referenten aus, die sich in Folge des abstrakten
Vorgangs einstellt.
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Für die in diesem Abschnitt behandelten Verben ist als Fazit festzuhalten, dass sie zu den
Verben des In- oder Außer-Erscheinung-Tretens gezählt werden können, sofern es sich beim
Subjektreferenten ebenfalls um etwas Abstraktes handelt. Abstrakte Vorgänge an konkreten
Subjektreferenten lösen abstrakte (ideelle) Zustandsänderungen aus5.

3.4 Bleiben
Bleiben drückt weder Orts- noch Zustandsänderung aus und selegiert dennoch sein im Perfekt,
und das nicht nur im Deutschen, sondern auch im Niederländischen, Italienischen und
Französischen (Sorace 2000). 

Nach Eisenberg (1999) thematisiert bleiben den Nachzustand, indem es aussagt, dass er dem 
Vorzustand identisch ist.

Wir haben in Abschnitt 2.1. gesehen, dass auch bei den Verben der Zustandsänderung nicht
immer ein "definierbarer Nachzustand spezifiziert" wird, wie dies von verschiedenen Autoren
angenommen wird. Vielmehr drücken viele sein-Verben aus, dass der Nachzustand in
Relation zum Vorzustand ein anderer ist; sie thematisieren also den Nachzustand, "definieren"
ihn aber nicht. 

Dass das Verb bleiben ebenfalls einen Bezug zum Nachzustand herstellt, lässt sich durch
seine duale Beziehung zu werden belegen: Werden und bleiben sind sowohl als Hilfsverben
als auch als Kopulaverben Duale voneinander: Die innere Negation von werden entspricht der 
äußeren Negation von bleiben und umgekehrt.6

Die Satzpaare in den folgenden Beispielen sind semantisch äquivalent. Die äußere Negation
des Operanden wird durch nicht angegeben, die innere Negation (Subnegation) wird durch
das Antonym des Operanden lexikalisiert. Die Beispiele zeigen, dass bei gleichzeitiger
Anwendung der inneren und der äußeren Negation die Wahl des "Dualitätspartners" zur
semantischen Äquivalenz (angegeben durch ) führt: 

 (16) Die Dualität von werden und bleiben

a. Paula ist dick geblieben.    Paula ist nicht dünn geworden. 

b. Paula ist nicht dünn geblieben.   Paula ist dick geworden. 

c. Hans ist Raucher geblieben.   Hans ist nicht Nichtraucher  

       geworden.

d. Hans ist nicht Nichtraucher geblieben. Hans ist Raucher geworden.

Die Verben bleiben und werden lassen sich semantisch durch ihren Phasenbezug vergleichen:
Beide haben Phasenbezug, thematisieren also eine "Nachphase". Der Unterschied zwischen
diesen beiden Verbbedeutungen besteht lediglich darin, dass werden einen Phasenwechsel
ausdrückt und bleiben das Ausbleiben eines solchen Phasenwechsels. Demnach kann werden
eine Zustandsänderung des Subjektreferenten ausdrücken, während bleiben ausdrückt, dass
der Zustand gleich bleibt, vgl.:

e. Paula wird dick. 

                                                
5 Einige Verben, die zu ideellen Zustandsänderungen führen, sind in (2) bereits aufgeführt; vgl. etwa
vereinsamen.

6 Vgl. zur Dualität Löbner (1990) sowie speziell zur Dualität von werden und bleiben Lenz (1993).
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Das Verb drückt aus, dass die Phase, in der der Vorzustand (hier: 'dünn' bzw. 'nicht dick')
vorliegt, übergeht in eine Phase, in der der Nachzustand ('dick') vorliegt. 

f. Paula bleibt dick. 

Die Verbbedeutung thematisiert auch hier den Übergang in eine zweite Phase, doch wird
ausgedrückt, dass der in der zweiten Phase vorliegende Zustand dem Vorzustand gleicht. 

Wenn sich werden im Skopus der Negation befindet, wird auch der Phasenwechsel negiert. 
Nicht werden denotiert ein Fortbestehen des Vorzustandes, in diesem Beispiel des "Nicht-
Dick-Seins", über die Phasengrenze hinaus. 

g. Paula wird nicht (dick).   

Wird bleiben negiert, so wird, wie beim positiven werden, ein Wechsel von einem Vorzustand 
in einen Nachzustand ausgedrückt. Wenn der Subjektreferent 'nicht dick bleibt', dann heißt
dies, dass nach dem Phasenwechsel ein neuer Zustand vorliegen muss.

h. Paula bleibt nicht (dick).7

Die enge semantische Beziehung zwischen bleiben und werden wird also durch die Dualität
offenbar: Bleiben entspricht der inneren und äußeren Negation von werden. Insofern drückt 
bleiben immer den Bezug auf einen Nachzustand aus, doch sagt es aus, dass dieser dem
Vorzustand gleicht. Wird bleiben selbst negiert, wird also die Operation der äußeren Negation 
angewendet, so drückt es den Wechsel in einen neuen Zustand aus. 

Dieser Bezug auf den (veränderten oder unveränderten) Nachzustand ist kompatibel mit dem
ersten der oben angeführten semantischen Kriterien für die Wahl des Auxiliars sein im
Perfekt.

Bleiben wird allerdings nicht nur in Bezug auf Zustände, sondern auch in Bezug auf Orte
verwendet. Vgl.:

(17) Bleiben als negierte Ortsänderung

a. Ulf ist in Wien geblieben. 

b. Wir sind bis sieben Uhr bei Simpsons geblieben. 

c. Wir sind in der Hütte geblieben, bis der Schneesturm vorüber war. 

In diesen und vergleichbaren Beispielen liegt implizit der Bezug auf einen Ortswechsel vor,
doch wird ausgedrückt, dass dieser nicht stattgefunden hat. Die Negation von bleiben
allerdings führt hier notwendig zu der Interpretation, dass ein Ortswechsel stattgefunden hat,
wenngleich der "neue Ort" nicht genannt wird. 

d. Ulf ist nicht in Wien geblieben. Er ist jetzt in ? (nicht mehr in Wien).

Dass als Motivation für das sein-Perfekt die Spezifizierung eines Ortswechsels im Sinne von
'nicht mehr Ursprungsort' ausreicht, ist bereits in Abschnitt 2.2. gezeigt worden: 

e. Jupp ist ausgebrochen. Er befindet sich jetzt ? (nicht mehr im Gefängnis).

                                                
7 Die Klammern sollen anzeigen, dass sich in diesen Beispielen nur werden resp. bleiben im Skopus der
Negation befinden. 
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Des Weiteren kommt bleiben in Verbindung mit Positionsverben vor. Man beachte, dass
stehen bleiben ambig ist: 

(18) Bleiben mit Positionsverben 

a. Er ist abrupt stehen geblieben, als der Polizist ihn ansprach. 

b. Es gab nicht genug Sitzplätze; daher sind wir alle stehen geblieben.

c. Viele Studenten sind einfach sitzen geblieben, als ältere Leute in den Bus kamen.

Bleiben in Verbindung mit Positionsverben drückt im Allgemeinen das Beibehalten einer
Position aus, nur stehen bleiben bedeutet außerdem 'aus aufrechter Bewegung abrupt zu
stehen kommen'. Da diese zweite Bedeutung nur mit dem Positionsverb stehen vorkommt,
fasse ich stehen bleiben in dieser Verwendung als Idiom auf. Die geläufigen Verwendungen
von bleiben mit Positionsverben fügen sich insofern in die bisher dargestellten Überlegungen,
als hier die Negation von bleiben das Aufgeben einer Position zu Gunsten einer neuen
Position ausdrückt. Das Nicht-Beibehalten einer Position impliziert das Einnehmen einer
neuen Position. 

In Abschnitt 3.1. ist das sein-Perfekt von Positionsverben in süddeutschen Varietäten dadurch 
erklärt worden, dass in diesen Varietäten ein Lexem sowohl für die Positionseinnahme als
auch für die Position selbst steht. Die implizierte Positionseinnahme in der Negation von
'Positionsverb + bleiben' kann daher als Auslöser für das sein-Perfekt aufgefasst werden. 

Bleiben stellt insofern einen Sonderfall unter den sein-Verben dar, als es auf den Nachzustand
des Subjektreferenten Bezug nimmt und dabei aussagt, dass dieser dem Vorzustand gleicht.
Die meisten Verben des Deutschen thematisieren einen Nachzustand nur dann, wenn sie auch
einen Zustandswandel ausdrücken, wenn also der Nachzustand ein anderer ist als der
Vorzustand. Der Fall des Verbs bleiben zeigt, dass ein Übergang in einen Nachzustand
semantisch auch ohne Zustandswechsel möglich ist. Insofern muss das Kriterium
"Zustandsänderung" (s. Abschnitt 2.1.) verallgemeinert werden: Auslösend für das sein-
Perfekt ist nicht erst die Spezifikation einer Zustandsänderung am Subjektreferenten, sondern
bereits die Spezifikation des Verhältnisses zwischen Vor- und Nachzustand.8

Relevanzanforderungen mögen dazu geführt haben, dass im Deutschen außer bleiben keine
Verben vorkommen, die einen Nachzustand spezifizieren und ihn mit dem Vorzustand
gleichsetzen.

3.5 Sein
Das Verb sein ist in den vorliegenden Überlegungen nicht berücksichtigt worden. Es selegiert 
auch sein im Perfekt, doch kann nicht von der Definition einer Nachphase die Rede sein. Da 
sein aber nur als Kopula auftritt und daher kein genuines intransitives Verb mit semantischem
Gehalt ist, kann es hier vernachlässigt werden. Überdies bildet sein nicht in allen
indoeuropäischen Sprachen das Perfekt mit sein: Im Französischen wählt être haben ('avoir')
im Perfekt, und auch in früheren Stadien des Deutschen wurde das Perfekt von sein mit dem 
Auxiliar haben gebildet (vgl. Behaghel 1924).

                                                
8 Sebastian Löbner, persönliche Mitteilung. Da bleiben auch mit Orts- und Positionsangaben steht, muss auch
das Kriterium "Ortsänderung" verallgemeinert werden: Sein-Perfekt wird ausgelöst durch die Spezifikation des
Verhältnisses zwischen Ursprungsort und Zielort (die Verben der Positionsänderung werden hier zu den Verben
der Ortsänderung gezählt, vgl. Abschnitt 2.2.).
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4 Fazit
In diesen Beitrag ist der Versuch unternommen worden zu zeigen, dass die Wahl des
Perfektauxiliars bei intransitiven Verben im Deutschen durch die Semantik der Verben
motiviert ist. Ausgehend von der Annahme, dass intransitive Verben, die das Perfekt mit
haben bilden, den Defaultfall darstellen, wurde postuliert, dass sein nur dann gewählt wird,
wenn die folgenden semantischen Kriterien erfüllt sind: 

1.  Spezifikation einer Zustandsänderung des Subjektreferenten als Folge des im Verb
ausgedrückten Vorgangs

2.  Spezifikation von Fortbewegung des Subjektreferenten

3.  Spezifikation des In- oder Außer- Erscheinung-Tretens des Subjektreferenten durch
den im Verb ausgedrückten Vorgang.

Die drei Kriterien zeigen bereits, dass in der Semantik von intransitiven sein-Verben jeweils 
eine 2. Phase spezifiziert sein muss, die durch den im Verb ausgedrückten Vorgang eingeleitet 
und in Bezug auf den Subjektreferenten definiert wird. Diese "Nachphase" kann darin
bestehen, dass sich der Subjektreferent auf Grund des im Verb ausgedrückten Vorgangs in
einem gegenüber der Ausgangsphase veränderten Zustand befindet, oder dass er eine
Fortbewegung erfahren bzw. vollzogen hat. Die Nachphase kann auch darin bestehen, dass
der Subjektreferent für die Wahrnehmung des Sprechers nun vorhanden ist, nachdem er
"vorher" nicht existent war. Möglich ist auch, dass der Subjektreferent mit Eintritt der
Nachphase seine Existenz verliert oder aufgibt. 

Zustand, Bewegung und Existenz sind Spezifikationen des Seins, in denen sich Menschen
und Objekte in relevanter Form verändern können und für die daher die Definition einer
Nachphase sinnvoll ist. Der Fall des Verbs bleiben hat gezeigt, dass es zumindest ein Verb im 
Deutschen gibt, das die Nachphase in Bezug auf den Subjektreferenten als identisch zur
Ausgangsphase definiert. 

Da für abstrakte Vorgänge und Subjektreferenten die relevante Spezifikation nicht immer
eindeutig nachvollziehbar ist, sollte ein übergreifendes semantisches Basiskriterium für die
sein-Selektion bei intransitiven Verben im Deutschen etabliert werden. 

Als Fazit der hier vorgenommenen Überlegungen möchte ich daher die folgende
grundlegende Bedingung für die Wahl des sein-Perfekts vorschlagen: 

Ein intransitives Verb bildet das Perfekt mit dem Auxiliar sein, wenn durch die
Verbbedeutung eine Nachphase in Bezug auf den Subjektreferenten eingeführt und definiert
wird. Diese Nachphase kann nach den hier vorgestellten Kriterien näher spezifiziert werden. 
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Abstract
In this paper, I want to establish semantic reanalysis as an independent mode of meaning change in
language history. My point of departure will be cases of language change that have traditionally
been classed as „grammaticalization“, on one hand because we will find very nice instances of
semantic reanalysis particuarly in that field, and on the other hand because I think that the notion
of semantic reanalysis that I propose can be particularly helpful in elucidating some hitherto
poorly understood semantic changes in grammaticalization. In order to achive this double purpose,
to characterise semantic reanalysis and to demonstrate its power as a tool of diachronic analysis,
the paper is organized in the following way: I will first briefly present some cases of
grammaticalization, focussing mainly on the meaning changes they involve. I will next give an
overview over previous proposals as to what kind of semantic processes underlie these changes,
arguing that neither of them is fully convincing. I will then demonstrate how the meaning side of
the changes in question can be analysed as semantic reanalysis in semantic composition. Finally, I
will evaluate the emerging picture with respect to the common observation that the meanings of
words in grammaticalization just „fade away“ or „bleach“.

1 When words turn into grammar

It has long been established that independent lexical „content“ words can change their status in
the sentence by being reanalysed as more bound, functional „grammatical“ words. You can find
many sophisticated proposals in the literature that aim at making this intuitive description of a
development precise and I do not wish to add to them. I will take „grammaticalization“ as a
descriptive term that covers about any change of that kind. Let me give you some examples.

The Modern French phrase ne  pas expressing sentence negation developed from Latin negation
ne and the former full Latin noun passum meaning ‘step’. The development must already have
taken its start in Vulgar Latin from sentences corresponding to (1) where the noun can still be
interpreted in this original sense. In Old French, pas was already in use to express emphatic
negation with more than only verbs of movement, and for a long time it was one in a wide field
of emphatic negations. Today, it has become the unmarked form of negation.

(1) pas
il ne va pas
he not go step = ‘he does not go a single step’

(2) il ne rit pas
he not laughs PAS = ‘he does not laugh’

(3) il n’a pas de femme
he not has PAS of-a wife = ‘he does not have a wife’

The development is summarized in Posner (1997) while Lucien (1965) offers a detailed
description of the history of negation in French. Similar constructions that express negation by
means of reference to a small quantity are quite frequent; other examples are English ‚not a bit‘
or German ‚kein bißchen‘, ‚kein Meter‘ (colloquial). While these constructions retain their
emphatic flavour, French ne pas has lost all pragmatic markedness. Tendencies in spoken
French to give up ne pas in favour of the simpler pas have been reported since at least 100 years
ago but ne pas has survived as the official negation which remains compulsory in many
constructions even in spoken French.

The raise of the English going to  future is often presented as one of the paradigm cases of
grammaticalization. Plausibly, the development starts from purely motional uses of go like in
(4), passes on to uses for motion-with-a-purpose (5), (6) which are usually ambiguous (in
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terms of present-day English) between a motion- and a future-reading, and finally allows for
unambiguous future uses like (7), (8).

(4) John is going to Paris
(5)       — to get a beer
(6)       — to be married
(7)       — to finish the talk at 5 o’clock
(8)       — to like Paris

Another way to express future tense has emerged in Central Eastern Bantu languages. Here, we
find that the verb ‚say‘ is the basis for future constructions. Examples are given in (9) and (10):

(9) Tumbuka:
wa-ti wa-lut-e
3sg-say 3sg-go-FV
‘s/he will go (soon)’

(10) Makonde:
a- í (a-)sum-é
3sg-say 3sg-buy-FV
‘s/he will buy (soon)’

(FV= future vowel. Quoted from Botne, 1998)

An example closer to home is the German (weak) determiner lauter. It corresponds
approximately to the English adnominal uses of only yet without being a focus particle. It
derives from the adjective lauter (= ‘pure’) via uses where its syntactic position and
morphological shape is ambiguous between adjective and determiner, like in (12). The uses in
(13) are unambiguously determiners, mostly because the concept of purity, even far-stretched
as it was in past centuries, never could extend to things like grades or old mushrooms.

(11) Es war lauterer Wein im Glas
it was pure wine in the glas = ‘In the glas there was pure wine’

(12) Im Glas war lauter Wein
In-the glas was pure/only wine = ‘There was only/pure wine in the glas’

(13) lauter gute Noten, lauter alte Pilze
only good grades, only old mushrooms

Let me finally mention the case of German selbst where the old intensifier (E. –self) develops a
new use as a focus particle (E. even). While all previous examples exhibited a visible cline
from „content“ word to „function“ word, it appears difficult here to decide whether an
intensifier is more or less grammatical than a focus particle. Yet, the meaning development that
led from the former to the latter use of selbst  is a clear case of semantic reanalysis (Eckardt,
2001/in press). This shows that semantic reanalysis ranges far beyond examples that have
elsewhere been labelled „grammaticalization“. But let me start by looking at these cases.

2 Meaning change in grammaticalization: Previous proposals

2 .1 Bleaching

The earliest attempt to characterize meaning change in grammaticalization is based on the
metaphor of meaning „fading away“, „weakening“ or „bleaching“ in grammaticalization. This
reflects the intuition that the meaning of content words are usually more concrete, more
graspable, more precise, more often linked to real things, properties and activities than the
meanings of the respective derived function words. Georg von der Gabelentz proposes this
view in (von der Gabelentz, [1891] 1967:241):
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“Was erst neu und selten war, wird dann alltäglich und damit verliert es an Kraft,
verblasst, rückt schliesslich wohl gar in die Reihe jener abstracten Bestandtheile der
Rede, die es hatte verbessernd und verstärkend ergänzen sollen (...). ... Was von den
Formwörtern gilt, das gilt (...) auch von den Wortformen. Wo deren neue geschaffen
wurden, da waren sie periphrastisch (...), frischere neue Farben deckten die
verblichenen alten.”

About fifty years later, Antoine Meillet (1958) writes

 “  L’affaiblissement du sens et l’affaiblissement de la forme des mots accessoires vont de
par; quand l’un et l’autre sont assez avancés, le mot accessoire peut finir par ne plus être
qu’un élément privé de sens propre, ... ”

More recently, (Lehmann 1985/1995) provides an overview over work on grammaticalization
since the early days where he still finds that “some of the core aspects of grammaticalization“
comprise „ semantic depletion and expansion of distribution ... ”. Currently, bleaching is still a
received term in research on grammaticalization as can be seen from Haspelmath (1998:318):
“Grammaticalization comprises (...) the development of function words from content words,
the development of affixes from function words, as well as a large number of concomitant
changes (...) (e.g. desemanticization, ... ).” and Musan (2001:370): “The past participle
hypothesis, however, only has to assume that haben and sein lost at least part of their original
meaning by  semantic bleaching, which is a general characteristic of grammaticalization in any
case.”

Yet, it has turned out to be extremely difficult to turn the bleaching metaphor into a formal
characterization of meaning change. The first and simplest idea might be to spell out bleaching
as meaning generalization. Different uses of the German heben (full verb) / haben (cognate
auxiliary) that range from grasping over concrete to abstract possesion can serve as an
illustration.

(14) GRASP Er hebt einen Stock (South Germ.) ‘he has/holds a stick’
POSSESS Er hat ein Auto ‘he has/owns a car’
ABSTR. POSS. Er hat einen Schnupfen ‘he has a cold’
? Er hat recht ‘he is right’
? Er hat gelacht ‘he has laughed’

Other instances of grammaticalization, however, do not exhibit meaning generalization. The
Bantu case, for instance, would require that the concept of SAYING can generalize to DO-IN-
FUTURE. Yet, one can say a lot of things without any implications for future action. Similar
problems would arise if one attempted to see NEGATION as a generalization of the notion of a
STEP.

Lehmann (1985/1995) reports work by xx where bleaching is analysed as a move from
concrete to abstract meaning. The raise of formal semantics, however, has taught us that in
particular the so-called “abstract” meanings are quite frequently easier to characterize than the
so-called “concrete” meanings. To illustrate the effect, consider the comparatively austere
“concrete” meaning of E will in the sense of ‘intention’ with the precise meaning of will in the
sense of a future auxiliary.

(15) willint = x p( INTEND(x, p)

willfut  = p(s,t) t( now  < t & p(t) )

While future will involves a simple relation on the time axis (ignoring for the moment the modal
component that arises due to the general uncertainty of prognoses about the future) the verb of
volition involves a component of “inner will” which, although perhaps accessible through
introspection, is hard to explicate. Such examples suggest that the opposition “concrete-
abstract” does not corellate with “easy - tedious to spell out”. Suspicion arises that whether or
not a meaning is abstract is decided on more or less the same introspective basis as whether a
meaning is pale or bleak — which means that we have merely replaced one term by another.
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Another puzzle raised by ‘bleaching’ is the following. It is by now a widely held assumption
that grammaticalization happens through a conspiracy of processes of phonological,
morphological and syntactic changes that are generally operant in language change (Joseph,
2000). There is, for instance, no kind of phonological change which would be restricted to
grammaticalization and never occur elsewhere. If we also assume that the semantic shifts in
grammaticalization are instances of general patterns of semantic change, the question arises
why only such modes of change apply that lead from narrow to general, or from concrete to
abstract meaning. It is well-known that meanings can change in the opposite direction as well.
We find meaning specialization, like in E steorfan > starve, in G fasz (container) > Faß
(barrel), or in G Kleid (clothing) > Kleid (woman’s dress). We also find concretizations, like
in G Bestellung (order, as an activity) > Bestellung (the thing ordered), or in Germ. Thing
(causa in lawsuit) > E thing, G Ding. In other words: “Bleaching” in meaning change is not as
inevitable as “bleaching” if you think about stockings in your washing machine — a fact which
is usually obscured by the force of the bleaching metaphor. Given that all these opposite trends
in semantic change exist: Why do meanings in grammaticalization virtually always become
“paler” - whatever the most appropriate way to spell out this notion may be?

2.2 Metaphor

A prosperous branch of research on grammaticaliztion, initiated by B. Heine, argues that
meaning change in grammaticalization does indeed arise by independent mechanisms of
semantic change, namely by metaphorical meaning shift (Heine 1993, 1997a,b). He, as well as
others (see e.g. Haspelnmath (1990)) have observed that the same range of content words give
rise to the same kinds of functional words in unrelated languages all over the globe. Similar
grammaticalization patterns arise independently at different times and places, and conversely,
the grammatical constructions of foreign languages, even though different from those in our
mother language, usually have a motivated flavour about them once one has understood their
etymological origin. Heine explains this by the fact that metaphors are based on universal
human cognitive constants.

The metaphor account looks plausible in a considerable number of cases. Take the E going-to
future as an example. It is certainly correct to observe that the notion of movement in space
might be transfered to the notion of movement in time, hence going to future be metaphorically
motivated. And, once we have established some such analogy by introspection, it is almost
impossible to exclude that the analogy has indeed enhanced meaning change in the crucial
period of grammaticalization. Other cases, however, lend themselves less easily to such an
explanation. There is no plausible metaphor, for instance, that would lead from the notion of
‘saying’ to the notion of futurity, like in (9) and (10). Even Heine (1993) acknowledges that
such data pose a challenge to his account. What kind of meaning change has taken place there?

I will not follow Heine’s metaphor-based approach, but we need to keep in mind his
observations about the universality of grammaticalization patterns. Whatever alternative
analysis we adopt, it will have to explain grammaticalization on the basis of human capacities
which are equally universal as our common way of conceptualizing the world.

2.3 Metonymy

Hopper + Traugott (1993), Traugott + Dasher (2002) propose an account of semantic change in
grammaticalization which is based on metonymy as mode of meaning change. They present the
going-to future as a paradigm case of grammaticalization and hypothesize that the development
passed through the stages in (16) to (20).

(16) I am going to London.

(17) I am going to see a doctor.

(18) I am going to be married.
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(19) I am going to like Bill

(20) I am going to finish the lecture at 5 o’clock.

Example (16) is unambiguously reporting a motion, (17) and (18) are ambiguous — Hopper
and Traugott in fact assume that change-of-state examples like (18) were the starting point of
change — and in (19) and (20) we see an unambiguously futurate use without a motion
component. In describing/analyzing the change, Hopper and Traugott (1993:2f.) make the
following generalizations/observations (the alphabetic order reflects numbers in Hopper +
Traugott; their points (e.),(f.) concern morphosyntactic observations):

(21) a. The change starts in a specific kind of context of use of the old construction 
(purportive use of going-to).

b. Such contexts license an inference from plan to future action.
c. Syntactic reanalysis takes place wherein (among other things) the progressive 

component gets lost.
d. The change is manifested by new examples like in (19) and (20).
g. The new future construction shows peculiar differences to will-future in if-

then constructions, exhibited in examples like the following:
If interest rates are going to / *will climb, we’ll have to change our plans.

h. The original content word is comparatively general in its lexical field (go is an
unspecific kind of motion, in comparison with sneak, run, walk etc.)

i. There is loss of meaning components (‘movement’) along with gain of new
meaning components (‘future’); hence Hopper, Traugott and Dasher opt against
a simple bleaching theory.

The points in (21) offer a faithful characterization of the example in question as well as
grammaticalization in general. Yet, it is difficult to see why metonymy should be the underlying
principle in the changes described by (21a) through (i). Hopper and Traugott argue that
metonymy arises by “contiguity”, usually understood as spatial, temporal, causal or
mereological closeness of concepts. The authors extend the notion of contiguity to closeness
between syntactic units in a sentence, and perhaps also closeness of sentence, meaning and
context, and conclude somewhat vaguely that under such circumstances of general closeness,
words are liable to change their meanings. This part of their account stands in strange contrast
with their very concise and explicit observations elsewhere and leaves the reader with several
open questions: On the one hand, it remains unclear why, under such general contiguity, a
particular word or construction adopts a particular bit of meaning in grammaticalization. Why,
for example, does going-to rather than the simple verb go come to express futurity? Certainly,
language change will always involve a certain amount of unexplainable accident and yet, we
have the gut feeling that this particular aspect in the grammaticalization of the going-to future is
not an accident but a natural consequence of the development in question. I will show presently
that this gut feeling can in fact be turned into part of a semantic analysis. On the other hand,
mere contiguity of old word and new content can not be enough to initiate languag change. A
vast number of phrases is regularly used to express implicatures which go beyond the literal
content of the sentence. The well-known Do you have a watch? in the sense of ‘tell me the
time’ is but the most common example. Nevertheless most of these phrases do not give rise to
grammaticalizations of any sort. Why is that so? — Once again, one could counter this
observation by pointing out that we state tendencies in language change but never make actual
predictions. Yet, once again the gut feeling is that grammaticalization does not arise in these
cases for good reason.

3 Semantic Reanalysis

In this section I will go through some examples of grammaticalization and show how we can
understand meaning change as redistribution of the semantic load in semantic composition. The
core idea is that a given proposition (= the understood content of the sentence) is composed
from the literal meanings of the parts of the sentence. In order to compose some such target
propostion, speakers can hold new hypotheses about the literal content of some part of the
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sentence to “make things fit”. It is at that point that meaning changes occur. Our first case is the
development of French ne pas negation.

3.1 From step to negation

The origin of words which express negation has raised the curiosity of scholars at least back to
Jespersen (1917). An excellent overview over the data in French is given in Foulet (1965) while
the main development is recapitulated in most standard treatments of the history of French;
Posner (1997) offers a very detailed picture. I will simplify matters somewhat in order to
highlight the processes under scrutiny here; a full account should take Krifka (1995) into
consideration. In particular I will not make use of the term “negative polarity item” in this paper,
rather taking ne pas as a discontinuous expression denoting negation.

Consider example (22) as a sentence in Old French.

(22) Jean ne va pass(um)

In a first step, it is easy to note that (22) has a certain literal meaning which can be composed
systematically from the meanings of the parts of the sentence.

(23) Φ = ¬∃x∃e( WALK( Jean,  e) & MEASURE(e)=x & STEP(x) & |x|=1 )

In doing so, we will go through steps (23a) to (g):

(23) a. [[ [Jean ]NP ]] = Jean

b. [[ [va ]V ]] = x y e.( WALK(y,e) & Measure(e,x) )

c. [[ [passum ]NP ]] = P∃x( P(x) & STEP(x) & |x|=1 )

d. [[ [va passum]VP ]]

= y e∃x( WALK(y,e) & MEASURE(e)=x & STEP(x) & |x|=1 )

e. [[ [ne ]AdVP ]] = P.¬ P

f. [[ [ne va passum ]VP ]] =

y. ¬ ∃x∃e( WALK( y,  e) & MEASURE(e)=x & STEP(x) & |x|=1 )

g. [[ [Jean ne va pas ]S ]] = Φ

This literal meaning can in more complicated cases, like those below, be replaced by an
entailment but in the present case, we will only replace (23) by the logically equivalent but
somewhat simpler (24).1

(24) Ψ := ¬ ∃e( WALK( Jean,  e) )

The equivalence follows by world knowledge and meaning postulates on events of walking and
steps as a measure of walking events. Speakers will realize that the proposition in (24) can arise
in an alternative manner if they leave the literal meaning and syntactic status of all but one word
unchanged: the word pas is taken to be a unit with ne and change its meaning. The steps in (25)

1 I am not going to explore the changes in context change potential that may arise in replacing logically
equivalent propositions. There may well be examples in language history where such changes in referentially
available material makes all the difference, but not in our case.
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show the composition (I will leave the semantics of the verb va unchanged and therefore need
one step of existential closure of an argument place which is not ouvertly filled in the sentence).

(25) a. [[ Jean ]] = Jean

b. [[ va ]] = x y e.( WALK(y,e) & MEASURE(e,x) )

c. Existential closure:
[[ vac ]] = y e.∃x( WALK(y,e) & MEASURE(e,x) )

d. Logically equivalent (against appropriate theory) to
[[ va ]] = y e.( WALK(y,e))

(25a) and (25d) could easily be combined to yield (24) if only we had negation as a further
meaning component. On the other hand, there is also remnant lexical material available in the
sentence. Form and meaning are hypothetically equated like in (26):

(26) remnant material ⇔ missing meaning

 [[ ne   pas ]] P. ¬ P

It is at this point where reanalysis of the process of semantic composition, in brief “semantic
reanalysis”, takes place. (27a) and (b.) show the last two steps (type adjustments of the usual
kind are generally omitted).

(27) a. [[ ne va pas ]] = y¬ ∃e( WALK(y,e) )

b. [[ Jean ne va pas ]] =  ¬∃e( WALK( Jean, e) )

Note that (25) through (27) so far only lead to the diagnosis that French at this stage had two
alternative semantically equivalent forms to express VP negation. In fact, ne pas was used as an
emphatic negation for many centuries. We can account for this fact by applying bidirectional OT
(Blutner, 2000) along the lines reported in Blutner (in press) for the “999/1000” case discussed
in Krifka (2000). Briefly, one will assume that the “neat and narrow” negation (‘not even do X
in the least’) is pragmatically marked in comparison to the “reasonably liberal” negation (‘not do
X to an extent worth considering’). Bidirectional OT will then predict that the marked linguistic
form, here the morpho-syntactically more complex negation, will carry the marked meaning,
here the neat and narrow negation — which is intuitively correct. This analysis has the further
advantage that it will predict that the emphatic flavour of ne pas is lost as soon as the competing
form ne is no longer in use: If ne is no longer a negation adverb in French, it also is no longer a
competitor for ne pas to express unmarked negation. This exemplifies how the match of words
and denotations moves to new optimal equilibra at each new language stage.

3.2 From motion to future

Let us now see how similar stages of analysis and re-analysis are passed in a more complex
example. A sentence like (28) can express that John moved on in preparation for another event
and receives the analysis given in (29a) through (f.).2

(28) John is going to see the doctor

(29) a. [[ go- ]]
= P(e,(e,t)) x e ( GO( x,e ) & ∃e’ ( PREPARE(e,e’) & P(x,e’) ))

2Note that I refrained from treating the modal nature of futurate statements for the sake of simplicity.
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b. [[ to see the doctor ]] = x e ( SEE(x, doc, e ))

c. [[ go- to see the doctor ]] =
x e ( GO( x,e ) & ∃e’ ( PREPARE(e,e’) & SEE(x, doc, e’ ) ))

d. [[ PROGRESSIVE go- to see the doctor ]] =
x ∃e ( R ∈ τ(e) &

GO( x,e ) & ∃e’ ( PREPARE(e,e’) & SEE(x, doc, e’ ) ))

e. [[ PRESENT PROGRESSIVE go- to see the doctor ]] =
x . R=now  & ∃e (R ∈ τ(e) &

GO( x,e ) & ∃e’ ( PREPARE(e,e’) & SEE(x, doc, e’ ) ))

f. [[ John PRES.PROGR go- to see the doctor ]] =
∃e ( R=now  & R ∈ τ(e) &

GO( John ,e ) & ∃e’ ( PREPARE(e,e’) & SEE(John , doc, e’ ) ))

Note that this analysis involves the following independent factors: TENSE, ASPECT, tenseless
verb + nominal arguments. (30) and (31) show that we can freely change tense and aspect.

(30) was going to see the doctor
[[ PAST.PROGRESSIV go- to see the doctor ]] =

x ∃e ( R < now & R ∈ τ(e) &
GO( x,e ) & ∃e’ (PREPARE(e,e’) & SEE(x, doc,  e’ ) ))

(31) went to see the doctor
[[ PAST go- to see the doctor ]] =

x ∃e ( R < now & τ(e) ∈ R &
GO( x,e ) & ∃e’ (PREPARE(e,e’) & SEE(x, doc, e’ ) ))

The case is more intricate than the previous one because here, like in many other cases, it is not
the literal meaning of the sentence that undergoes reanalysis. Instead, the sentence is understood
to convey a proposition that arises as an entailment of the literal meaning in the context of
utterance (Grice (1975, 1978), also Levinson (1983)). Hopper and Traugott hypothesize that
sentences like (32), uttered in a situation where one comments on the bridegroom’s leaving the
house, may be the turning point in the grammaticalization of going-to. They speculate that in
such a situation, the man’s imminent new situation in society may have been more relevant than
his actual movement out of the house and hence the implicature.3

(32) John is going to be married

In brief, from the literal (33) we infer (34).

(33) ∃e ( now ∈ τ(e) &

GO( John ,e ) & ∃e’ ( PREPARE(e,e’) &

∃y( WOMAN(y) & MARRY(John,y,e’) ))

(34) ∃e’ ( now  < τ(e’) & INEVITABLE(now,e’) &

∃y( WOMAN(y) & MARRY(John,y,e’) )

3In view of the great inobtrusiveness of grammaticalization, the fact that one can hardly ever locate the turning
point in any source text, it must be counted as another variant of the universality puzzle (sec. 2.2) that
speculations like this are usually widely accepted as the most plausible story.
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(34) can be composed from the literal content of be married, John, and the present tense, given
that the be going to phrase is reanalysed like in (36). (35a) through (f.) show the derivation.

(35) a. [[ be married ]] = x e’( ∃y( WOMAN(y) & MARRY(x,y,e’))4

b. [[ John ]] = P(P(JOHN))

c. [[ PRESENT ]] = ( R = now)

(36) remnant material ⇔ missing meaning

[[ be going to ]] P(e,(e,t)) x.∃e( R < τ(e) &
 INEVITABLE(R,e) &  P(x,e) ))

(35) d. [[ be going to be married ]] =
λx ∃e ( R < τ(e) &  Inevitable(R,e) & ∃y( WOMAN(y) & MARRY(x,y,e)))

e. [[ PRESENT is going to be married ]] =
λx ∃e ( R = now  & R < τ(e) &

INEVITABLE(R,e) & ∃y( WOMAN(y) & MARRY(x,y,e)))

f. [[ John PRESENT is going to be married ]] =
∃e ( R = now  & R < τ(e) &

INEVITABLE(R,e) & ∃y( WOMAN(y) & MARRY(JOHN,y,e)))

The going-to future construction is complex enough to discuss another puzzle of
grammaticalization. Reanalysis takes place in some isolated examples, used in some singular
contexts. Yet, what happens there must be enough for a speaker to predict more or less the full
syntactic and semantic behaviour of the new construction “under grammaticalization”, because
there is usually no phase of ouvert variation and change.
In our example, we see that first of all, the meaning of the tenseless phrase “b- going to”
changes considerably. What does this predict about the use of the phrase in new sentences?
Firstly, the movement event gets lost as a referential argument of the sentence. This means that,
for instance, all event modifications that could previously be used with reference to the motion
event become ungrammatical.

(37) *John is carefully going to like Paris

Secondly, our analysis shows that be plus gerund morphology under the new analysis do not
contribute progressive aspect. There is simply no part of (34) which would state that something
is in progress. Consequently, progressive is lost as an independent aspectual component of the
sentence and we expect that it can no longer be exchanged for simple aspect. This is borne out
by examples like (38) and (39) which are ungrammatical.

(38) *John went to understand the theory

(39) *John has gone to like Paris

Once the movement event is missing, subsequent semantic restrictions on the embedded
sentence can be given up as well. Sentence (40) reports motion and is bad, while (41) in its
futurate interpretation is well-formed.

(40) *John went to  finish the lecture at 5 o’clock
(41) John was going to finish the lecture at 5 o’clock.

4 I take “be married” in the original construction as a passive, not as a state description.
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The present tense, however, makes a nontrivial meaning contribution to the overall proposition.
The going-to future states that something is imminent. Imminence can change over time
whereas simple futurity is backward-entailing:

(42) John will be at Stanford.
Backward-entailing: If S  is true at t and t’ < t, then S  is also true at t’.

(43) John is going to be at Stanford.
Not backward-entailing: S  might be true today but have been false yesterday.

If we apply this difference to if-then sentences, we will predict that going-to sentences, being in
the present tense, are allowed as an if-clause, whereas will-future sentences are not.

(44) If interest rates are going to / *will climb, we’ll have to change our plans.

The detailed and explicit semantic analysis of the case will hence tie together several seemingly
unrelated features of the new future construction and predict that no variations  should arise in
the data with respect to these points. This is empirically correct.

3.3 Saying and Doing, Purely and Only

The previous section has shown that the more sophisticated payoffs of a formal analysis of
semantic reanalysis require a very good understanding of syntax and semantics of the language
in question in its synchronic stages. Nevertheless it is interesting that semantic reanalysis can
also offer a plausible basis for more exotic cases like the abovementioned say future in Eastern
Bantu languages. A sentence like (45) might have its origin from a counterpart with the literal
meaning “she says she will go”.

(45) Tumbuka
wa-ti wa-lut-e
3sg-say 3sg-go-FV
‘s/he will go (soon)’

It honors the cultures in question (e.g. in Mosambique, Simbabwe, Malawi) that a plausible
inference of (45) in this sense must have been ‘she will go soon’. Like in the case of going-to,
the embedding verb ‘say’ is reanalysed as future marker to allow speakers to derive the futurate
proposition in an orderly fashion. Here we also find an answer to the universality puzzle. The
universality of pragmatic inferencing will allow us to draw the plausible links between literal
contents and implicatures/entailments. But only our universal bias towards systematic semantic
composition will allow us to understand that semantic reanalysis occurs in the attempt to
compose these entailments from the sentence material in a literal way.

A better understanding of etymology can also be helpful in grasping the nature of exceptions to
the rule. The German determiner lauter (= ‘purely’, ‘only’) is peculiarly different from other
determiners. Consider the examples in (46) where lauter is contrasted with a weak quantifier
(einige = ‘some’) and a strong quantifier alle (= ‘all’).

(46) a. Lauter Perlen waren in der Schachtel.
‘purely’ pearls were in the box

b. Einige Perlen waren in der Schachtel.
some pearls were in the box

c. Alle Perlen waren in der Schachtel.
all pearls were in the box

The strong quantifier alle quantifies over a set of pearls, introduced by its noun complement
Perlen, and asserts that all elements in this set have the property provided by the nuclear scope,
viz. are in the box (in der Schachtel). The weak quantifier einige in its proportional reading
quantifies over a set of pearls, introduced by its noun complement, and asserts that some of
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them have the property in the nuclear scope, viz. are in the box. The weak quantifier also has
an indefinite reading in which noun and verb phrase denotation are combined by conjunction
(‘be a pearl and be in the box’), the determiner asserts that this set contains more than one
element. Generally, we see that if a determiner like in b. and c. has a restrictor then the
restrictor is contributed by the noun complement of the determiner. Matters are different in (a.).
In its most systematic reading, (46a) states that all the things in the box were pearls. lauter
denotes the universal quantifier, but its noun complement provides the nuclear scope, and the
rest of the sentence, here: the VP, describes the restrictor. The determiner lauter is hence a
hybrid in the world of determiners. It is a true quantifier, like all, but it does not presuppose the
existence of the set of objects denoted by its noun complement. It is therefore sometimes
classed as a weak quantifier (Heim, p.c.) which is again misleading because it fails to show the
well-known indefinite/proporional ambiguity of other weak quantifiers. Lauter is often
synonymous to ad-nominal nur (= ‘only’) but it is clearly not a focus particle as it does not
allow a full NP to its right:

(47) Nur / *lauter die Männer gingen baden.
only / *lauter the men went to-bathe

Nur / *lauter zwei Frauen tranken Kaffee.
only / *lauter two women drank coffee

While lauter is hence an oddity in the world of determiners, its properties are fully systematic
once we consider its grammaticalization. It derives from an adjective lauter which could mean
among other things (see Grimm 1885, Goebel 2000) ‘pure’, ‘unmixed’, ‘clear’. As long as this
adjective was used with the common inflection its morphology signalled its word class clearly
((48a)). However, uninflected adjectives are allowed as a stylistic variant in certain contexts. In
such contexts like (48b), syntactically thinking lauter might be an adjective as well as a
determiner.

(48) a. Im Glas ist lauter-er Wein
in-the glass is pure-nom.sg.indef.male wine

b. Im Glas ist lauter Wein
in-the glass is pure-ø wine

Both (48a.) and (b.) literally state that “the liquid in the glass is pure, unmixed wine”. In a
common situation involving wine in a glass5, this will imply that “all there is in the glass is
wine”. In a semantic analysis of (48b.) the speaker has the following components available by
literal meaning:

(49) a. [[ Wein ]] = x.WINE(x)

b. [[ ist ]] = s y. IS-IN(s,y)

c. [[ im Glas ]] = P.∃s( IN-GLAS(s) & P(s) )

d. [[ im Glas ist ]] = y.∃s( IN-GLAS(s) & IS-IN(s,y) )

Hence the two crucial sets in the universal statement are provided by the noun (49a.) and the
verb plus PP (49d.). A denotation for lauter like in (50) will turn these in the required universal
statement. Note that the “missing meaning” not only contributes the universal quantifier but
also regulates the contribution of N and verb+PP by appropriate order of lambda abstraction
over P and Q.

(50) remnant material ⇔ missing meaning

([[ lauter ]]N) verb+PP) P Q.ALLx(Q(x),P(x))

5 In particular, in such a situation there are no other things like frogs, strawberries, etc. in the glass.
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We can easily turn (49a) and (49d) into the target proposition (51).

(51) [[ im Glas ist [ lauter Wein ] ]] =
ALLx ( ∃s( IN-GLAS(s) & IS-IN(s,x) ), WINE(x) )

In particular, we see that the contribution of N and VP to the quantification, being unusual in
terms of the general grammar of quantifiers, follows quite naturally.

So far we have remained safely in the realm of examples which arguably are cases of
grammaticalization. In retrospect, it is plausible that such examples usually will require
semantic reanalysis: Linguists are apt to class an instance of language change as
grammaticalization as soon as a word changes its grammatical-syntactic status. Such a change
in syntactic position / grammatical category however usually requires that the other parts of the
sentence combine with the changed item in a new way – syntactically speaking but also
semantically speaking. Semantic reanalysis, however, is exactly the process in which the
semantic contribution of parts of the sentence, and their interaction with other material in the
sentence, gets redefined. Let me now move on to examples of semantic reanalysis which show
that semantic reanalysis can occur (a) without visible cline on the content-function axis, and (b)
even without any change in the grammatical status of the word at all.

4 Semantic reanalysis without grammaticalization

The German focus particle selbst (= even) derives from the intensifier selbst which is cognate
to English N-self intensification. On the basis of an appropriate semantic analysis of
intensifying selbst this change can be captured as a reanalysis of sentences like (52):

(52) Einstein selbst weiß das nicht
Einstein himself knows that not = ‘Einstein himself does not know this’

The reanalysis involves the move from the (old) literal meaning of (52) in (53a.) to the newly
understood content and presuppositions in (53b.) You can see that the change in context
requirements, presupositions and assertion are extremely subtle.

(53) a. Literal (old) content of (52):
Contextually derivable: A set of alternatives to Einstein in which he is central
{ Einstein} ∪ { x | x is a person in the periphery of Einstein}
Presupposition: For all alternative persons x, the proposition ‘x does not know this’
is more likely than the literally stated ‘Einstein does not know this’
Assertion: ‘Einstein does not know this’
Entailment: All alternative persons x do not know this either.

b. New (target) content of (52):
Contextually derivable: A set of alternatives to Einstein
{ Einstein} ∪ { x | x is a person among the contextual alternatives of Einstein}
Presupposition: The alternative propositions ‘x does not know this’ are ordered on a
scale according to probability, and ‘Einstein does not know this’ is at the most
improbable end of the scale.
All alternative propositions hold true.
Assertion: ‘Einstein does not know this’ holds true as well.

The speaker will know that (52), read with a stressed intensifier, will express (53a). But she
can hypothesize that (52) can convey (53b) if the stress is relocated from selbst to Einstein and
if the intensifyer is reanalysed as focus particle. Going through the respective steps will show
that the hypothesized new meaning for selbst conforms exactly with current focus semantic
analyses of the particle selbst in German (Eckardt, in press). The example, intricate as it is in its
own right, shows moreover that reanalysis can take place without grammatical cline. It will be
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hard to offer a plausible measure for the relative degree of functionality of intensifiers versus
focus particles and I take them, without further discussion, to be roughly equal in status.

The previous example, although without grammatical cline, involved a change in syntactic
category. I will now turn to cases of semantic reanalysis where the syntactic nature of the word
in question remains unaffected. Specifically, I will discuss the case of fast for which Stern
(1921) offers rich and detailed source material. In its oldest meaning, fast means ‘immovable,
solid, fixed’, refering to concrete objects. It was then metaphorically transferred to describe a
mental attitude of a human agent in an activity, like in ‘Wepeth faste and ys sory’ (1450AC, see
OED, fast adv., section 1d.). This reading was perhaps reached via the adverbial use of fast
with sleep where ‘sleep fast’ implies immovability, yet without volition (see OED, fast adv.,
section 1b.). The important turning point, however, is the use of fast with verbs of movement,
like run fast, ride fast, etc. In such uses, the crucial entailment can be drawn from
‘determinedness of mind’ to ‘high speed’:

(54) George ran fast
lit.: ‘George ran with immovable determination’
entail.: ‘George ran with high speed’6

Like in all the examples above, the hearer will realize that the entailed proposition can be
computed as the literal meaning of sentence (54) if the word fast is hypothetically understood to
mean ‘with high speed’. Hence, semantic reanalysis takes place. Syntactically, the word fast
remains an adverb and its semantic composition with the rest of the sentence is left unchanged.
The change of fast is but one in a wide field of examples which are commonly classified as
metonymy. A very insightful early description of these cases can be found in Stern (1931). His
characterization of the process of change, although lacking the tool of compositional semantics,
comes close to our account of semantic reanalysis.7

5 Conclusion

In this paper, I have developed an account of semantic reanalysis in language change. I started
by analysing instances of meaning change in examples that are traditionally classed as cases of
grammaticalization, and argued that the notion of semantic reanalysis, as spelled out in the
paper, can elucidate the changes in question better than previous accounts in the literature. We
then proceeded to cases of semantic reanalysis without grammatical cline. This proves that
semantic reanalysis is a mode of meaning change in its own right and neither tied to syntactic
reanalysis nor to grammaticalization.
Let me finally come back to the bleaching puzzle, raised in section 2.1. Why and in what sense
do meanings bleach, in grammaticalization? Curiously, this puzzle remains. We investigated
semantic reanalysis and got an idea of the its range. We have in particular seen examples where
new meanings in semantic reanalysis are not paler or weaker than the old ones. The case of fast
ist of particular interest here. If there is any trend visible at all, one would be tempted to say that
‘quickly’ is a more concrete notion than a property that refers to the hypothesized state of mind
of the agent. Which brings us back to the question: Why do we get the impression that the result
of meaning change by semantic reanalysis in grammaticalization is usually “paler” than the
original meaning?

6Like in grammaticalization, we can only hypothesize about the contexts in which meaning change took place.
Only rarely do we find the crucial kind of example with high frequency in texts, or can trace that unambiguous
new examples spread from a certain type of text to general language use. Hence, other examples where
“immovably” implies “quickly” can be conceived of.
7At that point, a note on the history of theories might be in place. Remember that Hopper and Traugott
faithfully claim that meaning change in grammaticalization occurs by means of metonymy. Interestingly, they
take Stern (1931) as one main reference for the claim that their wide notion of ‘metonymy’ has predecessors in
the literature. However, while Stern in fact does list a considerable number of examples that are traditionally
classed as metonymy, he himself carefully avoids the term and uses the label “permutation”. I think that this is
significant; although Stern deliberately builds up his own terminology for classes of meaning change, he does
not fail to point out correspondences between his terminology and traditional terms in other cases (eg. Stern’s
nomination ≈ metaphor).
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I can only propose a preliminary and informal answer; yet one that one could not even formulate
without notions like “semantic composition” and “semantic reanalysis”. It is this: In examples
like the ones in section 3, the semantic parts of a given proposition are related to words and
constructions in a sentence. While most semantic parts will correspond to given words in their
traditional meaning, some word(s) may be reinterpreted to provide the missing bit of meaning
which turns the given parts into the target proposition. The reanalysed word(s) get their
meaning, so to speak, by subtraction. This kind of denotation, we may speculate, goes far
beyond what is usually discussed as an example for a “concept” - meanings that arise by
ostension, or by conjunctive definition or in other ways relating to the observable world.
Denotations-by-subtraction are moreover essentially only accessible to speaking agents, unlike
concepts like ‘sausage’ or ‘walk’ which are presumably also mastered by higher animals.8

Functional words acquire meaning by subtraction. This may be the deeper reason for the
ghostly impression they leave on the observing linguist.
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VERBS IN CONCEPTUAL SPACE∗

Wilhelm Geuder & Matthias Weisgerber,
Universität Konstanz

Abstract

In his book ‘Conceptual Spaces’ Gärdenfors (2000) sets out a framework for the rep-
resentation of concepts and word meanings which defines semantic features as values on
ordered property scales and arranges these scales as independent quality dimensions in a
multidimensional coordinate system. The resulting representation of a concept is therefore
a region in “conceptual space”. In this paper, we will briefly introduce this model, and then
explore possible ways of adapting it to verb meanings.

1 Conceptual Spaces: Features, Concepts, and Categories

In this section we shall introduce Gärdenfors’ (2000) framework of Conceptual Spaces and
illustrate it with some basic examples. The two fundamental notions on which this model is
built are features and concepts. Features are represented as values on one-dimensional scales,
where a scale is defined by the following three features: it contains different elements of the
same type, it contains each element only once, and there is an ordering relation between the
elements. The most straightforward scales are those which can be directly derived from sensory
modalities, like sound level or pitch, temperature or the height, width, breadth or weight of an
object. To take an example, the feature ‘having the temperature w’ is represented by a single
point on a scale of temperature values wi which are sorted in increasing order. A concept can
be defined as a correlation between different features, and each concept allows a certain range
of values on each of the scales. When the feature scales that define a concept are used as
the axes of a coordinate system, a geometric representation of the concept emerges: it is the
(multidimensional) spatial region that is projected from the admissible property values of each
axis.

1.1 An Example: the Geometric Representation of the Concept COLOUR

In this section, we illustrate Gärdenfors’ model from its application to the concept of colour
(this section is entirely based on chapter 1.5 of Gärdenfors 2000). COLOUR is a relatively
simple concept, although there is a twist in its representation, as will be seen shortly. Most
models describing humans’ cognitive representation of colors use three dimensions: saturation,
hue and brightness. The descriptive model used by Gärdenfors is the Swedish Natural Color
System by Hård and Sivik (1981).

If we try to define a scale with two extrema—corresponding to the highest and the lowest wave-
length that can be perceived—it turns out that these two colors at the extrema are perceived as
very similar. This fact about human perception should be reflected as a neighbourhood in the
∗original title of the talk: Konzeptuelle Räume: Überlegungen zur geometrischen Repräsentation von Verbbe-

deutungen
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model. We therefore need a color circle , i. e. a circular ordering of hue values. This is certainly
a non-standard case for a property dimension but is required by the fact that the representation
needs to be psychologically realistic (see figure 1).

Another property besides HUE which defines colour is SATURATION. In non-technical terms
this means for any color c we have a scale that ranges from the value ‘fully dominated by color
c’ to the value ‘fully dominated by background color’. The result can be seen in figure 1.

a.

greenblue

red

hue

b.

transparent

hue

saturation

red

blue green

full

Figure 1: The dimensions of a Color circle, a. ‘hue‘, b. ‘hue’ and ‘saturation’

The third dimension is BRIGHTNESS, which can be defined as a scale between bright white
and dark black. Figure 2 shows the color circle with different values for brightness. We chose
smaller circles to represent the color circles at the extreme positions of the brightness scale.
This reflects the fact that towards either of the extreme values of brightness, the possible ranges
of hue and saturation are more and more restricted, and if brightness reaches the value zero, no
colour and hue values can be distinguished any more. Mathematically speaking, this points to
the fact that the dimensions are not completely independent.

←− bright white dark black −→
Figure 2: Color circle with different values for brightness, with constant saturation

Now we can combine this information into a three-dimensional coordinate system (see figure
3): In this special case, the graph results from piling up, as it were, an infinite number of color
circles along the brightness scale, each one with saturation increasing from the centre outwards.
Because of the fact that there are more colour distinctions with medium brightness values than
with the extreme ones, the resulting conceptual space for COLOURS is a double cone.

Let us now consider how the model represents, for instance, the conceptual category RED. We
find that it is now possible to incorporate the insights from prototype theory into the model:
When cutting out a slice in the ‘red’ area of the colour circle, we find a ‘more or less red’
part with a prototypical ‘red’ in its centre and more or less similar ‘reds’ in the periphery.
If we perform the same operation with non-focal colours, e. g. ‘dark rose’ or ‘light brown’,
we encounter less symmetrical distributions around the prototype. Gärdenfors (2000, p. 73ff.)
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Figure 3: Building the conceptual space for COLOURS and cutting out a slice for ‘red’

reports empirical data from Sivik and Taft (1994), who link the cognitive representation of
several colors to areas on slices from the double cone.

To conclude, the Natural Color System is a model which represents colours using three feature
dimensions, one of them non-euclidic.

1.2 General Properties of the Model

Let us now reflect on the general properties of the geometric model that have become appar-
ent from the above example, and which will bear on its further application to other types of
concepts.

First, the whole model is designed to express similarity relations, since the values on each prop-
erty axis are ordered by similarity, and so the distances between two points in the resulting
multidimensional space serve as a measure of the overall similarity of the corresponding ob-
jects. Second, concepts are not directly decomposed into features; rather, features are always
ordered in dimensions.1 Third, within each dimension, the feature values must be ordered on
scales. This leads to the necessity of finding a suitable ordering relation. Finding such ordered
scales will turn out to be a hard and not always decidable question. In addition, we observe
that binary features obtain a special role: finding an ordering relation means deciding which
of both elements shall be the low end of the scale; putting both elements on a scale means di-
viding the scale in two distinct but successive intervals. Although this is well defined, also in
a mathematical sense, it may lead to interpretative difficulties. Forth, the model is tailored to
representing whole semantic fields: There is always a conceptual space projected by the whole
range of possible feature values, and this space is then divided up into a certain number of con-
ceptual categories. It does not make very much sense to project a whole such space for the
representation of one single item.

In other words, we can say that the model is inherently contrastive—in distinction to the sym-
bolistic approach, in which features, and hence semantic categories, can exist “by themselves”).

2 Application to Complex Concepts

We now want to return to the question of how conceptual spaces can be used for the representa-
tion of more abstract entities, e. g. verb meanings.

1An alternative would be to deal with non-ordered sets of features, as is done in set-theoretic models like the
feature model of Tversky (1977).
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As typical features of verb meanings, we can note that verbs express relations between partic-
ipants, and that they encode dynamic situations. We may ask, therefore, how the geometric
model can accommodate such properties. To show that this is indeed feasible, we shall first
discuss some simple examples of ‘relational concepts’. Next, we shall present a sketch of how
to encode dynamic patterns, which will be based on the insight that these can be reduced to the
case of complex spatial patterns.

2.1 Relational Concepts and Complex Spatial Patterns

As simple examples for relational concepts, we consider relations in which a pairing of entities
of the same sort occurs, as in ‘older than’ or ‘larger than’. Gärdenfors (2000) proposes to
represent these by constructing a conceptual space with the same qualities occurring on two
dimensions.

The same is the case with relations of comparison is ultimately also true for spatial objects that
are described by values on the dimensions length, width and height. So let us first turn to the
geometrical representation of the property ‘x is larger than y’, where two dimensions of the type
LENGTH occur.2 As can be seen in figure 4, the resulting graph for this relational concept is
simply the half space above the x = y line (see figure 4).

size of y

size of x

x larger than y

Figure 4: Conceptual space for the ‘largerThan(x,y)’-relation

Another example is the relation ‘daughterOf(x,y)’ in the genealogical tree, which can be rep-
resented (in a somehow simplified fashion) as in table 1 (see Gärdenfors, 2000, p. 92ff.). The
important point here is only to find a suitable interpretation for the property axes: the dimensions
represent the steps backward or forward, respectively, in the genealogy.

(female)
successor
↓

common (female)
predecessors →

0 1 2 3

0 (I) mother grandmother great-grandmother
1 daughter sister aunt (grand)aunt
2 granddaughter niece cousin cousin
3 great-granddaughter grandniece cousin cousin

Table 1: Genealogical tree: the ‘daughterOf(x,y)’-relation.

2This example is also used by Gärdenfors, see p. 92
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2.2 Data Reduction is Possible

As already mentioned, the representation of spatial objects or other patterns with height, width,
and depth as dimensions is a variant of the same phenomenon that the same qualitative property
may occur on different axes. It will certainly be desirable, however, to have a single dimen-
sion which encodes, say, the shape of an object. This is indeed possible: a set of data with a
multidimensional description can always be translated into a one-dimensional representation if
there is a suitable coding mechanism. The human cognitive system is indeed highly effective in
coding complex information into simple chunks, and our model would have to reflect this pro-
cess of creating higher-order properties from simpler ones. In this paper, however, we cannot
investigate the details of this process, so let us simply point out that this type of data reduc-
tion is always possible in principle: the mathematical fall-back position, as it were, would be
prime number reduction. This method permits the encoding of values on n dimensions into one
single number without any loss of information, using the n first prime numbers. The original
information can be recovered via prime factorization:

(big) number = ∏
i

pvalue on dimension i
i

where pi is the i-th prime number. Example:

lengthWidthHeigth = 2length ·3width ·5heigth.

3 Coding of dynamic patterns

Verbs are not only relational concepts but, moreover, they typically denote dynamic situations.
So the question arises how this can be captured in the geometric framework. Note that, due
to the interpretation of the points in conceptual space, it would not be an option to add a time
axis to the coordinate system. Different points in conceptual space always correspond to the
mutually exclusive properties of different objects, so the temporal development of one and the
same event must be encoded as one single point on a suitable scale, never as an array of several
points.

To explain how this can be done, consider the abstract example of a cuboid changing its position,
as expressed by the German verbs ‘umfallen’ (to topple over), ‘schwanken’ (to sway) or ‘sich
aufrichten’ (to be put upright) (there seems to be a lexical gap in English for an inchoative
variant of ‘put upright’).

For one concrete example, let us consider the movement pattern expressed by the sentence:

(1) The cuboid toppled over.

To start, we can imagine a time axis where every point is assigned to a representation of the
cuboid in its current position relative to the ground. Formally, we can represent this with values
for angles (see figure 5).

Since we have encoded the static representation of the cuboid in a number (the whole cuoid is
represented as one point on a scale 〈cuboid shapes〉), we now have a two-dimensional represen-
tation of the cuboid’s change of position: to each point on the time scale we assign the cuboid’s
position relative to the ground (this information can easily be encoded in one number):
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time

Figure 5: Modelling time in ‘topple over’

t1 · · · ti tn tn+1 · · ·
90 · · · 10 0 0 · · ·

This array of spatial positions on the time axis can then be treated in the same way as a extended
spatial pattern that is stative i. e. it can be encoded as a single property value (whether by prime
factorization or by a more psychologically realistic method). Other movement patterns, like
swaying, or rising from the ground, can be encoded in an analogous fashion, and a scale for
movement types can be constructed (provided that we can posit a suitable ordering for them).

Since this representation only needs complete descriptions of objects, it works in the same way
for more complex activities like ‘to walk’. Gärdenfors (p. 98f.) takes up a suggestion from Marr
and Vaina, who describe walking as a combination of movement of body parts, where the body
parts are modelled as geometrical shapes using the cylinder model of Marr and Nishihara, and
the movements are modelled by differential equations.

In sum, then, we have briefly sketched an account of how the geometric model can accommodate
dynamic properties. These do not constitute a problem for the framework although they lead to a
considerable complexity in the features that are used. In the following sections, we turn to other
properties of verb meanings that we think constitute more serious problems for the geometric
model.

4 Events and their Properties in Conceptual Space

4.1 The Problem of Commensurability

In this chapter, we explore the applicability of the geometric representation to the descripition
and categorisation of events. In doing this, we shall make the simplification of talking about
verb meanings, although it is clear that the properties of an event are described by a whole
composite expression, consisting of the verb, its arguments, and modifiers. In this paper, we
will put aside this compositional aspect for the most part and render verbs in the full semantic
potential that is further constrained by the additional material in a sentenc.

If we compare the case of verbs and events to our first simple example of colour terms above,
we can immediately note a number of differences that pose problems for the application of the
geometric model. For one thing, the semantic features that verb meanings bring along are con-
siderably richer and more abstract than those associated with colours. Verb meanings are more
indirectly related to categories of sensory experience. Hence, the quality space is more difficult
to determine. A rich set of features may lead to conceptual spaces of high dimensionality; but
moreover, it may give rise to a number of different options for classifying verbs into groups.
This state of affairs may cause practical as well as theoretical problems.

The major theoretical problem is the following: As already mentioned, a major feature of the
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geometric approach is that it presents us with a quality space that is divided up among a group of
concepts. It is fairly useless to define a conceptual space for the representation of a single verb
meaning. Therefore, our analysis of verb meanings must meet two requirements: We have to
identify the set of dimensions that define a single verb meaning, and, at the same time, we have
to make sure that all those verbs we are comparing share the very same conceptual dimensions.
The crucial property of conceptual spaces is that they make available a measure for similarity
via the distance between points, and, for geometric reasons, this distance measure would break
down if the two verb meanings that we want to compare differ in dimensionality. Figure 6 shows
an abstract example of this problem:

a

b

c

a

b

d

Figure 6: Comparability only in shared dimensions

Assume that verb A is described by the property dimensions a, b, and c, and another verb B by
the dimensions a, b, and d. If the situation is simply this, then no vector is defined from any of
the points within A to any of those within B, and hence no similarity can be ascertained. Without
any similarity relation, these two verbs could not belong to the same prototypical category. In
the next subsection we shall investigate a concrete set of verbs in order to see whether there is a
real danger that verbal categories could indeed fall apart in this way because of the requirements
of the model.

Before getting to that, however, we have to consider the theoretical possibility, provided by our
geometrical framework, of projecting the two graphs onto the dimensions they have in common.
Figure 7 figure illustrates the notion of projection:

a

b

c

d

Figure 7: Four axes projected onto two

The similarity measure would be defined for the 2-dimensional projection of the two incom-
mensurable 3D-graphs. Notionally speaking, projection seems to correspond to a licence for
ignoring any property dimensions that are not shared between the elements of copmparison,
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and this would make sense intuitively: this may be the point to bring the fact into play that
comparison is always context-dependent. So, setting a context for a comparison—by saying
that the objects are similar with respect to certain features—might be directly represented by
projecting the graphs onto a certain subspace.

However, we have to pay attention to the significance that coordinates in conceptual space bear:
they express correlations of properties and as such represent objects. Different points thus stand
for different objects, and if this is so, the operation of projection would have to be interpreted
as a switch to just a different set of objects, which would seem to be illicit. In the figure above,
the projection is onto the plane that has the coordinates c = d = 0. So this is the graph of all
objects that happen to have the zero value in the dimensions c and d. Even if there are no
such objects in the actual world that we could mess up with here, this would have to count as
a coincidence. For the geometric representation at least, these hypothetical objects are well-
defined. So projection as in figure 7 would not be a way to go. The only thing that could be
done is to remove completely all those dimensions that are undefined for any of the objects (see
figure 8):

a

b

Figure 8: Only two dimensions left

Here, the property dimensions c and d are not present at all, and we are not assuming a zero
value in any of these dimensions. In essence, however, what we have done is to construct a new
conceptual space. There is no other way of making a comparison than that, in our hypothetical
example. Of course, the relevance of these theoretical considerations must be checked with
concrete examples. We have seen so far that we have to be careful with the interpretation of the
origo of our coordinate system: zero is just another value in a property dimension, it does not
express the absence of a feature or the status of its being undefined.

To conclude this section on the geometry of conceptual spaces, it could be seen that the con-
straints on conceptual representation imposed by the very architecture of the geometric model
are non-trivial. Even quite simple considerations indicate that conceptual spaces may involve
construction and reconstruction processes if families of concepts come into play whose dimen-
sionality is not uniform for all members (so the model worked much more smoothly for the
concept of colour from section 1). However, our discussion so far has only been in the hypo-
thetical mood. In the next section we are going to show that the same general concern will
indeed materialise again in the concrete examples for the semantics of verbs.

4.2 A Case Study: “Verbs of Vertical Movement”

In this section we report on a preliminary investigation of a group of German verbs that we
have provisionally called “verbs of vertical movement”, although ultimately this categorisation
will be called into question. This investigation is inspired by Jackendoff’s discussion of the
English verb ‘climb’ (see Jackendoff, 1985). The point in Jackendoff’s discussion was that the
different senses of ‘climb’ were found to display a family resemblance structure, without any
semantic feature that is common to all variants. We shall come back to this point later. To
start, let us develop the feature composition of the German translational equivalents of ‘climb’
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by comparing the different variants in a stepwise fashion. First of all, we want to distinguish
‘steigen’ from ‘klettern’:

(2) a. auf
(on

den
the

Baum
tree

klettern.
climb)

‘to climb (onto) the tree’
b. auf

(on
den
the

Berg
mountain

steigen.
climb)

‘to climb (onto) the mountain’
c. die

(the
Treppe
stairs

hinauf
up

steigen.
climb)

‘to climb (up) the stairs’
d. der

(the
Zeppelin
blimp

steigt.
climbs)

‘the blimp is climbing’

For constructing the relevant feature dimensions, we note that the verb ‘klettern’ (whose mean-
ing seems to be in between the English verbs ‘climb’ and ‘clamber’) involves more and more
laborious activity. In particular, ‘klettern’ seems to involve the use of hands and feet while
‘steigen’ can be used if the situation only involves walking upward (like a hiker’s walking up
a mountain). It is not immediately clear whether we should use ‘effort’ or the use of one’s
extremities as the relevant feature dimension, or both.[

DIRECTION [ upward]
EFFORT

〈
[passive] . . . [self-propelled movement] . . . [effortful movement]

〉]
[

DIRECTION [ upward ]
MANNER

〈
[null] . . . [feet] . . . [hands&feet]

〉]

The fact that there is a direct correlation between ‘manner’ and ‘effort’ seems to advise against
using both—unless redundancy should turn out to be useful for the representation. For the time
being, let us content ourselves with a two-dimensional coordinate system (see figure 9):

null

"steigen" "klettern"

direction

manner

feet hands and feet

Figure 9: ‘klettern’ (I)

Here, ‘klettern’ appears as a sub-region within the representation of the more general verb of
upward movement, ‘steigen’. To learn more, we have to adduce additional uses that involve
directional PPs:

(3) a. Über
(over

die
the

Mauer
wall

steigen
climb)

/ klettern.
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‘to climb over the wall’
b. die

(the
Leiter
ladder

hinunter
down

steigen
climb)

/ klettern.

‘to climb down the ladder’
c. an

(at
der
the

Regenrinne
gutter

entlang
along

klettern.
climb)

‘to climb down along the gutter’
d. Die

(the
Affen
monkeys

klettern
climb

von
from

den
the

Bäumen.
trees)

‘the monkeys are climbing from the trees’
e. *der

(the
Ballon
balloon

steigt
climbs

nach
to

unten.
down)

‘the balloon is climbing down’

These examples show that directions other than ‘upward’ must be allowed, too. This is clearly
conditioned by the PPs, but we take it that we have to represent the verb’s potential of being
combined with such downward paths as part of the verb meaning. The addition of a PP can then
be considered as intersective modification, which carves out a subregion of the verb’s extension.
The possible appearance of downward PPs plays an important role in Jackendoff’s (1985) dis-
cussion. We may note in passing that Jackendoff’s analysis of these variants as extensions of a
prototype category would not absolutely enforce the very same extension on the corresponding
German concept. With Jackendoff, we want to emphasise that not all combinations of verbs and
downward directionals are possible, as evidenced by the last example.

We now need the following additional values of the quality dimension ‘direction’:[
DIRECTION

〈
[downward] . . . [mixed] . . . [upward]

〉
. . .

]

The ordering that we impose on this quality dimension is actually not so much due to the di-
rection of the movements as such but to the sum vector that they yield. In this way, purely
horizontal movement is treated on a par with truly “mixed” paths of upward and downward
movement (however, for brevity we refer to all these cases by the feature ‘mixed’). In this way,
we can maintain an unambiguous one-dimensional ordering. Note, however, that in admitting
these feature values, we can no longer speak of the verbs under investigation as “verbs of vertical
movement”.

The following graphs (figure 10) show the updated extensions of the verbs ‘klettern’ and ‘steigen’,
and additionally the subregion that represents the modified cases ‘climb down’.

Finally, given that we are now dealing with instances of downward motion, too, we can proceed
to include other verbs that denote downward movement, namely the German equivalents (and
cognates) of English ‘fall’ and ‘sink’. Obviously, these can be expected to be located in the
same conceptual space.

(4) a. Mir
(meDAT

ist
has

eine
a

Tasse
cup

hinuntergefallen.
fallen-down)

‘I (inadvertently) dropped a cup’
b. Das

(the
Schiff
ship

sinkt.
sinks)

‘The ship is sinking’
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null

"klettern"

"steigen"

direction

manner

hands and feetfeet null

"klettern"

"steigen"

"hinuntersteigen"

direction

feet hands and feet

manner

Figure 10: ‘klettern’ (II, III)

c. Der
(the

Zucker
sugar

sinkt
sinks

durch
through

den
the

Milchschaum.
milk foam)

‘The sugar is sinking through the milk foam’
d. *Das

(the
U-Boot
submarine

sank
sank

an
to

die
the

Oberfläche.
surface)

These verbs must be assigned the following feature composition (including here the possibly
redundant dimensions of both manner and effort):

DIRECTION [downward]
MANNER [null]
EFFORT [passive]




They fill the region that has remained empty so far, and we seem to have arrived at a fairly
complete partition of the conceptual space of vertical movement.

null

"klettern"

"steigen"

"fallen"

"sinken"

"hinunter
steigen"

direction

feet hands and feet

manner

Figure 11: ‘klettern’ (IV)

However, something that is still missing is the distinction between ‘fall’ and ‘sink’. To this end,
consider the following data:

(5) a. Das
(the

U-Boot
submarine

sinkt
is sinking

tiefer.
deeper)

b. *Das
(the

U-Boot
submarine

fällt
is falling

tiefer.
deeper)

c. *Das
(the

U-Boot
submarine

klettert
is climbing

hinunter.
down)
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d. Das
(the

Flugzeug
plane

sank
sank

tiefer.
deeper)

e. Der
(the

aufgewirbelte
raised

Staub
dust

sank
sank

zu
to

Boden.
floor)

We conclude that the difference between these two verbs consists in the way in which the move-
ment interacts with the surrounding medium: sinking is a type of movement that goes through
a rather dense medium which slows it down, or it is at least a movement that is slow in compar-
ison to falling (i. e., behaves “as if” it were slowed down, even in empty space). Given this, we
might need a new quality dimension like (the viscosity of the) MEDIUM. This in turn presup-
poses that an object is floating freely, which in the end creates another difference between ‘sink’
and ‘climb down’. Let us provisionally posit this as another dimension. Then, the difference we
were looking for is the following: falling is confined to a medium that is gaseous at most, while
sinking allows all kinds of medium, provided that the speed is not excessive. For simplicity, we
ignore the speed feature in the following:

±ATTACHMENT [− (floating)]
MEDIUM

〈
[null] . . . [thin] . . . [fluid] . . . [viscous]

〉
sinken




vs. 
±ATTACHMENT [− (floating)]

MEDIUM
〈
[null] . . . [thin]

〉
fallen




Now, there is still a problem: How should we conceive of the interaction of these new quality
dimensions with our old verbs ‘steigen’ and ‘klettern’, and even of the connection between these
two new dimensions themselves?

In the above feature structure, we have (provisionally) employed ‘attachment’ and ‘medium’
as two independent dimensions. Let us pursue this assumption somewhat farther. We would
now have to assign two new values to verbs like ‘klettern’ (clamber): the medium in which it
proceeds and its mode of attachment. The medium obviously doesn’t make any difference, so,
for example, you use the same verb whether you climb down a mountain or a submarine rock
(we are not aware of any language that makes a distinction here). For ‘attachment’ we now get
the positive value, i. e. the opposite of being freely suspended. Let us adopt the shorthand Ω for
the case that a verb permits any value of a feature dimension. Collecting all features, we can
then write:



±ATTACHMENT −
MEDIUM

〈
[null] . . . [thin]

〉
DIRECTION ↓
MANNER [null]
fallen






±ATTACHMENT +
MEDIUM Ω
DIRECTION Ω
MANNER [hands&feet]
klettern




However, it is questionable whether the specification of the medium is truly independent of the
attachment feature. As already said, we are not aware of any case in which these features vary
independently. Rather, it seems that a verb is always either about the grip on a solid object
(like ‘clamber’) or about a relation to a medium. Hence, we could be dealing with different
values on one and the same dimension, which therefore exclude each other. So one might
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suspect that all these verbs in fact describe the way in which a moving entity interacts with its
surroundings. You could then either act on a solid “environment”, i. e. have contact with an
object (‘+attachment’) or act on a less solid environment, i. e. on a more or less dense medium.
In brief: the relevant dimension would be the way in which the moving object exerts force on
its environment. We could posit the following scale:[

MANNER OF FORCE EXERTION
〈
[null] . . . [buoyancy] . . . [active push-off ]

〉
. . .

]

The verb ‘fallen’ would be assigned the feature ‘null’ on this scale, ‘sinken’ and certain uses of
‘steigen’ (climb) would get ‘buoyancy’ and the verb ‘klettern’ (clamber), along with the other,
more active uses of ‘steigen’ would get ‘active push-off’.

The decision between the first account (two independent dimensions) and the second one is
not easy, although it appears that the second one has something to recommend itself. So we
may notice how little restrictions there are on the ways of constructing property dimensions;
the arguments that can be adduced to decide the point will often consist of considerations like
the economy of the representation. And actually, examining things even closer, we can find
arguments that rather support a third view on the matter just discussed. Thus, we believe that
positing a dimension like MANNER OF FORCE EXERTION does not account for certain corre-
lations. Note the following: Those verbs that allow the DIRECTION feature to vary freely are
exactly those that involve what we have just called ‘active push-off’. Conversely, those verbs
that are sensitive to the viscosity of a medium and describe movement of free-floating objects
always carry a fixed specification for direction.

Furthermore, there is a difference in the significance of the environmental object/medium that
is not captured by positing a single unified quality dimension of force exertion: For the verbs
which are ‘+attachment’, the solid object functions as a reference object. The direction of the
path is largely determined by the orientation of this object. However, the path denoted by verbs
like ‘fall’ is inherent in the verb meaning and not related to the medium (which makes sense
because the medium itself does not give rise to a designated direction). Our ultimate conclusion
is therefore that there are two distinct groups of verbs: verbs of “push-off” with respect to a
reference object (like ‘klettern’) and verbs of inherent vertical motion, which can be sensitive
to properties of the medium (like ‘sinken’). The verb ‘steigen’ as well as ‘climb’ must now be
considered as polysemous: they have both a “push-off” reading and a “vertical motion” reading,
and depending on the reading, they acquire all properties of the respective verb class (including
the requirement that “vertical motion” verbs are non-agentive, for example). With this finding,
we contradict Jackendoff (1985) who assumed that there is a family-resemblance structure.
The absence of readings with downward direction of ‘climb’ if it denotes passive movement
(i. e., buoyancy) was explained by Jackendoff (1985) by the assumption that this is required by
the family resemblance structure of a prototypical category; so, a reading that involved both
buoyancy and downward movement would not bear a sufficiently strong similarity relation to
the prototype any more. However, this position does not seem to explain the similarity between
the functioning of each reading of ‘climb’ and other words of the same relevant class that we
have discovered. The polysemy view, we think, is additionally made plausible by the fact that it
seems impossible to predict that the German verb ‘steigen’ in the “push-off” sense is focused on
movement supported by the feet but not by necessarily on support by the hands, in distinction
to ‘klettern’. This is an idiosyncrasy of the “push-off” sense and is in line with the fact that
these verbs, but not those of vertical motion, tend to make specifications as to the manner of
movement.
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We can sum up our result in the following table (where we additionally include ‘rutschen’
(slide)):

Group 1: Movement; contact with an object

“klettern” “steigen” “rutschen”

EFFORT ‘maximal’ ‘medium’ 0

MANNER ‘Hands & Feet’ ‘Feet’ ‘sliding’

DIRECTION Ω Ω Ω

Group 2: Movement; in a medium

“steigen” “sinken” “fallen”

MEDIUM 〈empty. . . viscous〉 〈empty. . . viscous〉 〈empty. . . thin〉
ENERGY 0+ 0+ 0

DIRECTION ↑ ↓ ↓

Translating this into the geometrical representation, we now have to posit two distinct concep-
tual spaces. Calling the verb ‘climb’ polysemous means that it occurs in both, but plays entirely
different roles in the partitioning of the respective conceptual space:

direction

manner

energy

direction

medium

energy

Figure 12: Distinct conceptual spaces

5 Conclusion

Putting together the results from the theoretical considerations and the empirical investigations
of verb meanings, we find that they converge on the same general point. Conceptual spaces are
designed to represent homogeneous semantic fields that are partitioned by a number of concepts
(and, consequently, linguistic items). So it is inherent in the model that it describes whole
semantic fields, not individual lexical items. Higher-order concepts can exhibit more variation
in their featural makeup, and as soon as the model is applied to such cases, the dimensional
homogeneity that is required in the architecture of the geometric model may be lost. Verbs, in
particular, can be found to pose intricate problems for this kind of representation because, first of
all, it is not sure what kind of quality dimensions will be called for. At present, there seem to be
no restrictions as to what can count as a “natural” property in which to define a verb’s conceptual
space. Exploring the question of which dimensions make up the conceptual representation of
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verbs like ‘climb’, we ultimately took our guidance from heuristic considerations such as the
ability to capture certain generalisations in an efficient way.

We have argued that the optimal analysis of verbs like ‘climb’ lies in recognising two distinct
semantic fields, or semantic spaces, and this result brings us right back to our initial considera-
tions of the architecture of the geometrical representation. If it is true that we end up with two
distinct conceptual spaces, we still need a way of stating similarities like the downward direc-
tionality shared by, say, ‘sink’ and ‘climb down’. This state of affairs seems to constitute one
example of the case that we had first delineated in an abstract way, namely that similarity state-
ments can often not be read off from the distance between points in a unified conceptual space,
because the spaces in question are incommensurable. So additional operations are required that
blend distinct spaces into unified ones of lower dimensionality. The latter can serve as a base
for similarity judgements, but not as a lexical-conceptual representation, due to their strongly
reduced content.

As another observation to a similar effect, it is obvious that one and the same property can
reappear in different conceptual spaces (like agentivity or, again, “direction of movement”),
and this seems to reflect the fact that those properties are the really fundamental ingredients
of semantic representation while conceptual spaces are derived entities. In fact, Gädenfors
(2000) himself points out that higher-order concepts can be constructed on the basis of more
fundamental ones (ultimately on the basis of elementary sensory and intentional ones with a
fixed and hard-wired dimensional makeup). So, all in all, the aspect of active construction of
conceptual spaces must be strongly emphasised.

Employing conceptual spaces in order to give a lexical analysis, as we tried to do for verbs like
‘climb’, actually has to be viewed as nothing more than an attempt to construct a particular
conceptual space that optimally serves a particular purpose. What the “lexical representation”
did was to try to establish a particular grouping of items (by way of a particular selection of
feature dimensions) so as to maximise comparability—at the expense of broadness of coverage.
But maybe this is a deeper point about lexical representations, which is not to blame on the
geometric model: that conceptual features do not exist in isolation but can only be established
in the course of comparison operations.
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Abstract

Many authors have suggested that ellipsis and other processes of reduction require a
certain similarity or parallelism between the reduced clause and some antecedent clause in
discourse. We claim that discourse structure constrains the way in which ellipsis satisfies
a parallelism constraint: the parallelism match must involve two clauses that are related by
local c-command in the discourse tree.

1 Introduction

Many authors have suggested that ellipsis and other processes of reduction require a certain
similarity or parallelism between the reduced clause and some antecedent clause in discourse. It
has also frequently been proposed that discourse structure is relevant to interpretation of ellipsis
and related constructions. In this paper, we combine these two claims, and propose that the
parallelism requirement is strongly constrained by discourse structure. Our point of departure
is the following two background claims:

� Matching Condition on Ellipsis Resolution: Ellipsis resolution requires that a matching
relation holds between a containing clause E and some antecedent clause A. (Dalrymple
et al., 1991; Rooth, 1992)

� Discourse Structure: Clauses in a discourse are structured according to discourse rela-
tions; ellipsis resolution (and other anaphora resolution) occurs as a side-effect of estab-
lishing discourse relations. (Hobbs, 1979; Asher, 1993; Prust et al., 1994; Kehler, 2000;
Asher et al., 2001; Webber et al., 2001)

The central claim of this paper is the following:
� Discourse Condition on Ellipsis Resolution: Clause A can be antecedent for ellipsis in

clause E iff A locally c-commands E in discourse tree.1

In what follows, we show that this claim makes a variety of correct predictions concerning
the interpretation of ellipsis, both in terms of the selection of the antecedent for an ellipsis
occurrence, and in terms of the possible readings for ellipsis given a particular antecedent.

1We define local c-command as follows: A locally c-commands E iff A c-commands E and there is no C c-
commanding E that appears between A and E. We also assume that the clause E containing the ellipsis does not
contain the antecedent clause A.
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In section 2, we examine our background claims concerning ellipsis resolution and discourse
structure in somewhat more detail. In section 3, we examine the issue of antecedent selection
for ellipsis occurrences. Using both sluicing and VPE, we show how our claim successfully
rules out potential antecedents, relying crucially on discourse structure. Next, in section 4, we
examine the issue of possible readings for ellipsis occurrences, focusing on two versions of the
“many-clause” puzzle in VPE. We show that our claim rules out readings that are incorrectly
permitted by theories that do not refer to discourse structure. In section 5 we examine some
potential problems and complications with the approach: in particular, it might appear that our
claim is excessively restrictive. While the approach does place much stronger constraints than
previous approaches, we show that it is not quite as restrictive as one might think, since the
matching may often be performed at different levels. Furthermore, we examine cases in which
the matching process must be sensitive to implicit material.

2 Background

2.1 Ellipsis Resolution as Matching

(Rooth, 1992) argues that ellipsis involves a matching relation that is not restricted to the
minimal clause containing the ellipsis. (See also (Tancredi, 1992; Fiengo and May, 1994;
Schwarzschild, 1999) among many others). In this paper, we will assume Rooth’s (1992) for-
malization of this idea, which he applies to ellipsis (complete phonological reduction) as well
as to deaccenting (a milder form of phonological reduction).

Rooth first defines the focus value of an expression P, roughly as given in (1): the focus value of
P is the set of expressions that result from replacing every focused element e (and any pronoun
bound by e) in P with some element of the same semantic type as e.2

(1) F(P) =
�
P � � � x � P � � P � e � x 	 
 , e focused in P.

Rooth’s matching requirement states the following:

(2) Matching Condition:
Ellipsis (E) requires that there be some phrase P containing E and some antecedent
phrase ANT in the discourse, such that � � ANT 	 	 is or contextually implies a member
of F(P).

To see just two examples, (3) illustrates how this constraint is met through direct membership,
whereas (4) shows that matching also obtains when ANT implies a member of F(P). (Capitals
indicate focal stress and italics mark deaccented material.)

(3) Susan arrived late last night, and KAREN did, too.
� Susan arrived late last night]S1 � F([KAREN did arrive late last night]S2)

2More accurately, the focus value of an expression P is the set of denotations construed as follows (Rooth
1985):

(1) a. If α is a non-focused lexical item, then F(α �  � α � .

b. If α is a focused lexical item, then F(α �  Dσ, where σ is the type of α.

c. If the node α has the daughters β and γ (order irrelevant), and there are types σ and τ such that � σ � τ �
is the type of β and σ is the type of γ, then F(α �  � x � Dτ : � y � z � y � F � β � � z � F � γ � � x  y � z � � �
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(4) People convinced John to play the lottery, and then SUE decided to as well.
� People convinced John to play the lottery]S1 implies [John decided to play the lot-
tery].

� John decided to play the lottery] � F([SUE decided to play the lottery]S2)

Rooth and other authors propose that an extra identity condition applies to ellipsis but not to
deaccenting: the elided constituent itself E � has to find an antecedent ANT � in the discourse
to which it is identical (syntactically identical, as in (Rooth, 1992; Fiengo and May, 1994), or
semantically identical, as in (Hardt, 1993; Jacobson, 1992); see also (Merchant, 2001) for a
variant of the semantic identity approach.) We will not be concerned with this extra condition
in the present paper.

2.2 Discourse Relations: Background

There is an extensive literature concerning the structure arising from clausal discourse relations
(Hobbs, 1979; Mann and Thompson, 1986; Asher, 1993; Marcu, 2000; Webber et al., 2001).
While there is still controversy concerning the proper inventory of discourse relations, and the
class of possible resulting structures, much progress has been made, and there is substantial
agreement concerning standard relations such as the following:

� Temporal: A before/after B
� Cause-Effect/Subordination: A because B

A although B
� Parallel: A and B too
� Contrast: A but not B
� Constructions: if A then B

We will restrict ourselves to relatively uncontroversial structures where relations such as the
above are explicitly signalled with discourse particles. We will also follow the fairly standard
view that discourse relations (both explicit and implicit) give rise to a tree structure (Asher,
1993; Prust et al., 1994). See also (Webber et al., 2001) for a more nuanced examination of the
tree structure assumption.

3 Selection of Antecedent

Our claim is that discourse structure guides the application of the parallelism requirement gener-
ated by ellipsis. This makes straightforward predictions concerning the selection of antecedent:
we examine these predictions, first using examples of sluicing, and next using examples of VP
ellipsis.

3.1 Sluicing

Ross (1969) coined the term ”Sluicing” to refer to the ellipsis of IP in an interrogative clause,
as exemplified in (5)-(6). Chung et al (1995) noted that the expression in the ANT clause
corresponding to the sluiced wh-phrase is often an indefinite, explicit in (5) and implicit in (6).
Let us call this corresponding expression the ”correlate”.
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(5) John called somebody. I wonder who.

(6) John ate. But it’s unclear what.

(Romero, 1998) gives a Matching Condition account of the relation between a sluiced wh-phrase
and the shape of its correlate. She exploits the fact that sluiced wh-phrases -like remnants of
ellipsis in general– bear focus stress, and she defines a set of alternatives of a focused wh-
Determiner that includes an existential option. The result is, roughly, that S1 matches S2 in e.g.
(6) as follows:

(7) � John ate]S1. But it’s unclear [WHAT (he ate)]S2.
� � x: John ate x � S1 � F([WHAT x: he ate x]S2)

Furthermore, (Romero, 1998) argues that uttering a sentence like John ate implies that the
speaker has some propositional attitude towards the proposition expressed. That is, uttering
John ate implies I believe / I know / It is clear that John ate. Once this is taken into account,
matching obtains between S1 and S3, that is, between two direct sisters in the discourse tree: 3

(10) [John ate]S1. But [ it’s unclear [WHAT (he ate)]S2 ]S3.
� � x: John ate x]S1 implies [It is clear that � x: John ate x], and
� It is clear that � x: John ate x] � F([It is UNCLEAR WHAT x: he ate x]S3)

For the sake of simplicity, we will ignore these propositional attitudes in the next examples. We
will concentrate on finding an ANT for the sluiced interrogative, assuming that, once it is found,
the necessary propositional attitude will be implied by the context.

Let us now turn to the following example, which Chung et al (1995) observe is ill-formed:

(11) *[Agnes arrived after [John ate] S3]S1, but [it’s unclear what]S2. (Agnes arrived after
John ate)

Chung et al. claim that unacceptability results from an island constraint, as with the overt
counterpart:

(12) *It’s unclear what (Agnes arrived after John ate t)

However, Chung et al. do not consider the possibility of the following reading:

(13) *[Agnes arrived after [John ate] S3]S1, but [it’s unclear what]S2. (John ate) ate)

Nothing in Chung et al.’s theory (or other theories of ellipsis) rules this out. In the present
account, (13) is ungrammatical because no matching antecedent is found that is in the right
discourse relation, since:

i S3 matches S2, but S3 does not c-command S2 in the discourse tree, and

ii S1 c-commands S2 in the discourse tree, but S1 and S2 do not match. Ie., [Agnes arrived
after John ate]S1

�
ε F[WHAT x: John ate x]S2

3Romero’s actual focus value for S2, given in (8), includes an existential interrogative (with whether) rather
than an existential declarative (with that). Thus, the corresponding matching is done as is (9) rather than as in the
simplified version given in the text. This difference is immaterial to the argument in the present paper.

(8) F(WHAT John ate) =
� what x: John ate x, how many x: John ate x, whether � x: John ate x �

(9) [John ate]S1. But [ it’s unclear [WHAT (he ate)]S2 ]S3.
� � x: John ate x]S1 implies [It is clear whether (or not) � x: John ate x], and
� It is clear whether (or not) � x: John ate x] 	 F([It is UNCLEAR WHAT x: he ate x ]S3)
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� � � �

.�
� � � �

BUT

AFTER

S1 S2

S3Agnes arrived

John ate

it’s unclear what (John ate)

Example (13)

If we change the discourse structure, as in (14), the example becomes acceptable.

(14) Agnes arrived while [[John was eating]S1 and [I was trying to figure out what]S2].

�
�

� �
� �

�
�

� �
� �

WHILE

Agnes arrived AND

John was eating
S1 S2

I was trying to figure out what (John was eating)

Example (14)

The sentence is grammatical because the Matching Condition and the Discourse Condition are
now both met. S1 matches S2 in (14), as sketched in (15). And, given that S1 is sister to S2, S1
is permitted as antecedent to the sluice by the Discourse Condition.

(15) S1 ε F(S2), i.e.,
� � x: John was eating x] ε F((I was trying to figure out) WHAT x: John was eating
x])

3.2 VP Ellipsis

We have seen that discourse structure correctly rules out potential antecedents for sluicing.
Here, we will see that the same is true of VP ellipsis. In (16), S2 is not allowed to take S3 as its
matching ANT because there is not c-command. Ellipsis must be resolved to the VP in S1:

(16) [Agnes arrived after [John ate.] S3]S1 (But) [Bill didn’t *(eat)/ (arrive after John ate)
]S2.

The same discourse configuration obtains if, instead of being juxtaposed, the larger clauses S1
and S2 are placed in an if-then discourse structure. Given the resulting discourse tree under
(17), only S1 is a possible ANT for S2 according to the Discourse Condition.4

(17) If [Agnes arrived after [John ate] S3]S1 then [Bill didn’t *(eat)/ (arrive after John ate)
]S2.

�
� � �

� �

�
� � �

��

IF-THEN

S3

S2S1

John ate
Agnes arrived

AFTER
Bill didn’t (arrive after John ate)

We analyze Antecedent Contained Deletion (ACD) sentences like (18) in a similar fashion. That
is, even though relatives clauses -like if-clauses– are syntactically embedded within the matrix

4See subsection (5.4) for an elaboration on (17) involving symmetric focus.
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CP projected by S2, the discourse relation is established between the relative clause IP and a
matrix IP node excluding the relative clause. The resulting discourse tree is given below. Again,
sisterhood determines that the ellipsis should be resolved to arrive after John ate.

(18) Everyone who [could have arrived after John ate]S1 [did (arrive after J ate)/*(ate) ]S2

�
�

� �
� �

�
� � �

� �

S3

S2S1

John ate

AFTER
x did (arrive after John ate)

FORALL x

x could have arrived

4 Possible Readings: The Many-Clause Puzzle

We turn now to a well-known type of example, dubbed the “many-clause puzzle” by (Fiengo
and May, 1994), and originally due to (Dahl, 1974).

(19) John revised his paper, and Bill did too, although the teacher didn’t.
(20) [John revised his paper]S0, and

[[Bill did (revise his paper)]S2 too, although
[the teacher didn’t (revise his paper)]S3]S1.

�
�

� �
� �

�
�

� �
� �

AND

ALTHOUGH
John revised his paper

Bill did too the teacher didn’t
S2 S3

S0
S1

Note that there are two ellipsis clauses, S2 and S3. As noted by Dahl, there are three possible
readings. First, there is the across the board strict reading, where John, Bill and the teacher all
revised John’s paper. Second, there is the across the board sloppy reading, where John, Bill and
the teacher all revised their own paper. Third, there is a mixed reading, in which Bill revised
Bill’s paper (sloppy), although the teacher revised Bill’s paper (strict). Other mixed readings
are not possible. Thus of five potential readings, displayed below, only 1-3 are permitted.

Readings: 1. JJJ 2. JBT 3. JBB 4. *JJT 5. *JBJ

Below, we show how readings 1-3 are correctly permitted in our approach, whereas readings
4-5 are ruled out:

1. (JJJ) All strict: S0εF
�
S2 � , S2εF

�
S3 � � F(S2) = F(S3) =

�
x revised John’s paper �

2. (JBT) All sloppy: S0εF
�
S2 � , S2εF

�
S3 � � F(S2) = F(S3) =

�
x revised x’s paper �

3. (JBB) Sloppy/Strict:

[John revised John’s paper]S0 ε F(BILL revised Bill’s paper]S2) =
�
x revised x’s paper �

[Bill revised Bill’s paper]S2 ε F[the TEACHER revised Bill’s paper]S3 =
�
x revised Bill’s

paper �
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4. *(JJT)

[John revised John’s paper]S0 ε F([BILL revised John’s paper]S2) =
�
x revised John’s

paper �
[Bill revised John’s paper]S2

�
ε F( [the TEACHER revised teacher’s paper]S3 � =

�
x revised

x’s paper �
5. *(JBJ)

[John revised John’s paper]S0 ε F([BILL revised Bill’s paper]S2) =
�
x revised x’s paper �

[Bill revised Bill’s paper]S2
�
ε F( [the TEACHER revised John’s paper]S3 � =

�
x revised

John’s paper �
It is pointed out by (Fiengo and May, 1994) that Reading 5 (JBJ) is incorrectly permitted by the
approach of (Dalrymple et al., 1991), since it allows that matching to relate the clause S3 with
clause S1. The same criticism applies to Rooth’s matching approach, as we see below:

[John revised John’s paper]S1 ε F([BILL revised Bill’s paper]S2) =
�
x revised x’s paper �

[John revised John’s paper]S1 ε F([the TEACHER revised John’s paper]S3) =
�
x revised John’s

paper �

This shows clearly that discourse relations play a crucial role in constraining available readings.
Here, we don’t allow match(S3,S0) because S0 does not locally c-command S3, given that a
closer c-commander of S3 -namely, S2-appears between S0 and S3.

4.1 A Variant of the Many-Clause Puzzle

We turn now to a variant of the Many-Clause Puzzle, which further illustrates the interaction of
discourse structure with the selection of available readings.

(21) John revised his paper before Bill did, but after the teacher did.
(22) [[John revised his paper]S1 before

[Bill did (revise his paper)]S2 � S0, but [after
[the teacher did (revise his paper)]S3 � S4.

Note that here, clause S1 and S2 are related by BEFORE, and S1 and S3 are related by AFTER,
as shown in Figure 2.

�
� � �

� �

�
�

� � �
� �

�
�

� �
� �

BUT

S1
John revised his paperBill did

S1 S2
John revised his paper the teacher did

S3

AFTERBEFORE
S0 S4

Because of the difference in discourse structure, only Readings 1 and 2 are possible here:

Readings: 1. JJJ 2. JBT 3. *JBB 4. *JJT 5. *JBJ

1. (JJJ) All strict: S1εF
�
S2 � , S1εF

�
S3 � F(S2) = F(S3) =

�
x revised John’s paper �

2. (JBT) All sloppy: S1εF
�
S2 � , S1εF

�
S3 � F(S2) = F(S3) =

�
x revised x’s paper �
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3. *(JBB):

� John revised John’s paper]S1 ε F([BILL revised Bill’s paper]S2) � �
x revised x’s paper �

� John revised John’s paper]S1
�
ε F([the TEACHER revised Bill’s paper]S3) =

�
x revised

Bill’s paper �
4. *(JJT):

� John revised John’s paper]S1 ε F([BILL revised John’s paper]S2) � �
x revised John’s

paper �
� John revised John’s paper]S1 ε F([the TEACHER revised teacher’s paper]S3) =

�
x revised

x’s paper �
� � John revised John’s paper]S1 before ([BILL revised John’s paper]S2 � S0

�
ε F( � � John revised

John’s paper]S1 after [the TEACHER revised teacher’s paper]S3 � S4) =
�
John revised John’s

paper after x revised x’s paper �
5. *(JBJ):

� John revised John’s paper]S1 ε F([BILL revised Bill’s paper]S2) � �
x revised x’s paper �

� John revised John’s paper]S1
�
ε F([the TEACHER revised John’s paper]S3) =

�
x revised

John’s paper �
� � John revised John’s paper]S1 before ([BILL revised Bill’s paper]S2 � S0

�
ε F( � � John revised

John’s paper]S1 after [the TEACHER revised John’s paper]S3 � S4) =
�
John revised John’s

paper after x revised John’s paper �
Reading 3 is ruled out because S3 and S1 do not match.5 Note that readings 4 and 5 are ruled
out because S0 and S4 do not match. They are required to match because of the contrast relation
between before and after, not because of ellipsis.

5 Potential Problems and Complications

Our account is based on a simple claim about the interaction of discourse structure with ellipsis
resolution. Here we examine some cases that seem, prima facie, to challenge our account.
In general, we will see that these potential problems can in fact be solved by appealing to
independent issues of semantic interpretation, or by flexibility that is indeed already present in
our account. We begin by observing that certain examples that appear to lack local c-command
in fact involve Matching -with the required local c-command- at a higher clause level. Next,

5Strictly speaking, it is not entirely clear that our approach rules out reading 3. We have shown above that
reading 3 causes matching between S3 and S1 to fail. However, we must consider whether the parallelism require-
ment generated in S3 can be satisfied by matching S4 and S0. Intuitively, this would not appear possible, since
S0 contains S1, the antecedent for the ellipsis in S3, and this is not permitted by our condition (see 1). However,
one might instead claim that S2 is the antecedent for S3. Then we could not rule out matching between S4 and
S0 to satisfy S3’s parallelism requirement, and this matching would wrongly allow for Reading 3. It is clear that
this alternative matching conflicts with the spirit of our approach – although match succeeds between S0 and S4,
there is a clear sense in which they are not parallel, since S1 would be the antecedent for S2 within S0 but ..S1
would not be a parallel antecedent for S3 within S4. It is therefore necessary to specify some further condition to
our definition of Match, which we have given following Rooth’s original definition, simply in terms of semantic
denotations. Many authors have suggested that a more structural view of parallelism matching is required (for
example, (Fox, 2000) describes a method in which corresponding links are structurally compared). We leave the
precise statement of this further condition to future work.
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we look at cases which involve implicit material, independently required for the interpretation
of modal operators. Once this implicit material is taken into account, Matching obtains in
the predicted discourse configuration. Next we examine cases where some simple inferences
are required to produce the correct Matching. The appeal to inference has always been part
of the matching approach, independently of the new Discourse Condition. Finally, we look
at a difficult case of symmetric focus in which the prediction of our account might appear to
be violated. Here the judgements are unclear, and there appears to be a clash between the
requirements of our claim and requirements of other focused expressions.

5.1 Matching at Different Levels

The c-command constraint sharply limits possible interpretations for ellipsis, in a way that might
at first glance appear excessively restrictive. For example, one might think that embedded an-
tecedents are never possible, since they cannot c-command the ellipsis site. It is important to
realize however, that the matching can often take place at many levels. Recall that the Match-
ing Condition simply requires matching between some antecedent constituent ANT and some
constituent E containing the ellipsis; in particular, we do not require that the minimal contain-
ing clauses match. We will see that, in all of the following cases, apparent matching between
clauses without local c-command is due to matching clauses at a higher level that are in the
appropriate c-command relation.

We start with the set of examples (23)-(25). (23) is like the examples from the section 3.2. The
relative clause S1 and the main clause S2 are discourse sisters in a ForAll structure. Hence
matching can apply between them and the ellipsis is resolved to S1’s VP.

(23) Everyone who [ wanted to leave before he ate salmon]S1 [did *(eat salmon) / (leave
before he ate salmon) ]S2

But what about (24)? Despite the fact that the two embedded clauses S3 and S4 in (24) are not
discourse sisters, ellipsis resolution can select the embedded VP in S3. We propose that here
matching is performed not between S3 and S4, but between the two matrix clauses S1 and S2,
which are discourse sisters. This can be seen by comparing (24) with (25). (25) shows that, if
we change the second matrix sentence so that the matrix sentences S1 and S2 do not match, the
embbeded VP eat salmon is not an available antecedent anymore.

(24) [The man who [ate salmon]S3 left this evening]S1. [The man who [ didn’t(eat salmon)]S4,
left this afternoon.]S2

(25) [The man who ate salmon left this evening]S1, and [John did too (leave this evening)/*(eat
salmon).]S2

A second type of example, which involves questions, is given in (26). Here the local c-
commander S2 does not provide the antecedent for the VP ellipsis site. But, again, our c-
command constraint is not violated, since matching can be done between the question S1 and
the entire sentence S4, which stand in the Question/Answer discourse relation:

(26) [Did the students answer the survey?]S1

[[Everyone who [received the forms]S2 [did]S3 (answer the survey)]S4

In this sense, matching in (26) obtains exactly at the same level as in (27), between a question
and its sister answer. The only difference is that, while (27) provides a complete answer, (26)
only gives a partial one. Following Groenendijk-Stokhof (1984), a partial answer eliminates
some equivalence class in the partition (of possible exhaustive answers) induced by the question,
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but it does not eliminate all but one. (Or, in terms of (Büring, 1997), S4 in (26) answers some
subquestion of the relevant question, but leaves some other subquestions unanswered.)

(27) [Did the students answer the survey?]S1

Yes, [they did (answer the survey)]S4

5.2 Implicit Material

Here, we examine cases involving implicit material. We argue that our account must have access
to this implicit material. Consider example (28). Here, S1 seems to match S2 and resolve the
VPE with it, despite the lack of local c-command between them:

(28) [If it rains, [ John will come home ]S1 ]S0. [ Peter might (come home) ]S2, too.

However, note that modals always carry some restrictor set C of possible worlds. This set is
at least partly determined contextually, and it can be further restricted with an explicit if-clause
(Kratzer 1979, Fintel 1994). In (28), the restrictor set is specified by the if-clause for S0 and
contextually determined for S2. But note that the restrictor of might in S2 is understood as being�

w � : it rains in w � � . That is, semantically, the higher clauses S0 and S2 match. And, since S0
is the local c-commander of S2, matching occurs with the appropriate discourse relation.

(29) [If it rains, [ John will come home ]S1 ]S0. [ If C � w � : it rains in w � � , [Peter might (come
home) ]S3 ]S2, too.

Matching is also done at the top level in the following variant, where not only the subjects but
the content of the restrictor sets contrast with each other:

(30) [If it rains, [ John might come home ]S1 ]S0. [ [ Peter will (come home) ]S3 no matter
what ]S2.

5.3 Inferencing

In Rooth’s original exposition of the Matching account of VPE (Rooth, 1992), he argued that
Matching must have access to inferred antecedents. The following example (due to an anony-
mous reviewer) appears to violate our account, but in fact simply illustrates the interaction of
inference with matching.

(31) [[Agnes said she would come]S1 after [John left]S2]S0.
But [[he hasn’t]S3, so [she must not be here yet]S4]S5.

�
� � �

� �

�
� � �

� �

�
� � �

� �

Agnes come

S0

S1 S2 S3 S4

S5

he hasn’t (left) she must not be hereJohn left

AFTER SO

BUT

Again, the minimal clause containing the ellipsis, S3, appears to match the embedded S2. This
matching is prohibited by our discourse condition. Can we find a matching ANT sentence at
a higher level? In other words, do the sisters S0 and S5 match? We argue that, if we allow
for some simple inferences and some straightforward implicational bridging in the Matching
Condition, the answer is yes. The relevant steps are the following.
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First, S2 and S3 match semantically.

Second, Agnes hasn’t come generally implies Agnes isn’t here.

Third, the entire S0 Agnes said she would come after John left implies S0 � If John hasn’t left,
Agnes must (according to Agnes’ forecast) not have come yet. Using the implication from the
previous step, we obtain S0 � � If John hasn’t left, Agnes must not be here yet. Now, does the
implied S0 � � If John hasn’t left, Agnes must not be here yet match S5 John hasn’t left, so Agnes
isn’t here yet? We think it does. The two sentences express the same consequence relation
between two propositions. The only difference is that we have if-then in S0 � � (if-then only
states this consequence relation) and we have polarity(or assertion)-so in S5 (roughly, polarity-
so expresses the consequence relation and states the value of the two propositions in the actual
world). Hence, taking the relation polarity-so to contrast with the relation if-then, S0 � � (and thus
S0) matches S5.

Let us look at a similar example, given in (32). S1 and S3 seem to match despite the fact that
S1 is not S3’s discourse sister:

(32) [If [ Agnes visited Venice]S1 , [ she’d ride in a gondola. ]S2 ]S0

Unfortunately, [ she never did (visit Venice) ]S3

Notice that, in general, S1 is not a good matching source for S3 in this configuration. In (33)-
(34), focus on Peter requires a sentence containing it to find a matching antecedent, no matter
whether we have ellipsis or deaccenting. Matching the non-sisters S1 and S3 in (33) does not
fulfill this goal, and thus the discourse is ill-formed.

(33) # [If [ Agnes visited Venice]S1 , [ she’d ride in a gondola. ]S2 ]S0

� PETER never visited Venice / did (visit Venice) � S3, either.

But, if we add a so-clause as in (34), the discourse is judged felicitous:

(34) [If [ Agnes visited Venice]S1 , [ she’d ride in a gondola. ]S2 ]S0

� � PETER never visit Venice / did (visit Venice), � S3 either, so [ he hasn’t ridden in a
gondola ]S4 either. ]S5

This suggests that the felicitous matching compares S0 and the lengthened S5, and not S1 and
S3. We propose that matching is done at the top level again after the speakers execute the
appropriate inferences, made salient by the adverb unfortunately. That is, (32) is felicitous as
far as it is roughly understood as in (35)

(35) [If [ Agnes visited Venice]S1 , [ she’d ride in a gondola. ]S2 ]S0

� � She never did (visit Venice) � S3 so [ unfortunately she has never ridden in a gondola
]S3 ]S4

5.4 Symmetric Focus

Before concluding this paper, we would like to consider one more case, this time involving
symmetric focus. Recall that example (17), repeated below, is ungrammatical under ellipsis
resolution to eat. But what happens if we add focus on John, as in (37)?

(36) If [Agnes arrived after [John ate] S3]S1 then [Bill didn’t]S2. *(eat)/ (arrive after John
ate)

(37) If [Agnes arrived after [JOHN ate] S3]S1 then [BILL didn’t]S2. %(eat)/ %(arrive after
John ate)
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Judgements are unclear for (37). The ellipsis resolution to eat is marginal for some speakers,
while others judge it acceptable. In the lack of more conclusive empirical data, we will speculate
on how each of the two judgments could be derived.

Let us first assume this ellipsis resolution is marginal. We can derive this marginality from
the fact that, under any possible resolution, there is a clash between matching and c-command.
On the one hand, the focus on JOHN requires that ellipsis is resolved as eat (this way, the
phrase [JOHN ate] contrasts with [BILL didn’t eat]). But this leads to a violation of the local
c-command discourse condition, since S3 is not c-command to S2. On the other hand, if ellipsis
is resolved as arrive after John ate and c-command obtains, then the phrase [JOHN ate] is not
matched, and, hence, it is infelicitous. Hence, the accenting in (37) may be marginal under any
ellipsis resolution because there is no winning resolution candidate. Instead, on either resolution
of the ellipsis, we obtain a violation.

Let us now assume the judgment, shared by some speakers, that the resolution to eat is accept-
able. Should we allow S3 and S2 to match, and consider that symmetric focus overrides the
discourse c-command requirement? The answer is no, since we need c-command to correctly
rule out the following minimal variant:

(38) [Agnes arrived after [JOHN ate,] S3]S1 but [BILL didn’t]S2. *(eat)

We propose that, for those speakers for whom the sentence is acceptable, the ellipsis resolution
eat does not come from matching S2 with the non-c-commanding S3. Instead, both the focus
on JOHN and BILL and the ellipsis eat are licensed by matching them with a previous implicit
or explicit question Who ate? that acts as the sister of the entire answer S4:

(39) Q: [ Who ate? ]S0

A: [ [ If Agnes arrived after [JOHN ate / did (eat),] S3]S1 then [BILL didn’t (eat)]S2.]S4

The sentence (39A) is a felicitous relevant answer to the question in (39 Q): it does not answer
the question in full, but it gives an entailment relation between facts concerning the two possible
answers John ate and Bill ate. The question/answer pair in (39) is reminiscent of example (41),
from (Büring, 2000). Büring notes that, even though (41 A) is not a total or partial answer to
(41 Q) in Groenendijk-Stokhof’s definition,6

it should count as a felicitous answer, since it at least shifts the probability towards one of the
equivalence classes:

(41) Q: Will you come to the party?
A: Presumably.

In a comparable way, our example (39) at least states a relation involving some of the equiva-
lence classes. Büring envisions a new definition of felicitous relevant answer that uses Kratzer’s
(1981) idea of ordering a set of propositions (e.g. the propositions in the question’s partition)

6Technically, (39 A) and (41 A) are not partial answers to (39 Q) and (41 Q) respectively under Groenendijk-
Stokhof’s (1984), since they do not eliminate any of the equivalence classes induced by their question. For example,
(39 A) does not eliminate any of the following possible equivalence class defining propositions:

(40) John ate and nobody else did
Bill ate and nobody else did
John and Bill ate and nobody else did.
Pat ate and nobody else did.
etc.
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using another set of propositions (the ordering source). A response that adds a proposition to
the ordering source counts, then, as a felicitous answer.

Note that, in this same question/answer context, (38) is judged as an odd (partial) answer, as
witnessed in (42), maybe because it provides irrelevant information about the timing of one of
the answers (i.e., that John ate before Agnes arrived is irrelevant). This supports the idea that
the symmetric focus is licensed when the entire S4 is be understood as an answer to the question
Who ate?, and not by matching S3 and S2 without c-command.

(42) Q: [ Who ate? ]S0

# A: [[ Agnes arrived after [JOHN ate / did (eat),] S3]S1 but [BILL didn’t (eat)]S2]S4.

6 Conclusions

Our basic claim is that discourse structure constrains the way in which ellipsis satisfies a par-
allelism constraint, and we have proposed a very simple way to capture this: the parallelism
match must involve two clauses that are related by local c-command. We have shown how this
simple claim successfully captures facts about the selection of antecedent for ellipsis, and about
the determination of possible readings with a given antecedent. We have also shown how our
claim interacts with inferred antecedents, and implicit semantic material.
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THE USE OF MULTILAYERED EXTENDED SEMANTIC
NETWORKS FOR MEANING REPRESENTATION

Hermann Helbig
University Hagen, Germany

Abstract

The framework of Multilayered Extended Semantic Networks (abbreviated: MultiNet)
is one of the few knowledge representation paradigms along the line of Semantic Networks
(abbreviated: SN) having a comprehensive, systematic, and publicly available documen-
tation. The paper describes the main features of MultiNet and the standard repertoire of
representational means provided by this system, the application of MultiNet for the mean-
ing representation of natural language expressions, and the software tools connected with
it.
Besides of the structural information, which is manifested in the relational and functional
connections between nodes of the SN, the conceptual representatives of MultiNet are char-
acterized by embedding the nodes of the network into a multidimensional space of layer
attributes. To warrant cognitive adequacy and universality of the knowledge representation,
every node of the SN uniquely represents a concept, while the relations between them have
to be expressed by a predefined set of about 110 semantic primitive relations and func-
tions, which are described on a metalevel by means of an axiomatic system of second order
predicate calculus formulae. The classification of MultiNet nodes into sorts (which form
a conceptual ontology) is an important basis for the definition of the domains and value
restrictions of the above-mentioned relations and functions.

To support the effective work with MultiNet and to deal with the semantic phenomena
of natural language, MultiNet has been provided with several software tools, which include:
MWR: A workbench for the knowledge engineer supporting the graphical representation
and manipulation of MultiNet networks as well as the accumulation and management of
MultiNet knowledge bases.
NatLink: An interpreter which automatically translates natural language sentences into
MultiNet semantic networks by means of a word-class controlled syntactic-semantic anal-
ysis.
LIA: An interactive workbench for the computer lexicographer which is used to create large
semantically oriented computer lexica based on the expressional means of MultiNet.
All three tools are important prerequisites for the use of MultiNet as a semantic interlingua
in NLP systems.

1 Introduction and General Principles

The problem of finding an adequate formalism for natural language meaning representation has
been investigated from several sides, from philosophy and logic as well as from linguistics and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Since a significant part of all knowledge can be described by means
of natural language, we call formalisms for representing the meaning of natural language texts
and dialogues “Knowledge Representation Systems” (KRS). While logically oriented KRS of-
ten cover semantically a restricted fragment of natural language only, they commonly have a
deeper theoretical underpinning and a better understanding of properties like “decidability”,
“completeness”, or “consistency”. One problem with logically oriented KRS is their purely
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extensional, model-theoretic interpretation and their claim that the meaning of propositional
sentences can essentially be reduced to truth conditions. But, many (if not most) of natural
language concepts have no clear-cut extension (like hill and mountain)1, or they have no exten-
sion at all (what is the extension of the concept charm or of the concept extension?). Another
difficulty arises from the truth-functional interpretation of logical junctors, which makes them
poor candidates for representing all meaning facets of natural language conjunctions. Semantic
representations belonging to this line of development are DRT (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), lin-
guistic approaches based on Montague semantics (Montague, 1974), or the different types of
description logics (Baader et al., 1999).
KRS stemming from AI often have a broader coverage with regard to natural language than
logically oriented KRS, and they are generally more application oriented. On the other hand,
they lack in some cases a deeper understanding with regard to their logical properties. These
KRS, be it frame-based systems or semantic networks, are mostly rooted in basic ideas stem-
ming from cognition. Among this group we number CYC (Lenat and Guha, 1990) (as a frame
representation), SNePS (Shapiro, 1991) and Sowa’s Conceptual Structures (Sowa, 1984) (as ex-
amples for semantic networks). KL-ONE (Brachman, 1978), and its successors (e.g. (Allgayer
and Reddig, 1990), (Peltason, 1991), (Brachman et al., 1991)) are ranging somewhere in the
middle between these two groups.

The paradigm of Multilayered Extended Semantic Networks (MultiNet) presented in this paper
is an approach along the line of semantic networks using a semantic foundation for the represen-
tational means which is based on Wittgenstein’s idea of a language game (Wittgenstein, 1975).
MultiNet is one of the most thoroughly and comprehensively described knowledge represen-
tation systems (Helbig, 2001) which can be practically used as an interlingua for the meaning
representation of natural language expressions (be it sentences, texts, or dialogues). Chapter 1
of the cited work discusses also the conception of the above-mentioned language game (or more
concrete, of a question-answering game) as a basis for the semantic foundation of a formal rep-
resentation, which is contrasted with a model-theoretic or a procedural foundation.
One of the great drawbacks, which is a real obstacle for comparing different semantic for-
malisms or KRS with each other, is the fact that authors of a new paradigm do seldom formulate
the criteria underlying the design of their systems. Before starting the development of MultiNet
and of the tools connected with it, we have fixed about a dozen criteria a practically useful KRS
should meet (see (Helbig, 2001)). These criteria comprise, among others, the aspects of “uni-
versality”, “cognitive adequacy”, “homogeneity”, “interoperability” (global requirements) and
“completeness”, “consistency”, “optimal granularity”, “local interpretability” (logical require-
ments). None of the existing systems satisfies all of these criteria, we hope that MultiNet comes
close to them. For the sake of illustration we will select only three of these criteria.

• Cognitive adequacy. Semantic representations and knowledge representations should be
centered around concepts. Every concept must have a unique representative. No elemen-
tary construct is allowed in the semantic representation which has no cognitive counterpart
in the natural language construct.2

• Homogeneity. The representational means should be usable for the description of word
senses (lexical meanings) as well as for the description of sentence meanings and text or
dialogue meanings.

1This had been the reason for the development of the so-called “fuzzy logic”.
2This condition is violated, for instance, in Sowa’s conceptual structures, where a semantic representation for

a sentence containing no negation at all may have two negations in its semantic representation ((Sowa, 1984), p.
141).
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• Interoperability. The representation formalism must be applicable in all components of
an NLP system, be it lexical search, semantic analysis, inferences, or natural language
generation.

In our opinion, logically oriented semantic representation formalisms mostly do not cope with
these criteria. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such formalism which has been used to
describe the lexical semantics for a computer lexicon of practically relevant size (let’s say with
more than ten thousand lexemes). Logically oriented systems are seldom concept-centered,
and they use operators and junctors in the semantic representation which are intuitively not
present in the original sentence. The following example shows a typical FOL (First Order
Logic) formalization of the meaning of a so-called “Donkey sentence”.

(1) “Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.”
∀ x ∀ y [farmer(x) ∧ donkey(y) ∧ owns(x, y) → beats(x, y)] (FOL formalization)

The natural language sentence (1) does neither contain two universal quantifiers nor an implica-
tion. 3 It is also not symmetric with regard to the concepts farmer and donkey in the sense
that the sentence conveys (immanent) knowledge about a certain kind of farmers (not about
donkeys). This circumstance is not represented in the FOL formula.

2 Overview of the Representational Means

To overcome the difficulties with systems violating the criteria mentioned in Section 1, the
knowledge representation paradigm MultiNet has been developed, which is based on the fol-
lowing representational principles:
• The core of the representation is a Semantic Network (SN) which is the mathematical model

of a conceptual structure consisting of a set of concepts and the relations holding between
them. The SN is represented as a graph whose nodes biuniquely correspond to concepts and
whose arcs correspond to the relations between these concepts.

• In agreement with the criterion of cognitive adequacy and in contrast to other network rep-
resentations (like KL-ONE), there is a clear epistemic distinction between concepts and rela-
tions (or roles). Relations and functions labeling the arcs of the SN (the roles in other KRS)
belong to a metalevel with regard to the SN. They are themselves nodes of a higher level SN
and are connected by different types of axioms (higher order relations).

• Relations and functions of MultiNet must not be chosen arbitrarily. They have rather to be
taken from a predefined set of representational means every element of which has an elaborate
description (see Figure 1 and Appendix 6). One advantage of this approach is that axioms and
inheritance mechanisms defining the logical properties of the relations and functions must
only be connected with a relatively small set of semantic primitives at the metalevel. As an
example we give an axiom characterizing the transfer of the location from a whole k2 to its
part k1 (free variables of axioms have to be considered as universally quantified):

• (k1 PARS k2) ∧ (k2 LOC l) → (k1 LOC l)
This is in contrast to most logically oriented representations, which do not prescribe the pred-
icates or functions to be used in the calculus. Such a formalism has to connect all expressional
means having a meaning component which is described in MultiNet by a predefined relation
R (e.g. by AFF, Figure 1) with just the axioms defining this relation R.

3A solution for this problem has been proposed in (Barwise and Cooper, 1981).
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AFF: C-Role – Affected Object

AFF: [si � abs] � [o � si]

Definition. (v AFF x) expresses the relation between a situation v (in general an event) and an
object x which is affected by v in such a way that x is changed by v. x is imediately acted
upon by v.

Mnemonics. affect – (Ge: affizieren/beeinflussen)
(x AFF y) – [x affects/changes y]

Question patterns. �WH� {[is changing]/[being changed]} by �v�?
Upon which �x� is �v� acting?
�WH� {[be influenced] / [be impaired] / [be affected] . . . } by �v�?
By what event �v� is �x� affected?

Commentary. The relation AFF is closely connected to the transitive lexeme change� , which is
formally expressed by the B-axioms:

� (v AFF o) � (v SUBS change� ) (1)

� (v SUBS change� ) � � o (v AFF o) (2)

The concept change� can be considered as the representative of the class of all verbs whose
valency frame contains AFF. The relation AFF is also characterized by transitions from initial
situations/initial states to final situations/final states which are different from each other,
where the first do hold before and the second after the execution of the carrier action of v
(see relations INIT and RSLT, respectively). Typical representatives of actions having AFF
in their valency frame are: process, increase, transform, melt, . . . . The extension of the
domain of the second argument of AFF to situations (i.e. to events and states) is motivated
by "meta-actions" like �give rise to�, finish, �interfere with�, accelerate, �slow down�
etc., which do affect events.

The decision whether a certain cognitive role has to be classified as AFF is not unproblematic.
Especially the borderline to the C-role OBJ can not be drawn sharply, since the criteria for
that decision do include fuzzy concepts ("When is an object really changed by an event?",
"When is an object directly involved in an event?"). Because of that, the B-axioms connected
with AFF have to be qualified as default knowledge.

The concept �suffer from� in the example sentence „Peter suffers from migraine.“ shows that
also states may function as the first argument of AFF.

Figure 1: Example description of a typical relation (the cognitive role AFF)
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Figure 2: The upper ontology of sorts in MultiNet

• Every node belongs to a (most specific) sort within a predefined hierarchy of sorts, see Figure
2. There is only one exception of this rule; it is the case of so-called meaning molecules, like
school, parliament and others (see Footnote 5 on Page 7) whose semantic representatives are
characterized by a disjunction of sorts.

• MultiNet distinguishes between two basic layers: An “intensional level” and a “preextensional
level”. The first level models the intensional relationships between concepts, and the second
represents some selected aspects of the extension of such concepts which have an extension at
all. The latter level is called “pre-extensional”, because the computer like the human being is
not able to deal with the full extension of a concept, but only with some of its prominent ele-
ments (among them a so-called “prototypical” element). It should also model the cardinalities
of extensions (as far as known) and the set relations between these extensions without having
all the elements of the corresponding sets. The preextensional level is needed, for instance,
for the interpretation of phrases like 〈all X except of Y〉 or 〈three of them〉.

• The nodes of the SN and also the nodes of the metalevel (the arcs) are embedded in a multi-
dimensional space spanned by so called layer attributes and their values. The following seven
attributes are used to characterize the nodes of the SN:

FACT: This attribute describes the facticity of an entity, i.e. whether it is really existing (value:
real), not existing (value: nonreal), or only hypothetically assumed (value: hypo). This
attribute could also be used to index possible worlds. Examples:
“(Julia [FACT real] thought) [FACT real] that (she was ill) [FACT hypo].”
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“(Julia [FACT real] realized) [FACT real] that (she was ill) [FACT real].”

GENER: The degree of generality indicates whether a conceptual entity is generic (value: ge)
or specific (value: sp). Examples:
“(The radio) [GENER ge] is a useful instrument.”
“(This radio) [GENER sp] is a useful instrument.”

QUANT: The intensional quantification represents the quantitative aspect of a conceptual en-
tity, i.e. whether it is a singleton (value: one) or a multitude (value: mult). Within the set
of values characterizing multitudes, we distinguish between fuzzy quantifiers with value
[QUANT fquant] (to this group belong several, many, most, almost all) and non-fuzzy
quantifiers with value [QUANT nfquant], like all.

REFER: This attribute specifies the determination of reference, i.e. whether there is a deter-
mined object of reference (value: det) or not (value: indet). This characteristic plays an
important part in natural language processing in the phase of knowledge assimilation and
especially in the resolution of references.
Example: “(The boy) [REFER det] wrote (a letter) [REFER indet].”

CARD: The cardinality as characterization of a multitude at the preextensional level is the
counterpart of the attribute QUANT at the intensional level; it characterizes the number
of elements in a set. Examples:
“(A group of three archaeologists) [CARD 1] discovered (a few amphoras)i.
Four of (them [CARD > 4])i had been damaged.”

ETYPE: This attribute characterizes the type of extensionality of an entity with values: nil
– no extension, 0 – individual which is no set (e.g. Henry VIII), 1 – entity with a set of
elements from type [ETYPE 0] as extension (e.g. 〈many kings〉, 〈the team〉), 2 – entity
with a set of elements from type [ETYPE 1] as extension (e.g. 〈three teams〉).

VARIA: The variability finally describes whether an object is conceptually varying (value:
var) – a so-called parametrized object – or not (value: con).
Example: “(One boy) [VARIA con] solved (every task) [VARIA var].”

A feature which is important for the understanding of questions and for generating a correct
answer in a language game (question-answering game) is the distinction between immanent
and situational knowledge about a certain concept. The immanent knowledge about a concept
C is the information which determines the semantic content of C, while the situational knowl-
edge connected with C concerns only the embedding and use of this concept in the description
of a special situation which does not affect the meaning of C in itself. Immanent knowledge
about a concept C is inherited by all subconcepts and instances subordinated to C. Within the
immanent knowledge we distinguish two subtypes: Categorical knowledge which is valid for
every subconcept and every individual instance of C and prototypical knowledge which only
holds for typical cases or as a default assumption (this type of knowledge, if inherited, can be
overwritten by more specific information). The values of an attribute K-TYPE assigned to the
arcs connected with a certain concept are used to distinguish the different types of immanent
knowledge from the situational knowledge in the semantic network.4

4It must be emphasized that every arc has a double characterization, one value of K-TYPE is related to the node
at the beginning and one value is related to the node at the end of that arc.
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K-TYPE: • [K-TYPE cat] – categorical knowledge
• [K-TYPE pro] – prototypical knowledge
• [K-TYPE sit] – situational knowledge

}
immanent knowledge

To illustrate the distinction of the above-mentioned partitions of concept descriptions, we use
Figure 3 and concentrate our discussion on the encircled nodes. In this figure, we have on the
left side a node labeled by C, which represents the generic concept church, and on the right side
a node S, which represents the event that a monk is going to a certain church.
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Figure 3: Three basic types of knowledge and their marking in the SN

The arc leading from C to building states that a church is always a building (there is no excep-
tion). The meaning of the concept building is not influenced by the definition of node C. The
first is only used to describe the latter concept. The arc leading from steeple to C states that
a church typically (but not always) has a steeple, while the concept steeple itself is categori-
cally defined as being a tower and a part of a church at he same time.5 The arc leading from
C1 (representing a special church where the monk is going) to the node C is marked at its end
by sit. This means that the node C is only used in the specification of situation S (C itself is
not defined by this arc). This fine-differentiation of knowledge about a node is important for
understanding and proper answering of questions. A question “What is a church?” should only
select arcs of C characterized by cat or pro and not by sit for question-answering. Otherwise the
question would not be understood correctly. A question “Who went to a church?” should never
select all the knowledge about a church for question-answering (only the situational knowledge
represented by the arc from C1 to C and the categorical nodes connected with S are relevant to
an appropriate answer). These examples show that the correct classification of a question and
the search for the appropriate knowledge to answer this question is crucial for determining the
meaning of a question in the language game.
In this way, the mechanism of specifying certain values for the different layer attributes also

5The fact that “steeple” has several readings cannot be considered here. In MultiNet we distinguish homog-
raphy, polysemy and so-called meaning molecules (the concept families of Bierwisch (Bierwisch, 1983)). This
distinction is explained in (Helbig, 2001), Chapter 12.
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motivates the denotation “Multilayered Extended SN”. By fixing the value of a specific layer at-
tribute, we obtain a corresponding partition of the SN. Thus, by selecting [GENER ge] one gets
the layer of all generic concepts, or by fixing [K-TYPE (cat ∨ pro)] one obtains the immanent
knowledge etc.

3 The Treatment of two Selected Semantic Phenomena

3.1 The Different Kinds of Gradation

The comparison of properties with the three stages “Positive”, “Comparative”, “Superlative”
will be used to illustrate the entailments between different MultiNet expressions and some
problems associated with them. Figure 4 shows on the left side the semantic representation
of the sentence “John is the laziest student (the laziest of all students).” This sentence entails
the comparative sentence “John is lazier then all other students.” (right side of Figure 4). The
construction of a difference set on the preextensional level (below the dotted line) is used to
represent the meaning of the phrase “the other students” or “all students except of John”. Such
entailments and also the connection between comparison and negation hold categorically. They
can be schematically expressed as follows:

• [X is the P-est of all Y] → [X is more P than the other Y]
• [X is more P than Y] → [Y is not so P as X]
• [X is the P-est of all Y] → [the other Y are not so P as X]
The corresponding axioms can be found in (Helbig, 2001), Appendix E.

student student

[QUANT all]

Entailment

<the other
students>

[ETYPE 0]

[ETYPE 1] [ETYPE 1]

John
John

lazy lazy
*SUPL *COMP

*DIFF

PROP

SUB SUB

PROP

EXT

EXT EXT

Superlative Comparative

Figure 4: The relationship between superlative and comparative

One phenomenon which is important in connection with gradation is the polarity of properties.
All gradable properties come as pairs lying on axes defined by certain corresponding dimen-
sions. In the following, the property at the positive pole of the respective axis is denoted by p+
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and the corresponding property at the negative pole by p− (examples for such pairs are “good –
bad” [dimension: degree of goodness], “large – small” [dimension: length], “beautiful – ugly”
[dimension: degree of beauty] etc.).
It can be observed that the property p− follows from the comparative stage of p− for both of the
two compared objects (or more formally):

• (o1 PROP (*COMP p− o2)) → (o1 PROP p−)
• (o1 PROP (*COMP p− o2)) → (o2 PROP p−)

Example: “Mary is uglier than Jane.” → “Mary is ugly.” and “Jane is ugly.”
These axioms hold as defaults only and have yet to be affirmed empirically. The analogue ax-
ioms for the properties at the positive pole do not hold, since these properties have a neutral
meaning (they are semantically not marked).

• (o1 PROP (*COMP p+ o2)) �→ (o1 PROP p+)
This formula expresses the fact that from “The rod is longer than a match.” it does not even
follow “The rod is long.” not to speak of “The match is long.”.

3.2 Different Types of Negation

MultiNet uses two types of negation: One is expressed by the layer attribute FACT with the
value [FACT non] belonging to the preextensional level and stating that an entity characterized
in this way does not exist in reality. The second kind of negation is expressed by the relation
MODL and the negator *NON which has a semantically restrictive function and which describes
an intensional negation inherently present in the corresponding situation (for further details
and the comparison with other modal operators see (Helbig, 2001), Chapter 8). It should be
remarked that the scope of [FACT non] is wider than that of the relation MODL. These two
types of negation cannot be cancelled out against each other without further consideration, as
the following example shows. Figure 5 represents the meaning of the sentence: “Instead of
telling nothing to his brother, the student reported every detail to him.”

*NON

SUBS

SUBS

SUB

SUB

tell

[FACT= ]non

student

report

detailAGT

brotherORNT
MODL

AGT

ATTCH

SUBST

S1 S2

ORNT

SUB

OBJ

Figure 5: Sentences with two types of negation

The negation by [FACT non] stems from the presupposition connected with the preposition
“instead of ”, while the negation expressed by (MODL + *NON) is intensionally contained in
the description of the situation S1 (“telling nothing”). By keeping these negations apart one
can properly answer the question “What should have been expected?’ (→ “That the student
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tells nothing.”). In this case, the negation by [FACT non] alone has to be neglected. But, if the
question would be asked: “Did he really tell something?”, where not the expectations but rather
the truth values play the central role, then – and only then – the two negations are cancelling
each other out. This example illustrates that the logical law of double negation must be used
with care. Omitting both negations in Figure 5 on the base of this law would mean to give away
important information needed for proper answering certain types of questions.

4 Computer Linguistic Tools Connected with MultiNet

Many sophisticated semantic formalisms and KRS can only be used for theoretical work or for
small-scale applications, because they are lacking an appropriate technological support. Multi-
Net is one of the few systems which are connected with software tools for the management and
graphical presentation of meaning representations (the workbench MWR), for the automatic
translation from natural language expressions, i.e. phrases, sentences or texts, into formal se-
mantic representations (the interpreter NatLink), and for the computer-assisted generation of
large computer lexica (the workbench LIA).

4.1 MWR – The Workbench for the Knowledge Engineer

The workbench for the knowledge engineer MWR developed by C. Gnörlich (Gnörlich, 2002)
is supporting the following tasks:

Figure 6: Graphical presentation of a sentence meaning with layer information for one selected
node
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• Graphical manipulation and visualization of MultiNet networks (see Figure 6) including the
scrolling of large networks over the window and refocussing (recomputing the layout) around
selected nodes. The figure shows the meaning representation of the sentence: “Jeder Roboter,
der in das Lager geht, holt dort ein Werkzeug.” (German) or “Every robot going into the store
takes there a tool.” (English) together with the values of the layer attributes for the node c3
representing the phrase “Every robot.’

• Providing an interface to the semantic interpreter NatLink for the automatic generation of
networks.

• Combination of two networks generated and represented in different windows into one larger
network (so-called “assimilation” of nets) with resolution of coreferences and logical recur-
rences. This process is essentially controlled by the layer information of the nodes with the
attribute REFER playing the most important part.

• Supporting inferences over MultiNet networks and providing the necessary background
knowledge for different applications (dialogue models, provision of axioms, etc.).

• Transforming the semantic structures of natural language queries into expressions of formal
retrieval languages (e.g. into SQL).

Figure 7: Representation of the semantic structure of a query
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4.2 NatLink – The Semantic Interpreter for MultiNet

It is indispensable for the semantic investigation of large text corpora or for the creation of large
knowledge bases to have a tool for the automatic translation of natural language surface expres-
sions into semantic representations. NatLink developed by S. Hartrumpf (Hartrumpf, 2002) is a
semantic interpreter generating MultiNet meaning representations for natural language expres-
sions. The syntactic-semantic analysis of this interpreter is going back to the work of H. Helbig
on word-class controlled functional analysis (Helbig, 1986). It makes use of an inheritance
based computer lexicon (Hartrumpf, 2000) whose entries are created by means of a lexicogra-
pher’s workbench (see section 4.3). Figure 7 shows the semantic representation of the German
request “Zeige mir Bücher von Shapiro über künstliche Intelligenz, die bei Addison-Wesley er-
schienen sind!” (English: “Show me books of Shapiro about Artificial Intelligence which have
been published with Addison-Wesley!”). The semantic structure together with the values of the
most important layer attributes for the nodes and arcs have been automatically generated by
NatLink.

Figure 8: Lexical entry for the German verb “zerstören” (English: “destroy”) generated by
means of LIA
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4.3 LIA – The Workbench for the Computer Lexicographer

Building large semantically based computer lexica is an expensive and error-prone task. The
workbench for the computer lexicographer LIA originally developed by M. Schulz (Schulz,
1999) leads the lexicographer through a system of interactive windows. By asking the lexicog-
rapher specific questions and using lexical background knowledge (formulated as class defini-
tions and rules), the system successively generates lexical entries in form of MultiNet-based
feature structures. This work is continued and stronger theoretically founded now by R. Os-
swald. Figure 8 shows on the right side the lexical entry of one reading of the German verb
“zerstören” (English: “destroy”) with its two semantic roles AGT (Agent) and AFF (affected
object) which have to be articulated obligatorily in a complete sentence (attribute OBLIG +).
On the left side, a class of intransitive verbs having only the deep case relation AFF as valency
is shown (by selecting one of the entries, its lexical specification is presented immediately in
the right frame).

5 Applications and Further Development

MultiNet has been used as a semantic interlingua in several applications, for instance for infor-
mation retrieval in pictorial data bases (Knoll et al., 1998) and for natural language interfaces
to local data bases (Helbig et al., 1997) or information providers in the Internet (Helbig et al.,
2000). The application of MultiNet in several NLP systems as well as its use in the newly
developed Virtual AI Laboratory for electronic distance teaching proves that it satisfies the in-
teroperability criterion too. In these applications, MultiNet has been used and is being used
for the semantic representation of phrases, sentences and texts as well as for the description of
a large semantically oriented lexicon (which at this moment comprises about 16000 lexemes).
One of the most promising future applications will be the semantically oriented search in the
Internet (realization of the so-called Semantic Web).
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Appendix
A. Overview of Selected Representational Means of MultiNet (shortened)6

Relation Signature Short Characteristics

AFF [si∪abs]× [o∪ st] Cognitive role – Affected object
AGT [si∪abs]×o Cognitive role – Agent
ASSOC ent × ent Relation of association
ATTCH [o\at]× [o\at] Attachment of objects to objects
ATTR [o∪ l∪ t]×at Specification of an attribute
CAUS [si∪abs]× [si∪abs] Causal relationship between situations
DIRCL [si∪o]× [l∪o] Relation specifying a local aim or a direction
EXT entint × entext Relation specifying the extension of an entity
LOC [o∪ si]× l Relation specifying the location of a situation
MODL si×md Relation specifying a restricting modality
OBJ si× [o∪ si] Cognitive role – Neutral object
ORNT [si∪abs]×o Cognitive role – Orientation towards something
PARS [co× co]∪ [t × t]∪ [l× l] Part-whole-relationship
POSS o×o Relation between possessor and possession
PROP o× p Relation between object and property
PRED [ö\ ¨abs]× [o\abs] Predicative concept characterizing a plurality
PURP [si∪o]× [si∪ab] Relation specifying a purpose
SUB [o\abs]× [o\abs] Conceptual subordination of objects
SUBS [si∪abs]× [si∪abs] Conceptual subordination of situations
SUBST [o×o]∪ [si× si] Relation specifying a substitute
VAL ȧt × [o∪qn∪ p∪ t] Relation between attribute and its value
. . .

Function Signature Short Characteristics

*COMP gq×o → tq Comparison of properties
*DIFF pe(n) × [pe(n) ∪ pe(n−1)] →

[pe(n)∪ pe(n−1)]
Function specifying
the difference of sets

*NON → md Metafunction for representing negation
*PMOD aq×o → o Object modification with associative properties
*SUPL gq× [o∪ ö] → tq Function describing the superlative
*BEI o× l Function specifying the local reading of the

German preposition “bei”
*IN o× l Function specifying the local reading of the

German preposition “in”
. . .

6Overlining sorts in a signature means that only generic concepts with value [GENER ge] are allowed; a single
dot over the sort symbol denotes an individual concept with [GENER sp], while two dots denote multitudes;
pe(n) denotes a representative on the preextensional level having type of extensionality [ETYPE n].
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RELATIVE SPECIFICITY* 

Klaus von Heusinger 
Universität Konstanz 

Abstract 

Semantic theories of specificity are based on the assumptions that a specific indefinite has 
wide scope and/or a referential reading. However, there are specific indefinites that are neither 
wide scope expressions nor referential expressions. I call this kind of specificity “relative 
specificy” and take it as the most general case of specific indefinites. I propose that indefinite NPs 
have a referential index, like modal or temporal indices. This index can be anchored to another 
expression in the discourse. If the index is anchored to another referential expression, the 
indefinite receives a specific reading. 

1 Introduction  
Semantic theories generally focus on two main aspects of specific indefinites: A prototypical 
specific indefinite is assumed to have wide scope and a referential reading. Depending on the 
theoretical perspective,  the one or the other aspect may be emphasized. The classical scope 
approach disambiguates examples like (1) by scope interaction of the indefinite with other 
operators like negation (or verbs of propositional attitudes, questions, conditionals, modals, 
future, and intensional verbs, etc.) as in (1a) and (1b) (see Ludlow & Neale 1991). However, 
the contrast between a specific and non-specific reading can also appear in the absence of any 
other operator, such as in (2)-(4). Here, the lexical ambiguity approach (see Fodor & Sag 
1982) assumes two lexical meanings of the indefinite – (i) an existential quantifier phrase, 
and (ii) a referential (or rigid) term: 
 

(1) Bill didn’t see a misprint.  (Karttunen 1976) 
(1a) There is a misprint which Bill didn’t see.  
(1b) Bill saw no misprints. 
(2) I talked with a magician and so did Uri. (Kasher & Gabbay 1976) 
(3) Olivia is married to a Swede, but she denies it. 
(4) A book is missing from my library. 

However, there are specific indefinites that have neither wide scope nor can they be assigned 
a referential reading. In the “intermediate” reading (5a) of (5), the indefinite some condition 
proposed by Chomsky  has wide scope with respect to three arguments and narrow scope with 
respect to each student. A similar case is the specific (witness ‘a certain’) indefinite a certain 

                                                 
* This article is the revised version of my talk given at Sinn und Bedeutung VI in Osnabrück in September 2001. 
First of all I would like to thank the organizers of the conference and the editors of this volume for their 
efficiency and their commitment. I also would like to thank the audience at the conference for inspiring 
commment and Agnes Bende Farkas, Donka Farkas, Bart Geurts, Michael Grabski, Gerhard Jäger, Hans Kamp, 
Jaklin Kornfilt, Marcus Kracht, Manfred Krifka, Paul Portner, Kerstin Schwabe, and Carla Umbach for 
comments on earlier versions of this paper, and Bruce Mayo for correcting my English. All remaining short-
comings are mine. The research was supported by a Heisenberg-Fellowship of the German Science Foundation. 
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woman in (6), which has narrow scope with respect to every man.  We observe a very similar 
contrast in the absence of any other operator, as in (7) and (8). The specificity of the NP a 
certain student of his in (8) can either depend on the speaker or on the subject of that 
sentence: 
 

(5) Each student has to come up with three arguments that show that some 
condition proposed by Chomsky is wrong.   (Farkas 1981) 

(5a) each student > some condition > three arguments 
(6) According to Freud, every man unconsciously wants to marry a certain 

woman – his mother.     (Hintikka 1986) 
(7) George: “I met a certain student of mine”             (Higginbotham 

1987) 
(8) James: “George met a certain student of his.” 
 

I call this kind of specificity “relative specificity”1 and assume that it is the most general case 
of specific indefinites. Wide-scope or referential indefinites are special (or “absolute”) 
instantiations of relative specific indefinites: they are bound to the speaker or the context of 
utterance. Observations on clear cases of relative specificity motivate an analysis of 
specificity in terms of referential anchoring, rather than in terms of scope or referential 
expressions. Examples from Turkish and Spanish confirm the assumption that relative 
specificity is the basic concept of specificity.  
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, I present different (sub-) types of specific 
indefinites: (i) scopal specific indefinites, (ii) epistemic specific indefinites, and (iii) partitive 
specific indefinites. I then introduce the additional group (iv) which I call “relative specific 
indefinites” and show that it is the most general notion for specific indefinites. In section 3, I 
discuss the morphological marking of specificity in Turkish and Spanish. I assume that the 
specificity marker in Turkish is more reliable than indirect markings in languages such as 
English. Spanish provides additional evidence for specific interpretations of certain indefinite 
NPs due to a contrast in the marking of animate direct objects. In section 4, I present a 
contrastive analysis of translations of the novel The Name of the Rose by Umberto Eco into 
English and Turkish. The novel forms the background for the sentences under investigation 
and controls the referential properties of the context. I also discuss some cases where Turkish 
and Spanish mark an indefinite as specific, although the indefinite does not have wide scope. 
In section 5, I compare three semantic theories with respect to their treatment of specificity. 
In section 6, I present a general theory of specificity based on the notion of “referential 
anchoring” at the level of discourse representation: a non-specific NP is bound by some 
operator such as negation or modal predicates, while a specific NP is anchored to a referential 
term. Thus, the specific expression is assigned the same scope as its anchor. Section 7 gives a 
short summary. 

2 Types of Specificity 
In the literature on specificity, different kinds of specific indefinites have been distinguished. 
Following Farkas (1995), I present the following groups: (i) scopal specific indefinites, (ii) 

                                                 
1 I am not sure if this term has been previously used. Hans-Martin Gärtner pointed out to me that Ruys (1992, 
115ff) uses the term “relativized specificity” for an additional syntactic indexing rule. Owing to space 
limitations I cannot discuss this very interesting proposal here. 
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epistemic specific indefinite, and (iii) partitive specific indefinite. I then introduce an 
additional group (iv) which I call “relative specific indefinites”. 

2.1 Scopal specificity 
Classically, the contrast between a specific and a non-specific reading of an indefinite is 
configurationally represented by scope interaction between the indefinite and some other 
operator, as in (9a) and (9b). The scope of the indefinite also determines whether an 
anaphoric link is possible or not: (9a) can be continued with (9a') since the pronoun her refers 
back to the existential quantifier that is outside of the scope of want. In (9b), the quantifier is 
inside the scope; thus a link to a pronoun is not possible in the same way as in (9a). 
Therefore, we can only continue as in (9b'): 

 

 (9) John wants to marry a Norwegian. 
(9a) There is a Norwegian1, and John wants to marry her1.  
(9a') He met her1 last year. 
(9b) John wants that there is a Norwegian1 and he marries her1.  
(9b') He will move to Norway to try to achieve this goal. 

 
The interaction of the indefinite with other operators can also be illustrated with negation, as 
in (10), or it can interact with more operators, as in (11) and (12). In these cases we expect 
three readings, which the reader can easily work out. 

 

(10) Bill didn’t see a misprint.  (Karttunen 1976) 
(10a) There is a misprint which Bill didn’t see.  
(10b) Bill saw no misprints. 
(11) Bill intends to visit a museum every day. (Karttunen 1976) 
(12) Luce expects Pinch to ask him for a book. (Kasher & Gabbay 1976) 

2.2 Epistemic specificity 
The ambiguity described in the last section arises in the presence of other operators such as 
negators, universal quantifiers or verbs of propositional attitudes. An analysis in terms of 
scope seems to work well. However, there are examples that show the same (intuitive) 
contrast, but do not contain other operators. In the specific reading of (13), we can continue 
with (13a), while the non-specific reading can be continued by (13b). Kasher & Gabbay 
(1976) present examples (14)-(16), where they notice a clear ambiguity between specific and 
non-specific readings. This contrast is also often described as referential vs. non-referential. 
The specific indefinite refers to its referent directly, while the non-specific indefinite depends 
on the interpretation of other expressions in the context. 

 

(13) A student in Syntax 1 cheated on the exam. (Fodor & Sag 1982) 
(13a) His name is John. 
(13b) We are all trying to figure out who it was. 
(14) I talked with a magician and so did Uri. (Kasher & Gabbay 1976) 
(15) Olivia is married to a Swede, but she denies it. 
(16) A book is missing from my library. 
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2.3 Partitive-specificity  
Milsark (1974) argues that indefinite NPs can either receive a weak (or existential) 
interpretation or a strong (or prepositional) interpretation. In (17) the indefinite some ghost 
receives a weak interpretation, but gets a strong interpretation in (18), i.e. it presupposes that 
there are other groups of ghosts. The reading in (18) is generally called “partitive”. 
 

(17) There are some ghosts in this house. 
(18) Some ghosts live in the pantry; others live in the kitchen. 

 
Enç (1991) claims that partitives denote an unknown subset of a given set. Partitives always 
exhibit wide scope since the set from which they pick some elements out is already 
mentioned. This means that partitives are complex expressions, formed by an indefinite 
choice from a definite set. This view is supported by the contrast between the following three 
partitive expressions from the novel The Name of the Rose: the partitive one of my monks in 
(19) has a specific reading – it refers to the monk Adelmo, who has been found dead at the 
beginning of the story. In (20), the partitive is rather non-specific, while in (21), it is a 
negative one. 
 

(19) “It would already be serious enough if one of my monks had stained his 
soul with the hateful sin of suicide. But I have reason to think that another 
of them has stained himself with an equally terrible sin.” (33) 

(20) “In the first place, why one of the monks? In the abbey there are many 
other persons, grooms, goatherds, servants...” (33) 

(21) The library was laid out on a plan which has remained obscure to all over 
the centuries, and which none of the monks is called upon to know. (37) 

 
I assume (contrary to Enç and others) that partitives comprise two independent referential 
functions: the first can be specific, non-specific, negative, etc., while the second must be 
definite. I therefore, do not include them in the investigation of specific indefinites proper.2 

2.4 Relative specificity 
The term “relative specificity” describes the observation that “specific indefinites” are often 
only “specific with respect to another expression”. This observation was made in early 
investigations of specificity. In the following, I refer to Jackendoff (1972), Karttunen (1976), 
Farkas (1981), Higginbotham (1987), and Hintikka (1986). 

                                                 
2 Lyons (1999, 100) expresses a similar view with respect to the partitive article in French: “The partitive article 
is almost certainly best regarded as a genuine partitive construction, and not as an indefinite article.” 
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Jackendoff (1972) investigates specificity in his chapter on “Modal Structure”. He uses the 
Term “Modal Structure” for a “general theory of semantic representation of intended 
reference” (1972, 291). Jackendoff (1972, 280) starts with the observation that the indefinite 
NP a cigar is ambiguous between a specific and a non-specific reading in (22). He then 
embeds this sentence into another, as in (23), and notes  

that a cigar is now three ways ambiguous. In the first interpretation, there is a particular cigar 
that Fred wants someone (specific or nonspecific) to ask for; in the second Fred wants 
someone to ask ‘Will you give me that cigar?' where the person asking has a particular cigar 
in mind but Fred does no know which one it will be; in the third interpretation, Fred wants 
someone to ask, ‘Will you give me a cigar'? having no particular cigar in mind. 

(22) [= (7.5)] Bill asked a man for a cigar. 

(23) [= (7.6)] Fred wants a man to ask him for a cigar. 

 

Jackendoff (1982, 284ff) develops a theory in which an indefinite NP in the scope of a 
“modal operator” can either be bound or not by that modal operator. A bound or “dependent” 
indefinite NP is non-specific, while an unbound one is specific (with respect to the particular 
binder).  In other words, the second reading of (23) is specific with respect to the predicate 
ask, while it is non-specific with respect to want.  
Karttunen (1976, 382) discusses the “relative character” of specificity with respect to (24) and 
its three readings (24a)-(24c): 

On might want to say that, with respect to the verb want the indefinite a Swede is specific. On 
the other hand, ... as in (45c), a Swede could be called nonspecific with respect to want. In 
general, let us call an indefinite NP specific with respect to a given verb (or quantifier, or 
negation) if the latter is in the scope of the quantifier associated with the NP. It is nonspecific 
in case the verb commands the quantifier. This kind of definition seems consistent with the 
way these terms have been used in recent literature, and there is no reason to stop using them 
as long as the relative nature of specificity is understood. (my emphasis, KvH) 

(24) [= (43)] Marry may want to marry a Swede. 

(24a) [= (45a)] There is some Swede whom Marry may want to marry. 

(24b) [= (45b)] It may be the case that there is some Swede whom Marry wants to marry. 

(24c) [= (45c)] It may be the case that Mary wants her future husband to be a Swede. 

 

Following Fodor & Sag (1982), Farkas (1981) produces similar examples with extensional 
operators. Contrary to Fodor & Sag, she shows that such configurations also allow for three 
readings of the indefinite, as shown in (25). In the “intermediate” reading (25b) of (25), the 
indefinite some condition proposed by Chomsky  has wide scope with respect to three 
arguments and narrow scope with respect to each student. Fodor & Sag (1982) predicted that 
this reading is not possible due to the island constraint of the relative clause. 

 
(25) Each student has to come up with three arguments that show that some condition 

proposed by Chomsky is wrong.    (Farkas 1981) 
(25a) each student >  three argument > some condition  narrow scope 
(25b) each student > some condition > three argument intermediate 

scope 
(25c) some condition >each student > three argument wide scope 
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Higginbotham (1987, 64) produces the second reading of Jackendoff’s example (23) in the 
absence of any other operator and discusses the notion of specificity on examples (26) and 
(27): 

In typical cases specific uses are said to involve a referent that the speaker ‘has in mind.’ But 
this condition seems much too strong. Suppose my friend George says to me, ‘I met with a 
certain student of mine today.’ Then I can report the encounter to a third party by saying, 
‘George said that he met with a certain student of his today,’ and the ‘specificity’ effect is felt, 
although I am in no position to say which student George met with. 

(26)  George: “I met a certain student of mine.”  
(27)  James: “George met a certain student of his.”  

 
Hintikka (1986) made a similar observation in his discussion of the expression a certain. In 
(28), he shows that the specific indefinite a certain woman can receive narrow scope with 
respect to the universal quantifier and still be specific: there is a specific woman for each 
man. Hintikka suggests that the specific indefinite NP is to be represented by a Skolem-
function that assigns to each man the woman who is his mother. With Farkas (1997) we can 
describe the dependency of the specific NP a certain woman from the universal quantifier 
every man by the concept of “co-variation”: Farkas builds this dependency into the 
interpretation process: The value for the specific indefinite woman co-varies with the value 
for man. In other words, once the reference for man is fixed (during the process of 
interpreting the universal quantifier), the reference for the specific indefinite is 
simultaneously fixed. In (28b), I informally indicate this by indexing the indefinite NP with 
the variable bound by the universal quantifier.3 

 
(28) According to Freud, every man unconsciously wants to marry a certain 

woman – his mother. (Hintikka 1986) 
(28a) x [Man(x)  Wants(x, marry(x, f(x))]  
 with f: Skolem function from men into their mothers 
(28b) x [Man(x)   Wants(x, marry(x, [a woman]x] 
 

These observations motivate a revision of the pre-theoretical description of specificity in 
terms of obligatory wide scope or of referential expression. It was shown that a specific 
indefinite NP need not depend on the speaker or the context of utterance; it can also depend 
on other linguistic entities, like the universal quantifier every man in (28) or on the proper 
name George in (27). This view is a generalization of Jackendoff’s analysis. He assumes that 
an indefinite is non-specific if it is bound by a predicate or some other operator; otherwise it 
is specific. However, he does not discuss cases where the indefinite is bound by other 
referential expressions. In such cases the indefinite is specific with respect to that expression. 
Before I give my formal reconstruction of this idea, I present some current approaches to 
specificity. 
 

                                                 
3 Farkas focuses on a somewhat different case, namely on indefinites in the scope of an extensional operator. 
She describes then the narrow scope (= “non-specific”) indefinites as “dependent indefinite”. Thus, according to 
Farkas, dependent indefinites are non-specific. In my view, they can be specific if they co-vary with the value of 
an extensional operator like in (28). 
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3 Grammatical encoding of specificity: Turkish & Spanish 
As opposed to definiteness, there are no sets of specific vs. non-specific articles in Indo-
European languages. However, there are many other languages that mark specificity lexically 
or morphologically. Lyons (1999, 59) summarizes observations from other languages: 
“Articles marking specificity, or something close to specificity, rather than definiteness are 
fairly widespread.” In the remainder of this section, I present data from Turkish, where 
specificity is reflected in the morphological marking of the direct object, and data from 
Spanish, where non-specificity can be marked on animate direct objects. 
 

3.1 Turkish object marking 
Turkish is an agglutinating and suffixing language. The main verb is sentence final and most 
suffixes are phrase-final. The unmarked word order (29) is illustrated in (30): 

 
(29) subject > indirect object > direct object > predicate 
(30) ressam biz-e resim-ler-i    göster-di 
 artist 1pl-dat picture-pl-acc show-di.past 
 ‘An artist showed us picture’ 
 

A language-specific realization of specificity is found in Turkish (Kornfilt 1997, 219ff). 
Turkish does not have a definite article, but an indefinite article bir, which is derived from the 
numeral bir, but which differs in distribution. The direct object can be realized by the 
absolut(ive) without case endings or by the accusative with the case ending -I. (The I 
represents the set of accusative suffixes which differ according to phonological rules). (31a) 
expresses a reading that comes close to noun incorporation by the verb. The form kitabı with 
the case-suffix in (31b) is generally translated as a definite NP, while the form bir kitap in 
(31c) with the indefinite article and without the case suffix is translated as an indefinite NP. 
However, (31d) shows that the case-suffix expresses specificity rather than definiteness, since 
it can be combined with the indefinite article. (see Lewis 1967, Dede 1986, Kornfilt 1997 
among others)  
 

(31a) (ben) kitab oku-du-m     [incorporated] 
I book  read-past-1sg ‘I was book-reading’ 

(31b) (ben) kitab-ı oku-du-m    [definite] 
I book-acc  read-past-1sg ‘I read the book.’ 

(31c) (ben) bir kitap  oku-du-m    [indefinite] 
I a book read-past-1sg ‘I read a book.’ 

(31d) (ben) bir kitab-ı  oku-du-m     [indef. spec.] 
I a book-acc  read-past-1sg  ‘I read a certain book.’ 
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Dede (1986, 158) observes that direct objects without case suffixes are ambiguous between a 
specific and a non-specific reading, as in (32a), while direct objects with case suffixes can 
only receive a specific reading, as in (32b): 
 

(32a) Bir   ögrenci   arı-yor-um.  Bulan-mı-yor-um 
 a       student   look_for-prog-1sg  find-NEG-aor-1sg 
 ‘I am looking for a student. I can’t find him’  [specific] 
 ‘I am looking for a student. I can’t find one’  [non-specific] 
(32b)  Bir ögrenci-yi   arı-yor-um.  Bulan-mı-yor-um 
 a student-acc   look_for-prog-1sg find-NEG-aor-1sg 
 ‘I am looking for a student. I can’t find him’   [specific] 
       (*‘I can’t find one’)  [*non-specific] 

 

3.2 Spanish animate direct objects with a 
Spanish has different grammatical options to mark specific indefinite NPs (see Leonetti 1999 
for an overview). For example, specific indefinite animate objects are marked by the pre-
position a ‘to’ and the indefinite article un(a), as in (33b) (examples from Comrie 1992, 136): 
 

(33a) El director busca al empleado.   [definite] 
 ‘The director looks for the employee.’ 
(33b) El director busca a un empleado.   [specific-indefinite] 
 ‘The director looks for a certain employee.’ 
(33c) El director busca un empleado.   [non-spec. indefinite] 
 ‘The director looks for an employee.’ 
 

In contrast to Turkish, a direct object with a can be ambiguous, while an animate direct object 
without a can only interpreted as non-specific (Leonetti 1999, 864): 

 

(34) contrar un especialista  to look for a specialist  [non-specific] 
 ver un guerrillero armado to see an armed guerilla  [non-specific] 
 buscar una asistenta  to look for an asistent  [non-specific] 

 

4 A contrastive view 
Even though in many European languages it is difficult to detect a specific reading of 
indefinite NPs on morphological grounds, other languages allow for this, as shown in the last 
section. To examine this more closely, I will compare translations of one and the same 
fragment into English and Turkish with respect to their grammatical reflexes of specificity. I 
have selected fragments from the novel The Name of the Rose by Umberto Eco, which 
furnishes background for the sentences under investigation and controls the referential 
properties of the context (for a more detailed account toward this contrastive method, see von 
Heusinger 2002). The background for the following example is that a particular monk has 
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indicated to William of Baskerville (the medieval Sherlock Holmes) that he knows something 
(specific!), but that he is not ready to disclose it: “... But in the abbey there are rumors, ... 
strange rumors ...” – “Of what sort?” 
 
(35a) i 

ii 
iii 

Strane. Diciamo, di un monaco che nottetempo ha voluto avventurarsi in 
biblioteca, per cercare qualcosa che Malachia non aveva voluto dargli, e ha 
visto serpenti, uomini senza testa, e uomini con due teste. Per poco non usciva 
pazzo dal labirinto...(97) 

   

(35b) i 
ii 
iii 

Strange. Let us say, rumors about a monk who decided to venture into the 
library during the night, to look for something Malachi had refused to give him, 
and he saw serpents, headless men, and men with two heads. He was nearly 
crazy when he emerged from the labyrinth... (89) 

   

(35c) i 
 
ii 
 
iii 
 

Garip söylenti-ler örnegin,     [bir rahib-in1 geceyarısı, [[Malachi’nin2 kendine 

strange rumor-pl  for example, [a monk-gen      midnight    [[M.-gen   himself-
dat 
ver-mek  iste-me-dig-i2]                      bir kitab-ı   bul-mak  için]  gizlice 

give-inf  want-NEG-NOM-poss.3sg]  a   book-acc  find-inf    to  ]   secretly  
kitaplıg-a     girmey-e  kalkıh-tıg-ı1]       (...)        dair      söylenti-ler (137) 

library-dat   enter-to    venture-NOM-poss.3sg]    about   rumor-Pl 
‘There are strange rumors, for example rumors about [a monk midnights secretly 
into the library venturing [to find a book [that Malachi did not want to give 
him]]]’ 

 
The context of the novel strongly suggests that the speaker knows the referent of the 
indefinite NP a monk/un monaco  but not the referent of the indefinite pronoun 
something/qualcoso. The specificity of the indefinite a monk is indicated in different ways: In 
the English translation the anaphoric pronoun he in (35biii) is clearly not embedded under the 
NP rumors. If that is the case then the indefinite NP a monk must be specific, otherwise it 
could not serve as antecedent for the pronoun. In the Italian original the indicative mood of 
the relative clause (ha voluto) indicates that the head noun un monaco is specific. This is 
confirmed by the Turkish translation, where the subject bir rahib-in of the embedded sentence 
is marked as specific.  
Note that the Turkish translation bir kitabı for the Italian qualcosa or English something in 
line (ii) is marked as specific. The specificity of this NP is confirmed by the setting of the 
novel: Malachi (the librarian) can only refuse to give something to the monk if the monk had 
asked for a specific thing. In Italian, the predicate aveva voluto in the relative clause is in the 
indicative, and thus indicating that the head noun qualcosa is specific. In English, the relative 
clause modifying something contains the proper name Malachi, which again is a good indi-
cation that the indefinite pronoun is linked to the referent of that proper name. In comparing 
the three languages, Turkish marks specificity clearly, whereas subtle indicators in English or 
Italian must be looked for (The Spanish translation is very similar to the Italian one. Since 
‘book’ is not animate, Spanish cannot mark it as specific in the way presented in section 3.2). 
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The following example confirms the observation that Turkish is quite reliable in marking 
specificity. In the English sentence (36a), the context strongly suggest a specific reading for a 
rare book. This is confirmed by the Turkish translation in (36b): 
 

(36a) The day before, Benno had said he would be prepared to sin in order to 
procure a rare book. (183) 

(36b) Bir  gün  önce Benno az  bul-un-ur         bir  kitab-ı      elde etmek  için seve seve günah  
 One  day  before  B.  rare find-pass-SP   a    book-acc  procure-inf to    with pleasure sin  
 ihleye-ceg-in-i          söyle-mihti.    
 commit-fut-3sg-acc   say-mih.past.  

 
However, we also find in (37) and (38) the same morphological indicators for specific 
readings, even though the indefinite NPs do not have wide scope. In (37a), the indefinite a 
horse has narrow scope with respect to the conditional or the generic force (“if a monk ...” or 
“Any monk...”). Yet, the Turkish translation marks the corresponding term bir at-ı as specific. 
This is also confirmed by the Spanish translation a un caballo. A similar observation can be 
made in example (38), where the indefinite NP a brother monk is marked as specific in 
Turkish and in Spanish. 
 

(37a) And a monk who considers a horse excellent, whatever his natural forms, 
can only see him, especially if – and here he smiled slyly in my direction - 
the describer is a learned Benedictine ... (24) 

(37b) Dahası, bir at-ı güzel bulan bir rahip, dogal biçimi ne olursa olsun, onu 
ancak yetkili kihilerin betimledikleri gibi görür - burada bana dogru bakıp 
kurnaz kurnaz gülümsedi - bu kihi bilgin bir Benedikten olursa ... (46) 

(37c) Y un monje  que considera  excelente a un caballo sólo puede verlo, al margen de 
las formas naturales, tal como se lo han descrito las auctoritates,  sobre todo si – y 
aquí me dirigió una sonrisa malciosa -, se trata de un docto benedictino … (38) 

 

(38a) And I tremble to think of the perversity of the reasons that could have 
driven a monk to kill a brother monk. (34) 

(38b) Bir rahibi, bir rahip kardehin-i öldürmeye sürükleyebilecek nedenlerin 
aykırılıgını dühününce titriyorum. (60) 

(38c) Me estremece pensar en la perversidad de las razones que pueden haber 
impulsado a un monje a matar a un compañero. (53) 

 
In this section, I showed that there are languages which mark specific readings of indefinite 
NPs (in certain cases) by morphological means. Once we have accepted this view, we have to 
account for cases like (37) and (38) where these markings are also used in cases that are not 
captured by common theories of specificity. These examples thus show that specific indefinite 
NPs are not just wide scope indefinite NPs, and that the formalization of specificity may 
present considerable challenges. 
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5 Semantic theories of specificity 
In the following I discuss three semantic approaches to definiteness and specificity: (i) the 
pragmatic view; (ii) the lexical ambiguity view, and (iii) the discourse semantics approach.  

5.1 Quantifiers and Pragmatics 
The classical theory of NPs (Frege, Russell, Montague) translates definite and indefinite NPs 
into quantifiers: indefinite NPs are existential quantifier phrases, while definite NPs are 
translated into complex quantifier phrases expressing uniqueness of each object that falls 
under the description. Thus, the difference between indefinite and definite NPs is 
semantically expressed in the uniqueness condition. This was the background of this classical 
theory, when the notion of specificity was introduced in the late 60s. The de re-de dicto 
ambiguity of definite NPs was applied to indefinite NPs, and a similar contrast appeared in 
the context of verbs of propositional attitudes, negation, questions, conditionals, modals, 
future, and intensional verbs (see Jackendoff 1972). I illustrate this with the interaction 
between negation and NPs in (39)-(42): 
 

(39) William didn’t see the book – until he saw it in the finis africae. 
(39a) x y [book(y)  x = y & ¬See(william, x)] 
(40) William didn’t see the book  – he began to wonder if there is one. 
(40a) ¬ x y [book(y)  x = y & See(william, x)] 
(41) William didn’t see a book from the finis africae – until he saw it in the 

hands of Jorge de Burgos. 
(41a) y [book(y) & ¬See(william, x)] 
(42) William didn’t see a book  – so he knew that they had removed all books. 
(42a) ¬ y [book(y) See(william, x)] 

 
Epistemic specificity, as in (43), is explained by pragmatic principles. The characterization of 
specific NPs as “the speaker as the referent in mind” is on purely pragmatic grounds – in the 
course of discourse, the speaker and hearer might get sufficient contextual clues in order to be 
able to identify the indefinite NP uniquely (cf. Ludlow & Neale 1991). 
 

(43) A book is missing from my library. 
 

This view was disputed by Jackendoff (1972), who argued that specificity cannot be 
explained in terms of quantifier scope – there must be an additional structure, what he calls 
“Modal Structure” or “general theory of semantic representation of intended reference” (see 
section 2.4 above). However, he did not have adequate means to describe this structure. 

5.2 Lexical ambiguity approach 
Fodor & Sag (1982) propose a lexical ambiguity of the indefinite article, thus relinquishing a 
uniform analysis of indefinites. Indefinites have either a specific or a referential reading, or 
they have a non-specific or an existential reading. They assume that the contrast between the 
two readings is incommensurable. They illustrate this point by the interaction of indefinites 
with quantifiers as in (44). The indefinite has either a specific reading or a non-specific 
reading. The classical approach to this contrast is by means of scope differences: the 
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indefinite NP can get wide or narrow scope with respect to the definite NP the rumor, 
reflecting the specific and non-specific reading, respectively. However, the universal phrase 
each student in (45) cannot receive wide scope due to an island constraint. Thus, the specific 
reading in (44) cannot be described by a wide-scope existential quantifier. Fodor & Sag 
propose that the indefinite NP is interpreted either as a referring expression or as an 
existential quantifier. Like proper names and demonstratives, the referring expression is 
scopeless; i.e. it behaves as if it always had widest scope, as in (44b). The quantificational 
interpretation, as in (44a), must observe island constraint like other quantifiers and accounts 
here for the non-specific reading. 
 

(44) John overheard the rumor that a student of mine had been called before 
the dean. 

(44a) the rumor > there is a student  
(44b) a certain student > the rumor 
 

(45) John overheard the rumor that each student of mine had been called before 
the dean. 

(45a) the rumor > each student 
(45b) *each student > the rumor 

 
The theory makes a clear prediction: an indefinite is interpreted either as a referential term 
and always receives widest scope, or as an existential quantifier, whose scope is constrained 
by scope islands. We can now test this prediction on examples with two quantifiers as in (44) 
or (46). In both sentences, there are two quantifiers beside the indefinite, which stands in a 
scope island. According to Fodor & Sag’s theory, we would only expect a narrow scope 
reading on the existential interpretation and a wide-scope reading on the referential 
interpretation, but no intermediate reading. While judgements on intermediate readings are 
quite intricate, Farkas (1981) observed for examples like (46) that intermediate readings are 
often very natural. (46) has one reading (46a) according to which for each student there is one 
condition such that the student comes up with three arguments against the condition. 

 
(46) Each student has to come up with three arguments that show that some condition 

proposed by Chomsky is wrong. 
(46a) each student > some condition > three arguments 

 
The intermediate reading (46a) of (46) clearly states that even such a radical theory of 
ambiguity cannot exhaustively describe the flexibility of indefinite NPs.  

5.3 Discourse representation 
Discourse representation theories (Karttunen 1976, Heim 1982, Kamp 1981) assume that NPs 
are represented as discourse referents associated with their descriptive material (or as 
variables that are associated with sentences). So NPs do not refer directly to individuals but to 
discourse referents. The distinction between definite and indefinite NPs is that of familiarity: 
a definite expression receives a discourse referent that is linked to an already established 
discourse referent, while an indefinite receives a discourse referent that is not or cannot be 
linked. Discourse referents of indefinite NPs are always inserted into the current discourse 
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domain or box, while referential terms introduce their discourse referents in the main box. 
Kamp & Reyle (1993, 290) assume with Fodor & Sag that specific indefinite NPs are 
referring terms like proper names. “Specifically used indefinites act as referring terms, terms 
that are used to refer to particular things, whose identity is fixed independently of the context 
in which the term occurs.” Intermediate readings are represented by placing the discourse 
referent for the indefinite NP into some higher box – the exact rules for this are not given, nor 
do they state conditions that restrict this assumed flexibility. 
 Geurts (2002) explains specificity in terms of backgrounding. He assumes that 
“Background material tends to float up towards the main DRS.” Indefinite NPs are not 
ambiguous between a specific and non-specific reading; they always introduce variables and 
associated predicates. The predicates are inserted into the discourse structure according to 
their background status. This seems like another version of the scope theory discussed above, 
even though the predictions are somewhat different. 
 
To summarize, there have been basically two ways to model relative specific indefinites: In 
the pragmatic approach, domain restriction is used to produce a singleton set corresponding to 
the indefinite NP. In the lexical ambiguity view, choice functions are replacing a referential 
operator and they can depend on other linguistic expressions. Choice functions naturally give 
one individual to each set. However, here a lexical ambiguity between specific and non-
specific NPs are assumed. In the next section, I preset a unified approach. 
 

6 Specificity as referential anchoring 
My proposal has two main assumption: (i) indefinite NPs are translated into indexed epsilon 
terms, which are interpreted as choice functions, and (ii) they are indexed by a referential 
variable that must be anchored to another discourse item. The two assumptions are 
independent. If you do not like assumption (i), you can start from a more DRT-style 
representation of indefinites and implement assumption (ii) in this representation (this would 
lead to a theory similar to that of Farkas 1997). The contrast between a specific and a non-
specific indefinite can than be represented by the way the referential variable of the indefinite 
NP is anchored in the context. Specific indefinites are represented by anchoring the index to 
another (referential) expression, while the referential indices of non-specific indefinites are 
bound by either (modal) predicates (cf. Jackendoff 1972) or some other operators. 

6.1 Indefinites as indexed epsilon terms 
Following von Heusinger (1997, 2000) we represent indefinite NPs as indexed epsilon terms, 
as illustrated in (47). The epsilon operator is interpreted as a choice function that assigns 
one element to each set, as in (48) and (49): 
 

(47) a book: ix [book(x)] 
(48) || ix [book(x)]|| = (||condition||) 
(49) (||condition||) (||condition||) 

 
In other words, the  referent of an indefinite NP is found by the operation of selecting one 
element out of the set that is described by the description. The selection depends on the 
context in which the indefinite is located. This treatment is similar to that of discourse repre-
sentation theories (Heim 1982; Kamp 1981), where indefinites introduce new individual 
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variables or discourse referents. One of the main advantages of using choice function 
variables instead is that indefinites need not be moved or raised for expressing various 
dependencies. 

6.2 Referential anchoring 
The second assumption is that indefinite NPs must get a referential index, analogously to the 
temporal index. Enç (1986) has shown that the temporal index can be freely assigned to the 
indefinite. It is not restricted to the time of evaluation of the matrix verb, as illustrated in (50). 
Enç (1986, 423): “There does not seem to be any need for any constraints on the temporal 
arguments of nouns beyond the pragmatic ones.” 

 

(50) The fugitives are now in jail. 
 

I assume a referential argument (variable or index) for indefinites. This argument must be 
bound in some way. Often the argument is bound by the context or the speaker, yielding a 
wide-scope specific reading. However, we have also seen cases of non-wide-scope specific 
indefinites, as in (36)-(38). These examples can be represented in (51)-(53), where the index 
is anchored to another (referential) argument or discourse item:  
 

(51) The day before, Bennoi had said he would be prepared to sin in order to 
procure a rare booki. 

(52) and a monki who considers a horsei excellent 
(53) the reasons that could have driven a monki to kill a brother monki 

6.3 Specific indefinites as anchored epsilon terms 
Combining the two assumptions, we gain the following representation for (51). (51a) 
represents the relative specific reading, i.e. the reading according to which the referent of the 
indefinite depends on some other referential expression in the sentence, here Benno. (51b) 
represents the “absolute” specific reading, i.e. the reading according to which the referent 
depends on the speaker. Thus, this reading represents the classical intuition of “the speaker 
has in mind”. 

 
(51a) Said(benno,Would(Sin(benno, Procure(benno, bennox [book(x)])))) 
(51b) Said(benno,Would(Sin(benno, Procure(benno, speakerx [book(x)])))) 

 
We can analyze the readings of (52) as the non-specific reading (52a), and the two specific 
readings (52b) and (52c). In (52a) the index is bound by an existential quantifier in the scope 
of the negation – therefore, the indefinite has narrow scope with respect to the negation. In 
(52b) and (52c), the index is anchored to the speaker and to the subject of the sentence, 
respectively. In both cases the indefinite receives wide scope with respect to the negation.  
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(52) William didn’t see a book. 
(52a) ¬ i See(william, ix [book(x)]) 
(52b) ¬See(william, speakerx [book(x)]) 
(52c) ¬See(william, williamx [book(x)])) 

 
There is no difference between (52b) and (52c) in terms of scope. However, if we replace the 
subject with a quantifier phrase as in (43), repeated as (53), we get a different picture. (53a) is 
the representation for the relative specific reading, according to which the choice of the 
indefinite depends on the value for man, while (53b) is the representation for a speaker-
specific reading – here the indefinite has wide scope. 
 

(53) According to Freud, every man unconsciously wants to marry a certain 
woman. 

(53a) x [man(x)  want(x, marry(x, xy [woman(y)])] subject specific 
(53b) x [man(x)  want(x, marry(x, speakery [woman(y)])]  speaker 

specific. 
 
The same contrast can also be represented in the absence of any other operator, such as in 
(54). Even though the two representations result in the same scope behavior of the indefinite 
NP, they express a different referential anchoring relation of the indefinite. 
 

(54) A book is missing from the library. 
(54a) i missing_from( ix [book(x)], the_library)  non-specific 
(54b) missing_from( speakerx [book(x)], the_library)  specific 

 

7 Summary 
Semantic approaches describe specific indefinites either as referential expressions (similar to 
proper names or demonstratives), or as simple wide-scope indefinites. I showed on the basis 
of observations from Turkish and Spanish that not all specific indefinites fall under this 
characterization. Recent theories of specificity lead to a similar result: Specificity cannot be 
described in terms of wide-scope behavior or in terms of rigid reference. I argued that the 
reference of a specific expression depends on the “anchor” expression. Once the reference for 
the anchor is determined, the reference for the specific term is also determined, giving a 
specific reading of the indefinite. 
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AGENTIVE SELBST IN GERMAN* 

Daniel Hole 
Freie Universität Berlin 

Abstract 

This paper deals with the syntax and semantics of the German adverbial intensifying particle 
selbst/selber as in Paul hat seine Wäsche selbst gewaschen ‘Paul has done his washing himself.’ I 
will claim that selbst denotes the identity function, and that it takes the agentive Voice head pro-
posed by Kratzer (1996) as its semantic argument. This minimal semantics will be combined with 
standard assumptions about information structure to derive the specific contextual restrictions en-
countered with adverbial intensifiers. Section 1 prepares the ground for this analysis by presenting 
a similar account of adnominal intensifiers as in Paul selbst hat seine Wäsche gewaschen ‘Paul 
himself has done his washing’. The discussion of adnominal intensifiers adopts basic insights ar-
rived at by Moravcsik (1972), König (1991), Siemund (2000a) and Eckardt (2000). Section 2 con-
stitutes the main body of the paper. First some effort is made to tell apart adnominal from adver-
bial uses of intensifiers by using criteria that do not just rely on (surface) position. I will oppose 
Eckardt’s position that most adverbial intensifiers are interpreted like adnominal intensifiers; 
moreover I will note a close link between adverbial intensifiers and agentivity which justifies 
dubbing adverbial intensifiers “agentive intensifiers” (section 2.1). Tasks to be dealt with in the 
following are identified in section 2.2, at the same time previous proposals and categorizations are 
reviewed. Section 2.3 introduces the analysis in terms of Voice. 

1 Adnominal intensifiers 
In this section I will give a very brief survey of problems relating to the analysis of adnominal 
intensifiers, i.e. of expressions such as herself as in the queen herself. The research tradition 
will be exemplified by two different approaches.1 In the end I will adopt the general idea of 
Eckardt’s (2000) account which takes adnominal intensifiers to be lexicalizations of the iden-
tity function which interact with information structure in a standard way. Even though the 
present paper is mainly concerned with the analysis of adverbial intensifiers as in Gina baked 
the cake herself (see section 2), the discussion of the adnominal case will help us to pave the 
way for the parallel, albeit more complex, adverbial case. 

Let us start with the sentence in (1). 

(1) The artist herself will be present. 

This sentence is true in a situation in which the artist will be present (let’s say, at the opening 
of a sales exhibition), and with a single focus accent on herSELF it is felicitous only if there 

                                                 
* This paper was written in the context of a research project supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 
(Ko 497/5-1/2/3). I owe thanks to all the members of our stimulating research group, but Volker Gast, Insa Gül-
zow, Ekkehard König and Peter Siemund have clearly helped me most to sharpen the ideas underlying this 
work. The audience at Sinn und Bedeutung 6 was likewise very supportive. Daniel Büring and Hans-Heinrich 
Lieb have repeatedly taken a very helpful interest in the topics treated in this paper. Ruth Wishart has helped me 
with some of the English data. Mistakes are mine. 

1 In-depth reviews of previous proposals, and the relevant references, can be found in Siemund (2000a). 
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is some other referent in the discourse background with respect to which being present or not 
is under discussion or has been under discussion. But this is not the whole story yet, because 
such truth and felicity conditions likewise apply without the intensifier as in (1’). 

(1’) The ARTist will be present. 

In addition to merely relating to some other contextually salient referent, (1) is moreover felt 
to imply that the alternative referents must have “something to do” with the artist. Referents 
satisfying this additional condition may, for instance, be the paintings exhibited, or Mr. 
Bridges, the owner of the gallery where the exhibition of paintings is on show. 

Moravcsik’s (1972) proposal takes care of the truth conditional part of the utterance meaning 
of (1): Moravcsik may be read so as to mean that herself in (1) encodes the identity function. 
This function takes (the referent of) the nominal to which x-self attaches as its input, and 
yields the very same thing as its output. This leaves the truth conditions of (1) unaltered if 
compared to (1’). As it stands, this account will not allow us to derive the additional prelimi-
nary felicity condition stated above: why should a function whose essence it is not to make 
any difference induce a specific felicity condition that does make a difference to the effect 
that alternative referents must “have something to do” with the encoded referent? 

Recent work by König and Siemund (König 1991, König & Siemund 2000, Siemund 2000a) 
approaches the problem from the other direction. König and Siemund consider it a lexical 
property of adnominal intensifiers to characterize (the referents of) the nominals to which 
they attach as central with regard to other, peripheral alternatives (say, the paintings or the 
gallery owner as opposed to the artist in (1)). The nominals to which intensifiers attach are 
regarded as foci. The peripheral alternatives are independently related to by the focus-
background structure of sentences in which adnominal intensifiers occur. Much in keeping 
with the received view of information structure König and Siemund assume that by focusing 
part of a sentence alternatives to the focus value are considered. Since the focus is character-
ized as central, the alternatives are automatically characterized as peripheral. Returning to the 
sentence in (1), König and Siemund would thus say that herself focus-marks the artist, and it 
characterizes the artist as central with regard to salient (peripheral) alternatives such as the 
gallery owner or the paintings. 

This approach derives the relatedness intuition stated above with regard to the connection 
between the focus value and the alternative values in a natural way. Moreover it is theoreti-
cally not very costly because some lexically specific entity (the intensifier) interacts with an 
independently needed component of linguistic structure (information structure) to derive the 
specific felicity condition of the use of adnominal intensifiers. There are problems, however. 
As pointed out by Eckardt (2000), and by König & Siemund (1996) themselves, the prosodic 
patterns of utterances with intensifiers do not conform to expectations. It is usually held that 
foci should contain a focus exponent, i.e. a syllable with a specific accent (cf. Selkirk 1984, 
1995 or Schwarzschild 1999 for details). In (1) the alleged focus the artist is prosodically 
non-prominent, while the purported focus particle, the intensifier, bears a focal accent instead. 
Secondly focus particles, if immediately adjacent to their foci, do not generally follow their 
foci, whereas precisely this is the only option for English adnominal intensifiers, and the same 
holds true of many other languages. Thirdly, if adnominal intensifiers were focus particles, 
highly restricted readings should emerge if intensifiers are used as foci of other focus mark-
ers. For such a highly marked example with one focus marker (only) focusing another one 
(too) consider (2). 

(2) ?The artist will only come TOO. 
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No such marked structure results from having only interact with an adnominal intensifier, as 
witnessed by (3). 

(3) Only the artist herSELF will be present. 

The more natural assumption would appear to be the following: the intensifier, since it bears 
an accent, is in focus, but it is not a focus particle itself. Returning to Moravcsik’s proposal 
we may assume that the identity function, i.e. what is encoded by the intensifier, is in focus, 
thereby relating to contextually salient alternative functions that do not map the respective 
referent onto itself, but onto some other referent. This is illustrated in (4b) with respect to our 
old example, repeated here as (4a). 

(4) a. The artist herSELF will be present. 
 b. The identity function applied to the artist: 
  ID(the artist) = the artist 
 c. Alternative functions applied to the artist (varying with the context) 
  GALLERY-OWNER-OF(the artist) = Mr. Bridges 
  PAINTINGS-BY(the artist) = {Untitled, Still-life I, Still-life II, Figures,…} 
  … 

This is basically everything we need to account for the use of adnominal intensifiers. First, 
facts of prosody and facts of information structure have been reconciled: what is accented is 
also in focus. Second, we can explain the fact why the truth-conditions of sentences with or 
without adnominal intensifiers do not differ: the identity function does not influence the deno-
tation of its argument term, and hence no difference arises in terms of truth-conditions if (1) is 
compared to (1’). Third, the alternatives relating to the identity function are maximally unre-
stricted. The only formal property restricting the set of possible alternative functions must be 
such as to allow only functions as alternatives to the identity function that yield outputs of a 
type identical or similar to the input term. In terms of our example we would say that all kinds 
of relations between the artist and things and persons having something to do with the artist 
are possible alternative functions. A way to implement this restriction, and a formal statement 
of the whole idea of analyzing the meaning of adnominal intensifiers, may be found in Eck-
ardt (2000).2 For more details concerning adnominal intensifiers the reader is referred to 
König & Siemund (2000) or Siemund (2000a). For our purposes this quick introduction is 
sufficient, because the main emphasis in this paper is on the adverbial/agentive use of intensi-
fiers. I will turn to this use in the following major section. 

2 Adverbial intensifiers 
In this section I will deal with the syntactic and semantic analysis of intensifiers in non-
adnominal positions. Since only German adverbial intensifiers will be given a fully articulate 
analysis and since a solution for the English case will merely be sketched, I will use German 
data in this section.3 Two examples are given in (5). 

(5) a. Der Koch hat die Blaubeeren selbst gepflückt. 
  ‘The cook has picked the blueberries himself.’ 

                                                 
2 Cross-linguistic comparison shows that restrictions on the domain of the identity function play a role in many 
languages: often only referents of high animacy or a high social rank may interact with specific adnominal in-
tensifiers. 
3 Selbst and selber are free variants, with selber not being as frequent as selbst in written styles. In the following 
only selbst will be used, but all the examples in this paper are also fine with selber. 
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 b. Der Koch hat selbst schon mal Blaubeeren gepflückt. 
  ‘The cook has himself picked blueberries before.’ 

(5a) may roughly be paraphrased as The cook has picked the blueberries without any help, 
while (5b) expresses something like The cook, too, has picked blueberries before. Too-
readings as in (5b) will not concern us any further in this paper. There are very specific prob-
lems relating to this use of intensifiers, but I cannot deal with them here. The interested reader 
is referred to Edmondson & Plank (1978), Plank (1979), König (1991) or Siemund (2000a). 

2.1 Distinguishing adnominal from adverbial intensifiers 
A basic issue to be discussed before setting out for a treatment of adverbial intensifiers be-
comes apparent when we look at (6). 

(6) a. Der Koch selbst hat die Blaubeeren gepflückt. 
  ‘The cook himself has picked the blueberries.’ 
 b. Der Koch hat die Blaubeeren selbst gepflückt. 
  ‘The cook has picked the blueberries himself.’ 

Upon superficial inspection, (6a) and (6b) only seem to differ syntactically: in (6a) the inten-
sifier is adjacent to the nominal it agrees with in the English translation, while in (6b) it is 
maximally distant, or almost maximally distant, from it. Before we develop an analysis of 
adverbial intensifiers which differs from the account of adnominal intensifiers we must show 
first that (6a) and (6b) are not just syntactic variants with identical interpretations. This would 
appear to pose quite a problem because we know already that the denotation of the adnominal 
intensifier does not alter truth-conditions. In the analysis of adverbial intensifiers to be devel-
oped below this general fact will be maintained, and the account of adverbial intensification 
will only differ with respect to the argument the intensifier takes in semantics, or with respect 
to the adjunction site in terms of syntax. Therefore we do not expect the truth-conditions of 
(6a) and (6b) to differ, and all we are left with are facts of felicity. Or are we? It turns out that 
the argument can be put on a solid basis if we turn to a special class of verbs. A set of crucial 
examples is given in (7). 

(7) [It’s not just the poverty of the people from the mountains that has led to the cultural split…] 
 a. Die Menschen (selbst) teilen das Land (selbst) in zwei Teile. 
  ‘The people (themselves) divide the country into two parts (themselves).’ 
 b. Die Berge (selbst) teilen das  Land (#?selbst) in zwei Teile. 
  ‘The mountains (themselves) divide the country into two parts (#themselves).’ 

In (7) the verb teilen ‘divide’ is used in two different senses, one of them dynamic (as in 
(7a)), the other one stative (as in (7b)). Other verbs denoting the coming about or the exis-
tence of some opening or closure display the same kind of polysemy. Note that (7b) is not just 
stative, in the context in which it is used it is also interpreted as non-resultative (cf. Kratzer 
2000 on this class of verbs). (7a) is much like (6), and it is difficult to see whether switching 
from the adnominal to the adverbial use makes a real difference. (7b) is different. The use of 
the adverbial intensifier in this sentence yields a result that is infelicitous, if not uninter-
pretable (I am ignoring here the highly marked option of accommodating a personified read-
ing for die Berge ‘the mountains’). One more example of this kind is given in (8). 

(8) a. Die Polizisten  (selbst) versperren den Taleingang (selbst). 
  ‘The police (themselves) block up the entrance to the valley (themselves). 
 b. Der Gletscher (selbst) versperrt den Taleingang (#?selbst). 
  ‘The glacier (itself) blocks up the entrance to the valley (itself).’ 
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Contrasts as the ones in (7) and (8) are valuable; not only do they illustrate the absence of 
felicitous readings for adverbial intensifiers in some cases, they also give us a hint at what 
triggers (in-)felicity in this domain. The verbs in the contrasting sentences stand in a system-
atic and predictable relationship of polysemy to each other, and therefore the infelicity trigger 
must be among the features setting apart the different verb readings. This situation weakens 
the position of those who deny a more general difference between adverbial and adnominal 
intensifiers (cf. Eckardt 2000). The notion which I want to tie adverbial intensifiers to is agen-
tivity. It is easily seen that the sentences in (7) and (8) which allow for adverbial intensifiers 
have agent arguments, whereas the b-sentences do not. That dynamicity (as opposed to agen-
tivity) cannot be the distinguishing feature is demonstrated in (9). 

(9) Nicht nur die Einnahmen der Firma, die Firma #(selbst) wuchs mit jedem Tag (#?selbst).  
 Not just the company’s receipts, the company #(itself) grew bigger (#?itself) every day. 

If dynamicity alone were the licensing factor, adverbial selbst in (9) should be fine, because a 
dynamic, though non-agentive, eventuality is encoded. 

To present my analysis of adverbial intensifiers in German I will proceed as follows.4 I will 
first state some recurrent properties of sentences or utterances with adverbial intensifiers. 
These properties should follow from an adequate theory of adverbial intensification. In the 
same sub-section (2.2) I will discuss previous proposals and demonstrate why they are not 
fully satisfactory. I will then move on to develop my proposal for an analysis of agentive in-
tensifiers: the agentive intensifier of German is analyzed as denoting the identity function 
which takes the agentive Voice head as its argument. To understand this approach we will 
have to review Kratzer’s (1996) theory of a functional Voice projection first (2.3.1). We will 
then apply this proposal to the German case (2.3.2). Section 2.3.3 offers solutions to the tasks 
that have been stated in 2.2. 

2.2 Tasks and previous proposals 
In the light of the preceding discussion the most obvious task for us is to say what precisely 
establishes the link between certain readings of adverbial intensifiers and agentive predicates. 

Another very general, albeit subtle, observation to be made if utterances with agentive inten-
sifiers are considered against the background of competing well-formed utterances with ad-
nominal intensifiers is the constructional diversity of contexts in which agentive intensifiers 
occur. (11) assembles a collection of appropriate contextual alternatives (i.e. of members of 
the p-set of (10) in Rooth’s 1985 terms), each of them involving a different construction that 
is more complex than the general constructional make-up of the sentence with the agentive 
intensifier in (10). 

(10) Hannes hat sein Auto selbst gewaschen. 
 ‘John washed his car himself.’ 
(11) a. Hannes hat sein Auto in einer Werkstatt waschen lassen. 
  ‘John had his car washed in a garage.’ 

                                                 
4 I am reluctant to adopt König and Siemund’s terminology for the adverbial intensifier investigated here. They 
call this use “adverbial-exclusive”, a term that is both suggestive and appropriate for many examples. It is not 
entirely satisfactory, though, in view of sentences such as I built this house myself. This sentence does not have 
to mean that nobody has helped me to build the house, it just excludes the possibility that I had the house built 
without me lifting a finger. Applied to this case the term “exclusive” is not a one hundred percent fit. While 
“adverbial-exclusive” may not be the ideal solution, Eckardt’s term “assistive use” is a misnomer. For obvious 
reasons, I prefer the term “agentive intensifier”. 
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 b. Hannes hat seinen Sohn gebeten, sein Auto zu waschen. 
  ‘John asked his son to wash his car.’ 
 c. Hannes’ Auto ist in einer Werkstatt für ihn gewaschen worden. 
  ‘John’s car was washed for him in a garage.’ 
 d. Hannes’ Sekretär hat sein Auto gewaschen. 
  ‘John’s secretary washed his car.’ 

(11a) is an example of a causative construction delivering the contextual alternative of the 
agentive intensifier, (11b) involves a control construction, and (11c) is a passive sentence. 
The overall structure of (11d) is just like that of (10), but the subject argument is complex if 
compared to the subject of (10). What all alternatives have in common is that Hannes is 
somehow involved in the event of car-washing, even though his involvement may be quite 
loose or indirect. In terms of information structure this means that both some involvement of 
Hannes and the VP of (10) are part of the background. König & Siemund (1996) and Siemund 
(2000a) are well aware of the fact that appropriate contexts of sentences with agentive inten-
sifiers are diverse. They hold that with agentive intensification, too, the subject/agent argu-
ment is contrasted with alternative subject/agent arguments, and they regard the maximal af-
fectedness or “centrality in a situation” of the agent argument as the core notion to account for 
the diversity of contextual embeddings. Centrality in a situation may be instantiated in differ-
ent ways, Siemund (2000a) claims. In his analysis relevant instantiations are the possessor 
relation, the responsibility relation, the beneficiary relation, or the relation of being adversely 
affected. In this vein, Hannes in (10) may be argued to be central in the situation of his car 
being washed because he owns the car, and he benefits from its being washed. The section on 
adnominal intensification has shown that the centrality intuition in that domain can elegantly 
be reduced to the identity function and its interplay with alternative functions related to via 
information structure, and I will aim at a similar trade-off in the case of agentive intensifica-
tion as well. Apart from König’s and Siemund’s semantic analyses, few other accounts of 
agentive intensifiers go beyond the statement of some rather unspecific function of discourse 
structuring (Girke 1993, Kibrik & Bogdanova 1995, Kemmer 1995). 

With one exception to be addressed below, Eckardt denies the existence of specific agentive 
intensifiers. She argues that pertinent examples with intensifiers in adverbial positions only 
differ syntagmatically, while the interpretations remain unchanged if compared with sen-
tences with intensifiers that are adjacent to the nominals they “belong to”. Discussing a Ger-
man example analogous to the one in (12), Eckardt states that the only reason why the intensi-
fier is used in an adverbial position here is to allow a reading with wide focus on selbst ge-
malt ‘painted himself’. 

(12) Hannes hat das Bild [SELBST gemalt]f. 
 ‘John painted the picture himself.’ 

The wider focus, she argues mutatis mutandis for her parallel example, relates to a set of al-
ternative sentences with predicates other than gemalt ‘painted’ such as the German equiva-
lents of had (it) painted, got (it) as a gift or bought. The problem with this analysis is that 
Eckardt predicts the fact of the picture being a painting not to be part of the background of 
(12). This is clearly inadequate, as the following argument shows. Imagine a context in which 
two people are discussing the provenance of a picture they have seen in John’s house. One of 
them asks (13Q). The other one knows that the picture is not really a painting, but rather a 
photograph that looks like a painting. If he replies by using (13A), this is not fully coopera-
tive. 

 (13) Q:  Hat Hannes das Bild selbst gemalt? 
 ‘Q: Did John paint the picture himself?’ 
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 A: Nein, er hat es geschenkt bekommen. 
 ‘A: No, he got it as a present.’ 

The reply in (13A), with the speaker knowing about the picture being a photograph, is deceiv-
ing, because the speaker ought to cancel the wrong presupposition on the part of the person 
asking the question, namely that the picture was painted. If this is so, Eckardt’s focus projec-
tion as delimited by her bracketing in (12) must be given up in favour of the correct bracket-
ing in (14). 

(12’) Hannes hat das Bild [SELBST gemalt]f. 
(14)  Hannes hat das Bild [SELBST]f gemalt. 
 ‘John painted the picture himself.’ 

Eckardt identifies one sub-use of adverbial intensifiers for which she assumes a separate lexi-
cal entry. Her example is given in (15). 

(15) Adrian fand den Weg zum Bahnhof selbst. 
 ‘Adrian found the way to the station himself.’ 

Eckardt correctly points out that (15) does not relate to alternative sentences with other peo-
ple finding the way in Adrian’s stead, but rather to alternative sentences in which other peo-
ple help Adrian to find his way. She therefore proposes the following interpretation for “assis-
tive” intensifiers. 

(16) e x(ASSIST(x,e)) 

This amounts to the meaning of a prepositional phrase such as without anybody’s help in 
natural language. The picture Eckardt draws thus looks as follows: all adnominal intensifiers 
and all adverbial intensifiers that do not have to be read as without anybody’s help are ana-
lyzed alike. Those cases of adverbial intensifiers that are only paraphrasable as without any 
help have a separate lexical entry. There are two things that are unsatisfactory about this pro-
posal. First, I have shown above that Eckardt’s account of why her alleged adnominal intensi-
fier is used in an adverbial position in (12) is probably wrong. We thus do not know why an 
intensifier that is claimed to be basically adnominal is used in an adverbial position. Second, 
Eckardt spends some polemic effort on the discussion of competing accounts that distinguish 
several readings of intensifiers. She is particularly concerned with König’s and Siemund’s 
idea of giving a separate treatment to agentive intensifiers. However, what she presents in-
stead is, from the point of view of form-meaning correspondences, less convincing than pre-
vious accounts. As regards König and Siemund, one may basically say that all adnominal 
intensifiers are treated alike, and that all adverbial intensifiers (except for the ones with the 
too-readings) receive a uniform treatment. Eckardt claims that a uniform treatment of every-
thing is to be preferred, but in the end a somewhat accidental number of sentences, namely 
those that require a reading of the without-any-help type, is given a separate treatment within 
the large class of adnominal-or-adverbial intensifiers. 

Browning’s (1993) proposal for a treatment of agentive intensifiers comes closer to the type 
of analysis aimed at in this paper. Browning claims that the sentence in (17a) is interpreted as 
(17b). 

(17) a. Mary wrote this memo herself. 
 b. Mary(agent) wrote this memo(patient) & her = (agent) 

She thus states that agentive intensifiers are redundant emphasizers of the fact that the agent 
participant in a sentence is really the agent participant. At the same time she assumes the 
word herself in (17a) to have syntactic structure such that her- saturates one of two valency 
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positions of -self. The crucial notion in her account is Higginbotham’s (1985) theta-
identification, a device that allows an open theta-position in one predicate to be linked to an 
open theta-position in another predicate. -self is analyzed as the second predicate alongside 
write, and the argument -self takes, i.e. her- in (17a), is restricted to an interpretation with the 
same theta-role as the subject of wrote. Browning’s account is tailored to fit the English case, 
but it is not general enough to be applied cross-linguistically. Many languages have agentive 
intensifiers with no morphological, let alone syntactic, structure, and a general account should 
not be limited to a single language. Moreover, the analysis is not fully explicit in terms of 
semantic compositionality. Thirdly, Browning does not pay attention to the interplay of agen-
tive intensifiers with information structure. As a result, it remains unclear why speakers 
should bother to use such a highly redundant expression which only states that the agent role 
has not been assigned erroneously. Still, Browning’s proposal is very close to the approach 
that I want to defend in the following, and together with Browning I believe that agentive 
intensifiers basically say that the agent participant of a predicate is really the agent partici-
pant. The challenge will be to derive this meaning at a low theoretical cost, to show its appro-
priateness in all the relevant contexts, and to provide an explicit account in terms of (the in-
terplay of) syntax and semantics. The following general facts should follow from it without 
any extra assumptions: 

(i) both the subject and the VP of a sentence with an agentive intensifier and a single nu-
 clear stress on the intensifier are necessarily part of the background (cf. (12)-(14)); 
(ii) alternative sentences display a large structural/constructional diversity (cf. (10)/(11); 
(iii) non-agentive predicates are barred from interacting with agentive intensifiers (cf. (7)-
 (9);  

2.3 An analysis in terms of Voice 
In this section I will develop an account of agentive intensifiers in which Kratzer’s (1996) 
Voice phrase plays a crucial role. The guiding intuition will be that agentive intensifiers in 
German do not relate (a sentence) to alternative agent referents, but rather to different rela-
tions that might hold between the subject referent of the asserted sentence and its predicate. 
Quite pre-theoretically, this intuition may be expressed as in (19) in order to cover the case in 
(18). 

(18) Hannes backt den Kuchen selbst. 
 ‘John bakes the cake himself.’ 
(19) a. Assertion: 
  John RELSUBJECT/AGENT the-baking-of-the-cake 
 b. Alternatives: 
  John RELNON-SUBJECT/NON-AGENT the-baking-of-the-cake 

(19a) states that John stands in the subject/agent relation to the event of cake-baking, while 
(19b) states that John stands in some relation to the event of cake-baking which is not the 
subject/agent relation. Quite impressionistically again, we want to say that all possible con-
textually salient alternatives to (18) should conform to the general pattern in (19b): there is a 
certain relationship between John and a presupposed event of cake-baking, but John is not the 
agent of the event of baking in the alternative sentences. A large variety of alternative sen-
tences may be subsumed under this pattern. A small selection is given in (20), with the 
specific instantiation of RELNON-SUBJECT/NON-AGENT printed in capital letters. 

(20) a. John HAS HIS MOTHER bake the cake. 
 b. The cake is baked FOR John BY HIS MOTHER. 
 c. John BUYS THE CAKE FROM A BAKER’S SHOP (WHERE A BAKER baked it YESTERDAY). 
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This list is reminiscent of the list of alternatives to (10) in (11). As above, alternative sen-
tences (or contextually salient sentences) are structurally diverse, and in (20b) and (20c) the 
relations between John and the cake-baking are of a heavily discontinuous and non-
encapsulated kind. Still, I claim that our account must be liberal enough to allow for some-
thing like the relation BUYS-A-CAKE-FROM-A-BAKER’S-SHOP-WHERE-
YESTERDAY-A-BAKER(x, did y) holding between an x, namely John, and the doing of 
something, namely bake it/the cake in (20c). This liberal side to the account will be derivative 
of general assumptions about information structure. But before elaborating on this, let us turn 
to the semantico-syntactic side of the problem: what is the syntactic position of agentive in-
tensifiers, and what do they denote? I will discuss each question in separate sub-sections. The 
answers that I will propose are the following: agentive intensifiers are identity functions 
which take phonetically empty heads of Voice phrases as their arguments. The Voice head 
encodes the agent relation holding between subject referents and agentive eventualities. Apart 
from its syntactic plausibility the analysis in terms of the Voice head will have one major ad-
vantage: it takes the agent relation to be represented as a constituent. This allows us to have 
another element – the identity function – interact with the agentive relation as a syntactic con-
stituent while leaving the subject constituent unaffected. To prepare the ground for this solu-
tion we will have to familiarize ourselves with the design of Kratzer’s theory of subject sev-
erance and of Voice implementation. This will be the goal of the immediately following sec-
tion. 

2.3.1 Kratzer’s subject severance, or external arguments do not exist 
Kratzer (1996) does not treat subjects of agentive predicates as arguments of verbs, but rather 
as arguments of an agentive Voice head above VP.5 As a consequence, transitive verbs are 
analyzed by Kratzer as having a single argument slot for participants (plus another one for the 
event variable), while intransitive activity verbs have none. A very general argument in fa-
vour of severing the external argument from the verb in this way comes from data discussed 
by Marantz (1984): particular object classes often impose special readings onto verbs, but 
subjects never, or hardly ever, do. Consider the VP’s in (21) (Kratzer 1996: 114). 

(21) a. kill a cockroach 
 b. kill a conversation 
 c. kill an evening watching TV 
 d. kill a bottle 
 e. kill an audience (i.e., wow them) 

Depending on the class of object referents (living beings, incidents of verbal interaction, time 
spans, etc.), different meanings are triggered for kill. No such effects arise with respect to the 
external argument of kill: in no case will the choice between different subjects in the subject-
verb strings Mary killed… or The school killed… determine the specific meaning of kill. Krat-
zer also shows that this behaviour can (pace Bresnan 1982 or Grimshaw 1990) not be made to 
follow from the higher position of subjects as opposed to objects in the structure. 

                                                 
5 This does not just set Kratzer’s analysis apart from traditional views. Current syntactic accounts in mainstream 
generative grammar assume subjects of transitive verbs to be arguments of so-called light verbs that are usually 
phonetically empty (cf. Hale & Keyser 1993, Chomsky 1995). These light verbs are lexical in nature, whereas 
Kratzer’s Voice head is a functional category. See pp. 116-119 in her paper for arguments in favour of the func-
tional phrase analysis. Dowty’s (1979: 110ff) DO-predicate is also similar, especially in the alternative proposal 
made on p. 118, but, again, it is a lexical element, and not a functional category. 
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Semantically, the following is assumed in Kratzer’s (extensional version of the) theory. (23a) 
and (23b) give the denotations that Kratzer provides for the VP and for the Voice head of 
(22), respectively. The type of each expression is given in parentheses.6 

(22) John bakes the cake. 
(23) a. (the cake bake)* = es[bake(the cake)(e)] (<s,t>) 
 b. Agent* = xe es[Agent(x)(e)] (<e,<s,t>>) 

The expression bake the cake thus only needs to have its event variable bound by an existen-
tial quantifier, and then it will be an expression of type <t>, i.e. it will have a truth-value (in 
natural language this would amount to There is an event of cake-baking). The Agent head of 
the Voice phrase, on the other hand, is of a clearly incompatible type: it needs to combine 
with an expression denoting an individual before it can combine with an expression denoting 
an eventuality to yield a truth-value. However, the VP and the Voice head are to combine in 
Kratzer’s calculus, and therefore a special mechanism different from Functional Application, 
namely Event Identification, is needed.7 Event Identification works as illustrated in (24). 

(24)        f      g          h 
 <e,<s,t>>  <s,t>   <e,<s,t>> 
         xe es [f(x)(e) & g(e)] 

Event identification takes functions f and g as inputs to yield a function h. Function f is of the 
type of our agentive Voice head, g is of the VP type. The result is an expression of the type of 
the Voice head, and the event variables of f and g must denote the same eventuality, i.e. the 
agent introduced by the Voice head in (22) is sure to be the agent of the baking event. Ap-
plied to our example Event Identification delivers the following: 

(25)       f          g               h 
 <e,<s,t>>     <s,t>        <e,<s,t>> 
 xe es [Agent(x)(e)] es [bake(the cake)(e)]   xe es [Agent(x)(e) & bake(the cake)(e)] 

The result is a function from individuals to a function from eventualities to truth-values. If 
now the agent argument is introduced in the next step, and the event variable gets existen-
tially bound, we get an interpretation as in (26a). A natural language version is provided in 
(26b). 

(26) a. es [Agent(John)(e) & bake(the cake)(e)] (<t>) 
 b. There is an event in which John is the agent, and this event is an event of cake-baking. 

(26b) looks like a truth-conditionally licit paraphrase of what the sentence John bakes the 
cake means. As far as the semantics goes, Kratzer’s subject severance can thus deliver what 
we need. But what does the syntax look like? Specifically, where exactly in the tree does the 
agent argument enter the composition procedure, and how does this interact with the existen-
tial quantification of the event variable? Kratzer’s answers are as follows. She assumes quite 
generally that complements are base-generated in the specifier positions of those projections 
whose heads require them as complements. Specifically, the direct object is base-generated in 
SpecVP, and consequently the agent argument is base-generated in SpecVoiceP. She further-
more assumes together with current syntactic theorizing that some functional head immedi-
                                                 
6 The asterisk in final position is used by Kratzer as a denotation functor. 

7 Kratzer does not elaborate on this, but I consider this costly assumption to be justified because of its general 
applicability in a neo-Davidsonian semantics: it allows one “to chain together various conditions for the event 
described by a sentence” (op. cit.: 122). 
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ately above VP assigns or, in Minimalist terms, checks accusative case under government. In 
this theory government is defined in such a way that the object argument can only be assigned 
case/have its case feature checked if it moves to the (VP-)specifier position immediately be-
low that functional head. Kratzer identifies this head with her Voice head, and Voice thus has 
the double function of introducing the agent argument, and of assigning/checking accusative 
case. Is there any evidence for those far-reaching claims? A nice area to illustrate the empiri-
cal coverage of Kratzer’s reasoning is the grammar of gerunds, because gerunds vary with the 
portion of the verbal projection that has been nominalized – with verbal projection taken in a 
broad sense here so that functional heads above V may be included. For this reason we expect 
to find differences regarding gerundial nominalizations including or excluding VoiceP’s. 
Kratzer herself discusses gerunds at length, and I will repeat the gist of her argument not just 
to back up her analysis, but also to prepare the ground for some crucial evidence concerning 
agentive intensifiers to be presented below (see section 2.3.4). 

It is common to distinguish three kinds of gerunds in English grammar, which Kratzer dubs 
ofing, possing, and accing, respectively. One example each is given in (27). 8 

(27) a. I remember his rebuilding of the barn. 
 b. I remember his rebuilding the barn. 
 c. I remember him rebuilding the barn. 

In our context, the most important thing to be said about these different kinds of gerunds is 
the bi-conditional link between the assignment/checking of accusative case and the agentive 
interpretation of the argument immediately to the left of the respective gerund. The case of 
the accing in (27c) does not require much discussion: the accusative case of the object nominal 
goes along with a necessarily agentive subject interpretation of him. This is just as predicted 
by Kratzer if we assume that the gerundial construction in (27c) contains at least a VoiceP, 
because one and the same agentive Voice head brings along the subject argument in its speci-
fier position, and it makes it possible for accusative case to occur on the object nominal. Now 
turn to the possing-gerund in (27b). Again the barn is the direct object, and it thus has accusa-
tive case. At the same time the agent argument is case-marked as a possessive nominal, but 
still its interpretation may only be that of the agent argument in the gerundial event. The co-
occurrence of a necessarily agentive interpretation of his in (27b) and of accusative case in 
the object nominal the barn once more speaks in favour of assuming that at least a VoiceP has 
been nominalized, because agentive Voice heads and VoiceP’s are claimed by Kratzer to do 
precisely this: create an argument position for agent arguments, and assign/check accusative 
case. The really interesting case is (27a). The object of rebuild is not marked as accusative. 
We would therefore say that some constituent below VoiceP, a VP or a V, has been nominal-
ized, accusative case cannot be assigned/checked, and the object of rebuild must be appended 
as an of-phrase. Within our present assumptions this forces us to deny that his in (27a) is nec-
essarily interpreted as denoting an agentive referent, since not being able to assign/check ac-
cusative case entails the non-creation of a slot for an agent argument. This is not immediately 
evident in (27a), but a comparison of (28a) and (28b) can help us decide the case. 

(28) a. I remember this year’s collecting of money[, but I can’t remember last year’s]. 
 b. ??I remember this year’s collecting money. 

(28a) is a normal thing to say if the collecting procedures of an annual welfare campaign are 
discussed. The genitive in the ofing-gerund of (28a) may be taken to denote some general re-
                                                 
8 The interested reader may wish to peep ahead to (36), data that demonstrate the syntactic wiring of agentive 
intensification most clearly. 
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latedness relation available for this case. Not so in (28b). This sentence is incomprehensible 
unless we manage to fantasize a personification of “this year” which is able to collect dona-
tions. The observed difference in interpretational possibilities between the genitives in (28) is 
precisely the predicted truth-conditional import of nominalizing an agentive VoiceP in (28b), 
as opposed to a mere V(P) in (28a). For more details concerning Kratzer’s proposal the reader 
is referred to her original work and to Kratzer (forthcoming). From the perspective of our 
present research task, namely providing an analysis of agentive intensifiers, we now have 
everything at hand that we need to tell a very simple story. 

2.3.2 Agentive intensifiers, the identity function, and Voice 
In view of the emphasis that has been put on Kratzer’s agentive Voice head notion, the pro-
posal to be made here will hardly be a surprise: agentive intensifiers still denote the identity 
function, but instead of adjoining to nominals as in the adnominal case they adjoin to Agent 
heads of VoiceP’s. What the identity function in focus will do for us in this position is the 
following. In terms of denotation, nothing changes: if one maps the Agent head onto itself, 
nothing will happen. But focusing the identity function does make a difference, because con-
textually given alternatives to the identity function will be functions that map the Agent head 
onto functions different from the Agent head. I generally assume that the logical type of the 
alternative functions is kept sufficiently similar to still supply an argument positions for the 
agentive Voice head. The result of applying the alternative functions to the Voice head will 
still be functions that minimally have an argument slot for an event and at least one more ar-
gument slot for what is the agent referent in the asserted sentence. At the same time nothing is 
predicted about the thematic role of this referent in the alternative sentences. I claim that this 
is the basic plot to account for the meaning and the distribution of agentive intensifiers, and 
that the complexities of their behaviour fall out from this general mechanism. 

Let us first see what this analysis amounts to in formal terms. Agentive selbst must be of a 
modifier type which does not alter the type of the category to which it adjoins: it must be of 
type <<e,<s,t>>,<e,<s,t>>>, i.e. a function from the type of Voice heads into the type of 
Voice heads (cf. (23b) above). 

The calculation of the meaning of Voice’ (i.e the node dominating Voice and VP) in (29a) 
will then proceed as in (29b).9 

(29) a. [Voice’ selbst [VP den Kuchen back-]] ‘bake the cake oneself’ 
 b. Calculating the denotation of the VP 
  back-* = xe es[bake(x)(e)] 
  (den Kuchen)* = the cake 
  (den Kuchen back-)* = es[bake(the cake)(e)] 
 c. Calculating the denotation of the Voice head from Voice0 and the adjoined identity function 
  Agent* = xe es[Agent(x)(e)] 
  selbstagt* = r<i,<v,t>>[ID(r)]10 
  (selbst Agent)* = xe es[ID(Agent(x)(e))] = xe es[Agent(x)(e)] 
 d. Calculating the denotation of Voice’ 
  ((Agent)(den Kuchen back-)) = xe es[Agent(x)(e) & bake(the cake)(e)] 
  from (29b) and (29c) by Event Identification 

                                                 
9 I consider the fact that definite object nominals will usually be scrambled to the left of agentive intensifiers a 
phenomenon with no significance for our computation. 

10 r is a variable ranging over agentive Voice heads. 
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What we see is that the denotation of selbst den Kuchen back- ‘bake the cake oneself’ is iden-
tical to that of the VoiceP den Kuchen back- ‘bake the cake’ (cf. (25) above), and this is pre-
cisely what we want, since John bakes the cake himself and John bakes the cake only differ in 
terms of felicity conditions, but not in terms of truth-conditions. The subject argument only 
enters the semantic composition in SpecVoiceP, i.e. immediately above Voice’ where it is, 
according to Kratzer’s general assumptions, inserted. The calculation of the denotation of 
VoiceP from the denotations of SpecVoiceP and Voice’ is done in (30). 

(30) Calculating the denotation of VoiceP 
 Hannes* = Hannes 
 selbst Agent den Kuchen back-*  = xe es[(ID(Agent))(x)(e) & bake(the cake)(e)] 
           = xe es[Agent(x)(e) & bake(the cake)(e)] 
 Hannes selbst Agent den Kuchen back-* = es[(ID(Agent))(John)(e) & bake(the cake)(e)] 
              = es[(Agent)(John)(e) & bake(the cake)(e)]11 

Whenever the identity function occurred in (29c/d) and (30) I have equated the resulting term 
with a term lacking the identity function. This must be possible if the identity function is 
truth-conditionally inactive. 

When we turn to the information-structural side of agentive intensifiers, simply dispensing 
with the identity function is not possible. I stated above that the notation in (19) (repeated 
here as (32)) is a way to capture on a very intuitive level the kind of alternatives that are re-
lated to by (18) (repeated here as (31)). 

(31) Hannes backt den Kuchen selbst. 
 ‘John bakes the cake himself.’ 
(32) a. Assertion: 
  John RELSUBJECT/AGENT the-baking-of-the-cake 
 b. Alternatives: 
  John RELNON-SUBJECT/NON-AGENT the-baking-of-the-cake 

We are now in a position to be more specific about the content of RELSUBJECT/AGENT. The 
Agent Voice head is what we were looking for, and it has the required properties, as I will try 
to demonstrate in an informal way. Recall from the discussion in section 2.2 above that we 
needed a somewhat non-standard relation holding among subject referents and VP’s: the sub-
ject and the VP should be presupposed or part of the background, but without the subject ref-
erent necessarily being in the background as the agent of the event encoded by the VP. The 
reason why we needed this was that alternatives to sentences with agentive intensifiers will 
always have in their backgrounds the involvement of the subject referent of the asserted sen-
tence into the eventuality encoded by the VP, but without taking as given that the asserted 
agent referent is also the agent referent in the alternative sentences. Standard theories about 
the integration of subjects into predications cannot deliver this, because a subject will be just 
another argument of the verb, and the existential closure of the complete proposition will al-
ways include the subject argument. In other words: it will be impossible, or very difficult, to 
structurally reflect a non-presupposed relationship between subject referents and V(P)’s as we 
need it in the case of sentences with agentive intensifiers, while never allowing such a rela-
tionship between V’s and objects. Kratzer’s Voice theory delivers us the tools to match our 
information-structural intuitions with a syntactically and semantically explicit representation. 
After existential closure, agentive VP’s denote the existence of eventualities without making 
reference to subject arguments: the existentially bound VP of (31) reads as There is an event 

                                                 
11 Recall from above (cf. (26)) that the event variable only gets bound above VoiceP. 
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of cake-baking. The way the agent/subject argument is integrated into the sentence in Krat-
zer’s theory may be paraphrased as (There is an event of cake-baking,) and John stands in the 
agent-relationship to this event. If now we add the agentive intensifier, i.e. the identity functi-
on, to the agent-relationship, we get the paraphrase in (33), and paraphrases of some possible 
alternative sentences in (34) (cf. our old alternative sentences in (20)). Note that alternatives 
to the identity function in focus take the agent head as an argument, and thus alternatives to 
the agentive head are only indirectly arrived at. It is not the case that alternatives to the 
agentive head are considered directly. (35) is a -categorial representation of the focus-
background structure of (31). 

(33)  There is an event of cake-baking, and John stands in the agent-relationship, and not in a non-agent-
  relationship, to this event. 
(34) a. There is an event of cake-baking, and John stands in some non-agent relationship to this event, viz. 
  in the relationship of having his mother be the agent in this event. 
  (John has his mother bake the cake.) 
 b. There is an event of cake-baking, and John stands in some non-agent relationship to this event, viz. 
  in the relationship of being the beneficiary of this event, in which his mother is the agent. 
  (The cake is baked for John by his mother.) 
 c. There is an event of cake-baking, and John stands in some non-agent-relationship to this event, viz. 
  in the relationship of having bought the cake from a baker’s shop (where a baker baked it yesterday). 
  (John buys the cake from a baker’s shop (where a baker baked it yesterday).) 
(35) P [Hannes P(AGENT) backt den Kuchen], selbst 

Admittedly, the alternative sentence in (34c) is not among the most straightforward ones that 
may come to mind, but it serves to show that there is, in principle, no limit to the complexity 
of the alternative involvement of the asserted agent into the eventuality of the alternative sen-
tences: all the thematic roles that have ever been claimed to exist are possible candidates, and 
any complex ad-hoc involvement into an eventuality likewise is. 

2.3.3 Tasks resolved 
So far, only points (i) and (ii) of our check-list at the end of section 2.2 have been given an 
answer. The subject argument, the VP of sentences with agentive intensifiers, and some rela-
tion between the two, form the background because only the identity function is in focus 
(item (i)). Actually, we should be more precise now and say that the subject argument, the 
VP, the agentive Voice head, and some relation between the asserted subject argument and 
the Voice head is presupposed. Note that this only means that good contrasting sentences will 
have to have agentive predicates, but it does not mean that what is the agent in the assertion 
must be an agent in the contrasting sentence. Alternative sentences are structurally diverse 
(item (ii)), because linguistic realizations of alternative relationships between asserted subject 
referents and VP denotations may be structurally highly diverse. 

We have not dealt with (iii) yet. Without being able to fully answer the question why adver-
bial intensifiers of the kind discussed here only occur in sentences with agentive predicates, I 
can at least restate it in more precise terms. In the light of our present theory the question now 
is why the identity function may only take the agentive Voice head as its argument, but no 
other head integrating other thematic roles that one may think of. While a precise answer to 
our question may be possible if it is couched in a fully articulate theory of thematic-role as-
signment, I will only mention some plausible hints. First, cross-linguistic data and language 
acquisition both tell us that the agent role has a special status in grammar and cognition which 
sets it apart from all other thematic roles. Agentivity is encoded in early stages of child lan-
guage (Budwig 1989, Gülzow 2001), and it has been shown that linguistic representations of 
an agentive involvement into eventualities are acquired before those representations encoding 
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other modes of involvement. It should thus come as no surprise if the special status of agen-
tivity were reflected in some mechanisms only being available to agentive structures. The 
cross-linguistic correlate of the importance of agentive involvement into eventualities has to 
do with the subject status of specific nominals. It has long been known that the bundle of pro-
perties usually attributed to subjects (cf. Keenan & Comrie 1977) may vary from language to 
language. One result of this line of research has been that in languages in which the patient or 
theme argument of transitive predications has many subject properties (ergative languages), 
some syntactic processes are still sensitive to the agent argument. We thus find ergative 
languages with syntactic processes only applying to agents, but we do not know of a single 
accusative language in which reflexivity is consistently triggered by co-reference with the 
patient or theme arguments. As said above, this does not explain the combinatorial limitations 
of adverbial intensifiers, but we are now in a position to see that if such limitations exist, we 
will expect the agent role to be opposed to all other roles. Finally it should be noted that the 
whole class of subject (or rather: agent) oriented adverbs such as ambitiously, carefully, de-
liberately etc. are all restricted in a similar way. Again, while this does not explain anything, 
it demonstrates that agentive relations have a special status within grammar and that the com-
binatorial options of other elements may be restricted to agentive elements or relations.12 

2.3.4 Agentive intensifiers and the syntax of nominalizations 
This analysis may deliver the desired results, but are there any syntactic arguments to support 
it? Let us return to English once more before tackling the German case. Recall from above 
that we may distinguish three kinds of gerundial constructions in English, ofing-gerunds, pos-
sing-gerunds, and accing-gerunds, and it is in the domain of gerundial constructions where my 
proposal concerning the adjunction site of agentive intensifiers receives some support. We 
know from above that possing-gerunds and accing-gerunds as in (27b) and (27c) are opposed to 
ofing-gerunds as in (27a) in being able to assign/check accusative case, and in forcing an agent 
interpretation onto the arguments immediately to the left of the ing-form. Now turn to the 
grammaticality pattern that results from adding the agentive intensifier to each type of gerund 
as illustrated in (36). 

(36) a. I remember his rebuilding of the barn (*himself). 
 b. I remember his rebuilding the barn (himself). 
 c. I remember him rebuilding the barn (himself). 

This pattern supports the idea that agentive intensifiers attach to (some site within) VoiceP’s, 
and above VP’s, because their use is only grammatical in those gerunds that contain a 
VoiceP. 

Parallel data for German are not as easy to come by because German gerundial or infinitival 
nominalizations do not play as big a role as their English counterparts. Still, an analogous 
argument relying on different kinds of nominalizations is possible; cf. (37). 

(37) a. Ich habe ihn gestern selbst (schnell) Lebensmittel einkaufen sehen.13 
  ‘I saw him buy groceries quickly himself yesterday.’ 
 b.  Ich habe gestern sein selbst (schnell) Lebensmittel Einkaufen gesehen. 
  ‘I saw his buying groceries quickly himself yesterday.’ 

                                                 
12 For a functional-phrase approach to agent-oriented adverbs cf. Morzycki (2000). 

13 In AcI-constructions with the main verb in sentence-final position, the past participle of sehen ‘see’ is identi-
cal to the infinitive, and the common past participle form gesehen is not used. 
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 c. Ich habe gestern sein (*selbst) (schnelles) (Selbst-)Einkaufen von Lebensmitteln gesehen. 
  ‘I saw his quick (?self-)buying of groceries (*himself) yesterday.’ 

Stylistically, (37b) and (37c) are among the disfavoured German sentences, to say the least, 
but this does not affect our argument, because they are clearly possible, and the point to be 
demonstrated completely aligns itself with the English data. The use of agentive selbst is pos-
sible in AcI-constructions as in (37a); it is also possible with nominalizations of the predicate 
that still assign/check accusative case (cf. (37b)); but it is ungrammatical as soon as accusa-
tive case is not assigned/checked anymore as in (37c). (The manner adverb schnell ‘quickly’ 
in (37a/b) and the respective attribute in (37c) help us to tell adverbial selbst apart from selbst 
as part of a compound.) By analogy with the argument for English we may thus assume that a 
VoiceP is part of the AcI-construction in (37a) and the nominalization in (37b), and that no 
VoiceP is part of the nominalization in (37c). However, the use of selbst is marginally possi-
ble if it is attached directly to the nominalized form. I take this to be a clear instance of word-
formation not to be dealt with in our context. 

3 Conclusions 
It has been the aim of this paper to show that the difference between adnominal and agentive 
adverbial intensifiers in German does not just constitute an option within surface syntax, but 
also among different loci of interpretation in semantics. While both adnominal selbst and ad-
verbial selbst always denote the identity function, they may take different semantic argu-
ments: DP’s in the adnominal case, Voice heads in the adverbial case. I have shown that these 
rather economical assumptions, supplemented by standard ideas concerning information 
structure, allow us to derive the contextual restrictions imposed on the use of agentive intensi-
fiers. 
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Abstract

In this paper we propose to use the structure provided by issues in a dialogue context to
model the notion of awareness, which can then be used to account for (some aspects of) the
problem of deduction. The resulting properties of awareness correspond to intuitions in the
literature.

1 Introduction

In recent theories of questions and answers, a dialogue for cooperative information exchange
can be specified as a process of raising and resolving issues (Groenendijk 1999). Just like a
proposition models the content of an assertive utterance, a so called issue models the content of
a question. And just like we accumulate factual information in dialogue, we keep track of the
current issues or questions under discussion (Ginzburg 1995). The issues in a dialogue context
provide structure: they indicate how detailed the distinction among possible worlds must be for
the current purposes of the dialogue. Issues can be raised explicitly by asking a question or
by the use of contrastive focus, or implicitly by introducing a new topic, which triggers issues
about the identity of the topic, or by inference from the current task (Hulstijn 2000).

One of the drawbacks of a possible worlds semantics for knowledge or belief is the so called
problem of deduction (Stalnaker 1984). In some versions, it is known as the problem of logical
omniscience (Fagin et al. 1995, ch 9). Because the set of beliefs of an agent is closed under
deduction, the agent will automatically believe all consequences of its beliefs. The problem is
then how to explain that the conclusion of a deductive reasoning process can be informative.
We can solve this dilemma if we drop the assumption that agents are perfect reasoners; they are
considered to be resource bounded. Reasoning steps take time and effort. If these resources are
insufficient, the agent will not have reached the conclusion by the time the resources run out.
This approach is taken in recent theories of belief revision (Wasserman 1999). However, the
approach requires an explicit mental computation model of agents.

A more general solution makes use of the concept of awareness. An agent is aware of some
knowledge or belief, when its truth is actively considered. Consider the following example.
You know that Clinton is taller than me. After all, you can see that I am of average height,
and from television footage you know that Clinton is tall. So in none of the worlds you con-
sider possible I will be taller than Clinton. So you know that Clinton is taller than me, but
you only became aware of it, because the issue was brought up just now! Awareness can be
formalised in a modal logic of belief, which separates explicit from implicit belief (Fagin and
Halpern 1988). As suggested by Fagin and Halpern, awareness can be accounted for by dif-
ferent sources. They mention awareness by perception (Barwise and Perry 1983), versions of
resource boundedness (Simon 1955; Wasserman 1999), distributed awareness among multiple
agents with divergent areas of expertise (Fagin et al. 1995) or different contextually dependent
domain models (Levesque 1984).
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In this paper we propose to use the issues in a dialogue context to account for awareness. In
this way, we can explain how raising an issue will make agents aware of implicit beliefs. Addi-
tionally, it may explain why asking a question can be relevant, even though the corresponding
issue could already be inferred from the general task or dialogue topic. Moreover, it provides a
semantics for attitudes like wonder or doubt, that have an issue as their complement. The paper
is therefore structured as follows. After explaining the idea of raising and resolving issues in
section 2, we define a logic for issues and awareness in section 3. The logical properties of the
resulting notion of awareness are examined in section 4. The adequacy of these properties is
discussed in section 5.

2 Raising and resolving issues

Before we can explain awareness by issues, we must first explain how issues are raised. We
make the following assumptions. The dialogue context is modelled in a very abstract way: by
the information contained in it. The context resembles a version of the common ground, estab-
lished on the basis of public information about the domain, the task and about what was said.
One can think of the context as the information state of an objective observer monitoring the
dialogue. We abstract over differences between the information states of speaker and addressee.
Crucially, the dialogue context consists of data structured by issues. The data corresponds to
the facts known by the dialogue participants. Structure comes in many forms. Surface aspects
of utterances like word order and intonation convey how new information relates to information
already present in the dialogue context. Also the topics addressed in a dialogue and the appar-
ent task of the speaker can trigger issues to be raised. The main idea of the model is that these
different types of structure can be captured by a single mechanism, issues, because they share a
distinction among possible alternative ways of resolving the issue.

First, an issue can be expressed by an explicit question. We have strong intuitions about what
counts as an answer to a question. Each answer is an alternative way of resolving the issue.
A question is associated with a question relation: an expression that specifies a ‘gap’ in the
information of the asker. The answerer is invited to fill that gap. For example, the question
relation of ‘Whom does John love?’ is given by the following lambda abstract: λx

�
person

�
x � �

love
�
john � x � � . In this case any description of a set of persons loved by John would count as

an answer: ‘nobody’, ‘Mary’, ‘Mary and Sue’ or ‘the girls with red hair’. The dialogue act of
asking a question requires some sort of response. ‘I don’t know’ or ‘Why do you ask?’ are not
genuine answers, but are possible responses.

Second, the surface form and intonation of an utterance often indicate what a speaker takes to
be the relevant issue. Rooth’s (1992) alternatives semantics for focus is similar to a semantics of
questions and answers. The element in focus is used to resolve an issue, which is presupposed
by the word order or intonation contour. For example, if a child complains ‘No, I don’t want
a red bike!’ the apparent issue in that context is the colour of the bike. The child selects the
answer ‘not red’ from other alternatives.

Third, dialogue topics provide a different kind of structure. The topic of a dialogue segment
specifies the object, possibly abstract, that the segment ‘is about’. A topic suggests a hierarchical
topic space of related objects and attributes. The value of an attribute may not always be known.
As new topics are introduced, unknown attribute values trigger new issues to be discussed.
Consider the opening of a fairy tale: ‘Once upon a time there was a little prince.’ This makes us
curious. Who is this prince? What is going to happen to him? Exactly which issues are raised
depends on the genre of the text or the dialogue type.
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Finally, for task oriented dialogues the dialogue structure depends partly on the task structure.
The task domain defines which objects are available as potential topics and how they are related.
The underlying activity and the goals of the dialogue participants determine what would count
as a coherent contribution to the dialogue. Participants consider which plans or actions are
available to accomplish the task. In order to choose the most appropriate action often more
information is needed. Different actions have different preconditions. So a decision problem as
to which action to take, triggers an issue about the truth of the preconditions. Often such issues
will then be asked explicitly. For task oriented dialogues we can explain when asking a question
is relevant (Hulstijn 2000).

Thus we can picture a dialogue for information exchange as a process of raising and resolving
issues. Obviously, issues may also be ‘lowered’: as the task progresses or as the topic shifts,
other issues may become relevant. Ginzburg (1995) and subsequent implementations of his
theory in the Trindi project (Traum et al. 2000), therefore treat the ‘questions under discus-
sion’ as a data-structure like a stack or a prioritised queue. Operations on this queue provide
a (very crude) model of cognitive processing during dialogue. Typically, issues which are not
re-activated will after some time be replaced by more salient issues. In this paper however we
assume that issues are either raised or not. Once raised the only way to get rid of them, is to
resolve them by factual information.

3 A Logic for issues and awareness

The logic combines a modal logic of explicit and implicit belief (Fagin and Halpern 1988) with
an update semantics of questions and answers (Groenendijk 1999; Hulstijn 2000). The seman-
tics makes a distinction between propositions, expressing the content of an assertive utterance or
attitude, and so called issues, representing the content of an interrogative utterance or attitude.
Just like propositions are modelled by a set of possible worlds, issues are modelled by either
a partition of a set of possible worlds, or equivalently by an equivalence relation over a set of
possible worlds. The intuition is that each ‘block’ in the partition corresponds to an alternative
way of resolving the issue.

Because we are interested in the logical properties of awareness, we will restrict to a proposi-
tional language in this paper. The language is defined in three stages. Language L0 extends a
propositional language with modal operators � for implicit belief, � for explicit belief, � for
awareness and � for the attitude of wondering. Language L1 introduces an operator ‘?’ for
interrogatives. Note that � takes an issue as its complement. The operators � � � and � express
assertive attitudes, which take a proposition. Sequences of assertive or interrogative utterances
are combined by sequential conjunction ‘;’.

Definition 1 (Syntax L0 � L1 � L)
Given a vocabulary P � � p � q � � � � � define
L0 : ϕ :: � p 	 
 ϕ 	

�
ϕ � ψ � 	

�
ϕ � ψ � 	

�
ϕ � ψ � 	 � ϕ 	 � ϕ 	 � ϕ 	 � χ (proposition)

L1 : χ :: � ?ϕ (issue)
L : ζ :: � ϕ 	 χ 	

�
ζ;η � �

p  P ; ϕ � ψ  L0; χ  L1; ζ � η  L � (sequence)

The semantics of L0 is based on a Kripke model M � � W � R � V � where W is a set of possible
worlds and V a valuation function. Since differences between worlds must be expressible in
the language, we identify each world w with an assignment V

�
w � of truth values to atomic

expressions from P . The semantics of � and 
 are standard. The semantics of � and � can
be defined in terms of these:

�
ϕ � ψ � � 


�

 ϕ � 
 ψ � and

�
ϕ � ψ � � 


�
ϕ � 
 ψ � . We assume
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a transitive, serial and Euclidean epistemic accessibility function R to model implicit belief of
some agent. This gives a logic of KD45 for operator � . The semantics of � � � and � will be
dealt in the subsequent sections1.

Definition 2 (Satisfaction ( � � ))
Given a model M as above, define for each ϕ � ψ � L0

M � w � � p iff V
�
w � �

p � � 1
�
p � P �

M � w � � � ϕ iff M � w
�

� � ϕ
M � w � �

�
ϕ � ψ � iff M � w � � ϕ and M � w � � ψ

M � w � � � ϕ iff M � v � � ϕ � for all v 	 w� v 
 � R

If needed, the language can be extended to a predicate logical language with substitution. The
vocabulary P contains sentences R

�
c1 � � � � � cn � , where R is a predicate symbol and ci a constant.

Now ?love
�
john � mary � expresses the issue whether John loves Mary; � taller

�
clinton � author �

expresses the explicit belief that Clinton is taller than me; � ?taller
�
clinton � author � that the

agent is wondering whether Clinton is taller than me, and � taller
�
clinton � official � that the agent

is aware that Clinton is taller than some official. Add variables and clauses � xϕ and � xϕ to L0.
Formulas of the form ? �xϕ are added to L1 to express wh-issues, where �x is short for a sequence
of zero or more distinct variables. For example ?xy

�
love

�
x � y � � expresses the issue ‘who loves

whom’. Definition 2 is extended with the clause: M � w � � � x
�
ϕ � iff M � w � � ϕ � a � x  , substituting

x for some constant a. As usual we define � x
�
ϕ � � � � x

�
� ϕ � . Think of a world w combined

with a substitution θ as a so called ‘epistemic possibility’ wθ, which plays the same role as a
possible world in the framework.

3.1 Information states

In general, an update semantics makes use of information states to model the information of
an agent. As the dialogue progresses, new information is added. Information states σ � 	 S � I 

monitor two aspects of information: data and structure. The data set S contains the worlds
considered possible by the agent given its current beliefs. The issue structure is represented by
an equivalence relation I . Two worlds are I -related whenever they are indistinguishable with
respect to the facts that are currently ‘at issue’. In other words, they agree on all their answers to
the ‘questions under discussion’. Initially, all worlds are indistinguishable. As more issues are
raised, the sets of indistinguishable worlds or ‘blocks’ in the partition become more constrained.

Formally, an update system is a tuple 	 Σ � 0 � 1 � � � � � � 
 . Here Σ is a set of information states.
The initial information state 0 expresses total ignorance. It consists of the whole logical space
W as data set and the universal relation over W as issue structure. The inconsistent or absurd
information state 1 is modelled by an empty data set: no worlds are compatible with inconsistent
information. It’s issue structure does not matter: each equivalence relation over W is allowed.

Definition 3 (Information states (Σ � 0 � 1))
Given a set of possible worlds W , define
Σ � � 	 S � I 
 � S 	 W ; I 	 W 
 W refl, sym, trans  (information states)
0 � 	 W � W 
 W 
 (initial state)
1 � 	 � � R 
 � for any R 	 W 
 W refl, sym, trans (absurd state)

1If needed, we can model the attitudes of separate agents by distinguishing for example � a  � a  � b etc, for agents
a  b etc. These are then related to specific accessibility relations Ra  Rb etc. in the model.
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The relation � represents an information order on states: σ � τ whenever τ contains at least
as much information as σ. Because more information means less possibilities or less indistin-
guishable pairs, the information order is modelled by the subset relation on both S and I .

Definition 4 (Information order ( � ))
For � S1 � I1 � � � S2 � I2 � � Σ define � S1 � I1 � � � S2 � I2 � iff S1

�
S2 and I1

� I2.

The update function � � � maps information states and formulas onto new information states. We
write σ � ζ � for the result of updating σ with a formula ζ. An update with a proposition ϕ restricts
S to those worlds that are compatible with ϕ. An update with an issue ?ϕ on the other hand
eliminates all pairs of worlds that do not agree on their answer to the question ‘whether ϕ’.
Because of the use of ‘iff’, relation I nicely remains an equivalence relation.

Definition 5 (Update function ([.]) )
For each σ � � S � I � � Σ � ψ � L0 � ?ϕ � L1 and ζ � η � L define

� S � I � � ψ � � � � v � S � M � v � � ψ � � I �
� S � I � � ?ϕ � � � S � � � v � w � � I � M � v � � ϕ iff M � w � � ϕ � �
� S � I � � ζ;η � � � S � I � � ζ � � η �

Note that propositions do not affect the issue structure I , and that issues do not affect the infor-
mation set S. In other versions of the logic (Groenendijk 1999; Hulstijn 2000) both aspects are
modelled by a single equivalence relation I , which remains restricted to worlds in S. However,
in this paper we want to separate an agent’s private beliefs S from public issues I . An issue
may remain under discussion, even though a particular agent has already resolved it. It is useful
to have a notation for the set of worlds that satisfies a proposition. Given a model M, define

� � ψ � � M � � v � M � v � � ψ � . For issues we define � � ?ϕ � � M � � � v� w � � M � v � � ϕ iff M � w � � ϕ � , the
indistinguishability relation induced by ?ϕ. Reference to a model M will often be dropped.

In a predicate logic version, the clause for issues would be: � S � I � � ? �xϕ � � � S � � � v � w � � I � M � v � �
ϕ � �a � �x � iff M � w � � ϕ � �a � �x � � for all �a such that M � u � � ϕ � �a � �x � with u � S. It eliminates all pairs
of worlds which do not agree on the issue, using substitutions which are considered possible
with respect to S. We can also define the indistinguishability relation over epistemic possibilities
wθ. In that case we get blocks corresponding to different values of variables.

As is clear from definitions 4 and 5 each update results in an increase of information. Revisions
or contractions have not been analysed in this model. Typically, it holds that 0 � σ � σ � η � � 1
for arbitrary σ � Σ and η � L . This can be shown by induction. For propositions S � � � ψ � � � S and
for issues I � � � ?ϕ � � � I . Sequential conjunction is then dealt with by the induction hypothesis.
It indicates that this update semantics for issues does not differ much from the logic of questions
that can be found in Groenendijk and Stokhof (1996).

3.2 Support and entailment

For each update system there exists a support relation ‘ � ’ stating which formulas are ‘sup-
ported’ or ‘accepted’ by an information state. It is defined by means of a fixed point: a formula
is supported by an information state, whenever an update with it will not increase the informa-
tion. Note that this holds for interrogatives and assertions alike.

Definition 6 (Support ( � ))
Information state σ supports utterance ζ � L , σ � ζ � whenever σ � ζ � � σ �
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Because � is anti-symmetric, the ‘increase of information’ result discussed above makes the
definition stronger. In fact σ � ζ iff σ � ζ � � σ.

We define a non-standard notion of entailment based on support. A sequence of utterances
conforms to a valid argument, when, after having applied the premises in the right order to an
arbitrary information state, the conclusion is supported.

Definition 7 (Entailment ( � � ))
ζ1; � � � ;ζn � � η iff σ � ζ1 � � � � � ζn � � η, for any σ � Σ.

Because the notion of support works both for interrogatives and assertions, the same holds
for entailment. Issues can appear both as premises or as conclusion. This gives four possible
combinations. First, a proposition entailing another proposition is the usual case. In this version
of the logic, entailment behaves as in proposition logic. So ϕ � � ψ when � � ψ � � M � � � ϕ � � M. Second,
an issue entails another issue, ?ϕ � � ?ψ, when each solution to ?ϕ counts as a solution to ?ψ. By
definition 4, 5 this means that � � ?ψ � � M � � � ?ϕ � � M. In other words, the partition induced by ?ϕ is
the same or more fine-grained than that induced by ?ψ. Example (1) illustrates such a logical
dependency between issues. The question whether to bring an umbrella or not, depends on
what the weather forecast is like: ?x

�
forecast

�
x � � � � ?bring

�
umbrella � . Therefore B’s question

is considered a relevant response. Although it does not resolve A’s issue, it does contribute to it.

(1) A: Shall I bring an umbrella?
B: What was the forecast like?

Third, in the logic an issue cannot entail a proposition. In definition 5 the effect of interrogatives
is confined to the issue structure and propositions only affect the data. In natural language how-
ever, interrogative utterances may add information by means of presupposition accommodation.
All definite expressions mentioned in the question, as well as presuppositions induced by factual
verbs or other lexical connotations restrict the data set S. Presupposed material, indicated by the
∂ symbol, can be dealt with by a special kind of ‘cautious’ update (Beaver 1996). It only takes
place in case the resulting information state remains consistent: σ � ∂ψ � � σ � ψ � if σ � ψ � �

� 1 � un-
defined otherwise. Moreover, in a predicate logic version, presuppositions may bind variables,
adding their possible values to the information state.

(2) Is the king of France bald? ∂
� � !x � king of france

�
x � � ; ?bald

�
x �

Fourth, a proposition cannot entail an issue. However, assertive utterances do trigger issues to
be raised. We discussed focus-ground constructions, the introduction of a topic or a task, which
may introduce or presuppose issues. Such expressions must be translated to explicit issues in the
logical language. Thus, both propositions and issues may be presupposed (Groenendijk 1999).
The child’s utterance discussed in the introduction can for example be translated as follows.

(3) I don’t want a red bike! ∂
� � x bike

�
x � � want

�
x � ; ?y colour

�
x � y � � ; �

�
y � red � .

3.3 Resolution

We model a dialogue as a process of raising and resolving issues. Raising issues is modelled
by interrogative updates. But what about resolution? Earlier, we used the metaphor of an issue
as a set of alternatives. Now roughly an issue is said to be resolved, when only one alternative
remains open. An issue is partially resolved, when at least one alternative is removed, as a result
of considering the information. To express this we introduce some notation. An equivalence
relation R over some set A generates equivalence classes � a � R for a � A, which form a partition
called the quotient set A � R � � � a � R � a � A � .
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An information state σ is said to resolve an issue ?ϕ, written σ
�

?ϕ, when its data set entails
one of the equivalence classes induced by the issue. Resolution can also be taken as the basis
for a kind of entailment. A sequence of propositions ψ1; � � � ;ψn is said to resolve ?ϕ, written as
ψ1; � � � ;ψn � � ?ϕ when an arbitrary σ updated with ψ1; � � � ;ψn resolves ?ϕ in the earlier sense. In
practice we will use the fact that ψ � � ?ϕ iff � � ψ � � M � W � � � ?ϕ � � M. Note that for all tautologies and
inconsistencies ψ we have � � ?ψ, because trivial issues, which separate possible from logically
impossible worlds, are resolved by any answer.

Definition 8 (Resolution (
�

))
Information state σ � � S � I � resolves ?ϕ � σ

�
?ϕ � iff S � V for some V � W � � � ?ϕ � � �

Definition 9 (Resolution ( � � ))
ψ1; � � � ;ψn � � ?ϕ iff σ � ψ1 � � � � � ψn �

�
?ϕ � for arbitrary σ � Σ �

An issue is said to be partially resolved in some information state, when at least one of the
blocks in the partition is eliminated by the data set. This notion can be used to define a technical
account of relevance, as in definition 11 below. A proposition is called relevant in context,
when it partially resolves some non-trivial issue in the context (Hulstijn 2000). As we discussed
above, an issue may be called relevant, when there is a logical dependency relation that relates
it to some existing issue in the context, which will indirectly help reduce the partition. If the
weather forecast is already known in example (1), A’s question is answered. If it is not known,
B’s question gives a hint where to look for the answer. Note that such a response only makes
sense if the participants are not yet aware of this dependency.

Definition 10 (Partial Resolution)
Information state σ � � S � I � partially resolves ?ϕ when for some U � W � � � ?ϕ � � , there is no
V � S � � � ?ϕ � � such that V � U .

Definition 11 (Relevance)
Proposition ψ is relevant to issue ?ϕ, when σ � ψ � partially resolves ?ϕ, for arbitrary σ � Σ.
Issue ?ψ is relevant to issue ?ϕ, when for all ψ � such that ψ � � � ?ψ, σ � ψ � � partially resolves ?ϕ,
for σ � Σ.

According to the above notion, any inconsistent proposition is relevant: it reduces the partition.
There is nothing to stop the speaker from being over-informative. Groenendijk (1999) defines a
constraint that does just that: licensing. An utterance is licensed when it does not provide more
information than is required for current purposes. This corresponds to the second clause of
Grice’s maxim of quantity (Grice 1975, p 45 ). How much information is required, is specified
by contextual issues. This means that updates should proceed ‘block wise’. If some worlds are
eliminated, all worlds that are indistinguishable with respect to the current issues, should also
be eliminated.

Definition 12 (License)
Proposition ψ is licensed with respect to issue ?ϕ, when for all σ � � S � I � � Σ such that σ � ψ � �

� S � � I � � it holds that if v � S then for all w such that � v � w � � � � ?ϕ � � � v � S � iff w � S � .

Now you may ask if issues can or must be licensed too? We might say that an issue is licensed
in case it is relevant to some general issue in the context, and its typical answers are licensed.
However, that would mean that given the initial dialogue topic or issue, no other issues may
be raised. This is only true of a very restricted set of dialogue types, such as interrogations or
examinations.
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3.4 Implicit belief

To continue with our account of awareness we must link implicit belief and information states.
The link is based on the following observation. Because of the KD45 properties of R , the set
of worlds that are accessible from some world w by R forms a set S

�
w � (Fagin et al. 1995, p

62). This set models the implicit beliefs of our observer agent in world w, which can act as
the data set of an information state. Similarly, the issues of our agent in w are modelled by
an indistinguishability relation I

�
w � . From now on a model M is defined as M � � W � σ � V � ,

where for each w we have σ
�
w � � � S

�
w � � I

�
w � � , such that S

�
w � � � v � � w � v � � R � and I

�
w � is

an equivalence relation over W .

� �

��

�

�σ � v � � σ � w � � ?ϕ � � ψ �σ � w �

question(?ϕ); assert(ψ)

vw

Figure 1: Utterances and information state updates

As the dialogue progresses the world changes. This is depicted in figure 1. After an sequence of
events, for example a question ?ϕ followed by an assertion ψ, the information state of an agent
in world w must be updated accordingly. So σ

�
w � becomes σ

�
v � � σ

�
w � � ?ϕ � � ψ � . We can now

show that the notion of implicit belief and of support in update semantics coincide.

Proposition 1 (Implicit belief and support)
For each ϕ � L0 the following holds: M � w � � � ϕ iff σ

�
w � � ϕ 	

Proof: Suppose M � w � � � ϕ, so M � v � � ϕ for all v such that � w� v � � R (def 2), which are in fact
all v � S

�
w � . Therefore � v � S

�
w � � M � v � � ϕ � � S

�
w � itself, and because ϕ only affects the data

(def 5) � S
�
w � � I

�
w � � � ϕ � � � S

�
w � � I

�
w � � � σ

�
w � itself, so σ

�
w � � ϕ (def 6).

We assume that models M guarantee correct updates. That means that agents are assumed to be
cooperative in the sense that they take over all issues raised by other dialogue participants, and
trusting in the sense that they update with all propositions asserted or implied by assertions of the
other participants. Obviously, to model dialogue proper we would need to distinguish between
speakers, addressees and overhearers, and make sure addressees only update if the information
is compatible with what they knew or otherwise revise, and if so indicate this by some positive
acknowledgement. Speakers or overhearers only update their version of the common ground
if the utterance has been grounded by means of some acknowledgement from the addressee
(Clark and Schaefer 1989). We realise that in general, correctness is too strong an assumption
to make. Typically, dialogue participants display strategic behaviour. They may have private
reasons for only pretending to accept what was said, without actually updating their information
states. However, we believe that the correctness assumption does make sense for grounded
utterances observed by an objective observer, who models what participants ought to do in a
cooperative information exchange. For other participating agents or for other types of dialogue
like debates or negotiations, these assumptions must be replaced by weaker update procedures.
McBurney and Parsons (to appear) use such update rules to model the commitments expressed
by utterances of participants in a debate.
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3.5 Explicit belief

Following Fagin and Halpern (1988) we characterise the notion of explicit belief as implicit
belief plus awareness.

Definition 13 (Explicit Belief ( � ))
For each w � W � ϕ � L0 define M � w � � � ϕ iff M � w � � � ϕ and M � w � � � ϕ

This leaves us to characterise awareness. To study the properties of awareness, Fagin and
Halpern introduce an awareness set A

�
w � , which contains the formulas that an agent is ac-

tively aware of in w. The � operator can then be defined as follows: M � w � � � ϕ iff ϕ � A
�
w � .

It is quite crucial to their approach that the awareness set is characterised syntactically.

Rather than mixing syntactic and semantic approaches, Konolige (1986) suggests a purely de-
ductive approach to modelling belief sets. This can be used to study the explicit beliefs of an
agent that is resource bounded. The agent may not able to calculate the deductive closure of its
beliefs before its resources run out. Such a procedural notion is syntactic by nature. For exam-
ple, Wasserman (1999) defines a syntactic notion of relatedness between formulas. Groups of
largely interrelated formulas typically form clusters, or topics. Such clusters often do remain
closed under logical consequence. On the other hand, an agent may never realise the logical
consequences of combining unrelated parts of its tacit knowledge.

Other notions of awareness can be studied too. The perceptual situations of Barwise and Perry
(1983) can be understood as partial possible worlds; the agent is not aware of all the distinctions
made in a world. This partiality is motivated by the limited nature of perception. Below we
will compare these situations with a suggestion of Levesque (1984), who restricts worlds to a
limited vocabulary P , making them partial. Another interesting form of awareness is based on
the distribution of knowledge and expertise among agents in a network. Although the agents
together might have some information, they are not aware of this until they have communicated
the information. See for example Fagin et al. (1995).

In the terminology of Konolige (1986), one could say that the deductive approaches to belief use
awareness as a derivator. By contrast, we apply awareness as a filter; it separates explicit from
implicit belief. The structure of issues raised in a dialogue is used as a source of awareness. An
agent is said to be aware of proposition ϕ in case it is considering an issue ?ϕ2. We could define
an awareness set in the style of Fagin and Halpern: A

�
w � � � ϕ � σ

�
w � � ?ϕ � . However, since

issues are a semantic notion, there is no need for a syntactic awareness set in our approach.
Therefore we define the semantics of � directly in terms of issues.

Definition 14 (Awareness ( � ))
For each w � W � ϕ � L0 define M � w � � � ϕ iff σ

�
w � � ?ϕ 	

The motivation for this approach comes from several sources. Consider again the Clinton ex-
ample. By asking ‘Is Clinton taller than me?’ I force you to consider the alternative answers
(yes, he is taller; no, he is not taller; you are of equal height) or responses ( I don’t know).
This mechanism shows the feasibility of what might be called a ‘Socratic dialogue’ in which a
subject learns or discovers what she knew all along, guided by the questions of a teacher. So
at least part of the function of a question is to make agents aware of certain facts. A similar
conclusion was made on the basis of example (1), where B’s question indicates awareness of
the dependency between the weather forecast and whether to take an umbrella or not.

2When an agent is considering ?ϕ it will be aware of both the positive and the negative answers, ϕ and � ϕ. See
proposition 2.
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In all the examples discussed so far there is a separation between background and foreground.
Raising an issue brings certain tacit distinctions to the foreground. It is an interesting empirical
question how this mechanism may be used to account for linguistic data about the focus-ground
distinction. The similarity between the semantics of questions and the alternatives semantics of
focus (Rooth 1992) indicates that this is a fruitful way to go. In example (3) the issue of the
colour of the bike provides a background against which the scope of the negation can be decided.
A different way to apply the foreground-background distinction, is by relating recently raised
issues to the topic of the dialogue (Van Kuppevelt 1995). Roughly, the topic can be seen as the
object that an utterance, or larger dialogue segment, is about. The topic is usually contrasted
with the comment: that part of the utterance or segment that raises new issues, or provides new
or contrasting information about the topic. We could define the topic therefore as the (set of)
objects that re-occur in each of the alternative solutions to an issue. So the topic is what remains
invariant over the possible answers to a question. As such, it is similar to the presupposition of
a question.

3.6 Wondering and knowledge-wh

As an additional benefit, our approach provides a semantics for attitudes that take issues as their
complement, such as considering, wondering or doubting. As a sample we define the attitude of
wondering, expressed by � . We say that Sherlock is wondering who did it, when he is actively
considering that issue.

Definition 15 (Wondering ( � ))
For each model M, world w and issue ?ϕ � L1 M � w � � � ?ϕ iff σ

�
w � � ?ϕ

There is a direct relation between awareness and wondering: M � w � � � ?ϕ iff M � w � � � ϕ.
Also other attitudes can be accounted for in this way. Attitudes like ‘knowing who, what or
whether’ are called resolutive because their complement needs to be resolved (Ginzburg 1996).
We can only say that Sherlock thinks he knows who did it, when he has information that re-
solves the issue: M � w � � � ?ϕ iff σ

�
w � �

?ϕ. To make it knowledge, this information must
be correct with respect to the current world of evaluation. If we define explicit knowledge-
that by M � w � �

�
ϕ iff M � w � � � ϕ and M � w � � ϕ, then explicit knowledge-wh is defined by

M � w � �
�

?ϕ iff M � w � �
�

ψ and ψ � � ?ϕ. Because in general both ϕ � � ?ϕ and � ϕ � � ?ϕ we can
derive that knowledge-that implies knowledge-wh, but not the opposite.

4 Properties

A number of logical properties of awareness can be derived from the nature of issues. The prop-
erties discussed in this section are taken from the literature on awareness (Fagin and Halpern
1988; Huang and Kwast 1991). For some types of awareness, they are judged to be desirable.

4.1 Closure under negation

The first property states that awareness must be closed under negation. If � ϕ then also � � ϕ.
This property does indeed hold for our issue related notion of awareness. If I am aware of one
alternative solution to an issue, should be aware of the other alternatives too.
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Proposition 2 (Closure under Negation)
Awareness is closed under negation. If M � w � � � ϕ then M � w � � � � ϕ.
Proof. Suppose M � w � � � ϕ. By definition σ

�
w � � � S

�
w � � I

�
w � � � ?ϕ. Because of definition 5, 6,

I
�
w � � � � u � v � � M � u � � ϕ iff M � v � � ϕ � . Because of ‘iff’ I

�
w � � � � u � v � � M � u

�
� � ϕ iff M � v �

� � ϕ �
and because of ‘ � ’ (def 2) I

�
w � � � � u � v � � M � u � � � ϕ iff M � v � � � ϕ � . So we have σ

�
w � � ? � ϕ

again, and M � w � � � � ϕ (def 14). �

The proof is not based on characteristics of σ, so we can show that in general ?ϕ � � ? � ϕ and vice
versa. Please note that in natural language a question and its negative counterpart are usually
not equivalent. Consider ‘Are you married?’ and ‘Are you unmarried?’. Such formulations have
different answers 3.

4.2 Closure under conjunction

Another property for awareness notions is closure under conjunction. If you are aware of two
issues separately, you must be aware of their combination.

To shorten the proofs we introduce the following notation: ϕw means M � w � � ϕ and ϕw means
M � w �

� � ϕ. Worlds w and v are said to agree on ϕ, written w � ϕ v, when M � w � � ϕ iff M � v � � ϕ.

Proposition 3 (Closure under Conjunction)
Awareness is closed under conjunction. If M � w � � � ϕ and M � w � � � ψ then M � w � � �

�
ϕ � ψ � .

Proof. Suppose that M � w � � � ϕ and M � w � � � ψ, so σ
�
w � � ?ϕ and σ

�
w � � ?ψ (def 14). This

means u � ϕ v and u � ψ v for all � u � v � 	 I
�
w � as above (def 5,6). Therefore

�
ϕu � ϕv � or

�
ϕu � ϕv �

and also
�
ψu � ψv � or

�
ψu � ψv � (def ‘iff’). By propositional ‘meta’ logic, this gives four possible

combinations:
�
ϕu � ϕv � � �

ψu � ψv � or
�
ϕu � ϕv � � �

ψu � ψv � or
�
ϕu � ϕv � � �

ψu � ψv � or
�
ϕu � ϕv � � �

ψu � ψv � .
By changing the order we get:

�
ϕu � ψu � � �

ϕv � ψv � or
�
ϕu � ψu � � �

ϕv � ψv � or
�
ϕu � ψu � � �

ϕv � ψv � or�
ϕu � ψu � � �

ϕv � ψv � . This is in fact the truth condition of
�
ϕ � ψ � u � �

ϕ � ψ � v or
�
ϕ � ψ � u � �

ϕ � ψ � v.
So u � � ϕ � ψ � v for � u � v � 	 I

�
w � , so σ

�
w � � ?

�
ϕ � ψ � (def 5,6) and M � w � � �

�
ϕ � ψ � (def 14). �

A more intuitive explanation is that the equivalence classes resulting from the ?ϕ issue and
the ?ψ issue are combined using set intersection (def 5), producing four possible equivalence
classes. This is illustrated in figure 2. The class of

�
ϕ � ψ � -worlds corresponds to the positive

answer to the question ?
�
ϕ � ψ � , while the

�
ϕ � ψ � � �

ϕ � ψ � and
�
ϕ � ψ � -worlds form the negative

answer. In other words, the partition induced by ?ϕ and ?ψ separately, subsumes the partition
of ?

�
ϕ � ψ � . Because this argument is independent of σ, we can strengthen it to the general

case: ?ϕ; ?ψ � � ?
�
ϕ � ψ � . From the picture it becomes clear that the opposite is not true. So

?
�
ϕ � ψ � �

� � ?ϕ. Therefore our notion of awareness is not decomposable under conjunction.

Proposition 4 (Not Decomposable under Conjunction)
Awareness is not decomposable under conjunction. If M � w � � �

�
ϕ � ψ � not always M � w � � � ϕ.

Proof. Construct a counter example on the basis of figure 2. Suppose that M � w � � �
�
ϕ � ψ � , so

u � ϕ � ψ v for all pairs � u � v � 	 I
�
w � . Take one such pair, u � � v � , such that M � u � � �

�
ϕ � � ψ � and

M � v � � �
�

� ϕ � ψ � . Although u � � ϕ � ψ v � (both false), clearly not u � � ϕ v � . �

3This is reason for Groenendijk and Stokhof (1996) to reject an extensional version of the logic for questions.
The logic does not meet their adequacy criteria.
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ϕ � ψ ϕ � ψ

ϕ � ψ ϕ � ψ

?ψ

?ϕ
ϕ � ψ ϕ � ψ

ϕ � ψϕ � ψ

? � ϕ � ψ �

Figure 2: Issue structures of ?ϕ and ?ψ combined, and of ?
�
ϕ � ψ � .

4.3 Closure under sub-formulas

Decomposition under conjunction is a special case of closure under sub-formulas. Under some
interpretations awareness must be closed under sub-formulas. In particular, if you take a de-
ductive approach in which a formula is seen as a representation, and you want to deal with
representations in a compositional way, being aware of a formula involves being aware of its
sub-parts. To re-install closure under sub-formulas, we would have to add the following sub-
formula constraint on models M: if M � v � � ?ϕ then also M � v � � ?ψ for ψ a sub-formula of ϕ.

In case we strengthen this constraint to a bidirectional one, i.e. M � v � � ?ϕ iff M � v � � ?ψ for all
sub-formulas ψ, awareness of a formula ϕ can be reduced to being aware of the proposition
letters that occur in ϕ (Fagin and Halpern 1988, p. 341). This corresponds to the approach
of Levesque (1984), where in each world w only a particular vocabulary P

�
w � of proposition

letters may be used. An agent may implicitly believe ϕ, but not explicitly, because some of the
terms in the formula ϕ are unknown. Effectively, this reduces possible worlds to situations; the
total valuation functions over P have become partial valuations in which V

�
w � �

p � is undefined
when p

�
� P

�
w � .

Proposition 4 shows that without the constraint, our awareness is not closed under sub-formulas.
This may seem counterintuitive, but can be explained by the semantic nature of our approach.
Although a conjunction may be logically satisfiable, it does not have to be present in the rep-
resentation. Agents may not be aware that a concept is composed of more basic parts. For
example, the unemployment rate of a country is defined as the number of unemployed, divided
by the total number of people able to work. This number is rising when either the number of
unemployed is increasing, or the number of people able to work is decreasing, or both. For
participants who are not aware of this definition B’s response question may come as a surprise

(4) A: Is the unemployment rate rising?
B: I don’t know. Has the number of people able to work, changed?

4.4 Closure under equivalence

Because we have chosen a semantic approach, awareness must remain closed under logical
equivalence. If the semantics does not distinguish between issues ?ϕ and ?ψ and the agent is
considering ?ϕ, the agent must be considering ?ψ too, regardless of the way they are formulated.
This gives rise to some of the usual problems with substitution in intensional contexts. For
example, under the usual interpretation the following question would never be relevant, because
the answer, ‘none’, is always supported.
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(5) Which bachelors are unmarried?

However, the tautology can only be enforced by a meaning postulate like � x
�
bachelor

�
x � �

unmarried
�
x � � male

�
x � � . There is nothing in the logic itself to stop an agent from thinking that

bachelors are people who are always drunk, for instance. In other words, the agent may not be
aware of the meaning of a bachelor. All agents must of course be aware of equivalences that
have to do with the logical connectives.

Logical equivalence means entailment in both directions, so η � ζ iff η � � ζ and ζ � � η. By
definition 5,6 and 7, for propositions it turns out to be: ϕ � ψ whenever M � w � � ϕ iff M � w � � ψ,
for all w � W .

Proposition 5 (Closure under Logical Equivalence)
Awareness is closed under logical equivalence. If M � w � � � ϕ and ϕ � ψ then also M � w � � � ψ.
Proof. Suppose that M � w � � � ϕ and ϕ � ψ. By definition σ

�
w � � ?ϕ, so by definition 5 it holds

that M � u � � ϕ iff M � v � � ϕ for all � u � v � � I
�
w � . Because ϕ � ψ we get M � w � � ψ iff M � v � � ψ

for all � u � v � � I
�
w � too (transitivity of ‘iff’), so σ

�
w � � ?ψ. �

Similarly, an agent must be aware of all logically valid formulas. If � � ϕ then also � � � ϕ. For
issues this means that asking for a tautology or contradiction does not add any structure. A
tautological issue sets apart the possible worlds from the ‘logically impossible worlds’. Since
these are not included in W in the first place, all worlds are indistinguishable with respect to
tautologies or contradictions.

Proposition 6 (Awareness of Logical Validities)
Awareness includes all logical validities. If � � ϕ then also � � � ϕ.
Proof. Suppose � � ϕ, which means M � w � � ϕ for all M and w � W . Take an arbitrary σ � � S � I � .

� S � I � � ?ϕ � � � S � � � w � v � � I � M � w � � ϕ iff M � v � � ϕ 	 � equals σ itself. So σ � ?ϕ and � � � ϕ �

As a consequence of this property of awareness, an agent must explicitly believe all valid for-
mulas. This is a particular aspect of the problem of deduction, called the problem of logical
omniscience. It really becomes a problem if valid formulas are taken to include all mathemat-
ical truths. For if all mathematical truths are believed explicitly, how could you ever make
mathematical discoveries? We believe that this must be solved in a different way. Not all math-
ematical truths are logical truths. The meaning of mathematical connectives must be dealt with
explicitly by meaning postulates in the object language, similar to the bachelor example above.
In that case the agent need not be aware of such meaning postulates. A mathematical discovery
then means that some implicit belief has become an explicit belief.

4.5 Closure under deduction

The motivation of the concept of awareness is to solve at least some aspects of the problem
of deduction: if explicit beliefs were closed under deduction, how could asking about logical
consequences be relevant? Our answer is that explicit beliefs are not closed under deduction,
because the agent may not be aware of the antecedent, or of the dependency between the an-
tecedent and consequent. For this reason, we do not want awareness to be closed under de-
duction either. There are various ways to interpret deduction. We may mean entailment (as in
definition 7), material implication, or valid implication. These interpretations are not necessar-
ily equivalent when a non-standard semantics is used. In our logic however, the counter example
of proposition 4 can be used to disprove each of these interpretations. This should come as no
surprise, because decomposition under conjunction is a special case of deduction.
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Proposition 7 (Non Closure under Entailment; Material Implication; Valid Implication)
Awareness is not closed under (1) entailment, (2) material implication or (3) valid implication.
If M � w � � � ϕ and (1) ϕ � � ψ, (2) M � w � � ϕ � ψ, or (3) � � ϕ � ψ, not always M � w � � � ψ.
Proof. Suppose M � w � � �

�
p � q � . Under both the classic and the dynamic notions of entailment,

clearly (1)
�
p � q � � � p, (2) M � w � �

�
p � q � � p and (3) � �

�
p � q � � p. We use the counterexam-

ple of proposition 4. Take a pair of worlds u � v such that M � u � �
�
p � � q � and M � v � �

�
� p � q � .

Although u � p � q v (both false) and � u � v � � I
�
w � , clearly not u � p v. So M � w �

� � � p. �

Based on the properties of awareness, we can deduce similar closure properties for explicit
belief. Explicit belief is closed under negation, closed under equivalence but not closed under
deduction, because awareness works like a filter. Some of the implicit beliefs of an agent are
filtered out because the agent may not be aware of them until they are raised again in the form
of issues.

Until now we have treated � as a kind of modal operator. An operator is modal in case it can
be axiomatised using at least the propositional tautologies and the distribution axiom, which
states that the modal operator distributes over the connective ‘ � ’. With respect to propositional
tautologies, we proved in proposition 6 that these are indeed covered. So whenever � � ϕ also

� � � ϕ. However, the distribution axiom is not covered, unless we make additional assumptions
about indistinguishability relations.

Proposition 8 (No Distribution)
Awareness does not distribute. If M � w � � � ϕ and M � w � � �

�
ϕ � ψ � , not always M � w � � � ψ.

Proof. Suppose M � w � � � ϕ and M � w � � �
�
ϕ � ψ � . Now take � u � v � � I

�
w � such that M � u � �

� ϕ � ψ and M � v � � � ϕ � � ψ. Clearly u � ϕ v and u � ϕ � ψ v, but not u � ψ v 	 So M � w �
� � � ψ. �

The counterexample can be explained using figure 2. The issue ?ϕ makes a horizontal divide;
the issue ?

�
ϕ � ψ � separates out the top right corner. However, a combination of these divisions

does not produce a ?ψ divide. Only after a positive answer to the question ?ϕ, restricting the
data set to ϕ-worlds, we would get the closure property. It is easy to show that awareness does
in fact distribute over dependency relations between questions: if � ϕ and ?ϕ � � ?ψ also � ψ.

5 Discussion

We have shown that the issues raised in dialogue give rise to a particular notion of awareness,
which solves some aspects of the problem of deduction. The previous sections were rather
technical; we still need to discuss the adequacy of these notions.

5.1 Relevance of issues

We illustrated the notion of a logical dependency between issues by example (1). The idea was
that B’s question was a relevant response, because apparently it made A aware of the depen-
dency. The argument rests on a general assumption that an utterance is relevant, if it directly or
indirectly helps to partially resolve an existing issue in the context. Clearly, if awareness were
closed under deduction, all relevant issues would immediately follow from such a general issue,
and this explanation would become impossible. Here is another example.

(6) A: Who do you think will win?
B: Mm. Who is running?
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A: (looking in the programme) Agnes Digital, Momentum, Native Driver, ...
B: Momentum has been doing well recently.

There is a dependency between B’s question ‘Who is running’ and A’s original question ‘Who
will win?’. This is not really a logical dependency; rather it describes a practical reasoning
procedure. Finding out who is running is a prerequisite for predicting who will win, but it is
not enough. Similarly, B’s last remark is relevant, because of the presupposed principle that
horses doing well in the past are likely to win again. An answer to the (implicit) question
who did well recently, ‘Momentum’, can therefore count as a partial answer to the original
question. This is an example of the second clause of definition 11. Although awareness is
not closed under deductions, it seems to be closed under dependency relations between issues,
provided the agent is or is made aware of them. There is some empirical evidence to support
this idea. In a corpus study of a radio show about financial advice, Walker (1996) found many
utterances that would be uninformative or redundant given a traditional account of the dialogue
context. Often such utterances expressed a practical reasoning principle, for example about tax
laws, or simply repeated the information on which to apply the principle, like the age group
of the listener. Apparently, such ‘redundant’ utterances were used to reinforce participants’
awareness of the information or reasoning principles. This usage also corresponds with accounts
of argumentation and debate, in which moves and counter moves have the purpose of making
underlying implicit reasoning principles explicit (McBurney and Parsons to appear).

5.2 Closure under linguistic substructures

Although we showed that awareness is not closed under sub-formulas, we can consider a weaker
version. Earlier we discussed the so called question relation which represents a question at a
level much closer to the linguistic surface structure. A DRS or SDRS would be another exam-
ple. For such linguistic representations it makes sense to postulate that awareness must remain
closed under subsumed representation structures. If language processing is compositional, the
speaker and the hearer must be aware of the substructures of a representation in order to interpret
or generate an utterance correctly. Closure under linguistic substructures would make sense for
issues too. We make the following observation: expressions which are pragmatically incom-
plete trigger issues as to their completion. This is related to the Gricean maxims. An expression
is pragmatically incomplete, when it is apparent from its form that it can only provide a partial
solution to the contextual issue that would make the expression relevant. The non-resolved re-
mainder of the issue is thereby brought to the foreground. The observation is illustrated by the
following examples.

(7) Once upon a time there was a prince. Who is he? Is he blond?

(8) John will arrive on Saturday or on Sunday. When exactly?

(9) If Mary comes, John will not come to the party. Will she?

As we explained in the introduction, an indefinite introducing a topic, as in (7), typically triggers
issues about its properties. A disjunction like in (8) is incomplete as a contribution to the
underling contextual issue. Its form triggers the issue which of the disjuncts is actually true.
By contrast, if the speaker would choose a non-disjunctive formulation with roughly the same
meaning, like ‘John will arrive in the weekend’, no such issue is triggered4. If a conditional is
uttered as a relevant contribution to the dialogue, it must be a partial answer to some question
or issue. This can only be the case when its consequent is already ‘at issue’. So example (9)

4We are not completely convinced by this data. Comments welcome.
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is typically used in the context of a question like ‘Will John come to the party?’. Now the
conditional can be used to deduce an answer, but only in case the antecedent is true. Thus,
conditionals trigger the issue whether the antecedent is true.

To prove a closure property under substructures, we would have to add constraints on the be-
haviour of linguistic surface-level representations. Since we have chosen a semantic approach,
in this paper we we lack the formal tools to enforce such a constraint.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have attempted to solve some of the puzzles related to the problem of deduction.
If the beliefs of an agent are closed under deduction, how could a conclusion be relevant? We
hope to have shown that the answer lies in a notion of awareness, which separates implicit from
explicit belief. Although agents may implicitly believe many facts, such as the fact that Chirac
is taller than me, they will only realise this when the issue comes up. Therefore, we suggested to
model awareness by a semantic notion of indistinguishability, which corresponds to the issues
being raised in a dialogue context. We have shown that the resulting notion of awareness is
closed under negation, is closed under conjunction, and closed under logical equivalence, but
not decomposable under conjunction and therefore not closed under deduction. Although an
agent is aware of all logical validities, our awareness notion can not be seen as a modal notion,
because it does not distribute. As an additional benefit, we managed to extend the technical
notion of relevance to issues, and have provided an intuitive characterisation of mental attributes
with wh-complements, such as wonder or doubt.

Much more research is needed into the empirical relation between linguistic data about focus-
ground, and ways of modelling the foreground-background distinction by issues in a formal
semantics. In a way, this could provide a micro-level theory of relevance or salience at the ut-
terance level. Further research is also needed into the empirical relationship between dialogue
topics and issues. There are a lot of unexplored regularities between newly introduced topics
and the relevance of subsequent utterances, that can be modelled using issues centred around the
topic. This would then provide a macro level of relevance or salience, at the dialogue segment
level. Finally, the relationship between issues and pragmatic principles needs to be investigated
further. The discussion about closure under pragmatically incomplete contributions, about rele-
vance and about dependency relations, shows we need to know more about the relation between
uttering a dialogue act and the effects of its semantic content on the dialogue context.
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TENSE SELECTION AND THE TEMPORAL INTERPRETATION OF COMPLEMENT 
CLAUSES  

Graham Katz 
University of Osnabrück 

Abstract 

The problem addressed in this paper is tense selection. Clausal complements of verbs such as 
expect and predict appear to select for finite verbs that are future marked and for infinitival 
complements that have a future interpretation.  It is argued that these two facts can (and must) be 
given a uniform account.  To that end I adopt a relational treatment of tenses and argue for a 
particular architecture of composition in which the free application of abstraction is component of 
the grammar.  The lexical semantics of future-selecting verbs is argued to contain an implicit 
future operator and these verbs are taken to select for future relations.  The resulting framework is 
one in which untensed clauses are fundamentally distinguished from tensed clauses, and type-
shifting is a regular part of the interpretive process. 

1 Introduction 
Untangling the factors that go into the temporal interpretation of complement clauses has 
provided work for formal semanticists for a number of years (Ladusaw 1977; Dowty 1982; 
Enç 1987; Ogihara 1989; Abusch 1994; von Stechow 1995b; Kusumoto 1998). Balancing the 
considerations of semantic innocence – that meanings be the same in root as in embedded 
contexts – with those of compositionality – that the meanings of the whole should be 
composed out of the meanings of the parts – has proved a difficult challenge. Much attention 
has been focussed on the interpretation of past tensed complements of past tensed verbs – the 
so-called “sequence of tense” phenomenon. In this paper, however, I will be primarily 
concerned with the interpretation of infinitival complement clauses and the relationship 
between infinitival complements and future tensed complements. We will, nevertheless, be 
unable to avoid saying something about sequence of tense. 

The empirical problem I will address in this paper can be presented in puzzle form, and the 
puzzle is this: Why, if (1b) is an acceptable variant of (1a), is (2b) not an acceptable variant of 
(2a)? 

 
(1) a.  Arnim expects that Monika will write a very long dissertation. 
  b. Arnim expects Monika to write a very long dissertation. 
 
(2) a.   Arnim believes that Monika will write a very long dissertation. 
  b. *Arnim believes Monika to write a very long dissertation. 
 
Verbs such as expect, promise and predict – what I will call “future-oriented” verbs – appear 
to require that their infinitival complements have a future interpretation, while verbs such as 

                                                 
 The substance of this paper appeared in slightly different form as Katz (2001).  The content has benefitted from discussion 

with Fabrizio Arosio, Orin Percus, Uli Sauerland, Agnes Bende-Farkas, Hans Kamp and, especially, Arnim von Stechow. 
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believe, think, understand and know – “present-oriented” verbs – require that their infinitival 
complements have a present interpretation. So in (1b), Arnim’s expectation is that Monika 
will write a long dissertation at some time in the future, while in (3) – an acceptable variant of 
(2b) – Arnim’s belief is that Monika is presently writing a long dissertation. 

 
(3) Arnim believes Monika to be writing a very long dissertation. 
 
In recent work, Abusch (1999) has noted three properties which distinguish present-oriented 
verbs from their future-oriented counterparts. The first – illustrated by the contrast between 
(2b) and (3) – is that infinitival complements of present-oriented verbs must be progressive, 
stative, or have a habitual interpretation. The second is that infinitival complements of 
present-oriented verbs cannot be modified by non-present time-frame adverbials such as 
tomorrow or yesterday. And the third is that infinitival complements of present-oriented verbs 
are equivalent with present tense (or sequence-of-tense past tense) finite complements – so (3) 
has the same meaning as (4). 

 
(4) Arnim believes that Monika is writing a very long dissertation. 
 
Infinitival complements of future-oriented verbs, on the other hand, can be non-stative, can be 
modified by future time-frame adverbials, and are equivalent with future tense finite 
complements, as we saw in (1). Put simply, infinitival complements of present-oriented verbs 
behave as if they are semantically present tensed, and infinitival complements of future-
oriented verb behave as if they are semantically future tensed. 

Aware of these facts, Ogihara (1989) took infinitival clauses to be ambiguous between a 
“present tense” interpretation and a “future tense” interpretation. Infinitival complements of 
future-oriented verbs behave like future tensed clauses, then, simply because they are future 
tensed clauses, and infinitival complements of present-oriented verbs behave like present 
tensed clauses simply because they are present tensed clauses. Unfortunately, in addition to 
positing an otherwise unmotivated ambiguity, Ogihara had to stipulate which kind of 
infinitival clause appeared with which kind of verb. Without a stipulation to the effect that 
infinitival complements of present-oriented verbs may not be future there is no way to 
account for the fact that (5) is not ambiguous between present – (6a) – reading and a future – 
(6b) – reading. 

 
(5) Fritz believes Arnim to be in the mountains. 
(6) a. Fritz believes that Arnim is in the mountains. 

b. Fritz believes that Arnim will be in the mountains. 
 
With such a stipulation, however, Ogihara’s analysis comes close to simply stipulating the 
facts, since the restriction is limited to non-finite complements. The tense of finite 
complements of present-oriented verbs is not restricted. 

In later work Ogihara (1996) adopted a “lexical” account which avoided this problem. On this 
account, infinitival clauses are taken to be unambiguously “present tensed”, with the lexical 
semantics of the embedding attitude verb determining the time with respect to which the 
complement clause is evaluated. Present-oriented verbs specify a relative present evaluation 
time, and future-oriented verbs specify a relative future evaluation time. In essence, future-
oriented verbs are taken to lexically introduce a future tense operator that is applied to the 
complement clause. Abusch, in fact, argues explicitly that expect should be interpreted as 
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believe-will. This reflects the intuition that a sentence of the form x expects y to VP is true 
exactly when the corresponding sentence of the form x believes that it will be the case that y 
VPs is true. This kind of analysis runs into trouble, however, when it comes to the treatment 
of finite complements.  

We know that in the scope of a future tense operator a present tense clause can have a future-
shifted reading, as in (7) – the fish might be alive when it is bought, not when the sentence is 
uttered. 
 
(7) Arnim will buy a fish that is alive. 
 
That being the case, if the lexical semantics of expect were to contain a future tense operator, 
we would expect (8a) and (8b) to be synonymous, with both the infinitival and the present 
tense complement having a future-shifted reading. 

 
(8) a.    Monika expects Arnim to be in Constance. 

b. ??Monika expects that Arnim is in Constance. 
 
But, of course, they are not synonymous, and it is not even clear that (8b) is acceptable.1 A 
present tense clause in the complement position of a future-oriented verb cannot be future 
shifted, but an infinitival clause must be future shifted, and this presents a problem for the 
lexical account. 

This interplay between the interpretation of finite complements on the one hand and the 
interpretation of infinitival complements on the other is what makes the puzzle presented by 
the data in (1) and (2) so difficult. Accounting for just one or just the other is relatively 
straightforward. It is accounting for both in the context of a compositional theory that is 
problematic. It does not seem possible to give a general mechanism for the temporal 
interpretation of clausal complements which satisfies the following basic conditions. 

 
 Infinitival clauses have a uniform meaning 
 Finite clauses have a uniform meaning. 
 Attitude verbs have a uniform meaning. 
 Attitude verbs combine with their complements uniformly. 

 
In what follows I will review more thoroughly the problems just sketched, and then give an 
account of complement interpretation that does satisfy these conditions. We will apply a 
standard Lewis-style de se analysis of attitude verbs to the problem of temporal interpretation, 
but will then have to significantly alter the standard anaphoric analysis of tenses that usually 
accompanies such a treatment. We will propose a dynamic analysis that allows tenses to act as 
predicates on the one hand and variables on the other, depending on their context of use. This 
would appear to be a radical departure from standard analyses, but, in fact, is in keeping with 

                                                 
1  I am aware of dialects of English in which there is a sense of expect meaning strongly believe which can appear with 

present tense (and past tense) complements. In my own dialect, however, expect requires that its finite complements he 
future tensed. It is this strict sense of expect that we are investigating here. 
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some of the most interesting recent accounts of the semantics of tense interpretation 
(Kusumoto 1998, von Stechow 1995a). 

2 Tenses and Tensed Complements 
The meaning of tensed sentence is usually factored into two components: the tense and the 
remainder of the sentence. This remainder has been called variously a “tenseless sentence” 
(Enç 1986), a “sentence radical” (Galton 1984), or a “basic proposition” (Katz 1995). 
Intuitively, the tenseless remainder is what the sentences (9a–c) all have in common. 

 
(9) a. Ede lived in Germany. 

b. Ede lives in Germany. 
c. Ede will live in Germany. 
 

This remainder is invariably interpreted as an intensionalized property of times – this being 
also the interpretation typically assigned to infinitival clauses, i.e., that which must be 
combined with a tense to give a tensed clause meaning. 

But what are the tenses? Are they sentential operators which “shift” the evaluation time of a 
sentence, as the traditional Montagovian analysis would have it (Montague 1974)? Or are they 
referential elements that fill verbal argument positions, as argued by Enç (1986) – perhaps 
with anaphoric properties (Partee 1973; Partee 1984)? 

This referential-anaphoric account of tenses has become increasingly popular (Abusch 1994; 
Heim 1994; Kratzer 1998; Kusumoto 1998). On this account, tenses refer to times, and may 
be “bound” by other time-denoting elements in the sentence or discourse. For example, the 
embedded tense in (10) may either be bound by the higher tense, as indicated in (11a), or 
interpreted freely (potentially to be bound by another time in the discourse), as in (11b). 

 
(10) Monika believed that Arnim was in Constance. 
 
(11) a. Monika PAST1 believe that Arnim PAST1 be in Constance. 
  b. Monika PAST1 believe that Arnim PAST2 be in Constance. 
 
The logical form (11a) is taken to correspond to the prominent “same time” reading of (10) – 
on which Monika’s belief was that Arnim was in Constance at the time she had her belief – 
while (11b) corresponds to the less-prominent “back shifted” reading – on which Monika’s 
belief is that Arnim was in Constance at some previous time. The pastness associated with the 
past tense here is taken to be a presuppositional requirement on the times that can felicitously 
bind the tense, much like the gender presuppositions associated with third-person pronouns. 

As Arnim von Stechow (1984, 1995a, 1995b) has been careful to point out, it is a 
fundamental semantic error to bind variables in the complement of attitude verbs, however, as 
such binding improperly smuggles information into the content of the attitude that should not 
be there. In the case of temporal information, the problematic consequences of such illicit 
binding are quite clear. For example, if the coindexation in (11a) is interpreted as true 
coreference, then the sentence attributes to Monika the belief (at some past time) that Arnim 
was in Constance at that time. The problem is that Monika may have had no idea what time it 
was. For example, to take an unlikely context, if Monika’s watch was running so slowly that 
when Arnim called from Constance at noon, she thought it was only eleven in the morning, 
(12a) might be true, but (12b) false. 
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(12) a. At noon, Monika believed that Arnim was in Constance. 

b. At noon, Monika believed that Arnim was in Constance at noon. 
 
One way of dealing with this problem is to adopt a temporal analog of Lewis’ (1979) 
treatment of de se attitudes (von Stechow 1984; Ogihara 1989; Abusch 1994; Heim 1994; von 
Stechow 1995a; von Stechow 1995b).  

Lewis considers the problem of how to distinguish beliefs about the facts from indexical 
belief. In Kaplan’s famous sentence (13), for example, we need to distinguish the 
propositional belief that Jones’ pants are on fire from the indexical belief – what Lewis calls 
the de se belief – that the believer has burning pants. 

 
(13) Jones thinks his pants are on fire. 
 
If Jones is confused about his own identity, these two beliefs do not coincide. If he thinks that 
he is Smith, for example, we might want to deny that Jones has the belief that Jones’ pants are 
on fire while affirming his belief that his own pants are on fire. 

Lewis gives a clever account of the distinction by suggesting that the objects of attitudes are 
not normal propositions – sets of possible worlds – but rather properties, or “centered” 
propositions – functions from individuals to sets of possible worlds. The embedded 
expression his pants are on fire is not simply interpreted as the set of possible worlds in 
which Jones’ pants are on fire, but rather as the function from (male) individuals to the set of 
worlds in which that individual’s pants are on fire. The verb believe, then, is translated as a 
predicate of type <<<e<st>><e<st>>>> with the following (atemporal) interpretation (the 
function Dox returns, for each individual x and world w the world-individual pairs that x 
entertains in w as possible alternatives for who he might be and what world he might be in, 
i.e., the set of doxastic alternatives). 

 
(14) [[believeatemporal]] (w,x,P) = 1 iff <x',w'>  Dox(w,x) P(w',x') = 1 
 
(13) is true, then, (on the de se reading) if for all Jones thinks, he is in a world in which his 
own pants are on fire. 

To derive the relevant interpretations from the syntactic structure, the index on the “bound” 
pronoun in the complement clause must be abstracted over at the level of Logical Form, as in 
(15).2 

 
(15) Jones1 believes  1 [his1 pants are on fire] 
 
After abstraction, the complement clause in (15) has the right semantic type to appear as the 
object of believe, since it is interpreted as a function from individuals to propositions. The 
truth conditions for (15), then, can be read off the structure: (15) is true if and only if in 
worlds compatible with Jones’ beliefs, the individual Jones thinks he is has burning pants.  

To maintain semantic uniformity in Lewis’ system, in the case of propositional belief we must 
abstracted vacuously as in (16).3 
                                                 
2  The syntactic and semantic mechanisms associated with this kind of abstraction have been discussed by Chierchia (1989) 

and, more generally, by Heim & Kratzer (1998). 
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(16) Jones1 believes  2 [his1 pants are on fire] 
 
Although the complement clause is interpreted as a function from individuals to propositions, 
the object of belief is effectively the proposition that Jones’ pants are on fire, since in this case 
the function is a constant function. 

As von Stechow, Ogihara, Abusch and Heim have all shown, a Lewis-style de se analysis can 
be applied to the temporal interpretation of complement clauses. Consider the following 
example: 

 
(17) At midnight Fritz believed it was raining. 
 
According to the anaphoric analysis of tense, this sentence is provided with the following LF 
for the same time interpretation. 

 
(18) At midnight1 Fritz PAST1 believe [it PAST1 be raining] 
 
We don’t, however, want to say that this sentence is only true if Fritz believed it was raining 
at midnight, as the LF in (18) would suggest, because Fritz might not have known at midnight 
that it was midnight. We would prefer to say that Fritz’ belief was that it was raining at 
whatever time he thought it was at midnight. To account for this kind of temporal uncertainty 
we need to interpret the objects of belief as “temporally centered” propositions. We will, then, 
translate the verb believe as the predicate believe of type <<<e<i<st>>><e<i<st>>>>, which 
has following interpretation: 

 
(19) [[believe]] (w,t,x,P) = 1 iff <w',t',x'>  Dox(w,t,x) P(w',t',x') = 1 
 
The doxastic alternatives returned by the function Dox are now triples of worlds and times 
and individuals which are taken to be viable alternatives for the identity of actual world, the 
present time, and the attitude holder. Intuitively, this says that to believe P is to believe that 
you are in a world at a time at which P holds.  

For a concrete illustration, assume that there are three worlds – w1, w2, and w3 – and three 
times – 11:30pm, midnight, and 12:30am. (In order to keep things relatively simple, from now 
on we will ignore the individual parameter in the discussion.) Let us assume that in w1 it is 
raining at 11:30 and 12:30 but not at midnight, in w2 it is raining only at midnight, and in w3 it 
is raining only at 11:30. We can display this state of affairs graphically: 
 

             11:30pm         midnight          12:30am 

w1           rain                 no rain               rain 

w2   no rain               rain               no rain 

w3        rain           no rain            no rain 

                                                                                                                                                         
3 We have, of course, simplified the treatment greatly, in that we have assumed simple coreference in the propositional 

case, although there should, in fact, he a de re treatment. 
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So if in the above scenario Fritz’ only belief is that it is raining, and he is not sure what time it 
is, then his doxastic alternatives are <w1,11:30pm>, <w2,12:30am>, <w1,midnight>, and 
<w3,11:30pm>. If, in addition, he thinks it is sometime before midnight, his doxastic 
alternatives are <w1,11:30pm> and <w3,11:30pm>. If, on the other hand, his only belief is that 
it is exactly midnight, and he has no idea if it is raining or not, then his doxastic alternatives 
are <w1,midnight>, <w2,midnight>, and <w3,midnight>.  

Returning to the analysis of (17), to generate an interpretable structure – one whose 
arguments are of the right semantic type to combine with their predicates – we need to 
abstract over the “bound” tense, just as we abstracted over the bound pronoun in (13). This 
yields the structure in (20).4 

 
(20) At midnight1 Fritz PAST1 believe  [it PAST1 be raining] 
 
(17) is true, then, if at midnight Fritz located himself at a time in a world in which it was 
raining. In our the situation just described that would mean that Fritz’ doxastic alternatives at 
midnight must be a subset of the set {<w1,11:30pm>, <w1,12:30am>, <w2,midnight>, 
<w3,11:30pm>}. Note that if Fritz isn’t confused about the time at all, then he locates himself 
in world w2. 

The de se analysis of embedded tenses has become a standard accompaniment to the 
anaphoric treatment of tense, and the parallel it presents between pronouns on the one hand 
and tenses on the other is quite appealing, particularly in the context of “sequence of tense” 
interpretation (Heim 1994; Kratzer 1998). For us, however, the appeal lies in the 
straightforward way it can be applied to the treatment of infinitival complements; they can 
literally be interpreted as “tenseless” clauses. 

3 Infinitival Complements 
As we mentioned above, infinitival clauses are typically interpreted as that which must be 
combined with a tense to yield a tensed clause meaning. On the approach described above this 
means that infinitivals must be interpreted as intensionalized properties of times. And, as 
such, they are intrinsically of the right semantic type to appear as the complement of believe, 
without their having to undergo any sort of type-raising abstraction. This means that we can 
apply our analysis to infinitival complements directly. According the semantics we just gave, 
the truth conditions for (21a), when uttered at t0 in w0, are as in (21b).5 

 
(21) a. Fritz believes it to be raining 

b. <w',t'>  Dox(w0,t0,Fritz) be-raining(w',t') = 1 
 

                                                 
4 It is an open question whether it is possible to have a de re interpretation of such bound tenses as well as a de se 

interpretation. We will not consider this question here. 
5  We have, as promised, ignored the individual variable. This involves two simplifications. First, the Dox function is taken 

to return sets of world-time pairs and not world-time-individual triples. And second, the complement clause has been 
interpreted as a function from times and worlds to truth values, rather than from individuals, times and worlds to truth 
values. These simplifications, are of course, of no consequence. To be absolutely precise, however, the real truth 
conditions for (21a) are given by the formula: <w',t',x'>  Dox(w0,t0,Fritz) x[be-raining](x')(w',t') = 1. This additional 
complexity is required for the de se analysis of sentences such as Peter believes himself to be sick, for which abstraction 
over the embedded reflexive becomes necessary. 
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In other words, (21a) is true only if all the worlds and times in Fritz’ doxastic alternatives are 
worlds and times at which it is raining. In the state of affairs we just sketched, (21a) would be 
true if and only if Fritz’ doxastic alternatives in the real world at the time of speech are a 
subset of the set {<w1,11:30pm>, <w1,12:30am>, <w2,midnight>, <w3,11:30pm>}. The 
content of the belief attributed to Fritz in (21a) and that attributed to him in (17) are, then, 
identical. 

The fact that one sentence contains a de se interpreted past tense and another an infinitive 
clause doesn’t play a role, since infinitive complements of believe are, in effect, always 
interpreted as temporally de se;6 they are always predicated of the temporal doxastic 
alternative. This, in turn, accounts for the present-tense-like interpretation of the infinitival 
complements of present-oriented verbs, since the temporal doxastic alternative is defined as 
the time (or set of times) that the believer takes to be (candidates for) his present time. 

In the case of future-oriented verbs such as expect, however, we know that infinitival 
complements have a future-tense-like interpretation. A sentence such as (22) is true if Fritz 
thinks it will be raining at some time after the time at which he locates himself.  

 
(22)  Fritz expects it to be raining. 
 
The intuitive difference interpretation of believe and expect, then, can be stated as follows: To 
believe it to be the case that P is to locate oneself at a world and time at which P holds, 
whereas to expect it to be the case that P is to locate oneself at a world and a time at which at 
some later time, P holds. Let us incorporate this intuition into our analysis by translating 
expect provisionally as a predicate of type <<<e<i<st>>><e<i<st>>>> with the following 
interpretation:7 

 
(23) [[expectprov]] (w,t,x,P) = 1 iff <w',t',x'>  Dox(w,t,x)  t" >w' t' P(w',t",x') = 1 
 
Applying this analysis to (22) when uttered at t0 in w0, then, gives us the truth conditions in 
(24). 

 
(24)  <w', t'>  Dox(w0, t0, Fritz)  t" >w' t' be-raining(w', t") = 1 
 
In the state of affairs described above, then, (22) is true if Fritz’ doxastic alternatives at t0 in 
w0 are a subset of the set{<w1, 11:30>, <w1, midnight>, <w3, 11:30>}. 

This, of course, is essentially a formalization of the lexical account proposed by Ogihara. As 
we noted above, however, such an analysis runs into trouble when it is applied to tensed 
complements. Consider, for example, sentence (25): 

 
(25) ??Fritz expects that it is raining. 
 

                                                 
6  Chierchia (1989) has noted that the PRO subjects of infinitival complements also have only a de se interpretation 
7  In order to capture the fact that one can have misconceptions about the temporal relationships that hold between times, the 

temporal ordering relation must he parameterized with respect to the world of evaluation. 
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If (25) can be interpreted at all it means something like Fritz strongly believes that it is 
raining. Following the analysis of tensed complements we presented in the last section, 
however, (25) would be assigned the LF in (26). 

 
(26) Fritz PRES1 expect l [it PRES1 be raining]. 
 
Here the tense is abstracted over, and so the clausal complement of expect is interpreted as a 
property of times. The truth conditions for (25) would be as in (27). 

 
(27) <w',t'>  Dox(w0,t0,Fritz)  t" >w' t' be-raining(w',t") = 1 
 
That is, it should mean that Fritz thinks it will rain. This, of course, is not what (25) means. 

The problem is that abstracting over a bound tense makes the finite and infinitival clausal 
complements synonymous, and while in the case of believe this leads to the correct truth 
conditions, in the case of expect it does not. The lexical semantics of believe specifies 
alternatives for the present, whereas expect specifies alternatives for the future. In the analysis 
of tense interpretation we just sketched, and in all treatments I am aware of, it is only possible 
to specify alternatives for one or the other of these. To give a compositional analysis of the 
temporal interpretation of the clausal complements of attitude verbs, however, we need a 
semantics that also allows us to specify alternatives for both. This we will provide in the next 
section. 

4 A New Semantics for Tensed Complements 
In our earlier discussion we made a slight omission. We suggested that the back shifted 
reading of a sentence such as (28) is a case of a “free” tense in the complement clause. 

 
(28) Fritz believed that Arnim climbed Monta Rosa. 
 
This is not, strictly speaking, correct. There is no such thing as a free tense in such a context. 
As Ogihara (1989,1996) has show, all tenses embedded under an attitude verb, even non-
bound tenses, are interpreted with respect to the “local now”. On the backshifted reading of 
(28), for example, the embedded past tense is interpreted with respect to the time Fritz 
thought it was when he had his belief. The sentence is interpretated to mean that Fritz located 
himself at a time after a time at which Arnim climbed Monta Rosa. While the embedded tense 
is not, strictly speaking, bound by the higher tense, it isn’t entirely free either. It is interpreted 
with respect to it. This has the effect that sometimes an embedded past tense doesn’t end up 
referring to a past time at all. In (29), for example, the embedded past tense is interpreted with 
respect to Wolfgang’s future doxastic alternatives and, therefore, might refer to a future time. 

 
(29) Wolfgang will believe that the students turned in their papers on time. 
 
The point here is that tenses often have a relative interpretation. This relative interpretation 
presents well-known problems for anaphoric treatments of tenses, since it shows that tenses 
do behave (at least sometimes) like “shifting” operators. In what follows, I would like to 
develop on a suggestion made by von Stechow (1995a) for how to treat relative tenses in the 
context of an anaphoric theory and show how this new account of tenses will help us address 
the problems we raised above. 
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Von Stechow suggested that tenses be treated as relational operators. A tense takes three 
arguments: two times – the perspective time and the event time – and a temporal predicate. 
Typically the perspective time is bound by the “local now” – the temporal parameter of the 
doxastic alternative or the speech time – and event time is the time which satisfies the open 
temporal argument of the predicate. Formally, the perspective time will appear as a left index 
on the tense and the event time will appear as a right index. Semantically, thetenses require 
that a particular temporal relation hold between the perspective time and the event time. This 
is indicated by the interpretations in (30).8 

 
(30) a. [[ iPRESj]] g(P)(w) = 1 iff g(j) =w g(i) and P(g(j))(w) = 1 

b.  [[ iPASTj]] g(P)(w) = 1 iff g(j) <w g(i) and P(g(j))(w) = 1 
  c. [[ iFUTRj]] g(P)(w) = 1 iff g(j) >w g(i) and P(g(j))(w) = 1 
 
Under this view of tense interpretation, tensed clauses are treated as formulae with possibly 
free variables. The indices on a tenses may be bound by other time-denoting elements in the 
sentence or discourse, and may themselves act as binders. Although highly non-standard, this 
proposal is very much along the lines of the analysis put forward by Kusumoto (1998). 

There are two operations that can apply in the course of the derivation to “bind” these free 
variables: existential closure and abstraction. These will be taken to be operations on LFs, as 
indicated in (31). 
 
(31) a. Abstraction: CP[v]  [  v CP[v]]  
  b. Existential Closure: CP[v]  [  v CP[v]] 
 
Abstraction applies – as we have seen – in order to avoid type-clashes. Existential closure 
simply provides a strategy for interpreting free variables, as has become standard since Heim 
(1982). Both operations are clause-bound. With respect to abstraction, we follow von 
Stechow (1995a) in adopting the convention that variables bound by operators outside the CP 
must be abstracted over (to avoid the semantic problems associated with binding into an 
opaque context) and that these are the last variables to be abstracted over. Vacuous abstraction 
is not ruled out, and, as we mentioned above, in the case of normal propositional belief, 
vacuous abstraction must apply in order to preserve compositionality. We will, however, rule 
out vacuous abstraction when there are free variables that could be abstracted over. In other 
words, if abstraction must apply, then it should bind a free variable, if there is one to bind. 
Existential closure applies after abstraction to bind any variables which remain free. Note that 
variables which are deictically bound, such as the indexical pronouns and the temporal 
variable 0 are not bound by existential closure. 

While this may seem an ad hoc set of principles, in fact what we see is that tenses are being 
treated as a type of indefinite pronoun, analogous to those Chierchia (2000) has recently been 
investigating in the nominal domain. When they are not bound they are treated like 
indefinites, and when they are bound they are treated like pronouns. Since abstraction and 
existential closure are independently required for the treatment of de se pronouns on the one 
hand and the treatment of indefinite noun phrases on the other, and it is not surprising that 
both operations end up playing a role in tense interpretation. 

                                                 
8 Abusch (1994) has argued that the only true tenses are present and past. The future tense itself is decomposed into a tense 

plus a modal-like operator. We will assume here that all tenses are of the same type, and that there are three: past, present, 
and future. 
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Von Stechow assumed that tense operators were ambiguous between a relative interpretation 
and an anaphoric interpretation. I will instead treat all tenses as relative and incorporate a kind 
of sequence of tense rule into the syntax, in the style of Stowell (1993), to handle those cases 
that at fist glance look strictly anaphoric. That is, I assume that the actual morphological 
spell-out of a tense operator is a determined by two factors: the identity of the tense operator 
itself, and whether or not it is marked with the morphological feature [pst]. The tense 
operators are spelled out morphologically as follows: 

 
(32) The Tense Operators 
  PRES[pst]  -ed 

FUTR[pst]  would 
PAST[pst]  -ed 
PRES  
FUTR will 

 
The [pst] feature is lexically associated with the PAST operator, and is passed on to other 
tense operators whose perspective time index is “bound” by the event time index of another 
[pst]-marked operator, via the Tense Agreement Rule given in (33). 

 
(33) Tense Agreement Rule 

[ ... TNS[pst]i ... [ ... iTNS ...] ...]  [ ... TNS[pst]i ... [ ... iTNS[pst] ...] ...] 
 
To illustrate the workings of the analysis, let us consider the treatment of (34). 

 
(34) John believed that Bill would leave. 
 
The LF for (34), which indicates the operators and their binding relations, is (35). 

 
(35) John0 PAST[pst]1 believe that Bill1 FUTR[pst]2 leave. 
 
The [pst] feature on the FUTR operator indicates that this operator is (syntactcally) bound by 
the [pst]-marked matrix tense. Note that this [pst] feature does not carry any semantic value.9 
To “break” the binding relation between the higher tense and the lower tense, which is in an 
opaque context, abstraction must apply to (35), yielding the structure in (36). 

 
(36) John0 PAST[pst]1 believe that  Bill1 FUTR[pst]2 leave. 
 
Note that had we abstracted over the free variable 2 instead, the illicit binding relation 
between the higher and the lower tense would remain. Were we instead to abstract over both 1 
and 2, then we would have an object of the wrong semantic type to appear as the object of 

                                                 
9 As Kusumoto has noted, on accounts in which would is decomposed into a PAST operator plus a FUTR operator (cf. 

Abusch 1988), there is no explanation for the fact that would never gives rise to a “back shifted” reading, i.e., that (34) 
never means John thought that Bill had been going to leave at noon. This problem does not arise here, as would only 
appears when its perspective index is bound by a higher PAST operator, as in (35). 
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believe and the structure would be uninterpretable. Only the structure in (36) satisfies the 
constraints we have set up and yields an interpretable structure. 

Interpreting the LF in (36) – applying existential closure at each clausal level but not to the 
distinguished speech time variable 0 – gives us the truth conditions in (37). 

 
(37) t [t < t0 & <w',t'>  Dox(w0,t,John) t" [t" >w' t' & leave(w',t",Bill) = 1]] 
 
The meaning of (34), then, is that there was a time in the actual past at which John located 
himself in a world and at a time at which Bill was going leave at a later time. This seems 
correct. 

At this point we have already accounted for part of our puzzle, namely the fact that (2a) and 
(2b) cannot be synonymous. As we have just seen, the perspective time of an embedded 
FUTR is always bound by the higher tense, and therefore it is also always abstracted over. 
This means that the event time of the embedded FUTR is future shifted with respect to the 
local now. In the case of an infinitival complement, as we have mentioned, the complement 
clause is always directly applied to the local now. Of course this will have to be different in 
the case of expect. 
Before we turn to the analysis of expect, let me illustrate my treatment of sequence of tense 
phenomena by deriving the two interpretations of the ambiguous sentences (38). 
 
(38) Fritz believed it was raining. 
 
The two interpretations – the same time interpretation and the back shifted interpretation – 
have two distinct LFs. 

 
(39) a. Fritz0 PAST[pst]1 believe  1 it1 PRES[pst]2 be raining. 

b. Fritz0 PAST[pst]1 believe  1 it1 PAST[pst]2 be raining. 
 
The LF for the same time interpretation contains an embedded present tense operator, while 
that for the back-shifted reading contains an embedded past tense operator. Both are [pst] 
marked, and so they are homophones. The truth conditions for (39a) and (39b), then, are (40a) 
and (40b) respectively: 

 
(40) a. t [t < t0 & <w',t'>  Dox(w0,t,Fritz) t" [t" =w' t' & be-raining(w',t'') = 1] 
  b. t [t < t0 & <w',t'>  Dox(w0,t,Fritz) t" [t" <w' t' & be-raining(w',t'') = 1] 
 
Note that in the case of (39a), since the embedded tense is underlyingly a present tense, the 
perspective time index and the event time index must refer to the same time, while in the case 
of (39b) the event time index must refer to an earlier time then the perspective time index. 

We are now in a position to give a new semantics for expect that no longer runs afoul of the 
problems that we raised above. 

5 Tensed Complements of Future-Oriented Verbs 
I would like to suggest that the difference between present-oriented verbs and future-oriented 
verbs is not just their temporal orientation, but the logical type of their complements. As we 
have seen, to adequately analyze tensed complements of present-oriented verbs such as 
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believe we need only abstract over the perspective time index. The event time index has 
typically been existentially interpreted. It appears that for future-oriented verbs such as 
expect, we need to abstract over both the perspective time and the event time. I propose, then, 
that the verb expect is translated as a predicate of type <<<e<i<i<st>>>><e<i<st>>>> with 
the following interpretation.  
 
(41) [[expect]] (w,t,x,P) = 1 iff <w',t',x'>  Dox(w,t,x)  t" >w' t' P(w,t",t',x') = 1 
 
The modification here with respect to the semantics we gave for expect above is simply that 
we have added an extra temporal argument to which the complement clause must be applied. 
Whereas before expect took as its clausal argument an intensionalized property of times, now 
it takes an intensionalized property of properties of times. 

It may be easiest to understand how this new semantics for expect combines with our system 
for tensed-clause interpretation by way of example. Consider (42a), the logical form of which 
is given in (42b). 

 
(42) a. Fritz expects that Arnim will laugh. 
  b. Fritz0 PRES1 expect [Arnim1 FUTR2 laugh] 
 
In order to get the right type of clausal argument for expect we need to abstract twice. First we 
abstract over the free variable 2, since it is there, and then we abstract over the improperly 
bound variable 1, because this variable must be abstracted over last. This yields the structure 
in (43): 

  
(43)  Fritz0 PRES1 expect 1 2 [Arnim1 FUTR2 laugh] 
 
This structure can be interpreted, and the truth conditions for it are given in (44). 

 
(44) t [t = t0 & <w',t'>  Dox(w0,t0,Fritz) t" [t" >w' t' & laugh(w',t",Arnim) = 1]] 
 
Note here that the existential force associated with the variable t" – the time at which Arnim 
laughs – is contributed by the lexical semantics of the predicate expect. Furthermore, note that 
the relationship between the local now – t' – and this time of laughter is doubly specified, 
once by the lexical semantics of the attitude verb itself and once by the tense. This double 
specification accounts for the requirement that the complement of expect must be a future 
tense clause. If the complement clause were a present tense or past tense clause, the two 
temporal specifications would be in conflict.10 

So far so good; but what about infinitival complements? Note that given our new semantics, 
infinitival clauses are now of the wrong type to appear as the clausal complement of expect. 
Infinitival clauses are interpreted as properties of time, but expect needs a complement that is 
a property of properties of time. In order to get the right type, then, we need to apply vacuous 
abstraction. Let us consider the infinitival version of (42a): 

 

                                                 
10 It might be the case that the spcifications have somewhat different weight. The marginal acceptability of non-future tensed 

complements as in (25) indicate that the lexical specification might, in fact, be some sort of default presupposition, which 
overt temporal specification can override. 
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(45) Fritz expects Arnim to laugh. 
 
Now in order for the sentence to be interpreted, the infinitival complement must be “type 
shifted” via abstraction. The logical form, then, is (46). 

 
(46) [Fritz0 PRES1 expect  [Arnim to laugh]] 
 
The temporal variable 2, like the variables introduced by Lewis for non-de se belief, will play 
no role in the specification of the truth conditions of the sentence. The complement clause 
will be first applied to the “local now”, and this will, in a sense disappear. Then it will be 
applied to the time t'' which is interpreted as the laughing time. The truth conditions for (45), 
then, will be those in (47). 

 
(47) t [t = t0 & <w',t'>  Dox(w0,t0,Fritz) t" [t" >w' t' & laugh(w',t",Arnim) = 1]] 
 
(44) and (47) are, of course, identical. In the course of calculating (47), however, the temporal 
relations between t'' and t' were specified only once, by the lexical semantics of expect. We 
have, then, an account of the synonymy of (42a) and (45) – and, therefore, of the synonymy 
of (1a) and (1b). Our puzzle is solved. 

6 Conclusion 
The contrast between present-oriented verbs and future-oriented verbs presents many 
challenges for a compositional analysis of the temporal interpretation of the complement 
clause of attitude verbs. Owing to the groundbreaking work of von Stechow and others, we 
have been able to come to grips with the scope of these challenges. It is clear that no simple 
modification of any “off the shelf” analysis of tense interpretation can solve the puzzle. 
Accounting for the variable behavior of infinitival complements, however, appears to be yet 
another of the brute empirical facts that demonstrate to us that a more flexible dynamic 
approach to natural language semantics is necessary. Accordingly, we have been forced to 
adopt an analysis on which tenses have a flexible interpretation. On the one hand they are 
operators, taking times and predicates as arguments, while on the other hand they are like 
pronouns and can be bound by other operators. This flexibility allowed us to preserve the 
intuition that, temporally, infinitival clauses should have a uniform interpretation and to relate 
the future-tense-like interpretation of infinitival complements of future-oriented verbs to the 
fact that these verbs appear to select for future-tensed finite complements. 

The formal analysis we have presented here only begins to address the problems, of course, 
and there are a number of remaining questions to be investigated. Foremost among them is the 
question why there are no “past-oriented” verbs, in the sense that there are no verbs whose 
infinitival complements are interpreted as past times. This may (or may not) correlate with the 
fact that in so many languages present tense sentences can be used with both present and 
future interpretation, but not with past interpretation. And, of course, we have not even 
touched on the contrast between finite and infinitival adjunct clauses. 
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ADJECTIVES IN CONSTRUCT*

Ji-yung Kim
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Abstract

Hebrew construct-state adjectives (CSAs) show syntactic agreement with an element to which they
bear little semantic relation on the surface.  I propose that the CSA combines with its complement
to form a complex predicate, which behaves like a simplex adjective: the complex predicate
semantically modifies and agrees with the noun outside the construct, and the agreement is
indicated on the head of this complex predicate, namely the CSA. The one trait that sets CSAs
apart from simplex adjectives is that CSAs must be followed by a noun phrase headed by a
relational noun (e.g. se’ar ‘hair’ in the example above). I attribute this idiosyncrasy of CSAs to
their distinct type, also signaled in their distinct morphology: CSAs are functions seeking relation-
type predicates as their arguments. The proposed analysis thus manages to explain all the
properties of CSAs while maintaining a maximally straightforward relation between syntax and
semantics, and semantics and morphology.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes an analysis of construct-state adjectives (CSAs) in Hebrew. CSAs are
characterized by construction-specific properties on the one hand, and by traits proper to their
lexical/syntactic category on the other. I claim that the CSA combines with its complement—
the noun following it—to form a complex predicate, which behaves similarly to simplex
adjectives. The proposed analysis captures both the parallel between construct-state nouns and
CSAs, and between CSAs and simplex adjectives. The proposal also accounts for the
restrictions placed on the complements of CSAs to inalienable nouns, a long-standing puzzle
in the literature.

The paper is organized as follows: I begin with a description of CSAs and the problem they
have posed for previous analyses—the issue of what it is they are predicating of, the
heretofore mysterious restrictions on their complement, and the possessor-possessum relation
between the modified noun and the complement to the adjective in construct. Next, I lay out
the basis for my analysis by teasing out properties of these CSAs into traits proper to the
construction (§3.1) or the construct form (§3.2) and traits proper to all adjectives (§3.3). In §4,
                                                
* I am greatly indebted to the participants of the Genitive/Possessive Superseminar (Fall 2000, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst) and the audiences at HUMIT (Fall 2001, MIT) and Sinn und Bedeutung VI (Fall 2001,
Osnabrueck Universitaet). Most examples in this paper are my adaptations of Hazout’s (2000). Special thanks to
Ben Gelbart, Uri Strauss, and Shai Cohen for their help in the adaptation process, as well as for their judgments
on the adapted data. This work is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. BCS-9905748
to Barbara H. Partee, “Integration of Lexical and Compositional Semantics: Genitives in English and Russian”.
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I sketch my analysis of CSAs: CSAs form a complex predicate with their complement, from
which the “puzzling” restrictions on the CSA complements are shown to follow. §5 takes a
closer look at the distinction of inalienability from various points of views.

2 Adjectives in Construct

The following examples illustrate CSAs, delimited by brackets below:

(1) a. na’ara [yefat eynayim]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS. eye.FM.DUAL.IND

‘a pretty-eyed girl’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000:29]

b. na’ar [yefe eynayim]

boy.MS.SG.IND pretty.MS.SG.CS eye.FM.DUAL.IND

‘a pretty-eyed boy’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000:29]

CSAs take a form which is unique to adjectives appearing in these constructions:

(2) a. yafa ‘pretty.FM.SG.IND[EPENDENT FORM]’

yefat ‘pretty.FM.SG.C[ON]S[TRUCT FORM]’

b.  *na’ara [yafa eynayim]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty FM.SG.IND eye.FM.DL.IND

They are always and obligatorily followed by a nominal, which I will be calling their
“complement”; leaving this complement out results in ungrammaticality:

(3) *na’ara [yefat ]
girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS [Adapted from Hazout 2000:29]

Also, supplying the “wrong” complement results in ungrammaticality: only an inalienable
possessum such as eyes can act as complements to a CSA:

(4) a. na’ara [yefat eynayim]
girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND

‘a pretty-eyed girl’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000:29]

b.  *na’ara [yefat mexonit]
girl.FM.SG.INDpretty.FM.SG.CS car.FM.SG.IND       [Adpt. from ibid. 33]
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The CSA complement is invariably understood as a possessum of the nominal outside the
construct, a point further confirmed by the examples below:

(5) a. na’ara [Sxorat se’ar]

girl.FM.SG.IND black.FM.SG.CS hair. MS.SG.IND

‘a black-haired girl’

b. ’erec [merubat ’oxlusin]

country. FM.SG.IND plentiful FM.SG.CS population.MS.SG.IND

‘a country whose population is big’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000: 29]

A further puzzle that the CSAs pose is which of the two nominals—the one outside the
construct or the one inside (the complement)—it modifies: for instance, (5a) refers to the
unique individual who is a girl with black hair; it does not refer to a woman whose skin is
naturally dark, blackened by soot, or dressed in black, unless that same woman’s hair happens
to be black as well.1  In this respect, the CSA appears to modify its complement. However,
agreement facts suggest otherwise: for example, in (5a), the CSA agrees with the feminine
SINGULAR noun outside the construct na’ara ‘girl’, rather than the feminine PLURAL noun
eynayim ‘eyes’ within.2

In short, the following traits of CSAs call for an explanation: (i) the obligatory presence of the
complement, (ii) the restriction on the complement, (iii) the possessive relation between the
CSA’s complement and the nominal agreeing with the CSA, and (iv) the apparent mismatch
between the “semantic” and syntactic modification relations.

3 CSAs as Construct-State Elements and as Adjectives

In this section, I describe further properties of CSAs, with a view to determine which of these
properties are to be attributed to the construction they appear in (or the construct form they
take), and which are true to their nature (i.e. which they share with adjectives not in
construct).

                                                
1 Siloni (1998:6) and Hazout (2000:30).
2 Adjectives in Hebrew agree in gender, number, and definiteness with the nominal they modify. See §3.3 for
examples and discussion.
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3.1 CSAs as Construct-State Elements

In §2, we saw that CSAs take on a distinct morphological shape. A parallel alternation
appears in the nominal class, between nouns in their independent form and nouns in construct
state:

(6) a. na’ara ‘girl.FM.SG.IND’

na’arat ‘girl.FM.SG.CS’

b.  *na’ara Dina

girl.FM.SG.IND Dina

c. na’arat Dina

girl.FM.SG.CS Dina ‘Dina’s daughter’

The parallel to the construct state of nominals is not merely a matter of morphology.
Adjectives in construct obey the same structural restrictions as those attested with nouns in
construct. First, construct-state adjectives cannot be separated from their complement by a
modifier:

(7) a. na’ara [yefat eynayim me’od]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND very

‘a girl whose eyes are very pretty’

b.  *na’ara [yefat me’od eynayim]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS very eye.FM.DL.IND

[Adapted from Hazout 2000: 31]

This is parallel to the facts regarding nouns in construct:

(8) a. mexonit ha- na’ara ha- yafa
car.FM.SG.CS the girl.FM.SG.IND the pretty.FM.SG.IND

‘the pretty car of the girl’

b.  *mexonit yafa ha- na’ara
car.FM.SG.CS pretty.FM.SG.IND the girl.FM.SG.IND

[Adapted from Hazout 2000: 31]
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Secondly, the definiteness of the entire construct phrase is determined by that of the
complement to the element in construct:

(9) a. [delet [beyt [morat [kita]]]]

door house teacherclass

‘a door of a house of a teacher of a class’

b. [delet [beyt [morat [ha- kita]]]]

door house teacher the class

‘the door of the house of the teacher of the class’ [Hazout 1991]

c.  *ha- delet beyt morat kita

the door house teacherclass

d.  *delet ha- beyt morat kita

door the house teacherclass

e.  *delet beyt ha- morat kita

door house the teacherclass

f.  * ha- delet ha- beyt ha- morat ha- kita

the door the house the teacher the class

Each example in (9) consist of three constructs embedded one inside another. As shown in
(9b), the presence of the definite article in the innermost DP ha-kita ‘the class’ determines the
definiteness of each larger DP morat ha-kita ‘the teacher of the class’, beyt morat ha-kita ‘the
house of the teacher of the class’, and delet beyt morat ha-kita ‘the door of the house of the
teacher of the class’. (9c-e) shows that the article may not appear on any of the construct-state
nouns.

Similarly, the definiteness of the adjectival construct is determined by the presence of the
article on the term following the construct-adjective, and may not appear on the adjective
itself:

(10) a. ha- na’ara [yefat ha- eynayim]
the girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS the eye.FM.DL.IND

‘the pretty-eyed girl’
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b.  *ha- na’ara [ha- yefat eynayim]3

the girl.FM.SG.IND the pretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND

[Adapted from Hazout 2000: 32]

3.2 CSAs are not Nominals in Construct

CSAs nevertheless distinguish themselves from nominals in construct; i.e. there are properties
unique to construct-state ADJECTIVES. First, while the complement to CSAs is restricted to
inalienable possessa, no such restriction is attested with complements to nominals in
construct:

(11) a. ceva ha- eynayim

color.MS.SG.CS the eye.FM.DL.IND ‘the color of the eyes’

b. ceva ha- mexonit

color.MS.SG.CS the car.FM.SG.IND ‘the color of the car’

[Adapted from Hazout 2000:50]

Nor is it attested in relative clauses, which are arguably synonymous with the adjectival
construct:

(12) ha- na’ara [Se ha- mexonit Sel-a yefa]

the girl.FM.SG.CS that the car.FM.SG.IND Sel-herpretty.FM.SG.IND

‘the girl whose car is pretty’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000: 33]

Also, while construct-state nouns can be embedded one inside the other (as seen in (9)), the
term following the adjective in construct can neither be in construct state (13a) nor be in a
“free genitive” construction (13b), another option for embedding nominal phrases within
larger nominal phrases:

(13) a.  *ha- na’ara [yefat [eyne Dina]]

the girl.FM.SG.INDpretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.CS Dina

b.  *ha- na’ara [yefat eynayim Sel ha- more]
the girl.FM.SG.INDpretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND Sel the teacher

[Adapted from Hazout 2000: 35]

                                                
3 My consultants found this example not as ungrammatical as the others.
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3.3 CSAs are Adjectives

Finally, just like simple adjectives (14a-d), CSAs (14a’-d’) show full agreement with a
nominal, which, in the case of simple adjectives coincides with the nominal modified by the
adjective:

(14) a. na’ara yafa

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.IND ‘a pretty girl’

a’. na’ara [yefat eynayim]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND

‘a pretty-eyed girl’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000:29]

b. na’ar yafe

boy MS.SG.IND pretty.MS.SG.IND ‘a beautiful boy’

b’. na’ar [yefe eynayim]

boy MS.SG.IND pretty.MS.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND

‘a pretty-eyed boy’ [Hazout 2000:29]

c. ne’arot yefot

girls FM.PL.IND pretty.FM.PL.IND ‘pretty girls’

c’. ne’arot [yefot eynayim]

girls.FM.PL.IND pretty.FM.PL.CS eye.FM.DL.IND ‘pretty-eyed girls’

d. ha- na’ara ha- yafa

the girl.FM.SG.IND the pretty.FM.SG.IND ‘the pretty girl’

d’. ha- na’ara [yefat ha- eynayim]

the girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS the eye.FM.DL.IND

‘The girl pretty of eyes’

d”. *ha- na’ara [yefat eynayim]
the girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND
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d”’. *na’ara [yefat ha- eynayim]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS the eye.FM.DL.IND

The nominal and the adjective agree in gender, as shown by the contrast between (14a/a’ and
14b/b’), as well as in number (compare (14a/a’) with (14c/c’)) and definiteness (compare
(14a/a’) and (14d”/d”’) with (14d/d’)).

Thus construct-state adjectives pose an interesting puzzle in that they show three sets of
properties: (i) properties they share with other elements in construct, and therefore clearly
attributable to the construction itself (§3.1), (ii) properties distinct from other elements in
construct, and thus unique to their status/form as CSAs, and (iii) properties they share with
other adjectives, to be attributed to their continued affinity to that category. A complete
analysis of adjectives in construct must account for these two aspects. I propose such an
analysis below.

4 Proposal: Why CSAs are Different

The facts laid out in §§3.1-3.2 provide strong support for a distinction between CSAs and
their independent-form counterparts, beyond the morphological distinction: CSAs demand an
inalienable possessum as its complement. Assuming a maximally transparent mapping
between syntax and semantics, we can interpret (into semantic terms) CSAs as functors taking
inalienable possessa/relational nominals as their arguments.

What is then the result of that function-argument application? I claim that the answer is given
by the syntax of the CSAs (discussed in §3.3): assuming that CSAs differ MINIMALLY from
their independent-form counterparts, we can take the agreement facts at their face value and
conclude that CSAs (or rather, the adjectival construct, see below) in fact modify the nominal
OUTSIDE the construct.  This hypothesis has the additional advantage of doing away with any
extraneous device that would be necessary, were we to assume that the CSA modifies its
complement. The answer to the question of what the construct as a whole denotes is a
complex-adjective.  I give below the semantic representation of such an adjective (15b), along
with the representation of the CSA (15c) (I use GLOSSES of the Hebrew words, to facilitate
exposition):

(15) a. TR(eyes) = λuλv[eyes(u)(v)]

b.    TR(pretty.CS eyes) = λx[pretty(ιy[eyes(x)(y)])]

c. TR(pretty.CS) = λR<eet>λx[pretty(ιy[R(x)(y)])]

The inalienable noun eynayim ‘eyes’ in (15a) is a two-place predicate: it takes an internal
argument which denotes its possessor, and an external argument denoting its referent. The
CSA yefat ‘pretty.CS’ in (15c) maps a relation (two-place predicate) such as eynayim ‘eyes’
into a one-place predicate (equivalent to the independent form yafa ‘pretty.IND’). Combining
the CSA and the inalienable noun yields yefat eynayim ‘pretty.CS eye’ in (15b): a one-place
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predicate which modifies an individual, who also happens to be the possessor of eynayim
‘eyes’.

One puzzle is partially solved: intransitive nouns such as mexonit ‘car’ incur a type-mismatch
when we try to apply the CSA to it:4

(16) a. TR(car) = λz[car(z)]

b. TR(pretty.CS car) = λR<eet>λx[pretty(ιy[R(x)(y)])](λz[car(z)])

The restriction on embedding illustrated in (13) (repeated below) is also explained:
introducing a possessor early on saturates the internal argument of the complement noun,
thereby rendering it a one-place noun like car:

(13) a.  *ha- na’ara [yefat eyne Dina]

the girl.FM.SG.INDpretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.CS Dina

b.  *ha- na’ara [yefat eynayim Sel ha- more]
the girl.FM.SG.INDpretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND Sel the teacher

[Adapted from Hazout 2000: 35]

The account for the examples in (13) applies equally to the ungrammatical examples in (17),
where resumptive pronouns appear in construct phrases:

(17) a.  *ha- na’ara [yefat eyne -ha]

the girl.FM.SG.INDpretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.CS -her

b.  *ha- na’ara [yefat eynayim Sel-a]
the girl.FM.SG.INDpretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND Sel-her

[Adapted from Hazout 2000: 35]

In this respect, construct phrases contrast with relative clauses, where resumptive pronouns
are required:

(18) a. ha- na’ara [Se ha- eynayim *(Sel-a) yafot]
the girl.FM.SG.IND thatthe eye.FM.DL.INDSel-her pretty.FM.PL.IND

‘the girl whose eyes are pretty’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000: 33]

                                                
4 Note that I am disregarding the type-shifting possibility for mexonit ‘car’, which would supply the necessary
internal argument. I come back to this issue in the following section (§5).
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b. ha- na’ara [Se eyne -ha yafot]

the girl.FM.SG.INDthat eye.FM.DL.CS -her pretty.FM.PL.IND

‘the girl whose eyes are pretty’ [Adapted from Hazout 2000:42]

The resumptive pronoun is required in this case, since the internal argument of eynayim/eyne
‘eyes’ has to be saturated for this latter to be an argument to yafot ‘pretty’, a one-place
predicate, thereby forming a clause of type <t>. In this case, yafot ‘pretty’ does modify
eynayim/eyne ‘eyes’, and not na’ara ‘girl’, as we see from the PLURAL agreement.5

The proposed analysis also predicts, correctly, that any modification to the construct phrase
that does not affect the argument structure of the complement noun (such as conjunction) is
grammatical:

(19) ha- na’ara [Sxorat ha- se’ar ve ha- eynayim]
the girl.FM.SG.IND black.FM.SG.CS the hair and the eye.FM.DL.IND

[Hazout 2000: 40]

I have now explained two thirds of the problem: (i) since the CSA’s internal argument is a
relation, non-relational nouns cannot serve as its argument, and the possessive relation
between the noun outside the construct and the (referent of) the complement is thus mediated,
(ii) the construct as a whole, headed by the CSA, is the equivalent of a simplex adjective, and
therefore behaves like one in terms of agreement and semantics.

In doing so, I have assumed a maximally straightforward relation between morphology and
semantics—the allomorphy of the CSA signals the distinct semantics of this latter—and
between syntax and semantics—agreement takes place between a nominal and an adjective
modifying it.

Semantics does not play a great role in the remaining third of the problem (properties of the
construct, laid out in §3.1); according to Siloni (1998), these properties are in fact attributable
to the prosody of Hebrew. I follow her proposal, which convincingly explains the puzzles
discussed in this paper, as well as numerous otherwise-baffling facts. I only give a brief
tasting of Siloni’s account below; the eager reader is referred to her paper.

The restriction on the position of the CSA’s modifier (illustrated in (7) and repeated below)
has nothing to do with semantics: me’od ‘very’ is a predicate modifier, and as such does not
affect the argument structure of the relation eynayim ‘eyes’). The ungrammaticality of (7) has
to do with the fact that the CSA is prosodically defective, and as such dependent on its
complement for stress. A prosodic word intervening between the CSA and its complement
severs the contiguity necessary for stress assignment:

                                                
5 Many thanks to Barbara Partee (p.c.) for alerting me to this fact.
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(7) a. na’ara [yefat eynayim me’od]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND very

‘A girl whose eyes are very pretty’

b.  *na’ara [yefat me’od eynayim]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS very eye.FM.DL.IND

This is a property true of any element in construct, regardless of its category. In
PHONOLOGICAL terms, then, the CSA is not a head; rather, its complement acts as the head.
We see here that we cannot expect maximal parallelism between all modules; at the very
least, phonology can have a structure contradicting semantics.

What of the element that may come between the term in construct and its complement? The
agreement facts in (14) suggest that the CSA is the syntactic head of the construct phrase: as
shown by (14d’/d”/d”’), the occurrence of ha- on eynayim ‘eyes’ is entirely dependent on its
presence on na’ara ‘girl’, the noun which yefat ‘pretty’ modifies and agrees with. Yet the
definiteness PREFIX ha- appears AFTER the CSA. Why? Siloni (1998) attributes this to ha-, a
prefix with a tendency to attract stress to its stem. Were ha- to attach to the CSA, it would
wrongly attract stress to the CSA, which has to remain unstressed.

(14) d’. ha- na’ara [yefat ha- eynayim]

the girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS the eye.FM.DL.IND

‘The girl pretty of eyes’

d”. *ha- na’ara [yefat eynayim]
the girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS eye.FM.DL.IND

d”’. *na’ara [yefat ha- eynayim]

girl.FM.SG.IND pretty.FM.SG.CS the eye.FM.DL.IND

We have thus an explanation for all thirds of the problem. Ruling out the type-shifting
possibility of alienable possessa calls for more justification. I now turn to that issue.

5 Inalienable Possessa

In this section, I entertain a number of competing hypotheses ruling out the type-shifting
possibility of alienable possessa in constructs.
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5.1 A Syntactic Alternative

Inalienable possessa such as eynayim ‘eyes’ are the only nouns with a possessor argument in
the original lexical representation. The rash response is to rule out the possibility of type-
shifting altogether, and thus force alienable possessa such as mexonit ‘car’ to introduce a
possessor argument slot syntactically. Assuming further that the complex-predicate formation
in constructs is via incorporation, and adopting Baker’s (1987) view of incorporation, we can
argue that an alienable possessum cannot be complement to the CSA, since it forces the
introduction of a syntactic object, thereby blocking incorporation.

Borer (1988), however, argues that constructs are distinct from lexical compounds, which are
formed through incorporation, in various respects. First, as we saw above, the interpretation of
constructs is fully compositional, in contrast with that of lexical compounds, which is often
idiomatic:

(20) a. beyt xolim

house.MS.SG.CS patient.PL.IND ‘hospital’

b. gan yeladim

garden.MS.SG.CS child.MS.PL.IND ‘nursery school’
[Hazout 2000: 37-38]

She takes the following contrast as further counter-evidence to the “construct as
incorporation” hypothesis:

(19) ha- na’ara [Sxorat ha- se’ar ve ha- eynayim]
the girl.FM.SG.IND black.FM.SG.CS the hair and the eye.FM.DL.IND

‘the girl whose hair and eyes are black’ [Hazout 2000: 40]

(21) *beyt ha- sefer ve ha- xolim

house.MS.SG.CS the book.MS.SG.IND and the patient.PL [Hazout 2000:39]

Conjoined complements, which are allowed in constructs (19) are disallowed in lexicalized
compounds (21).

The differences between constructs and lexicalized compounds have been shown beyond
doubt; yet it is quite conceivable that there could be different kinds of incorporation, each
with different restrictions and properties. Consider the case of English compounds, which are
perfectly acceptable despite the incorporation of conjoined elements:

(22) a. a bread-and-butter issue
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b. a song-and-dance band [Partee, p.c.]

A syntactically more prudent (but semantically, rather bold) move is to assume a syntactic
reflex for the semantic type-shifting: it is possible that the extra argument slot introduced via
type-shifting is not of the same syntactic type as the one in inalienable nominals. More
specifically, whereas the possessor argument in an inalienable noun is an ANAPHOR (Koenig
1999), the (newly-created) possessor argument slot in an alienable noun could be a PRONOUN,
which cannot be bound by the nominal modified by the construct.

(23) a.       NP1

NP2     CsP

     na’ara Cs       N(P)3

‘girl’
         yefat ‘pretty’ eynayim ‘eyes’

b.       NP1

NP2      CsP

     na’ara Cs       N(P)3

‘girl’
   yefat‘pretty’   mexonit  ‘car’

In both cases, na’ara ‘girl’ c-commands the possessor argument in N(P)3: in (23a) that is
grammatical, given the anaphor status of the possessor argument; in (23b), however, it results
in ungrammaticality, since the possessor argument of mexonit ‘car’ wants a referent distinct
from that of na’ara ‘girl’; as a consequence, there is no semantic link between NP2 and the
construct phrase:

(24) a. TR(pretty.CS) = λR<eet>λx[pretty(ιy[R(x)(y)])]

b. TR(car) = λuλv[car(u)(v)] (  type-shifting)

c. TR(pretty.CS car) = λR<eet>λx[pretty(ιy[R(x)(y)])](λuλv[car(u)(v)]) 

   = λx[pretty(ιy[λuλv[car(u)(v)](x)(y)])]

   = λx[pretty(ιy[car(x)(y)])]

Semantically, the referent of na’ara ‘girl’ would be supplied as an argument to the complex
predicate in (24c); however, a conflict arises since the possessor cannot co-refer with it. This
is a situation similar (although not identical6) to the ill-formed phrase John who Bill came.

                                                
6 Since R-expressions like Bill resist coreference even more vehemently than pronouns.
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Further consequences of this proposal (that there is a syntactic operation corresponding to
semantic type-shifting) remain to be put to test.

5.2  Inalienable Possessa as Properties

Well as the proposal in the previous subsection might fare, it should find the following data to
be quite a challenge:

(25) * yalda yefat 'axot/'em/savta

          girl beautiful sister/mother/grand-mother [Siloni 1998:5]

The obvious, but not so attractive, way out is to stipulate that kinship is alienable in some
respects. Yet doing so does not really give an explanation why they should be different, or
even, HOW they should. And it appears that an explanation is necessary, in light of the
systematicity of this kinship-inalienable divide across languages. For one, French has
constructions that closely parallel the Hebrew ones, with the same restrictions:

(26) a. une fille belle de peau

a girl beautiful of skin

b. *une fille belle de voiture

a girl beautiful of car

c. *une fille belle de soeur/mère/grand-mère

a girl beautiful of sister/mother/grand-mother [Siloni 1998:13]

And albeit less closely, we see similar restrictions in the Korean multiple accusative
construction:

(27) a. John-i Mary-lul son -ul ttayli-ess-ta

John-NOM Mary-ACC hand-ACC hit-PST-DECL

‘John hit Mary on the hand.’

b. *John-i Mary-lul emeni -lul ttayli-ess-ta

John-NOM Mary-ACC mother-ACC hit-PST-DECL

[Kim, M.-J. 2000: 14]

The intuition behind the divide is very clear, as Partee (p.c.) points out:
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I think this is related to the question of “which noun does the adjective
modify?” … Pretty eyes are at least part of what can make a person pretty, but
a pretty car doesn’t make you pretty in any sense.

There are various ways to formalize this intuition. One is to adopt Baker’s (1999) proposal
about Mohawk external possession constructions, where only body part nouns are allowed.
Baker (1999) attributes the exclusive behavior of body part nouns to the fact that their
referent and their possessors are non-distinct. This allows for coindexing of arguments
without any need to create an extra argument slot: the body part noun and the predicate create
a reflexive predicate, the argument of which is the possessor (see Koenig (1999) for a
different formulation of the same idea).

This explains why kinship nouns, although clearly inalienable (at least in a low-tech
traditional world), cannot participate in the construction: it is very hard to regard a kinship
noun to be coindexed with its “possessor” (unless we assume an affectedness relation).

An alternative way is to extend the proposal in §4: the CSA is looking for a relational
predicate (rather than an individual-type). The inalienable possessa do not denote entities (are
not of type <e>) but properties, whereas a non-trivial type-shifting is required to turn a
kinship term, which inherently denotes an entity7) into a relational predicate (cf. Kolliakou
1999; Siloni 1998:10f8; Vergnaud and Zubizarreta 1992 about inalienable possessions being
“types”, as opposed to “tokens”.) This, in turn, extends to Borschev’s (2000) idea that
complements to CSAs denote dimensions (he calls them “parameters”) along which the
adjective is evaluated: individual-denoting types cannot serve as dimensions, while property-
denoting types can.

6 Concluding Remarks

CSAs in Hebrew may at first appear a baffling problem, because of their multifaceted
behavior. However, the CSAs’ diverse properties unravel upon close scrutiny: once we teased
out the properties of CSAs due to the construction, those owing to the adjective construct
form, and those common to CSAs and non-construct adjectives, we could take up and analyze
each of those groups of properties individually. I have followed Siloni (1998) in the account
of the properties of elements in construct. As for the properties unique to CSAs, I have
attributed them to the distinct semantic type of CSAs correlating with the allomorphy: CSAs
are functions seeking relation-type predicates to turn into a complex predicate. The fact that
relations, not individual types, fit their argument type explains the restriction on the CSA’s
                                                
7 It is of possible relevance that these are often the nouns used without the article in languages where bare nouns
are highly marked.
8 Siloni (1998:12) convincingly shows that the article does NOT render the inalienable noun referential: the
inalienable noun cannot bind a pronominal:

(i) ha-yalda yefat ha-'eynayimi higi'a. *heni hayu šxorot va-'acuvot.

the-girl beautiful the-eyes arrived. they were black and-sad
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complement to inalienable nouns. Once the CSA’s first argument (the relation) is saturated,
the CSA is like other adjectives, and as such agrees in gender and number with the noun it
modifies—the nominal outside the construct.
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METAPHORISCHE UND METONYMISCHE MUSTER DER ADJEKTIV-
INTENSIVIERUNG∗

Ilja Kirschbaum
Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf

Zusammenfassung

In diesem Beitrag soll es um die Frage gehen, welche kognitiven Muster der Adjektiv-
Intensivierung im Deutschen zugrunde liegen. Ausgangspunkt ist die These, daß Adjektivphrasen
wie höchst zufrieden und furchtbar langsam vor allem durch metaphorische und metonymische
Muster motiviert sind. Die metaphorischen Muster können dadurch charakterisiert werden, daß
bestimmte Bereiche verschiedener Herkunftsdimensionen auf spezifische Zielskalen übertragen
werden, was eine Restrukturierung des spezifischen Skalenbereichs zur Folge hat. Die
metonymischen Muster basieren dagegen auf einer indirekten Charakterisierung des
Intensitätsgrades als Folge eben dieses Grades. Veranschaulichen läßt sich die metonymische
Verschiebung mit Hilfe von Konsekutivsätzen, wobei der Hauptsatz die Ursache und der daß-
Komplementsatz die Folge ausdrückt.

1 Vorbemerkung
Unter Intensivierung verstehe ich ganz allgemein das semantisch-funktionale Phänomen der
Gradspezifikation. Dabei müssen wir unterscheiden zwischen morphologischer (1a) und syn-
taktischer Intensivierung (1b):

(1) a. Gestern war es sauheiß.

b. Gestern war es sehr heiß.

Die morphologische Intensivierung wird im Weiteren keine Rolle spielen.

Ferner müssen wir unterscheiden zwischen den Intensivierungsoperatoren und Intensivie-
rungsoperanden:

(2) a. Sein Auge ist blau wie ein Veilchen.

b. Er lügt, daß sich die Balken biegen.

c. Er besucht mich sehr oft.

d. Die Scheibe ist so dünn.

                                                

∗ Ich danke Sebastian Löbner, ohne den dieses Papier in dieser Form nicht zustande gekommen wäre, sowie
Rudi Keller und Elke Diedrichsen für ihre interessanten Anmerkungen. Dieses Papier basiert auf einer
Untersuchung, die durch das DFG-Projekt Der Sprachgebrauch der Goethe-Zeit im Vergleich zu dem der
Gegenwart. Eine kontrastive Untersuchung zum Bedeutungswandel unter Leitung von Rudi Keller gefördert
wurde.
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e. In der Nacht hatte es unglaublich gefroren.

f. Das Haus befand sich ziemlich in der Nähe.

g. Die Zuschauer machten einen ungeheuren Krach.

Als Operatoren kommen Vergleichskonstruktionen und Komplementsätze (2a-b), Steige-
rungspartikeln wie sehr (2c), deiktische Formen wie so (2d) und zahlreiche Adjektive in ad-
verbialer Verwendung (e-g) in Frage. Auch als Operanden sind verschiedene grammatische
Kategorien möglich: Adverbien (2c), Adjektive (2a, d), Verben (2b, e), Präpositionalphrasen
(2f) und Substantive (2g).

Ich werde mich im Folgenden auf die syntaktische Intensivierung von Adjektiven beschrän-
ken und gehe von einer Adjektivphrase (AP) mit der syntaktischen Struktur [AP GP A] aus.
GP steht für die fakultative Grad- oder Maßphrase:

(3) AP

GP A

G G

a. (sehr) viel kleiner

b. (viel) zu groß
c. ganz (schön) dumm

d. fast (ganz) leer

Darüber hinaus werde ich nur die Intensivierer näher betrachten, die einigermaßen allgemein
verwendbar sind. Nicht berücksichtigt werden sollen feste Kombinationen wie sie in (4) vor-
liegen:

(4) a. Karl haßt die ewig langen Sitzungen am Frühstückstisch.

b. Noras Pointen sind schneidend scharf.

c. Das folgt zwingend notwendig aus dem zuvor Gesagten.

d. Kaiserslautern war drückend überlegen.

e. Karl wäre gern stinkend reich.

f. Die Unterlagen sind streng vertraulich.

g. Dieser Umstand ist sattsam bekannt.

h. Ein winzig kleines Tier.

i. Da bin ich aber baß erstaunt.
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Im Folgenden soll es nun vor allem um die Frage gehen, wie die syntaktische Intensivierung
im Deutschen motiviert ist, welche kognitiven Muster ihr zugrunde liegen.

2 Metaphorische Muster
Im Gegensatz zu dem klassischen Verständnis als "figure of speech" hat sich in den letzten
Jahrzehnten gerade im Rahmen der kognitiven Semantik eine Auffassung durchgesetzt, wo-
nach die Metapher in erster Linie als eine "figure of thought" zu betrachten ist, die uns als
wichtiges kognitives Hilfsmittel bei der Kategorisierung und Strukturierung unserer Erfah-
rungen, unseres Wissens und unserer Handlungen dient: "The essence of metaphor is under-
standing and experiencing one kind of thing or expierence in terms of another".
(Lakoff&Johnson 1980:5). Ihr Charakteristikum besteht darin, daß bestimmte Aspekte aus
einem konzeptuellen Bereich, dem Herkunftsbereich (engl. "source domain") auf einen ande-
ren Bereich, den Zielbereich ("target domain") projiziert werden.

Vor diesem Hintergrund können folgende offenskalige Intensivierungen als eine solche meta-
phorische Projektion eines bestimmten Bereichs einer Differenzskala (der "source domain")
auf einen spezifischen Skala (der "target domain") erklären werden:

(5) a. Karl erzählt mir von einem hoch interessanten Artikel.

b. Tief betrübt schlichen die Spieler in die Kabine.

c. Hans ist schwer betrunken.

d. Nora macht einen leicht müden Eindruck.

Die zugrundeliegenden Projektionen lassen sich am besten anhand des Intensivierungsmusters
(i) veranschaulichen; die spezifische Skala (obere Skala) ist eine Ausprägungsskala, d.h.
selbst ein geringer Grad ist auf dieser Skala bereits ein positiver Wert, z.B. TRUNKENHEIT,
MÜDIGKEIT. Als Differenzskala (untere Skala) kommen verschiedene Dimensionen wie z.B.
HÖHE, TIEFE oder GEWICHT in Frage:1

(i)

A

GPA GPA

(-A) (+A)

Im Falle von (5a-c) wird der obere Abschnitt (+A), in (5d) der untere Abschnitt (-A) einer
Differenzskalen auf eine spezifische Skala projiziert, so daß die spezifische Skala eine neue,

                                                
1 Die Analyse der Intensivierungsmuster baut auf der allgemeinen Adjektivanalyse in Löbner (1990) auf,
weshalb sich auch die Diagramm-Darstellungen an diese Analyse anlehnen.
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differenziertere Struktur erhält: Der Umschlagpunkt der Differenzsskala wird dabei zu einem
weiteren Umschlagpunkt auf der spezifischen Skala. In Anlehnung an Lakoff&Johnson
(1980:9) können wir von einem strukturellen Metaphern-Typ ("structural metaphor") spre-
chen.

Daß die Strukturierung einer spezifischen Skala durch eine Differenzsskala in den meisten
Fällen nicht vollständig, sondern nur partiell ist, wobei allein der Abschnitt (+A) projiziert
wird, erkennt man daran, daß folgende APs nicht möglich sind:

(6) a. *Karl ist niedrig zufrieden.

b. *Flach betrübt schlichen die Spieler in die Kabine.

c. *Die technischen Schwierigkeiten erwiesen sich als eng / nah übertrieben.

Auf der lexikalischen Ebene hat die metaphorische Projektion zur Folge, daß die Lexeme in
der GP-Position eine Uminterpretation erfahren: Wir interpretieren die entsprechenden Le-
xeme nicht mehr in ihrem wörtlichen, räumlichen oder quantitativen Sinne, sondern in einem
metaphorischen, d.h. intensivierenden Sinne. Es entsteht eine andere Lesart, deren Verhältnis
zur wörtlichen Interpretation ein metaphorisches ist. Dabei handelt es sich zunächst nicht um
eine lexikalische Ambiguität, da wir die metaphorische Lesart nicht extra lernen müssen. Erst
wenn das entsprechende Lexem im Kontext einer AP immer wieder metaphorisch verwendet
und interpretiert wird, kann die metaphorische Lesart konventionalisiert und schließlich lexi-
kalisiert werden. In diesem Falle liegt dann Polysemie vor.

Auch bestimmte APs mit einem Operanden im Komparativ wie unter (7) lassen sich auf eine
metaphorische Projektion zurückführen, wobei hier allein der obere Bereich der Diffe-
renzskala projiziert wird:

(7) a. Das ging weit schneller als gedacht.

b. Vater ist viel älter als Mutter.

c. Das war weitaus besser als beim letzten Mal.

Der Unterschied zu (i) besteht allein darin, daß der Vergleichswert bzw. das Komparandum
den spezifischen Skalenabschnitt bereits einschränkt:

(iia)

A

   k  Nicht-GPA GPA(KOM)

(KOM)

       Nicht-A A

Vor einer adjektivischen Komparativform sind aber auch die folgenden Operatoren möglich,
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die sich im Unterschied zu (iia) auf den unteren Abschnitt einer Differenzskala beziehen:

(8) a. Nora ist etwas netter als Lene.

b. Heute fangen wir ein bißchen später an.

c. Karl ist ein wenig größer als Hans.

Die zugrundeliegende metaphorische Projektion läßt sich unter leichter Abwandlung von (iia)
folgendermaßen darstellen:

(iib)

A

   k GPA      Nicht-GPA(KOM)

(KOM)

A Nicht-A

Auch die sogenannte absolute Intensivierung läßt sich auf ein metaphorisches Muster zurück-
führen. Mit absolut ist gemeint, daß in diesen APs Skalenendpunktadjektive sowohl als Ope-
ratoren wie als Operanden fungieren. Mit anderen Worten: Bei den APs unter (9) sind die
Operand- und Operatorskala von dem gleichen Typ und deckungsgleich wird ein Endpunkt
auf einen anderen Endpunkt gelegt:

(9) a. Sie zeigten sich vollkommen nackt in der Öffentlichkeit.

b. Die Bar war total leer.

c. Seine Wohnung war immer absolut sauber.

d. Am Ende seines Lebens war Großvater völlig blind.

e. Ein vollauf / voll und ganz unverdienter Sieg.

f. Die Antwort ist gänzlich / ganz und gar falsch.

g. Auf dem einen Ohr ist er zu 100% taub.

h. Jetzt bin ich vollends pleite.

Diese metaphorische Projektion hat den Effekt, daß ein Grenzbereich, der eigentlich keine
Abstufungen zuläßt, weiter differenziert werden kann, und zwar im Sinne einer Präzisierung:
Es wird der letzte Übergang zwischen ganz und nicht ganz betont bzw. eine mögliche Grau-
zone ausgeschlossen. Der entscheidende Unterschied zur offenskaligen Intensivierung ist der,
daß man keinen Differenzbereich bekommt. Man kann nicht sagen er ist nackt, aber nicht
vollkommen nackt oder die Krankheit ist unheilbar, aber nicht absolut unheilbar wie dies
etwa bei sehr oder viel der Fall ist. Das entsprechende Muster läßt sich dann wie folgt sche-
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matisieren:

(iiia)

Nicht-A           A

 GPA

In (10) beziehen sich die Operanden dagegen auf einen nach oben hin offenen Skalenabschnitt
und durch die metaphorische Stapelung mit der geschlossenen Differenzskala wird eine
faktische Grenze gesetzt, wo logisch gesehen gar keine Grenze ist. Dies hat eine Umin-
terpretation des spezifischen Skalentyps zur Folge: die entsprechenden Adjektiv-Operanden
werden nicht mehr relativ, sondern absolut interpretiert:

(10) a. Das ist aber total nett von Ihnen.

b. Er findet so etwas voll lustig.

c. Ich bin absolut müde.

d. Das Spiel war völlig langweilig.

Um dieses metaphorische Aufeinanderlegen zweier nicht deckungsgleicher Skalen zu veran-
schaulichen, müssen wir (iiia) nur geringfügig modifizieren:

(iiib)

Nicht-A           A

         A GPA

Kommen wir nun zu der Intensivierung mittels Elativformen. Beim Elativ handelt es sich um
einen nicht vergleichenden Superlativ, d.h. er hat kein eigenes Komparandum und tritt im
Gegensatz zum Superlativ ohne bestimmten Artikel auf:

(11) a. Ich fand den Film höchst amüsant.

b. Das Publikum verließ die Premiere zutiefst empört.

c. Ein äußerst schwieriger Fall.

d. Er war aufs äußerste genervt.

e. Das wäre im höchsten Maße bedauerlich.
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Außerdem können auch sogenannte inhärent intensivierte Adjektive (kurz: iiA) wie riesig,
gigantisch, mächtig oder gewaltig als inhärente Elative bezeichnet werden. Die iiA sind da-
durch gekennzeichnet, daß sie sich ebenfalls auf den Extrembereich einer Skala beziehen und
in der Regel nicht steigerbar sind:

(12) a. Man präsentierte uns eine gigantisch hohe Rechnung.

b. Das Buch war riesig interessant.

c. Es gab kolossal viel Schnee.

d. Da muß irgendwas mächtig faul sein.

e. Er nahm das gewaltig ernst.

Die intensivierende Verwendungsweisen der Elative basiert nun gleichfalls auf einem meta-
phorischen Prozeß, nur daß dieses Mal kein Skalenendpunkt, sondern ein faktischer Extrem-
bereich, ein sogenanntes Erfahrungsmaximum auf eine spezifische Skala projiziert wird. Da-
durch kommt ebenfalls der Effekt zustande, daß keine weitere Steigerung mehr möglich sei.

(iva)

Nicht-A A

Nicht-GPA           G   PA

 A

Die Extremform dieses Musters besteht schließlich in der Projektion eines Bereichs jenseits
jeder spezifischen Skala, wie sie sich in der intensivierenden Verwendung von unendlich
(schnell) und endlos (langsam) widerspiegelt:

(ivb)

Nicht-A A

∞
  GPA

Und schließlich liegt auch APs wie viel zu groß oder ein wenig zu groß eine metaphorische
Projektion zugrunde. zu bringt darüber hinaus eine Norm ins Spiel, d.h. wir müssen in diesen
Fällen einen Akzeptabilitätswert (a) hinzufügen, der mehr (va) oder weniger (vb) überschrit-
ten wird. Die entsprechenden Muster weisen dann große Gemeinsamkeiten mit den kompara-
tivischen Mustern unter (ii) auf (Löbner 1990:150):
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(va)

A

Nicht-

a GPA GPA

Nicht-A    A

(vb)

A

a       GPA  Nicht-GPA

A     Nicht-A

In diesen Fällen ist es einmal mehr die Mengenskala, die als Differenzskala bzw. Herkunfts-
bereich dient. Wie fundamental die Mengenskala ist, läßt sich auch daran erkennen, daß sie
grammatikalisiert ist in den grammatischen Kategorien der Komparation und des Plural.

3 Metonymische Muster
Es gibt eine Vielzahl von Adjektiven, die in der GP-Position gerade nicht eine Differenz zu
einem oberen oder unteren Differenzswert ausdrücken; vielmehr "kennzeichnen [sie, I.K.] die
Tatsache daß ein Objekt POS(A) ist als unglaublich, erstaunlich, erschreckend usw." (Löbner
1990: 145). Ihre Funktion läßt sich daher mit Hilfe von Konsekutivsätzen veranschaulichen:

(13) Karl ist so blöd, daß es furchtbar, außergewöhnlich, unglaublich, einmalig ist.

Alternative Paraphrasen sind:

(13') wie blöd Karl ist, ist furchtbar, außergewöhnlich, unglaublich, einmalig.

oder auch:

(13'') er ist in furchtbarem, außergewöhnlichem, unglaublichem, einmaligem Grad
bzw. Maß blöd.
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In diesen Fällen liegt eine Intensivierung vor, deren Grad extern bzw. indirekt über einen
Vergleichswert erschlossen wird. Das entsprechende Intensivierungsmuster sieht dann fol-
gendermaßen aus (Löbner 1990: 153):

(vi)

Nicht-A A

    k

   Nicht-GPA GPA

Anders gesagt: Diesen APs liegt eine URSACHE-WIRKUNG-Metonymie zugrunde. Der Ope-
rand drückt eine Eigenschaft aus, die als Ursache für eine bestimmte Wirkung fungiert, wobei
der Grad indirekt über die Wirkung erschlossen wird.

Üblicherweise wird die Metonymie charakterisiert als ein "Ausdruck für eine Übertragungs-
weise, in der das eigentliche Wort ersetzt wird durch die Bezeichnung eines Gegenstandes,
der mit dem gemeinten in realer und nicht nur, wie bei der Metapher, in begrifflicher Bezie-
hung steht." (Schlüter 1974: 33-4). Typisch für die Behandlung der Metonymie ist, daß im
Anschluß an ihre zumeist äußerst vage Definition verschiedene Arten von "realen" Beziehun-
gen aufgezählt werden, so besteht z.B. eine "reale" Beziehung zwischen Ursachen und Wir-
kung, Produzent und Produkt, zwischen einem benutzten Objekt und seinem Benutzer, zwi-
schen einem Behältnis und seinem Inhalt, zwischen der verantwortlichen Person und ihrem
Verantwortungsbereich, zwischen einer Institution und ihren Mitgliedern, zwischen einem Ort
und der dort ansässigen Institution oder einem Ort und einem dort stattfindenden Ereignis.
Statt von "realen" Beziehung wird oft auch von KONTIGUITÄT gesprochen. Jedoch bereitet
dieser Begriff einige Probleme. Für gewöhnlich ist damit eine wie auch immer geartete
"Nähe" gemeint, worunter man kausale, temporale und lokale Zusammenhänge zusammen-
faßt. Als notwendiges und hinreichendes Merkmal ist eine derartige Definition jedoch kaum
geeignet. Im Grunde muß man wissen, was eine Metonymie ist, um den Begriff der
KONTIGUITÄT verstehen zu können. Statt dessen soll hier folgende Definition gelten: Im Falle
der Metonymie steht eine Konzept für ein anderes, wobei beide Konzepte häufig in dem glei-
chen Kontext auftreten, was dazu führt, daß sich zwischen beiden Konzepten eine stereotype
Assoziation etabliert (Schmid 1993:94).

Wie im Falle der Metapher erfahren auch bei der Metonymie die entsprechenden Lexeme in
der GP-Position eine Bedeutungsverschiebung, d.h. sie werden nicht wörtlich, sondern
metonymisch als Gradspezifikatoren interpretiert. Und natürlich liegt auch hier (zunächst)
keine lexikalische Ambiguität vor, d.h. die intensivierende Lesart wird erschlossen, nicht ge-
lernt. Jedoch werden wir sehen, daß die intensivierende Interpretation einiger Lexeme längst
konventionalisiert ist, was sich etwa daran ablesen läßt, daß sie nicht mehr auf neutrale Ope-
randen "abfärben" oder mit Operanden kompatibel sind, die eine konträre Wertung
ausdrücken. In den folgenden Beispielen besteht noch ein klarer Standardbezug zur wört-
lichen Bedeutung der adverbial verwendeten Adjektive:
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(14) a. Die endlos sich dehnende Steinwüste ist atemberaubend trostlos.

[so trostlos, daß es einem den Atem raubt].

b. In dieser Gegend ist es beneidenswert ruhig.

[so ruhig, daß man neidisch werden kann].

c. Das ging bewundernswert schnell.

[so schnell, daß man es nur bewundern kann].

d. Sie stellten sich vor dem zu dieser Stunde hoffnungslos überfüllten Lokal auf.

[so überfüllt, daß keine Hoffnung auf Besserung ist].

e. Seine Bilanz war katastrophal schlecht.

[so schlecht, daß es einer Katastrophe gleichkommt].

Dieser Metonymie-Typ, den ich als WIRKUNG STEHT FÜR GRAD abkürzen möchte, kann weiter
differenziert bzw. subkategorisiert werden, wenn man nach der speziellen Art der Wirkung
fragt. So kann der Grad der Intensität über eine besonders negative Bewertung beschrieben
werden. Die intensivierende Interpretation kann mit "ein Objekt ist so POS(A), daß es in ho-
hem Grade tadelnswert ist" umschrieben werden. Aufgrund dieses sehr allgemeinen metony-
mischen Musters kommt im Prinzip jedes negative Wertungsadjektiv als Intensivierer in
Frage:

(15) a. Ein bös verunglückter Aufsatz.

b. Ein erbärmlich kleines Stück.

c. Das Kleid war schändlich teuer.

d. Das arg strapazierte Herz.

e. Das Seminar war elend langweilig.

Auch die negative Bewertung kann wiederum spezifiziert werden. So wird der Grad der In-
tensität oft darüber erschlossen, daß eine Eigenschaft als etwas Angst- (16) oder Abscheuer-
regendes (17) bewertet wird:

(16) a. Das ist furchtbar nett.

b. Sie waren entsetzlich albern in dieser Nacht.

c. Die Vorlesung ist schrecklich interessant.

d. Der Schmuck soll ungeheuer wertvoll sein.

e. Du mußt unheimlich vorsichtig sein.

f. Ein schaurig schlechter Roman.
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(17) a. Es war ekelhaft kalt.

b. Ich habe gehört, daß sie abscheulich häßlich ist.

c. Der Kuchen ist widerlich süß.

d. Meine Mutter hat gesagt, wenn ich beim Ringen bleibe, kriegte ich ein scheuß-
lich dickes Genick.

Wenn wir darüber hinaus die möglichen Operanden von furchtbar, schrecklich und ungeheuer
mit den Operanden von ekelhaft, abscheulich oder scheußlich vergleichen, so fällt auf, daß
erstere auch mit positiven Operatoren möglich sind, letztere jedoch nicht, jedenfalls nicht,
ohne daß die negative Bedeutung der Operatoren auf die positiv-evaluativen Operanden ab-
färbt und ein eigener ironischer Effekt geschaffen wird:

(18) a. Das ist furchtbar gut.

b. Er ist schrecklich nett.

c. Sie ist ungeheuer schön.

d. ?Das ist ekelhaft gut.

e. ?Er ist abscheulich nett.

f. ?Sie ist scheußlich schön.

Dies können wir als Hinweis darauf nehmen, daß die Entwicklung von Intensivierern in zwei
Schritten verläuft: Der erste Schritt besteht in der Übernahme eines Adjektivs über seine ad-
verbiale Funktion in die Intensivierungsrolle, wobei eine Affinität zwischen Operatoren und
Operanden der gleichen Evaluation besteht. Der zweite Schritt besteht dann in dem Verblas-
sen der wörtlichen Bedeutung und der Konventionalisierung der intensivierenden Lesart. Von
diesen zwei Entwicklungsmöglichkeiten haben Adjektive wie schrecklich, furchtbar, unge-
heuer beide Schritte, Adjektive wie ekelhaft, abscheulich und scheußlich aber nur den ersten
Schritt vollzogen.

Der Grad der Intensität läßt sich auf die gleiche Weise über eine positive Bewertung be-
schreiben. Für die entsprechenden Operatoren gilt das Gleiche, was für die negativ-evalua-
tiven Adjektive in der GP-Position gesagt wurde, nur unter umgekehrtem Vorzeichen: Sie
haben zunächst aufgrund ihrer wörtlichen Bedeutung eine Affinität zu positiv-evaluativen
Operanden:

(19) a. Er ist fabelhaft reich.

b. Die Preise sind sagenhaft günstig.

c. Der Film ist traumhaft gut.

d. Der Sessel ist wunderbar bequem.

e. Sie ist zauberhaft schön.

Biedermann (1969: 164) beschreibt diese Gruppe von Operatoren noch mit dem Merkmal
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'irreal'. Heute handelt es sich bei den entsprechenden Lexemen jedoch in erster Linie um inhä-
rent intensivierte Adjektive, die eine extrem positiven Bewertung ausdrücken, was man daran
erkennen kann, daß sie in der Regel nicht steigerbar sind und sich hinsichtlich Intensivierung
wie Skalenendpunktadjektive verhalten, d.h. sie können nicht durch sehr wohl aber durch
voll, ganz, vollkommen, absolut etc. spezifiziert werden.

Eine andere Gruppe von Intensivierern weist auf eine Wirkung hin, "die man in der Sprachge-
schichte mit Unsagbarkeits- oder Ineffabilitätstopos umschrieb: es fehlen die sprachlichen
oder sinnlichen Möglichkeiten, etwas zu umschreiben oder zu erfassen." (Biedermann 1969:
148). Mit anderen Worten: "ein Objekt ist so POS(A), daß es weder sprachlich noch sinnlich
zu fassen ist".

(20) a. Wir sind unbeschreiblich froh, daß die Sache geklappt hat.

b. Mutter sieht immer noch unglaublich jung aus.

c. Es war unsäglich/ unsagbar traurig.

d. Bill Gates ist unvorstellbar reich.

e. Die Aufgabe war undenkbar schwierig.

f. Sie waren namenlos glücklich.

Es sind vor allem diese mit un-präfigierten iiA, die den dritten superlativischen Intensivie-
rungstyp widerspiegeln. Sie drücken nicht einen Extremwert (e) aus, sondern beziehen sich
auf einen Abschnitt, der jenseits des Erfahrungsmaximums liegt:

(ivc)

Nicht-A A    e

Nicht-GPA GPA

Ferner unterscheidet sich diese Gruppe von den zuvor genannten dadurch, daß sie sich hin-
sichtlich des Vorzeichens ihres Operanden neutral verhalten

Eine weitere Gruppe von Intensivierungsoperatoren bezeichnet eigentlich ein Überrascht-
oder Erstauntsein. Demnach ist "ein Objekt so POS(A), daß es in hohem Grade zum Staunen
Anlaß gibt":

(21) a. Sie sieht erstaunlich jung aus.

b. Ein auffallend ernstes Kind.

c. Eine verblüffend einfache Lösung.

d. Das ging ja überraschend schnell.

Wohl der größten Gruppe von Ausdrücken, die auch als Intensivierer gebraucht werden kön-
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nen, liegt ein metonymisches Muster zugrunde, das als NORMABWEICHUNG STEHT FÜR GRAD

paraphrasiert werden kann:

(22) a. Eine außerordentlich wichtige Sache.

b. Das Spiel war außergewöhnlich torreich.

c. Hans ist ungewöhnlich vielseitig.

d. Deine Argumente waren ungemein überzeugend.

e. Es ist seit jeher so, daß ich auf Fotos nicht besonders vorteilhaft aussehe.

Für diese Lexeme in GP-Position gilt, was schon zu der Gruppe um unglaublich gesagt
wurde: Auch hier wird nicht ein Erfahrungsmaximum gesetzt, sondern auf einen Abschnitt
jenseits dieses Extrembereichs gezielt.

Eine Spezifikation des Musters NORMABWEICHUNG STEHT FÜR GRAD spiegelt sich in Aus-
drücken wie einmalig, einzigartig, unübertrefflich und unvergleichlich wider, die alle eigent-
lich eine Singularität ausdrücken. Die Paraphrase dieses metonymischen Musters lautet dem-
entsprechend: "ein Objekt ist so POS(A), daß es mit nichts zu vergleichen ist":

(23) a. Der Urlaub war einmalig schön.

b. Ein einzigartig schöner Tag.

c. Mit unvergleichlich wohlwollender Herzlichkeit.

d. Die Stadt ist ohnegleichen winklig.

e. Eine beispiellos häßliche Universität.

f. Das neue Buch ist ungleich besser als das alte.

Eine besondere Form der Normabweichung ist außerdem der Wahnsinn als anomaler Gei-
steszustand: "ein Objekt ist so POS(A), daß man den Verstand verlieren könnte":

(24) a. Ein wahnsinnig schnelles Auto.

b. Die Nummer war irrsinnig komisch.

c. Karl ist ein irre guter Fußballer.

d. Das Spiel war blödsinnig langweilig.

e. Die Mieten hier sind idiotisch teuer.

Und schließlich lassen sich noch zwei weitere metonymische Muster eruieren. Im ersten Fall
handelt es sich um die sogenannten Beteuerungs- oder Modaladjektive wie z.B. wahrlich,
wirklich, tatsächlich und echt, die zur bloßen Bekräftigung einer Äußerung verwendet wer-
den, d.h. sie drücken die Einstellung des Sprechers zu einem Sachverhalt aus und ihre Be-
deutung liegt somit nicht auf der propositionalen, sondern auf der epistemischen Ebene. Das
entsprechende Muster können wir folgendermaßen umschreiben: "ein Objekt ist so POS(A),
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daß an dieser Tatsache nicht der geringste Zweifel bestehen kann". Kurz: BETEUERUNG STEHT

FÜR GRAD. Auch in diesen Fällen kommt es zu einer metonymischen Bedeutungsverschie-
bung. So wird wirklich in der AP wirklich nett nicht im Sinne von 'nicht irreal', sondern eben
im Sinne von 'sehr' interpretiert:

(25) a. Er wollte nicht länger bleiben als unbedingt nötig.

b. Ein wahrhaft gebildeter, gläubiger, ehrenwerter, glücklicher Mensch.

c. Der Anlaß ist wahrhaftig ernst.

d. Es wird wahrlich viel fotografiert.

e. Er ist ein wirklich netter Mensch.

f. Abends lesen, echt gut.

Im zweiten Fall geht es um Normerfüllungsadjektive wie ordentlich, richtig, regelrecht etc.,
die in der GP-Position als Präzisierer operieren. Diese Funktion läßt sich am Beispiel von
richtig veranschaulichen: in der GP-Position drückt dieses Adjektiv aus, daß etwas oder je-
mand der Norm des "Guten", "Schlechten", "Dummen" etc. entspricht. Mit anderen Worten:
Die Funktion solcher Intensivierer wie richtig, ordentlich, tüchtig besteht in erster Linie in
einem Ausschluß von Randbereichen bzw. Zweifelsfällen. Damit ist gemeint, daß sich die
Operanden auf Skalen beziehen, die um den logischen Umschlagpunkt sogenannte "Grauzo-
nen" aufweisen, und die Operatoren zeigen an, daß man es (sehr) genau nimmt. Wir können
dieses Muster folgendermaßen paraphrasieren: "ein Objekt ist so POS(A), daß es einer nicht
näher spezifizierten Norm entspricht". Oder: NORMERFÜLLUNG STEHT FÜR GRAD:

(26) a. Daraufhin ist er ordentlich sauer geworden.

b. Es ist tüchtig kalt.

c. Dabei kam er sich richtig dumm vor.

d. Er ist in letzter Zeit richtiggehend aktiv geworden.

e. Er war regelrecht betrunken.

f. Die Börse eröffnete recht zurückhaltend.

g. Das ist eine ziemlich kostspielige Methode.

Das den beiden metonymischen Prozessen BETEUERUNG / NORMERFÜLLUNG STEHT FÜR GRAD

entsprechende Intensivierungsmuster ist dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die untere Grenze des
Operanden verschoben, d.h. aus der Grauzone um den Umschlagpunkt herausgeschoben wird:
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(vii)

Nicht-A A

GPA

Nicht-GPA

4 Fazit
In diesem Beitrag habe ich mich mit der Frage beschäftigen, welche kognitiven Prozesse der
Adjektiv-Intensivierung im Deutschen zugrunde liegen bzw. diese motivieren. Es hat sich
gezeigt, daß sie größtenteils auf metaphorischen und metonymischen Mustern basiert. Die
metaphorischen Prozesse können allgemein dadurch charakterisiert werden, daß bestimmte
Abschnitte räumlicher und quantitativer Dimensionen auf spezifische Skalen projiziert
werden, genauer: bestimmte Abschnitte einer Differenzskala werden zur Strukturierung und
Differenzierung eines spezifischen Skalenabschnitts genutzt, wodurch dieser Abschnitt den
Status einer eigenen Skala erhält. Dementsprechend sind es vor allem Dimensionsadjektive
die über ihre Adverbfunktion als Intensivierer verwendet werden.

Die metonymischen Muster basieren dagegen auf einer indirekten Charakterisierung des In-
tensitätsgrades als Folge eben dieses Grades. Veranschaulichen läßt sich diese Verschiebung
mit Hilfe von Konsekutivsätzen, wobei der Hauptsatz die Ursache und der daß-Komplement-
satz die Wirkung ausdrückt. Es handelt sich also um das allgemeine metonymische Muster
WIRKUNG STEHT FÜR URSACHE, wobei die Wirkung als Erschrecken, Erstauntsein, Abwei-
chung von der Norm etc. spezifiziert werden kann. In diesen Fällen sind es vor allem Emo-
tions- und Normabweichungsadjektive, die über ihre Adverbfunktion eine Intensiviererrolle
übernehmen, wobei der Zusammenhang zwischen dem Emotions- und dem Normbereich of-
fensichtlich ist; denn alles, was starke Gefühlsregungen auslöst, ist im weitesten Sinne
normabweichend: der Norm Entsprechendes würde erst gar keine Emotionen auslösen.
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Abstract

In this paper we reflect on the constraints that current knowledge and assumptions in
the neurosciences impose on theories of concepts and of linguistic meaning. We focus on
the operation of predication. A central contention of this paper is that at the neural level
there is no fundamental difference between predicate and predicable - representations of
individuals and representations of categories are both feature complexes with basically the
same structure. We discuss the structure of such representations and the ways in which they
interact in certain simple situations of perception and verbal communication.

1 Introduction

Knowledge about information processing in the brain can be gathered in many ways. The most
important are: (i) correlating brain damage with behavioral changes, (ii) measuring neurophysi-
ological changes reflecting certain cognitive processes, (iii) tracing the pathways of information
flow in the brain, and (iv) investigating the types and computational properties of neurons in
certain brain structures. In addition, (v) hypotheses about information processing in the brain
can be tested by simulations (computational neuroscience). In computational and experimental
neuroscience these and other methods have meanwhile led to theories and experimental results
about the nature of neural representations and computations as well as about the regions of the
brain where they are located. In this way they have created a platform on which it now seems
possible to develop accounts of how the human brain understands and produces language.

There are areas of experimental brain research, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging,
where much of what has been learned about the representation and processing of language
by the methods of linguistics has thus far been ignored. This has been true in particular of
the semantic aspects of these representations and processes. Neuroscience has succeeded in
establishing correlations between some aspects of language processing and local changes in
neural activity, or detected lesions that cause the impairment of certain linguistic capabilities
etc., but these results are still very distant from a neural explanation of language processes as
the linguist understands and describes them.

Both disciplines, neuroscience and linguistics alike, carry a responsibility for trying to close this
gap. For their part, linguists, with their insights into the structure and use of language, ought to
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give guidance to neuroscientific research to a greater extent than has been the case hitherto. Such
guidance is needed especially in connection with questions of linguistic meaning. Semanticists
have, in spite of their growing knowledge of how meaning is expressed in language, hardly
played a part in efforts to account for meaning-related phenomena in neural terms.

We believe that it is time for linguistic semantics to take a more active part in neurolinguistics.
But we hasten to add that the theories which linguistic semantics has thus far developed do
not seem a useful basis for the interpretation of neurophysiological data or the design of new
neuroscientific experiments. The inadequacies are particularly salient when we turn to very ba-
sic semantic relations and operations which the working semanticist usually takes for granted
as he grapples with problems that count as the real challenges within his community. In the
light of results that have been emerging within the neurosciences about the neural represen-
tation of information generally, semanticists will, if they are to make a useful contribution to
neurolinguistics, have to rethink their theories, and establish a new conceptual foundation for
them which is compatible with these results.

A rethinking of the foundations of semantics will have to take into account that in the brain
representations and computations manifest themselves in states of physically real entities (i.e.
by neurons and synapses) and it is the properties of those entities and their interaction that de-
termines what kind of computations or representations are possible. Our current understanding
of neural information processing is based on experimental investigations of these entities (both
on the microscopic and on the macroscopic level). Two major discoveries of such experiments
are (i) certain neurons in certain areas that respond to certain features in the environment and
(ii) synapses between neurons in many areas that increase their synaptic strength when the con-
nected neurons fire at approximately the same time. Based on these and other findings, there
is a growing consensus that basic concepts are neurally represented by comparatively strongly
connected neurons, which thereby form so called cell assemblies; coordinated firing activity in
such an assembly signifies activation of the represented concept.

This understanding is crucial to a reanalysis of the semantic concept of predication. This con-
cept is arguably the most important building block of the entire edifice of linguistic semantics.
As most linguists and philosophers see it, predication is an operation in which one entity, the
predicate, is applied to another, the predicable; the result of the application is either positive,
when the predicate is true of the predicable, or negative, when it is not. An important aspect
of this conception of predication is the view usually associated with Frege (1879) that predicate
and predicable are entities of fundamentally different sorts. The predicable has a reality all of
its own (it can, so to speak, stand on its own feet), but the predicate has only a kind of virtual or
potential reality - it yields something of genuine reality only through predication, i.e. when it is
combined with a predicable and the result is either a truth or its opposite.

When we try to relate this apsychologistic (or, as some would see it, antipsychologistic) concep-
tion of predication to the mental act of predication - to what it is people do when they attribute
a property to a thing and to what goes on in their heads when they do so - we run into all sorts
of problems. In fact, as soon as one starts to think about the relation, one can’t help noticing
that there isn’t just one type of mental act that corresponds to the linguists’ and philosophers’
notion of predication, but a number of them, and that it is crucial not to confuse these. Mental
acts of predication involve particular ways of representing, and sometimes recognizing, both
the predicate and the individual involved, and the recognition and representation of these two
components of the predication may vary significantly from one instance to the next.
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In the light of such reflections what little current semantic theory has to say about predication
may not seem all that helpful; at the very least it is incomplete, and needs to be complemented
by an account of the various ways in which the mental representations of predicate and predi-
cable can be combined so as to yield, at the level of consciousness, the sense of a predicational
judgment. Below we will formulate some first hypotheses about what the representations in-
volved in these mental predication operations may be like and about some of the ways in which
they can interact to produce an act of predication. One aspect of the story will be that the rep-
resentations of predicates and predicables do not differ in the fundamental way that is generally
assumed in linguistics and philosophy.

Before we present these hypotheses, we will first provide a brief summary of the views that are
gaining acceptance within the neuroscientific community and which we consider most relevant
to the question how the theory of predication should be modified and refined. From this sum-
mary it will appear that a theory of mental predication should, at the very least, have something
to say about the following mental acts and processes: (i) the acquisition of a categorical concept
through perception, (ii) the acquisition of an individual concept through perception, (iii) cate-
gorization of a perceived object as belonging to a certain known category, (iv) identification of
a perceived object as a known individual, (v) retrieval of an individual concept based on the un-
derstanding of a denoting predicate or predicate complex, and (vi) modification of an individual
concept through communication.

2 Insights from Neuroscience

By semantic information let us understand the kind of information that people get out of words
- that is, out of what they read or are told by someone else - as well as the information they
put into words. Whenever a person gets such information, it must be somehow represented
in his brain. The question how such information is represented cannot be separated from ques-
tions concerning the representation of perceptual information - information which people derive
from what they see, hear, taste, etc. For one thing, semantic information is often (if not always)
perceptually testable: It carries expectations of certain complex perceptions, and when these
expectations are not confirmed, that will be evidence that the represented semantic information
is false. This correlation between semantic and perceptual information could not exist if repre-
sentations of the former were not somehow linked to representations of the latter. The simplest
and most natural explanation of there being such links is that the representations involve the
same components - representations of concepts which can be activated both by the perception
of words and by the perception of features connected with the concepts those words denote.

Given these considerations it would make little sense to investigate the neural basis of semantic
representations in isolation from the representation of perception, for in all likelihood we are
dealing with modes of representation that have a great deal in common. Where the question is
concerned how semantic information is represented, there is an additional reason for looking
at the representation of perceptual information: As things stand, there is a large quantity of ex-
perimental results and theoretical insights about the neural realization of perception processes
and their results - very much more than we currently know about the neural aspects of language
processing in general and semantic processing in particular. If from the perspective of neural
implementation the two kinds of representations are as similar as the above reflections sug-
gest, then what is known about the neural dimension of perception may help us in developing
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reasonable hypotheses about how the brain represents what it gets out of verbal input.

As things stand at present, so much is known about neural aspects of perception (even about
vision alone!) that anything resembling a survey of the literature would be out of the question.
All we can do is mention a few facts and hypotheses which are pertinent to the ideas which we
will develop in the following section.

First of all, perception is a hierarchical process. There is convincing evidence that at the lowest
level certain sensible features - colors like green and yellow, qualities of taste such as sweet
and sour, etc - are represented by single cells or small cell clusters (Hubel and Wiesel 1962).
The activation of such a cell or cluster is the neural correlate of the feature perception, so that
the cell (cluster) can be regarded as a feature identifier at this level. In particular, the visual
field is represented by a field of identifiers for any one of the basic colors (as well as a number
of other visually perceptible features) and the activation of any one of these identifiers signals
the instantiation of that feature in the part of the visual field to which the cortical position of
this identifier corresponds. In these cases it is the direct neural connection between the iden-
tifiers and the corresponding detectors in the sensory organs which, it might be said, gives the
identifiers their meaning. On the other hand the feature identifiers are linked to more complex
cell clusters higher up in the processing hierarchy. These represent more complex concepts and
derive their meaning from their links to the identifiers below. Beyond this second tier of cell
clusters there are other tiers; and the farther removed a cluster is from the primary sensory areas,
the more abstract the concept it represents.

Furthermore, the geometrical lay-out of the brain is such that identifiers are spatially grouped
by perceptual channel. Roughly speaking, visual features are represented in areas of the visual
cortex, auditory features in the auditory cortices, taste features in the paralimbic cortex, and
so on. These areas are further subdivided according to feature type. Thus, visual features
pertaining to form are processed and represented in the so-called ventral stream while other
visually detectable characteristics of objects (location, color, motion, orientation) are dealt with
elsewhere (Fuster 1995).

These facts are important for our present concerns because they imply that the representations
involved in typical cases of predication will have to be distributed. Take the case of some per-
son H who is told that Mary is sick and retains from this the predicational information that the
individual named (i.e. Mary) falls under the concept sick. We assume that the representation
of this information takes the form of a link between separate representations of the individual
Mary and the categorical concept sick. Let us assume, moreover, that H has a conceptual rep-
resentation of Mary which enables him to recognize her under normal conditions. This means
that his representation of Mary will have links to a number of perceptual features whose co-
ordinated activation will, under normal perceptual conditions, lead to his recognizing Mary
(which, in the spirit of what has been said above, we will assume amounts to activation of his
individual-representation of Mary). In general, the cell clusters corresponding to the perceptual
features that are part of this individual-representation will be distributed over different parts of
the brain. (Think for instance of features that pertain to what Mary looks like, features per-
taining to the sound of her voice, features that capture the smell of her favoured perfume.) If
all these are part of the individual-representation that H has of Mary, then activation of H’s
individual-representation of her will often give rise to the joint activation of such mutually dis-
tant clusters. In particular, if perception activates enough features this will trigger the activation
of other properties that are part of this representation, among them non-perceptual properties
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(such as, for instance that of being called Mary, or being a spinster), and the result will be
recognition of the perceived individual as Mary.

This kind of correlated activation of distant cell clusters should be distinguished from another
type of coordination which at first sight may seem superficially like it. This second type of
coordination is the one that has become familiar as the binding problem. In what is arguably
its simplest form it arises where there is coordination of two basic sensory features that are
perceived as features of the same thing, as for instance in the perception of something as both
yellow and sweet, or as both yellow and round: What is it about the coordinated activation of the
cell clusters representing two such features that is responsible for the represented information
being that the same thing is, say, both round and yellow, and not just that there is something that
is round and also something that is yellow? The hypothesis that such cases of coordination are a
matter of synchronous firing of the coordinated cells (or the cells in the coordinated clusters) was
first put forward by von der Malsburg (1981)1. This hypothesis has since been experimentally
confirmed by multi-electrode recording from the visual cortex (Eckhorn et al. 1988, Gray et al.
1989).

The kind of binding (henceforth working memory binding) just described is distinct from the
long term binding mechanisms which are involved in, among other things, the rich representa-
tions of individuals that people have of their acquaintances and objects with which they are well
familiar. Although the feature- and property-identifying cell clusters that are involved in such
long time bindings are the same as those that are linked by synchronous activity in working
memory, the nature of the binding is crucially different in the two cases. Long term binding is
assumed to be realized through lowering of synaptic thresholds. It gets established by a learn-
ing mechanism first postulated by Hebb (1949), who introduced the term cell assemblies for the
groups of cells (or of cell clusters) that get bound together by synaptic strength modification as
the result of such learning. (Hebb’s learning rule was confirmed a quarter of a century later by
observations on the hippocampus (Bliss and Lomo 1973). This form of learning is called long
term potentiation (LTP). It and its counterpart, long term depression (LTD), are now considered
the general neural mechanisms underlying long term learning in the cerebral cortex (Artola et al.
1990).

It should be clear from this brief discussion that binding and activation are not to be conflated.
It is true that working memory binding is always a matter of joint (more exactly, synchronous)
activation. But long term binding is a synaptically based disposition of the cell assemblies
within which such bindings are realized; it is there irrespective of whether the assembly, or
any part of it, is active. Long term bindings facilitate joint activation whenever one part of the
assembly gets triggered, but in general there isn’t even a necessity that activation of one cell
cluster automatically triggers activation of the other clusters that are long term bound to it (e.g.
if the connected cluster are not excited by other sources). On the other hand, clusters, that are
weakly connected can synchronize when they do receive strong input from other sources.

The picture that emerges from these neuroscientific facts and assumptions based on them is one
of fairly directly implemented basic concepts (or features) and of complex concepts that are built
in some way from simpler concepts as components. This conception is consonant with a well-

1The synchronization of neural activity can partly be explained by the ability of neurons to detect temporal
coincidence (von der Malsburg 1985), which in turn can be explained by the properties of the cell membrane (Koch
1999). However, while the phenomenon of synchronized neural activity is beyond doubt, the causal mechanisms
involved in it remain a topic of dispute (see Wennekers and Palm (1997) for a longer discussion).
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established perspective within cognitive psychology, according to which many, most or perhaps
even all concepts have a prototypicality structure, with the concept’s prototype consisting of a
weighted set of features. The assumption of prototypicality structure has been used in explaining
a range of observations about the way in which concepts are used and about their acquisition
(Rosch 1973, Clark 1973, Lakoff 1987).

3 Consequences for Semantics

As already noted in passing, the facts and assumptions of current neuroscience suggest that
at the neural level there is no fundamental distinction between representations of individuals
and representations of properties - for either representation takes the form of an interconnected
family of features, realized by a network of linked feature-representing cells or cell groups.
Suppose that this is so. Then we must face the question: How could such a uniform mode of
representation for both individuals and properties be compatible with the view of philosophical
and linguistic semantics according to which they are entities of fundamentally different kinds?
Or - asking the question from a slightly different angle - how can the brain, assuming that it
does represent individuals and properties in this uniform manner, execute acts of predication, if
it is of the essence to the predication operation that the two entities involved, the predicate and
the predicable, are as different as semantics claims they are? It is to this question in particular
that the present paper explores some first, tentative answers.

We begin by reflecting on certain applications of concepts in the context of perception. For the
moment we ignore any possible connections with language, that is, we remain neutral on the
question of lexicalization (the question whether a concept is connected with a word form which
functions as its linguistic label and which makes it possible to verbally express predications in
which the concept is involved).

First consider the case where a person A observes a certain object - a banana, say - and then
becomes acquainted with some further feature of it. For instance, we may assume that, after
having first become aware of it, A takes a bite of the banana (presumably after having removed
part of its skin, though that is irrelevant to present concerns) and that he finds it to be (deli-
ciously) sweet. At a minimum, the mental act of ascribing to the banana the additional property
of sweetness must involve: (i) a concept of the banana as it is first visually perceived; and (ii)
the concept of sweetness that is attributed to the object represented by the first concept on the
strength of the tasting experience. In the predicational act in which the banana is judged to be
sweet, the second, categorical, concept of sweetness (or of some particular quality of sweetness)
is predicationally linked with the first concept (the individual concept of the banana). According
to the assumptions we have already made, both the individual and the general concept are repre-
sented by cell assemblies, and the only plausible assumption that seems open to us with regard
to the act of predicating sweetness of the tasted banana is that it takes the form of binding the
two concepts together: Some link is established between the network of connected cell groups
that constitutes the individual concept and the network, cell group or cell which represents the
sweetness concept triggered by the tasting. This is still very vague, and what is missing most
saliently, given our earlier remarks, is the question what kind of linking is involved. Since we
are looking at mental operations that result as immediate reactions to acts of perception, it is
reasonable to assume that the linking will at least initially take the form of the synchronization
of cell group activity which we assumed to be the neural mechanism behind concept conjunc-
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tion in working memory. In fact, we are led to assume this not only with regard to the individual
banana concept and the sweetness concept, but also with regard to the different concepts from
which the individual concept is composed. If and when the information represented by syn-
chronous cell group activity is retained - that is, when it is transferred from working memory
to a memory store from where it can be recalled at some later time - then the synchronization
binding will have to be replaced by binding of some other sort. In the light of what we have
been saying it should be expected that this new binding takes the form of the kind of synaptic
adaptation that was suggested as the binding mechanism of long term memory. Admittedly, in
the light of the usual assumptions about the conditions that must prevail in order that synaptic
adaptation can occur, it is not yet fully clear how such long time bindings can get established by
a single, comparatively short synchronization episode in working memory. This is a difficulty to
which we have no solution to offer, but it is a general problem about the transfer from working
memory to long term memory to which any account of information processing in the brain will
have to find an answer.

Suppose now that our banana taster has seen the banana before - say he observed it when he was
in the room at an ealier time, and was struck by a curious distribution of black spots on the side
exposed to his view, on account of which it is possible for him to now recognize the banana as
the one he saw earlier. In this case the individual concept for the banana which got established
during A’s first perception of it gets reactivated. Presumably this takes the form of the individual
concept being prompted into synchronous firing activity via some of its component features,
which are set off by the current perception - once these features are brought to life, the long
term, synaptically implemented bindings between them and other cell groups of the individual
concept will then cause the others to enter into coordinated activity with them. When our
observer then proceeds to taste the already familiar banana and observes it to be sweet, a further
synchronization link will occur between the reactivated individual concept and the sweetness
feature, just as in the case we considered above. Again it must be possible for the result of
this predication to be transferred to long time memory. This will now have the effect that the
sweetness feature gets integrated into the already existing individual concept through long time
(i.e. synaptically implemented) binding to the other components of the individual concept.

Now let us assume that some of the concepts involved in the mental acts of predication under
consideration are lexicalized. As indicated above, we assume that lexicalization makes use of
the same binding mechanisms that are responsible for the creation of complex concepts. That
is, a concept of the sort that was assumed in the last subsection is linked with another concept
of a special sort, a complex concept consisting of features characterizing the word’s phono-
logical form together with certain other features which determine its morphological properties,
syntactic behavior and, in case the agent is literate, its orthography.2 It is the lexicalization
link between a word form concept and a concept of the kind discussed above which renders the
word form meaningful in that it enables the agent to associate the word form with certain fea-
tures which he is in a position to observe (i.e. that can be activated through visual perception).

If the relevant concepts of a person are lexicalized, then he will be able to express a predication
verbally, by combining the word forms associated with the concepts that are involved in the
predication into an appropriate (i.e. grammatical) string. Exactly how such strings are to be

2Neurological evidence implies that such word form concepts are, like the perceptual concepts of which we
spoke in the last section, represented in the cerebral cortex. Thus the connections between word form concepts and
concepts of the latter kind are once more cases of cortico-cortical association. See Klein and Billard (2001) for a
complete model.
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chosen as a function of the grammar of the speaker’s language is a question which we do not
address. We assume for the sake of argument that in the simple cases on which we focus here the
string consists of the word form associated with the predicated categorical concept, preceded
by either (i) a single word form associated with the individual concept that plays the role of
predicable, or else by (ii) a combination of word forms associated with different component
concepts of the individual concept. Intuitively, the conventions of the language must be such
that the string consisting of the word or word combination for the individual concept and the
word for the categorical concept signifies that the individual represented by the former concept
has the property represented by the latter. (Once more, how this kind of information is encoded
in the speaker’s representation of his grammar is not of our concern.)

Casting information in words wouldn’t be of much use unless there is someone else to whom
the words can be addressed and who can do something with them. In order to see a little more
clearly what is involved in verbal communication of meaning to others and in the communica-
tional dimension of linguistic meaning itself, let us consider a couple of cases in which a word
string of the grammatically simple kind just described is used to communicate the content of a
predication to some other agent.

So let us assume that our scenario includes besides the agent A of whom we spoke already
also another agent B and that A after having tasted the given banana wants to communicate
his experience to B. If this is to be effected by the type of utterance described above, then, as
applied by what we have just been saying, A will need a minimum of two lexicalized concepts,
one coinciding with the taste quality he has just experienced and at least one connected with his
individual concept of the banana. As regards the former we consider two possibilities: (i) the
word form that is available to A corresponds directly to the perceptual feature that his tasting
of the banana has activated; (ii) the word form corresponds to a more abstract concept which
subsumes the given feature as well as a number of other related but distinct features, and which
is triggered whenever any one of these is. (In this second case the concept labeled by the word
subsumes each of these features.) We suspect that a word like sweet as the normal English
speaker uses it in classifying his taste experiences is associated with such a superordinated
concept, but the matter is not crucial for what we want to say here.3 Let Wcat be the word form
which is associated with the categorical concept that enters the predicational judgment that A
wants to communicate to B.

Before we turn to the word or words that are available for accessing the individual concept,
let us first consider what information must be available to B in order that A’s use of Wcat can
serve his communicative intention. First, of course, Wcat must be a word for B. That is, B must
have a lexicalized concept with Wcat as word form. Secondly, if A’s use of Wcat is to produce
the effect which A intends, then the perceptual concepts that are lexically linked with Wcat in
B’s brain must roughly match the perceptual concepts that are connected with Wcat in the brain
of A. Exactly how close this match must be in order that A and B can be said to associate the
same meaning with Wcat is a notoriously difficult question, to which we suspect no conclusive
answer is possible.4 However, when it comes to a word like sweet, we may expect that the

3The process of abstraction, which leads to concepts which subsume a number of different parts of a single
perceptual space or subspace is an important aspect of concept formation and language acquisition and use. There
are several ways in which abstraction can be implemented on the neural level.

4It has often been claimed, and we think with considerable plausibility, that people who speak the same lan-
guage act on the presumption that they attach the same meanings to the words they use - it is their commitment
to use the words with the meanings they have as words of the common language; this commitment has the effect
of making word meaning to some extent transcendent. Still, this commitment can be upheld only when there is
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perceptual concepts which two speakers associate with it are consistent in that by and large they
are triggered by the same external stimuli. Let us assume that such is the case for the links
between sweet and perceptual concepts in the brains of A and B.

We now turn to the question what word or words might be available to A to communicate to
B which object it is to which he attributes sweetness. In principle there are various options
here. One option that is found, it seems, in all natural languages is that of referring to the
individual represented by one’s individual concept by means of a proper name. We conjecture
that names are associated with individual concepts in essentially the same way in which a word
like sweet is associated with a categorical concept. For the case under discussion, however, a
proper name seems an unlikely communicative vehicle. For in order that a proper name can
function effectively in communication it is necessary that those who use it are members of a
group within which there exists certain common knowledge regarding the entity named. Such
knowledge presupposes that there has been considerable interaction within the group pertaining
to this entity. Not only must there be enough members who have had an opportunity to acquire
an individual concept representing the entity, but they must also have had the chance to establish
that they share a concept for it. If those conditions are fulfilled, and moreover members of the
group come to associate the same name (i.e. the same phonological string) with the individual
concepts they have for the entity, then use of the name by one of them in the presence of another
member can be expected to have the effect of triggering in that other member an activation of
the individual concept with which the name is linked. In general, however, it takes time for
those preconditions to be fulfilled, and it also requires an explicit act of naming on the part
of somebody or some people within the group to get the name-individual concept association
going. It is something that as a rule will happen only if the entity is long-lived and important
enough to sustain this fairly complex social process. Thus, in the normal course of things a
banana neither has the individual significance nor the longevity needed to become the bearer of
a shared name. In particular, it is hard to see how in the case we are discussion a name for the
given banana might have been established between A and B so that A can use it when informing
B about the banana’s taste.

A will thus have to make use of another way of referring to his banana - or, in our terms, another
way of activating B’s individual concept for this banana. Among the alternative means that En-
glish has available for this purpose there are complex definite descriptions and demonstratives,
in which a noun (with or without additional adjectives, relative clauses and/or prepositional
phrases) is preceded by the or by one of the demonstratives this and that respectively. For
present purposes we won’t distinguish between these three options - there is much that linguis-
tics has to say about the differences between them, but that is not central to our present concern.
Instead, we want to focus on the choice of the other part of the phrase, i.e. of the noun (with or
without satellites). How is A to decide on the noun or nouns he is to use?

The choice will have to depend on what A assumes B knows about the individual to which he
wants to draw B’ attention. There are two cases that should be distinguished here. The first
is the one where A assumes - and let us suppose he assumes correctly - that B already has an
individual concept for the thing he wants to refer to. (For instance, A may have noted that B was
observing him while he was tasting the banana.) In that case A will have to decide on one or
more categorical concepts that (i) are part of B’s individual concept; (ii) whose activation will
trigger the activation of B’s individual concept for the individual to which A means to refer; and

enough actual consistency to begin with between the semantic features within which different speakers associate
the same word forms.
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(iii) for which A and B share a lexicalization (i.e. share that they associate the same word forms
with those concepts.

Suppose that A settles on a set of one or more such concepts and utters a definite description or a
demonstrative in which the word forms for these concepts are conjoined. (Again, we ignore the
question exactly what form this conjunction will take, e.g. whether any of the concept words will
turn up in a relative clause and so on.) In order that this phrase (description or demonstrative)
has the intended effect on B, the activation of the concepts which B associates with the concept
words in this phrase must trigger the activation of B’s individual concept for the banana of which
they are part. Intuitively, the likelihood that this will happen would seem to depend on two
different factors, (i) whether the lexically triggered concepts play a sufficiently salient part in
the network which implements B’s individual concept, and (ii) whether they play a comparable
role in other individual concepts. (In order that the right individual concept be activated by the
activation of its part concept or concepts there shouldn’t be too much competition from other
individual concepts to which the lexically activated concept or concepts also belong.)

Suppose that the descriptive or demonstrative phrase which A uses does activate B’s individual
concept for the banana in question. Then the joint appearance of this phrase with the categorical
concept word sweet should have the effect of producing synchronized activation of the individ-
ual concept and the categorical concept, representing predication of the property represented by
the latter of the object represented by the former. Under appropriate conditions this information
will then be transferred into B’s long time memory.

The second case to be considered is that where A assumes that B doesn’t yet have an individual
concept for the banana and wants him to set up such a concept at the same time as predicating
sweetness of the object it represents. In this case the concept words that go into A’s description
or demonstrative must be able to guide B’s attention to the object in question so that he can form
an individual concept on the strength of his perception of it. In order for this to work, B must
scan his perceptually accessible environment for perceptions which trigger the same concepts
that have just been lexically accessed by the concept words in A’s descriptive or demonstra-
tive phrase. (Precisely how this detection works is yet another question for which we have no
answer as it is.) Once B’s perceptual attention has been drawn to the intended referent (by what-
ever mechanism that achieves this), then the association between it and the categorical concept
accessed by sweet may be assumed to come about in the same way as in the previous case.

So far, nothing that we have put forward in this section touched on the difference between
individual and categorical concepts. That question is still staring us in the face. In fact, after
what has been said in this section it is possible to ask it in an even more pointed form: What is it
about a concept that makes it into either a categorical or an individual concept for the one whose
concept it is? One answer that comes to mind is that an individual concept is one which is so
rich in content that it could not be satisfied by more than one thing: In the subsumption lattice
of all of a person’s concepts at any one time the individual concepts always occupy bottom
positions. There seems to be an immediate objection to this suggestion: It appears that many of
the individual concepts we actually entertain are quite poor in content. If you tell me: ”I saw a
man in the street yesterday.” and you get called away to the phone before you can say anything
else, the effect your utterance will presumably have on me is that I have set up an individual
concept for the man you mentioned, but there is very little I know about the individual which
this individual concept is supposed to represent. It is only natural for me to assume that there
are many men you saw in the street yesterday. So the property of being a man seen by you in
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the street yesterday almost certainly will not pick out the individual uniquely. In fact, suppose I
happen to know that yesterday you were in the street at least twice, first in the morning on your
way to work and then on your way from work in the evening, and that I consider it a practical
certainty that you saw men in the street at both times. Then the concepts ”man seen by you in the
street yesterday on the way to work” and ”man seen by you yesterday on the way from work”,
while each qualifying intuitively as a (non-empty) categorical concept, are both subsumed by
the concept I have set up in response to your utterance.

Or so it might seem. But to a closer look the semblance disappears. My individual concept for
the man you mentioned before you were called away isn’t a concept for just any man you saw
in the street yesterday, it is my concept for the person that you were referring to when you said
those words to me. This is information that won’t tell me much about the intrinsic properties of
the man in question, but it may nevertheless uniquely identify him, even if it does so in some
indirect way which won’t help me to find out who he is (unless I rely on you as a source of
further information).

We believe that it is this kind of anchoring information that in such cases distinguishes indi-
vidual concepts from categorical ones and that places them necessarily at the bottom of any
subsumption hierarchy irrespective of how much or little intrinsic information the concept may
contain about the thing it represents. Usually such anchoring information takes the form of
an explicit descriptive condition on the represented object (i.e. of a combination of categorical
concepts, in the terminology used hitherto) of which it is (practically) certain that only one thing
can satisfy it; an example are conditions to the effect of the thing having been located in a given
place at a given time. But there are also cases where the anchoring condition is not explicit
in the manner of this example. Thus, in the case just discussed, where my individual concept
is based on your interrupted speech, the condition presumes there to exist some causal relation
between me and a particular man, a relation which has been established via (i) your earlier per-
ception of that man and (ii) your referring to that man when speaking to me. In this case the
anchoring condition confers uniqueness upon the individual concept by other than straightfor-
wardly descriptive means. There are even cases where this anchoring information cannot really
be construed as pertaining to the represented individual in any straightforward sense at all. This
happens for instance when an individual is introduced at a particular point in the course of a
piece of fiction. The reader will at that point introduce, as part of his representation of the con-
tent of the story, an individual concept. And the concept will qualify as an individual concept
insofar as one of the concepts it includes will be that the individual was introduced at such and
such a point of the text, and/or with such and such words. Of course this information cannot
be construed as a property of the (fictional) character described: it is not like his being charac-
terized as a handsome prince, or a toad, or as having lived for most of his life in Baker Street.
Nevertheless, as well as the information of having been mentioned by someone on a given oc-
casion serves to uniquely identify a fictional character, it serves to identify an individual in the
real world.

By attributing such a crucial role to anchoring concepts in the differentiation of individual from
categorical concepts we may seem to have come close to just the kind of fundamental distinc-
tion in form which earlier on we we have been saying doesn’t exist. Well, close perhaps, but
definitely not there. Even if anchoring concepts are concepts of a special sort, they are concepts
nevertheless, which a thing can satisfy, or fail to. So it remains true that between individual and
categorical concepts there is no absolute difference, such as a difference in logical type.
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4 Neural Computation

In this paper we have done no more than reflect about neuroscientifically motivated constraints
that should be imposed on a theory of conceptual structure, of the formation of concepts and of
their use in acts of predication. This is only a first and small step towards neurosemantics, as a
bridging discipline between the neurosciences on the one hand and linguistic and philosophical
semantics on the other, a discipline that we hope will get off the ground properly in the years
ahead.

A next step, for which we have made some preparations ourselves and on which we intend to
report in a follow-up to the present paper, is the development of a computer model of certain
processes of concept formation, activation and combination similar to the ones that were in-
formally discussed in the preceding sections. We conclude with some preliminary remarks on
what this model will be like.

First, the neural activity that is to be modelled by our simulation will not simply be the average
firing activity of a neuron, or neuron group, over time. Firing averages are a measure of neural
activity that has been the focus of many simulation studies in recent times, but we do not think
this measure provides enough differentiation to reflect the aspects of human cognition with
which we are concerned. To model those it is necessary to simulate the firing behaviour of
neurons in a more detailed way. In particular, the model ought to take account of the fact
that the synapses which connects a neuron with other neurons are generally of two sorts, (i)
excitatory and (ii) inhibitory. A good compromise in modelling this aspect of what causes the
propagation of firing patterns through networks of neural cells is, it seems to us, the so-called
leaky-integrator neuron. The leaky-integrator neuron is a neuron model which simulates the
way in which the cell membrane integrates excitatory and inhibitory synaptic activity over time,
and which leaks (i.e. looses) the integrated electrical potentials when there is no input.

The membrane potential of a brain area can be given by a vector m
�
t � . The synaptic strength

within and between areas can be appoximated by a so called weight matrix W
�
t � . The state of

a brain area r at time t will then be modelled as determined by the membrane potential vector
mr

�
t � and the area’s weight matrix Wr

�
t � , thus as the pair � mr

�
t � � Wr

�
t � � . The state of the

entire brain at t, A
�
t � , is composed of the states of its regions at t together with further distal

weight matrices Wr� r �
�
t � which represent the strengths of the connections between the cells in

area r and those in area r 	 .

A
�
t � � � � � mr1

�
t � � Wr1

�
t � � � � � � � � mrn

�
t � � Wrn

�
t � � � � � Wr� r �

�
t � : r � r1 � � � � � rn;r 	 � r1 � � � rn � �

(1)

The model assumes that A
�
t � 1 � , the state of the brain at time t � 1, depends only on the state

at time t, A
�
t � , and on the sensory input i

�
t � which reaches the system at t. The transition can

be schematically expressed as in (2)

A
�
t � 1 � � S

�
A

�
t � � i

�
t � � (2)

The function S() can be made explicit. The state of the membrane potentials of the neurons
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in a region r can be computed from the input to r and the neural activity within r. The input
will consist wholly or partly of sensory input for those regions which lie directly at the sensory
periphery, while for regions that are not directly connected with sensory organs it will consist
entirely of input from other regions. The neural activity within a region (i.e. the spike activity
F

�
t � at t in each of the different regions is a function of the membrane potential in r at t.

Within this framework the acquisition of individual and categorical concepts can be modelled
by the way in which brain areas whose behaviour is governed by (2) react to certain patterns of
sensory input. The model assumes that the synaptically determined strengths of links between
clusters is changed according to Hebb’s rule (3),

∆wi j � cuiu j (3)

where ui is the pre-syntaptic, u j the post-syntaptic neuron, and c is a variable determining the
learning rate.

Here is some of the behaviour which we expect our model will display:

(i) Certain sensory input patterns produce very strong cluster connections. (We connect with this
expected behaviour the hypothesis that the capacity for strongly selective reactions to patterns
of certain types is the actual basis for the acquisition of categorical and individual concepts in
creatures with brains like ours.)

(ii) At the same time the model will also be able to form individual concepts involving com-
paratively weak connections between the cell groups involved. Such concepts will be hard to
activate and their activation will require joint activaton either of a large number of the features
that are part of them or of one or more features which are distinctive of the concept in that they
have even weaker (if any) links to other concepts.

(iii) In line with what has been suggested in this paper, lexicalisation will be modelled as the
association of non-verbal concepts and lexical items (or word forms). An additional task we see
for the model is that of accounting for the phenomenon of being linguistically switched on (or
off): Much of the time we make use of lexicalized perceptual concepts without the correspond-
ing words actually coming to our mind. If one our basic assumptions - that the very same cell
clusters that are involved in perception are also part of the corresponding lexicalised concepts
- is right then the question arises: How come that the word which lexicalises a perceptual con-
cept is triggered sometimes, when the concept is perceptually accessed, but not at other times?
We hope to elicit from the model behaviour which simulates this phenomenon - sometimes the
lexical item is activated when the corresponding concept is, sometimes it is not. To this end we
will add some threshold mechanism which prevents lexical access unless communicative intent
provides the additional input potential that the representation of the lexical item needs on top of
the input it gets from the perceptual concept which it lexicalizes.

(iv) The model should demonstrate the conjoined activity of individual and categorical con-
cepts in response to simulated sensory input from the represented individual and together with
input that qualifies as representing the given property. In this way it will, if our expectations
concerning it are confirmed, provide support for the thesis that at the neural level there is no
difference in type between the partners in predication.
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A computer model of this kind, though very much more concrete than the informal considera-
tions of the present paper, will still only be a modest step in the direction of a neuroscientifically
tenable account of the immensely complex and sophisticated cognitive processes of which hu-
man beings are capable, and of which their ability to put thoughts into words and get thoughts
out of words are perhaps the most impressive manifestations. But it would be some step, and
we are determined to take it.
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Abstract

A group is formed by using the word and, as in John and Mary. Likewise, a sheaf is
formed using the word or, as in John and Mary. This paper has two goals: to establish ar-
guments in favour of sheaves, and, secondly, to determine the algebraic structure formed by
the universe under the operations corresponding to (group forming)and and (sheaf forming)
or.

1 Introduction

The traditional analysis of sentences containing a quantified phrase, for example a quantified
subject NP, is to tear apart the quantifier from the NP and use the NP as denoting a restrictor set
for the quantification.

(1) Every student likes Ronald Reagan.
(2) No car was sold yesterday.

The logical form of these sentences is something like the following.

(3)
� �

x � �
student � �

x � � likes � �
x � r � � now � � �

(4) � � �
xy � �

car � �
x � � sell � �

y � x � t � � t � yesterday � �
Montague followed this line of analysis. Moreover, in order to keep the denotational types har-
monious, he likened the type of individual constants to that of quantified NPs. Ronald Reagan,
under this view, would no longer be translated by the constant r � but by the property of properties
of individuals λP � P �

r � � . This view has obvious advantages over a view, which we shall endorse
here, that Ronald Reagan simply denotes the constant r � . For, as Montague pointed out, there
is no easy way to interpret (1) unless we give the expression Ronald Reagan the same type as
that of a quantified NP. Otherwise the type harmony would be broken. Such a conclusion is too
hasty, though. For it is likewise possible to turn quantified NPs into something of an object that
can be fed as an argument to the verb. Suppose we let every denote a function from properties
of individuals to sets of objects, namely the function λP � � x : P

�
x � � . Suppose further that likes

is true of a set if and only if it is true of every member, then the translation of (1) is now (5),
which by stipulation (6) (or, if you wish, meaning postulate (6)) is equivalent to (3).

(5) likes � � � x : student � �
x � � � r � � now � �

(6)
� �

Mxt � �
likes � �

M � y � t � � � �
y � likes � �

y � x � t � �
The investigation into plurals has brought to light the necessity of introducing something akin
to sets. (7) is not the same as (8) since it favours the reading where John marries Mary, which
is exactly disfavoured by (8). Moreover, no reduction is even possible for (9), as the unaccept-
ability of (10) shows.
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(7) John and Mary got married.
(8) John got married and Mary got married.
(9) John and Mary met.
(10) � John met and Mary met.

(9) and (10) offer clear semantic evidence for the existence of groups as opposed to individuals.
Given that it is fine to say Everybody met. it is suggestive to let everybody denote the set of
all people.

It is by now perhaps accepted that groups are needed in semantics. Now look at examples with
or.

(11) John or Mary got married.

Unless we return to the Montagovian analysis of individuals as properties of properties of indi-
viduals, we shall have to say that or can take two individuals and produce what we call a sheaf.
This is where the present paper takes its beginning. Before we introduce sheaves, however, we
take a look once more at groups.

2 Groups

Consider the sentence

(12) John and Mary met.

The subject of this sentence is a group, the group consisting of John and Mary. There are two
concurrent views on what groups are. Link in (Link 1983) takes them to be objects in the free
join semilattice generated by the individuals. Let S be a set. Take a binary operation

�
on S that

satisfies the following equations for all x � y � z � S.

x
� �

y
�

z � � �
x

�
y � �

z
x

�
y � y

�
x

x
�

x � x

Then � S � � �
is called a semilattice. Of particular interest are the semilattices freely generated by

a certain set E. The free semilattice generated by a finite set E is isomorphic to � ℘�
E � � 
 �

, so
that it can be easily equipped with a meet and a complement operation. For infinite sets we just
have to add all complements and we get the finite and cofinite sets, which again form a boolean
algebra. Thus, the theory of Link is completely compatible with boolean semantics à la Keenan
and Faltz (1985).

However, this view meets certain problems. ((13) is due to Hoeksema (1983).)

(13) Blücher and Wellington and Napoleon fought against each other.
(14) John and Mary and Frank and Susan got married.
(15) The students solved the problem groupwise.

In all of these cases we find that the subject is actually a group of groups. Under the theory by
Link, this is the same as a group. Ojeda (1998) studied the plural of Papago, in which we find
a kind of plural that suggests that we are dealing with a group of groups. Ojeda analyses this
in (Ojeda 1998) in the spirit of Link, using an equivalence relation in order to do away with the
need of talking about groups of groups.

Landman has argued in (Landman 1989) that groups are better seen as sets. Thus, we think of
the phrase A and B or the phrase A, B, C and D as forming the set consisting of (the deno-
tation of) A and B in the first case and A, B, C and D in the second. Let us introduce an n–ary
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operation � n that takes n arguments and forms the set consisting of them. In fact, as is custom-
ary in mathematics (see the distinction between � and � ) we may simply postulate a polyadic
operation � , which takes any finite (or even infinite?) number of arguments. In what is to
follow, however, we shall focus on n � 2, that is, the binary operation � 2, which we never-
theless write � . Associativity fails, idempotence fails, but the operation is still commutative:� �

x � y � � � �
y � x � for all x � y. Given a set E of basic objects, the structure that these operationts

create is contained in � n � ω℘n �
E � . (If E is finite, the two are equal.) It is this domain, which

will now take over the role of basic objects for what is to come. We call it U , the universe.

3 Sheaves

Consider now the sentence

(16) John or Claver has read the book.

Proceeding as before we want something to be the subject of (16). For want of a better name,
we call it a sheaf. We propose that there is a polyadic operation � whose binary counterpart� 2 has exactly the properties of

�
. The reason for this is that sheaves — as opposed to groups

— do not allow for meaningful distinction between sheaves of sheaves and sheaves simpliciter.
The easiest interpretation of a sheaf is that it is once again a set and � the operation of set union.
(Notice a slight quirk with the singletons. John is not the same as John or John, the latter
being a sheaf. This can be remedied. I thank Harald Stamm for bringing this to my attention.)
Actually, we shall reify sheaves over a set X simply as subsets of X , although this potentially
confuses them with groups. Thus we shall call them sheaves nevertheless.

We need to connect the truth of (16) with that of (17) and (18).

(17) John has read the book.
(18) Claver has read the book.

Viewing the predicate as a function from U to 2 � � 0 � 1 � , there is an easy way to implement this.
Take a function f : X � Y . Then the function f � :℘

�
X � � ℘

�
Y � : S �� f 	 S 
 � � f

�
x � : x � S � is

the sheafification of f . (Sheafification is a covariant functor from Set to Set.) Thus, from the
function has-read-the-book � we can form the function has-read-the-book � � , which sends sheaves
of objects to sheaves of truth values. There are four sheaves of truth values. Then (16) is true
just in case that one member of the sheaf satisfies it, that is to say, if its sheaf of truth values
contains 1. So, define the map

	
:℘

�
2 � � 2 by

	 �
A � � 1 iff 1 � A.

�
���� 0 �   

� 1 �
  

���� 0 � 1 �

� �
	

0

1

This is a homomorphism. (16) is thus translated by
	

has-read-the-book � � �
j � c �

The dual map,
�

, is
� �

A � � 0 iff 0 � A. It corresponds to the distributive reading of a sentence
with groups à la Link. We shall return to this below.
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4 Sheafification

We may consider a sheaf as something that represents ‘uncertainty’, or ‘lack of knowledge’.
(16) is a case in point. Now, it is actually possible to embed or in and as in (19).

(19) John and Mary or Susan got married.
(20) John got married with Mary of Susan.

(19) in the meaning of (20) (which is preferrable to (19) because it is less convoluted) seems to
express the idea that there was a group consisting of John and the sheaf with Mary and Susan.
However, there is no semantical difference with that ‘group’ and the sheaf consisting of the
group of John and Mary and the group of John and Susan. So, sheaf formation commutes with
conjunction, in both arguments. Thus, we claim, there is no group of sheaves, there are only
sheaves of groups. Algebraically, this comes down to the validity of the following equations
(spelled out in the binary case).

� 2
�
x � y � z � � � 2

�
x � y � � � 2

�
x � z �

� 2
�
y � z � x � � � 2

�
y � x � � � 2

�
z � x �

In general, functions from X to Y can also be seen as sheaves. This will take care of verbs, for
example. The basic equation is as follows (‘pointwise sheafification’).

�
f � g � �

x � � f
�
x � � g

�
x �

This accounts for the equivalence between (21) and (22).

(21) Claver walks or talks.
(22) Claver walks or Claver talks.

Using these laws, we can finally produce structures for them to show that the postulates are
consistent and imply no new conditions on group formation. Suppose that � U � �

�
is a structure

for groups (which is to say that � is a commutative polyadic operation, nothing more). Then
the following is a structure for sheaves and groups together: � ℘�

U � � � � � �
�
. Here,

g � � h : � � x � y : x � g � y � h �
So, every object is standardly sheafified, and the operation of forming groups is obligatorily
distributed over the members of the sheaf. The postulates above are readily verified to hold in
this structure.

5 Basic Sheaves

So far we have considered sheaves that were explicitly constructed from basic objects that were
not sheaves themselves. However, we claim that many words denote objects that are based on
sheaves. For example, we claim that common nouns denote sheaves. The noun table denotes
the sheaf of all (individual) objects that are a table. This needs argumentation. (Notice that
it automatically makes proper nouns distinct from intransitive verbs, a welcome consequence.)
First, notice the problem with groups and plurality. The analysis of plurals by Link is essentially
a nominalistic one: groups are conglomerates formed from the individuals. (Conglomerates
differ from sets in that conglomerates of conglomerates are nothing but conglomerates. There is
no hierarchy of conglomerates as there is for sets. Evidently, conglomerates form a semilattice
under union just as sets. Notice that the interpretation of groups as conglomerates is ours, the
semilattice interpretation is Link’s. However, we cannot make sense of his theory other than
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assuming that it presupposes a decidedly nominalistic stance on groups.) Taking individuals
to be singletons, group formation is technically reduced to set union. In doing so, groups of
groups are collapsed into groups. Link thinks this is an advantage, while we think for reasons
given above that it is not. Let us grant his point, however. Now, for the denotation of tables
Link assumes that it is the set (sic!) of all conglomerates of tables, which is needed to make
it technically nondistinct from the denotation of table simpliciter — which in his view is the
conglomerate of all tables. This distinguishes his theory from that of Scha (1981), which makes
the denotation of table and tables come out the same. But this cannot be. Notice for example
that table triggers singular agreement, while tables does not. The argument is based on the
observation that number agreement is basically semantically triggered. (See (Landman (2000),
following Hoeksema (1983). Evidently, a purely morphological account could be given, saving
Scha from this predicament.) Our solution is to assume the converse: groups are sets, while the
conglomerates are sheaves. However, in order not to complicate the structure of the universe,
we will not assume conglomerates, only sets. This, however, is a technical matter. Important
is that sheaves are different from groups not only in semantic respects. We can, for example,
formulate the following (semantic) agreement rule.

An NP triggers singular agreement if it consists entirely of individuals. Otherwise
it triggers plural agreement.

For example, the sheaf denoted by table consists of all individual tables. So, it triggers sin-
gular agreement. Likewise for John or Mary. On the other hand, tables consists of non–
individuals, and so does John or the children and therefore it triggers plural agreement. If
one subscribes to a morphological theory of plural agreement (for example, to save the theory
of Scha) these facts are less elegantly explained. So, we conclude, with Link, against Scha, that
tables denotes a different object as does tables, and moreover, that table is distinct from
the group of tables. The difference with Link is then twofold: (a) groups are sets (though that is
not needed to explain the facts adduced so far), (b) table denotes a sheaf, which is an object in
its own right.

Another argument comes from the fact that the indefinite determiner is usually very weak and
often missing in languages (especially with plural NPs). Bare NPs are typically understood
existentially (or else generically). The sheafified denotation of verbs however does take sheaves
of objects as arguments, so the indefinite is actually not necessary. It may be checked that this
gives the right results with respect to group formation. In a language without determiners (but
with number marking) we would say

(23) Table and chair are in this room.

to say that there is a table and a chair in this room. Given the rules established above, the subject
is the sheaf of groups consisting of a table and a chair each. (23) is true just in case there is
such a group in the room. No group denotation of common nouns would establish this for (23).
Namely, if the denotation of table was the group of tables and the denotation of chair the
group of chairs, then (23) would say that all the tables and all the chairs are in the room.

Still, it might be objected that this is no reason to suppose that chair denotes the sheaf of chairs
rather than the group of chairs. For we could say that rather than the indefinite determiner being
the identity on sheaves it is simply a function that takes a group and returns the sheaf of its
members. However, this view would have problems explaining the contrast between (24) and
(25). (I find the German counterpart of (24) not entirely straightforward, it has a taste of a
‘correction’, but the contrast is nevertheless there.)
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(24) A table or chair was in this room.
(25) � A table and chair was in this room.

If the input to the denotation of a(n) was a group and not a sheaf, then it is not clear why (25)
is ungrammatical. (24) on the other hand is acceptable, showing that sheaves can be the input
to the function. Thus, we conclude that common nouns denote sheaves of singletons, and a(n)
denotes a function which takes as input sheaves of single objects and is the identity on them.

Following this, adjectives denote functions from sheaves of objects to sheaves of objects. Plural
denotes a function that takes a sheaf of objects into a sheaf over groups of objects. And so on.
Some adjectives do not commute with sheaf formation. That is to say, they denote functions
over sheaves which are not formed via sheafification. A case in point is average. The average
X–or–Y is not the same as the average X or the average Y . We give an example. Suppose that
the language department teaches two languages, English and French. A language student is
either a student of English or a student of French. Suppose that the students of French drink
exactly one glass of wine every day, while the students of English are tea totallers. Now look at
the following sentences.

(26) The average student of French drinks one glass of wine per day.
(27) The average student of English drinks no glass of wine per day.
(28) The average language student drinks x glasses of wine per day.

((27) is pragmatically somewhat odd, but never mind.) The number x is directly propertional to
the quotient between the number of students of French and the overall number of students —
so, it is not predictable on the basis of the sentences (26) and (27) alone.

6 Quantification and Negation

The four cardinal quantifiers are privileged by the sheaf–semantics: some, every, no and not
every. They can be interpreted as follows (with ν the denotation of N, f the denotation of V).

Some N Vs. No N Vs. Every N Vs. Not every N Vs.�
f �

�
ν � � �

f �

�
ν � �

f �

�
ν � � �

f �

�
ν �

The negation sign corresponds with the monotonicity/antimonotonicity with respect to the de-
notation of V, the choice between

�
and

�
with that of N. All other quantifiers require a different

treatment. First notice that all others invariably take a plural NP. Thus they operate on (sheaves
of) groups. Take as an example most students (here we look at the unary quantifier). We start
with the sheaf of individual students. From it, most forms the sheaf of groups that contain most
of the students. The reading is then formed regularly. Similarly for all. Polyadic quantifiers
are treated analogously: first the product sheaf is defined from the basic denotations, and then
the quantifier returns a proper sheaf of (tuples of) groups which is fed to the function.

One important question remains to be answered: why did we not introduce some operator to
take care of negation? Why is there nothing that corresponds to not? There are two reasons.
Technically, it is not immediate how we could introduce negation into the structures proposed
here. That in itself, however, is not a reason if that would indeed turn out to be necessary.
However, that is not the case. Consider the following sentences:

(29) � Mary or not Susan got married.
(30) John and not Bill entered the room.

The ungrammaticality of (29) shows that we cannot simply combine or with not. That already
points in the right direction. However, (30) shows that and and not can actually be combined.
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Fortunately, (30) is not a good counterexample. First, notice that and here logical and not group
forming. The sentence does not mean that there were two individuals enetering, it says that there
was one, and that it was John and not Bill. Second, (30) is only felicitous in certain contexts,
namely those in which it has been established that someone entered the room. Evidence for this
is the fact that we may not put that part of the sentence into focus.

(31) � John and not Bill ENTERED the room.
(32) � John and not Bill entered the ROOM.

It seems therefore that negation does not readily fit into the picture. A different story must be
told with regard to except, but we shall not discuss that here.

7 Conclusion

The present investigation followed a simple logic: if we want something to be the subject of a
disjunctive sentence, we must create an object analogous to a group, called sheaf. It turns out
that the so defined entity behaves essentially like a group in the sense of Link. However, the
objects of a sheaf are thought of as being in (nonexclusive) competition. Moreover, common
nouns may be taken to denote sheaves, adjectives to denote functions from sheaves to sheaves
and so on.
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Abstract

The presuppositions originating from triggering expressions embedded under quanti-
fiers have been crucial test cases both for projection theories of presupposition and for dis-
course representation theory and dynamic semantics theories. In this paper some of these
data are reviewed. The examples are sometimes considered within context, and projection
data are discussed, The conclusion about the data differs from previous assessments in the
literature. A simple generalization is argued for which lends support to the satisfaction
theory of presuppositions and does not directly involve a notion of sentence or discourse
topic.

Although the generalization supports the satisfaction theory, its formal realization de-
mands additional theoretical flexibility. In the theoretical part, a formal tool offering this
additional flexibility is presented: presupposition justification based on abduction within
discourse representation theory. This formalism is applied to some central data. For each
example, the justification problems and their possible solutions are computed and discussed
briefly.

1 Introduction

A quantified presupposition is, for the purposes of this paper, a presuppositional inference with
a quantificational logical form which is not an elementary presupposition of the sentence.

For instance, one may ascribe the quantified presuppositional inference Every participant had
a handout to the sentence

(1) Every participant turned the page of his handout.

although the expression triggering the presupposition (his handout) is not inherently quantifica-
tional.

The projection theory for presuppositions of Karttunen (1973) generates, for each sentence, a
number of presuppositions which are a proper subset of the generated presuppositions, i.e. the

presuppositions which are triggered by a presupposing expression in the sentence. The theory
does not account for presuppositions which have a different form than those which are triggered
by an expression in the sentence1. Thus it can therefore not account for quantified presupposi-
tions.

�This paper is an abridged version of a longer manuscript in preparation. I would like to thank Hans Kamp,
Ede Zimmermann and Bernhard Schwarz for discussions, and the audience at Sinn und Bedeutung for reactions.

1A crisp summary of Karttunen’s theory can be found in Beaver (1997).
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While universal presuppositions for examples like 1 are generally acknowledged, the situation
for examples with other quantificational forces is more difficult. The first attempt at clarifying
the situation by systematically applying projection tests has been made by Beaver (1994). In
that article, Beaver systematically applies the projection tests to cases which are candidates
for triggering quantified presuppositions because they contain a presupposition trigger in the
scope of a quantifier at some level of embedding. He concludes that universally quantified
presuppositions are quite limited in their distribution. This position will be discussed below
in section 2. A closer scrutiny of the data seems to support the conclusion that quantified
presuppositions are available for almost all the construction types under discussion, and that
cases in which they are not perceived can be explained by plausibility considerations.

If universally quantified presuppositions are indeed as generally available as suggested by the
empirical discussion below, the question arises how they should be derived systematically from
the logical forms of the sentences which induce them. This question is tackled in the second
part of the paper (section 3).

2 Observations on quantified presuppositions

In this section, I will argue for the availability of quantified presuppositions as presuppositional
inferences in syntactic configurations of the form QNP VPpre, where QNP is a quantified noun
phrase, and VPpre is a verb phrase triggering a presupposition. I will first consider the simple
case of unembedded constructions, and then consider presupposition projection in more com-
plex environments.

This will involve a comparison with Beaver’s arguments against quantified presuppositions us-
ing projection tests. But first I will introduce the notion of presuppositional inference and some
notation which will be used in the data discussion.

2.1 Presuppositional inferences

Judgments about the presuppositions of sentences are sometimes subtle. This can render the
construction of a set of hard facts about a given presuppositional phenomenon difficult. In some
theories, there is an additional difficulty. The theoretical framework of the projection theories
of presupposition (Karttunen 1973) implicitly contains the assumption that there is, for each
sentence, a unique presupposition. However, there are examples for which several different
presuppositional conclusions can be drawn. Consider the following sentence:

(2) If the logistics manager advises a company in Italy next week, the company’s turnover
will increase.

The presupposition of the noun phrase the company can either be linked to a company already
under discussion (presumably the company employing the logistics manager), or it can be re-
solved with respect to the company introduced in the antecedent of the conditional.

In such cases, the context is needed to clarify the intended interpretation. If the speaker has
expressed himorherself carefully, the context will indeed select just one presuppositional inter-
pretation.

In order to avoid terminological problems, I will therefore speak of a presuppositional inference
of a sentence, rather than of the presupposition. Judgments about presuppositional inferences
will be written as follows:
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(3)
The king of Burundi is bald.
�pre There is a king of Burundi

This form can be read as

From an assertion of The king of Burundi is bald one can draw the presuppositional
inference that There is a king of Burundi

2.2 The basic cases

In the simplest configuration, a presupposition trigger occurs in the scope of a quantifier which
is the main operator of the example sentence. For universal quantifiers, a universal presupposi-
tional inference is readily available in many cases.

(4)
Every mountaineer knows his equipment well.
�pre Every mountaineer has some equipment.

Presupposition triggers in the scope of an indefinite description are well-known since Karttunen
and Peters (1979). The following example with a possessive description is due to Heim (1983).

(5) A fat man is pushing his bicycle.

Another important case is constituted by examples with the negative quantifier no. Lerner and
Zimmermann (1983) discuss the following example with no and an aspectual presupposition
trigger.

(6) No woman stops crying.

They judge that it presupposes A woman has cried, under the condition that there is any woman
at all. This is also consonant with an analysis based on universal presuppositions and the as-
sumption that the domain of the universal quantification may not be empty.

Universal presuppositions of such sentences sometimes need to be relativized to the context.
The following example has two interpretations which differ in how the word bestselling is read.

(7) No publisher discontinues his bestselling book series.

Either bestselling refers to a book series which is a bestseller when compared to other books
on the market, or it picks out the book series of the respective publisher which sells best. In
the former case, it is more plausible to assume a contextually relativized interpretation. Not
every publisher can be assumed to have a bestselling book series running, so the interpreter will
assume that the quantification ranges over publishers which are so successful. In the latter case,
an unrelativized universal presupposition is much more plausible2.

From the following example, a universal presupposition can be inferred. It is plausible to assume
that the speaker believes that every publisher has a favourite book series. The presupposition
need not be contextually relativized.

2There may be publishers who have no book series at all, but rather exclusively publish individual books without
organizing them in a series. If this is taken into account, the second interpretation also will have to be relativized.
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(8) No publisher discontinues his favourite book series.

But of course it can. The speaker might presuppose that of the publishers of a certain area or
segment of the book market, everyone has a favourite book series.

2.3 Projection experiments

Of the environments suitable to test presupposition projection, I will first consider the antecedent
of a conditional sentence3.

We have seen above that the presuppositional inference corresponding to the universally quan-
tified presupposition is particularly hard to get in the case of indefinite subject noun phrases. It
would be natural to expect this as well for embedded occurrences of this configuration. If any
change in predictions would be expected, it would be that the stronger quantified presupposition
is still harder to get. However, it seems that the embedding in the conditional antecedent even
facilitates the interpretation with a quantified presupposition for the sentence as a whole:

(9)
If a fat man is pushing his bicycle, then he should find another way to lose weight.
�pre Every fat man has a bycicle.

Maybe the facilitation of this reading is due to the possibility to interpret the conditional sen-
tence as not being about any fat man in particular – in this case we would deal with a one-case
conditional, according to a terminology used by Kadmon (1987), but rather as an instance of
universal case-quantification4.

The next example has universal quantificational force. The universal presuppositional inference
is readily available. A relativization to the context set consisting of the members of the ex-
pedition mentioned in the consequent is very plausible, although a stronger interpretation (the
speaker presupposes that mountaineers in general know their equipment well, perhaps because
he would not be prepared to call anyone a mountaineer who does not know his equipment) is
available as well.

(10)
If every mountaineer knows his equipment well, then the expedition will return safely.
�pre Every mountaineer (out of a certain set) knows his equipment well.

Similar observations hold for embeddings of the other two quantificational forces we have con-
sidered in the protasis environment:

(11)
If every mountaineer knows his equipment well, then the expedition will return safely.
�pre Every mountaineer (out of a certain set) knows his equipment well.

For reasons of space, I would just like to state without further discussion that the universal
presuppositional inference is also available for the following examples (a downward entailing
quantifier variant of the previous examples, an embedding into a question, an embedding into
an imperative, and an embedding under a possibility operator)5.

3In the following discussion, I will refer to the clause in which the relevant presupposition trigger occurs as the
triggering clause. For instance, the triggering clause in example 9 is example 5.

4The one-case reading is possible for this conditional sentence, for instance in a context like What do you mean
? A fat man is pushing his bicycle ?. I think that even then the universal presupposition is available.

5In the case of the downward entailing determiner few the example had to be modified to maintain plausibility
of the sentence as a whole:
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(12) a. If few mountaineers know their equipment well, then the expedition will get into
trouble.

b. Is a fat man pushing his bicycle ?

c. Make a fat man push his bicycle !

d. It is possible that a fat man is pushing his bicycle.

e. Did no mountaineer bring his GPS ?

f. In which expedition did no mountaineer use his GPS ?

g. Few participants of the expedition used their GPSs.

h. Most participants of the expedition used their GPSs.

2.4 Weak restrictors

In all examples discussed so far, it was plausible to assume a universally quantified presupposi-
tion restricted by the same information as the restriction of the original quantified proposition.
There are cases, however, in which a presuppositional inference with a different restrictor is
more salient, as in 13.

(13) Every reference book written by a syntactician has a cubistic painting on its front page.

A natural presuppositional inference that can be drawn from this sentence is

(14) Every reference book has a front page.

or

(15) Every book has a front page.

But the following is not readily available:

(16) Every reference book written by a syntactician has a front page.

Those readers who object that these presuppositional inferences are not interesting because they
are part of general background knowledge anyway may replace book by some other expression,
like squib, which leaves it open whether the printed matter is bound or not, and hence also
whether there is a front page. Or they may try to put themselves into the situation of a student of
English who by chance happens to know the meaning of all the words occurring in the sentence
except the word book.

2.5 Summary of the data discussion

The main result of the data discussion is recorded in the following empirical generalization.

Generalization 1 (Presuppositions in nuclear scopes of quantified structures)

Presuppositions triggered in the nuclear of a quantified sentence of the form
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Q C1, C P
2

where Q ranges over indefinites and other quantifiers may give rise to the universal presupposi-
tional inference

Every C�

1 P

where C�

1 is entailed by C1 (typically it is one of the conjuncts of C1).
�

The second interpretation observed for examples with indefinite subject noun phrases is the
topic of the following generalization.

Generalization 2 (Local accommodation interpretations)

A sentence of the form

Indef C1, C P
2

where Inde f is an indefinite determiner such as a(n) or some and P is a presupposition triggered
by the “scope” C2 of the indefinite can be interpreted as

Indef C1 that P C2

�

In the following part of the paper, a formal analysis which explains these empirical generaliza-
tions is put forward.

3 Analysis using abductive inference

3.1 Presupposition as abduction

The treatment of presupposition as abduction within discourse representation theory will be
sketched briefly in this section, and the aspects relevant for the treatment of quantified presup-
position and for the example analyses of section 3.2 below will be emphasized. Krause (2001)
is a more extensive presentation.

The theory of presupposition justification as abduction (shortly PA) takes over from the satisfac-
tion theory of presuppositions [Heim (1983), Karttunen (1974), Stalnaker (1973)] the important
role of local contexts: presupposition triggers must be defined in the local context in which they
occur. From the anaphoric binding theory of van der Sandt (1992) and Geurts (1999) it takes
over the emphasis on accommodation. Abductive presuppositional inference is a logical re-
construction of the notion of presupposition justification introduced in Kamp and Roßdeutscher
(1994).

Utterance interpretation in PA is conceived of as the reconstruction of the context on which
the speaker’s utterance was based. The interpreter of a sentence assumes that the context to be
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reconstructed is such that the presuppositions of the sentence are all satisfied in their local con-
texts. This assumption must be explained by making suitable assumptions about the speaker’s
context (and about the intended local context’s which play a role in the logical form of the sen-
tence). If the interpreter already has made assumptions about the context of the speaker (or if
interpretation is relativized to an assumed common ground), this boils down to abductive in-
ference with the previous assumptions as the theory and appropriateness of the presupposition
trigger in its local context as explanandum.

Formally, the theory consists of (i) a syntax-semantics interface which produces a (unique6) pre-
suppositional logical form, (ii) a recursive function computing a system of abduction problems
given the context and the presuppositional logical form; and (iii) a definition of solution for a
system of justification problems. The presuppositional aspect of the syntax-semantics interface
is also called presupposition computation in Kamp (2001). Presuppositions are introduced by
lexical items as discourse representation structures under the scope of a presupposition opera-
tor α and as context-dependent restricted terms for singular terms such as definite descriptions.
The semantic composition is performed as usual in the λ-calculus. The second component,
the computation of abduction problems, essentially forms pairs of local contexts and formulas
expressing the definedness of presupposition triggers, which can be interpreted as abduction
problems. The local contexts are represented in a structured way in order to differentiate the
different accommodation possibilities. The third component, the solution definition, encodes
mainly general constraints on reasonable solutions to abductive inference problems, together
with some specific linguistic constraints on presupposition accommodation. It is supported by a
module computing abducible formulas on the basis of the presupposition trigger and the context
in which it occurs.

3.2 Application to the examples

It is now high time to consider in detail how quantified presuppositions are derived for some
examples. I will always display the initial logical form, the justification system that can be
computed on the basis of the initial logical form and the context, and the solution(s). For the
initial and final logical forms, I will often use two-dimensional box notation, while intermediate
results such as representations occurring in justification systems are typically represented in
linear notation. The third component of justification systems in the full formal system, the set
of identifiability presumptions needed to account for the uniqueness properties of definite noun
phrases, has been left out to simplify the exposition. Justification systems thus just consist of
sets of justification problems and a schematic result DRS.

Let us first consider example 5, repeated here:

(17) A fat man was pushing his bicycle.

The following discourse representation structure is the initial formalization of the sentence7:
6For the purposes of this paper, I abstract away from additional sources of complexity such as scope ambiguity

and lexical ambiguity. Presupposition justification with respect to scopally ambiguous contexts is probably best
treated using a consequence relation for an underspecified representation language (Reyle 1993).

7abstracting away from tense and the representation of eventualities
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x1

man(x1)
fat(x1)

push(x1,δ�x2�bicycle�x2�;poss�ρ�x3�male�x3���x2��)

The justification system S associated with the sentence is given by its three components, π1�S�
(the set of justification problems), π2�S� (the schematic result DRS), and π3�S� (the set of
identifiability presumptions, which has been omitted because it is not relevant for the following
discussion).

π1�S�:

���H0;x1;man�x1�; fat�x1�;H1�ε�H2��
defined�ρ�x3�male�x3�����

��H0;x1;man�x1�; fat�x1�;H1�ε�H3��
defined�δ�x2�bicycle�x2�;poss�ρ�x3�male�x3���x2�����

π2�S�:

H0;

x1

man(x1)
fat(x1)

H1

H3

push(x1,δ�x2�bicycle�x2�;H2;poss�ρ�x3�male�x3���x2��)

In the justification problems, H0 is the global context, H1 is the intermediate context, and H2

and H3 are local contexts. H2 is an example of a local context embedded within a presupposition
trigger.

The justification system S has the following two solutions:

(A)

1. global accommodation of Every man has a bicycle. in H0:

H0 ��� x4;man�x4�; fat�x4�� x5;bicycle�x5�;poss�x4�x5�

2. deductive extension of the intermediate context in H1:

H1 ��� x6;bicycle�x6�;poss�x1�x6�

3. bindings in H2 and H3:

H2 ��� x1 	 x3

H3 ��� x6 	 x2

(B)

1. local accommodation in H1 of who has a bike.
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2. bindings in H2 and H3

The first solution, the one involving global accommodation, is given by the following resulting
discourse representation structure8:

x4

man(x4)
fat(x4)

�

x5

bicycle(x5)
poss(x4,x5)

;

x1

man(x1)
fat(x1)

x6;bicycle�x6�
poss(x1,x6)

x6 � x2

push(x1,δ(x2,bicycle(x2);
x1 � x3;poss�ρ�x3�male�x3���x2���

This solution is not plausible without contextual relativization of the dynamic existential quan-
tifier. This has been left out to simplify the exposition.

The second solution is the intermediate accommodation solution.

x1

man(x1)
fat(x1)

x4;bicycle�x4�
poss(x1,x4)

x4 � x1

push(x1,δ(x2,bicycle(x2);
x1 � ρ�x3�male�x3��;poss(ρ�x3�male�x3��,x2)))

This kind of accommodation has been called local in Heim (1983). The terminology interme-
diate accommodation is from van der Sandt (1992): the presupposition is accommodated in
an intermediate position between the global context and the local context of the presupposition
trigger.

The following example with a universal quantifier has essentially the same quantificational
structure and the same kind of presupposition trigger as example 5.

(18) Every jockey knows his horse well.
8In order to visualize the division between the accommodated presupposition and the original logical form, I

have used a mixture between linear and two-dimensional notation, connecting the quantified presupposition with
the rest using dynamic conjunction.
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The initial formalization of the sentence is as follows.

x1

jockey(x1)

�
��

�
��
�
���

��

�
x1 knowswell(x1,δ�x2�horse�x2�;poss�x1�ρ�x3�male�x3����)

The similarity in the quantificational structure is reflected in the parallel setup of the justification
problems:

���H0;x1; jockey�x1�;H1�ε�H2��
defined�ρ�x3�male�x3�����

��H0;x1; jockey�x1�;H1�ε�H3��
defined�δ�x2�horse�x2�;poss�ρ�x3�male�x3���x2�����

The schematic result DRS contains the three context variables H0, H1 and H3:

H0;

x1

jockey�x1�;H1

�
��

�
��
�
���

��

�
x1 H3;knowswell�x1�δ�x2�horse�x2�;poss�x1�ρ�x3�male�x3�����

The quantified presupposition solution is given by

x4

jockey(x4)
�

x5

horse(x5)
poss(x4,x5)

;

H0

x1

jockey�x1�
x6;bicycle�x6�;poss�x1�x6�

�
��

�
��
�
���

��

�
x1 x6 � x2

knowswell�x1�δ�x2�horse�x2�;poss�x1�ρ�x3�male�x3�����

There is also an intermediate accommodation solution. However, its availability is not undis-
puted for this kind of example.
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The following example is a variation on Heim’s fat man example in which there is no bound
variable in the presupposition trigger. The example is from Beaver (1994).

(19) A plane just landed.

The initial logical form in this case is given by the following DRS9. The contribution of the
temporal adverb just is not further analyzed. Presumably it asserts that the time span between
the eventuality and the reference point (its two arguments in the logical form below) is shorter
than a context-dependent threshold.

x1 e n s

plane(x1)
e � n

α(s: airborne(x1))
s ��e

e: land(x1)
just(e,n)

The presupposition of the verb to land can only be formulated relative to the prestate of the
landing event. We obtain the following justification system:

Justification problems

���H0;x1;plane�x1��ε�H1��
defined�α�s : airborne�x1�����

Schematic result DRS

x1 e n s

H0

plane(x1)
e � n

H1

α(s: airborne(x1))
s ��e

e: land(x1)
just(e,n)

In this case, there is just one justification problem, because there is only one presupposition
trigger in the example. The third component of the justification system, the identifiability pre-
sumptions, have not been listed because there is no relevant singular term in the logical form.

9Beaver (1997) gives essentially the following representation (transcribed in linear DRS notation):

[x | plane(x); α : was-airborne(x) on-ground(x)]

The explicit introduction of temporal referents complicates the representation only minimally, and makes the
discussion of the example more transparent.
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Like in the fat man example, there are two solutions, one of globally accommodating a universal
presupposition, and a local accommodation solution.

The quantified presupposition solution is given by the following assignment for the context
variables.

� H0 ��� �x0�plane�x0��s0;s0 � e; just�e�s0�;s0 : airborne�x0��

� H1 ��� s�

0;s�

0 : airborne�x1�; just�e�n�

The global context is augmented with the proposition Every plane was airborne. The local
context is incremented with the logical translation of which was airborne.

Presupposition justification results in the following discourse representation structure with an
accommodated universal condition which is not contextually restricted (s�

0 is the introduction of
the discourse referent s�

0, which is represented locally with respect to the condition characteriz-
ing this state discourse referent. This notation corresponds to a dynamic existential quantifica-
tion).

x1 e n s

x0

plane(x0)

�
��

�
��
�
���

��

�

x0

s0

s0 �� e
s0: airborne(x0)

plane(x1)
e � n

s�

0;s�

0 : airborne�x1�
just(e,n)

α(s: airborne(x1))
s ��e

e: land(x1)

This interpretation is not very plausible, because a state of affairs in which all planes whatsoever
are airborne will occur extremely rarely. However, if the interpretation is relativized to a context
set of planes, it becomes much more plausible. In a context in which a suitable antecedent for a
context variable is available, we would have obtained the following as well (the context set has
been represented as ρ�X �nonat�X��):
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x1 e n s X0

plane�(X )
x1 � X X0 � X

x0

plane(x0)
x0 � ρ�X �nonat�X��

�
��

�
��
�
���

��

�

x0

s0

s0 �� e
just(e,s0)

s0: airborne(x0)

plane(x1)
e � n

s�0;s�0 : airborne�x1�
just(e,n)

α(s: airborne(x1))
s ��e

e: land(x1)

4 Conclusion

The quantified presupposition analysis originally proposed by Berman (1995) is a flexible way
of accounting for domain restriction by presuppositions triggered in the nuclear scope of an
operator. Abductive presupposition justification is a way of systematically deriving these quan-
tified presuppositions as logical inferences. The data are not primarily analyzed in terms of
topic or focus, but in terms of presupposition. Additional information structure effects on quan-
tified presupposition accommodation may exist, and it will be interesting to ask how the account
of quantified presupposition accommodation can be combined with a presuppositional account
of information structure in order to predict topicality effects such as those observed by Beaver
(1995). The above discussion has been restricted to nominal quantifiers. The application to
adverbial quantifiers will be discussed in a separate paper.
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IS THE GERMAN PERFEKT A PERFECT PERFECT? * 
 

Sebastian Löbner 
University of Düsseldorf 

1 Introduction 
The semantics of the Perfekt1 is a notoriously difficult matter. No doubt the form has been, 
and still is, taking over functions of the Past. According to Behaghel (1924:271), the replace-
ment of the Past by the Perfekt in German already began in Early Old High German. Today, 
the Past is by and large restricted to special contexts and constructions and even then mainly 
used with a restricted set of verbs (including sein ‘be’, haben ‘have’ and the modals).2 In 
colloquial Southern German the process of replacing Past by Perfekt is almost complete. On 
the other hand, there are cases where the Perfekt clearly has retained its classical function of 
expressing a present state resulting form an earlier event. In view of these facts it appears 
natural to consider the Perfekt an ambiguous form with two functions, present perfect and 
past tense. 
Nevertheless, various attempts have been made to account for the different uses of the Perfekt 
by means of a uniform semantic analysis, among them the most recent ones in Klein (1999) 
and Musan (2000). In these approaches the form is interpreted compositionally as the result of 
combining the past participle of the verb with the stem sein or haben and adding present tense 
to the auxiliary. The apparent past tense uses of the form are accounted for in various ways. In 
view of these proposals it is worthwhile to re-raise the simple question: Is the Perfekt ambig-
uous or not? The discussion here will focus on the tense contributed by the form in its various 
uses. If the form is not ambiguous, its tense must be present tense in all its uses, and this is 
                                                 
*  I would like to thank Ingrid Kaufmann, Chris Piñón, Ruth Ropertz, Barbara Stiebels and Arnim von Stechow for their 
detailed comments that helped to improve this paper in various respects. 
1  This special spelling is used for the form called ‘Perfekt’ in German, which morphologically resembles the present per-
fect form of English, except for the fact that the auxiliary is not uniformly haben ‘have’ but in many cases sein ‘be’. For the 
other German verb forms the terms of the morphologically corresponding English forms will be used; they are written with a 
capital letter (‘Past’, ‘Future’ etc.) in order to indicate reference to the German forms. The use of the same terms is not to be 
understood as implicitly claiming semantic equivalence. When terms such as perfect, present etc. are used with lower case 
letters, they refer to the generic semantic categories of tense and aspect to be introduced in section 2.1. 
2  For a recent survey see Hennig (2000). Carefully evaluating written and spoken data from different types of texts, she 
states that the frequency of Perfekt vs. Past is 16.3% vs. 14.9% of all finite verb forms, but 23.9% vs. 9.9% if forms of sein 
and haben are excluded. Thus, about 57% of Past form occurrences are such of sein and haben; in a talk show corpus, 14 
verbs (sein, haben, werden ‘become’; the modal verbs können ‘can’, müssen ‘must’, dürfen ‘may’, wollen ‘will’; denken 
‘think’, geben ‘give’, gehen ‘go’, kommen ‘come’, sagen ‘say’, stehen ‘stand’, wissen ‘know’) make up 80% of all Past form 
occurrences; 356 different verbs occur in the Perfekt, but only 72 in the Past (cf. Hennig 2000:74, 179ff).  

Abstract 

Descriptive accounts of German tense forms largely agree in the Perfekt being ambiguous between
(at least) a past and a resultative or similar perfect meaning, or function. Recent theoretical
accounts, however, favour a uniform analysis, e.g. Klein (1999) and Musan (2000). In this paper it
will be argued that the German Perfekt is genuinely ambiguous in a way these approaches are
unable to account for. Mainly drawing on evidence from narrative passages, temporal clauses and
the aspectual particles schon and noch it is argued that these basic semantic data require the
assumption of both a non-perfect past and a non-past perfect reading of the form. 
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what the proponents of a uniform analysis propose. If the Perfekt is ambiguous, it contributes 
present tense in its present perfect function and past tense in the functions it has taken over 
from the Past. In what follows I will present evidence for the ambiguity of the Perfekt by 
showing that there are cases where the Perfekt must be regarded as a past tense form. 
The paper will be restricted to pointing out certain facts that are relevant for a semantic 
account of the Perfekt, but I will not be able to offer a precise semantic description of its 
readings. Several issues connected to the question of ambiguity will not be addressed: (i) the 
question whether or not the ambiguity of the Perfekt is paralleled in the Past Perfect and the 
Future Perfect; (ii) the functions of the Perfekt infinitive and of non-indicative Perfekt forms 
such as er hätte gewonnen (he have-SUBJUNCTIVE PAST win-PP, ‘he would have won’); (iii) the 
question whether or not the meaning of the Perfekt in its past tense function is the same as the 
meaning of the Past. 
The discussion will take the following course. First, the basic functions of the Perfekt form 
will be described within a simple paradigm of tense and aspect functions; then the Perfekt will 
be distinguished from Resultative constructions, which partly coincide in form. In the third 
section the relevant features of current accounts of the Perfekt will be reported, in particular 
those of Musan (2000) and Klein (1999). Section 4 presents arguments for the ambiguity of 
the Perfekt; these include tense and aspect features of the form both for itself and in combina-
tion with other tense and aspect operators, notably temporal conjunctions and aspectual parti-
cles (schon ‘already’ and noch ‘still’). In the last section, the consequences are pointed out for 
a semantic analysis of the form. 
 

2 The German Perfekt 

2.1 A minimal sketch of a framework for tense and aspect 
In what follows I will apply a simple framework for distinguishing T&A (tense and aspect) 
functions. It is based on common general descriptions of aspect and tense such as Comrie 
(1976) and (1985). Three aspects are distinguished: perfective, imperfective and perfect. 
These are combined with three tenses for past, present and future time reference. In an 
approach to tense and aspect based on Galton (1984), sketched in Löbner (1988) and elabo-
rated in Herweg (1990), the semantics of tense and aspect are interrelated as follows: 

The perfective case. A clause in the perfective aspect represents a predication about an 
event e the type of which is specified by the clause minus tense and aspect. Tense pro-
vides a second predication about the event argument e which concerns its location in 
time (past, present or future). 

The imperfective case. A clause in the imperfective aspect represents a predication 
about a contextually given (or bound) time te; at this time a certain kind of situation 
specified by the clause minus tense and aspect is said to hold. Tense provides a second 
predication about te which concerns its location in time (past, present or future). 

Thus, in both cases tense and the clause constitute a predicate about a common argument, an 
event in the perfective case and a time in the imperfective case. Galton’s approach to aspect 
crucially rests on a basic distinction between events and states (see Galton 1984:15ff). Per-
fective forms denote events. Events constitute a special kind of situations: they are individual 
entities located in time; they are temporally bounded and countable; they necessarily involve 
change and are therefore only definable in terms of conditions involving at least two different 
times. Imperfective forms express states. States are properties of times; they need not involve 
change; they may be temporally unlimited; they are defined in terms of conditions on a single 
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time; unlike events, states possess negative counterparts. States and events are interrelated. 
For one, there are state-related events. The beginning of a state S, i.e. a change from not-S to 
S constitutes a certain type of event related to S, as does the ending of S. Likewise the occur-
rence of a state, taken as a change from not-S to S followed by a complete interval of S and 
then a change back to not-S, constitutes another kind of S-related event. Conversely, there are 
event-related states. One type is the state of an event’s going on, expressed, for example, by a 
progressive form. To Galton, the progressive and the imperfective in general are operators 
that yield states from events. Another such operator is the perfect: it yields for an event the 
state resulting from it. 
The distinction between the two aspects along the traditional lines (discussed in Comrie 
1976:16ff) is a by-product of this account and the general Presupposition of Indivisibility 
(Löbner 2000:239) according to which any predication applies to any argument as an integral 
whole. Perfective aspect, resulting in a predication about an event of the sort described, con-
cerns this event as a whole, in particular its location in time by the tense of the clause. Imper-
fective aspect, rendering a predication about a time, allows for partial involvement of the 
situation specified. 
Perfect aspect is in some sense a combination of perfective and imperfective aspect. It inter-
acts with tense like imperfective aspect, but the situation constructed involves an event as a 
whole: 

The perfect case. A clause in the perfect aspect represents a predication about a con-
textually given (or bound) time te; at this time a situation is said to hold that results 
from a previous event of the kind specified by the clause minus tense and perfect aspect. 
Tense provides a second predication about te which concerns its location in time (past, 
present or future). 

With respect to the resulting state expressed, perfect aspect can be considered as a special 
case of imperfective aspect, since it renders a stative predication. With respect to the original 
situation expressed by the verb, SV for short, perfect aspect is of course different from imper-
fective aspect. 
Three basic tenses are distinguished as usual: present, past and future. One general conse-
quence of the framework adopted here is the fact that present tense with perfective aspect 
usually does not yield reference to present time but to imminent future time.3 This is due to 
the fact that present time reference is defined in terms of the time of the utterance event U. In 
the case of imperfective (or perfect) aspect with strict present tense, the state expressed is ap-
plied to the time of U. In the case of perfective aspect, location of the event expressed at the 
time of utterance would mean coincidence of the event time with the utterance time, or loca-
tion of the event time within utterance time. This is only possible under special circumstances, 
e.g. in the case of explicit performatives and on-the-spot reports. The event expressed by the 
performative verb in an explicit performative coincides with the utterance event; in the case of 
on-the-spot reports, e.g. sports castings, coincidence of utterance time and the reported events 
is built into this special mode of speaking, as it were. If else the event E expressed in the per-
fective aspect is independent from the event U of utterance,temporal location of E relative to 
U in terms of the simple basic tense distinctions can only result in E < U or E > U. Partial 
overlap of E with U is ruled out by the Presupposition of Indivisibility: this would mean a 

                                                 
3  Galton (1984:3) puts it this way: “Roughly speaking, we may say that perfective aspect is logically incompatible with 
present tense meaning, so where a grammatical present tense exists in conjunction with the perfective aspect, the tense cannot 
be read as referring straightforwardly to the present time.” Languages like Russian illustrate the effect: present tense with 
perfective verbs yields future time reference and is therefore often considered a future tense; the same forms with 
imperfective verbs yields present time reference. There is an extra future tense form for imperfective verbs only.  
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splitting-up of E with respect to the tense predication that locates E relative to U. Since the 
relation E < U is expressed by past tense, the latter will lead to the use of either future tense or 
a weak present tense, i.e. a non-past tense that allows reference both to present and future 
time.4 
Another point of importance concerns the past tense (and the future tense, analogously): a 
situation expressed in the past perfective necessarily lies entirely in the past, while a situation 
expressed in the past imperfective may extend into present time. 

2.2 The German T&A system 
Following Herweg (1990) I assume that there are basically three tenses grammatically distin-
guished in German: Future, Past and a weak Present. Future time reference is the default case 
for Present perfective sentences, while present time reference is the default case for Present 
imperfective sentences (because the time of utterance is the default value for te); for future 
time reference, the Present imperfective needs contextual support, but if such support is given 
the Present is perfectly natural: 

(1) Helene kommt morgen 
 H. comes tomorrow 5 
 ‘Helene is coming tomorrow.’ 

The six basic (indicative active) verb forms in German will be referred to as follows: 

Present ich sag-e stem + ending 
Past ich sag-t-e stem + t + ending 
Future ich werde sagen Present of werden + infinitive 
Perfekt ich habe gesagt Present of sein/haben + PP 
Past Perfect ich hatte gesagt Past of sein/haben + PP 
Future Perfect ich werde gesagt haben Future of sein/haben + PP 

Table 1  Six basic T&A verb forms in German 

These forms can be used for the combinations of aspect and time reference displayed in Table 
2; square brackets indicate exceptional cases, parentheses the need of contextual support. 
These data are largely uncontroversial (cf. the comprehensive account in Thieroff 1992).  

   time reference 
                    past present future 

imperfective Past Perfekt Present (Present) Future 
perfective Past Perfekt [Present] Present Future 

as
pe

ct
 

perfect Past Perfect Perfekt (Perfekt) Future Perfect 

Table 2  Primary T&A functions of German verb forms 

The left subcolumn of the ‘future’ column is due to the fact that the German Present tense is a 
weak present tense, i.e. a non-past. In standard German, there is no distinction between the 
expression of imperfective and perfective aspect; the marginal differences are inherent to the 

                                                 
4  These considerations do not apply to the so-called historic present and other non-standard tense uses. Note that in the 
case of the historic present time reference is not anchored to the utterance event.  
5  In order to reduce the complexity of glosses, verb forms are glossed by the morphologically corresponding English forms 
rather than categorized; thus ist is glossed as ‘is’ rather than ‘be-3SG-PRES-IND’. Categorizations are added only if necessary. 
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respective aspect. Perfect aspect, however, is marked by perfect forms. One remarkable 
exception is the use of Past sein with variant operands in a present perfect meaning: 

(2)  Ich war weg/ krank/ einkaufen. 
 I was away/ ill / shop.INFINITIVE 
 ‘I have been away / ill / shopping.’ 

As for the Perfekt, Table 2 can be summed up as follows: 

 The German Perfekt has two functions: 
(i) non-past perfect 
(ii) past non-perfect 

The distinctions in Table 2 are not to be taken as full semantic descriptions of the Perfekt or 
the other forms. For example, there is more to the Past than just past time reference and non-
perfect aspect. In German, the Past may be inadequate in cases where in English the past tense 
is mandatory. Without a special context, e.g. a narrative, (3b) is definitely odd, while (3a) is 
quite natural. 

(3)  a. Letztes Jahr sind wir  nach Spanien  gefahren. (Perfekt)  
last year are we  to Spain  gone 
lit. ‘Last year we have gone to Spain.’ 

b. Letztes Jahr fuhren wir  nach Spanien. (Past) 
last year went we  to Spain 
lit. ‘Last year we went to Spain.’ 

The following examples illustrate the four possible readings of the Perfekt: 

(4) a. past imperfective 
Als ich die CD gebrannt habe, stürzte der Computer ab. 
when I the CD burn.PP have, crash.PAST the computer PARTICLE 
‘When I was burning the CD, the computer crashed.’ 

b. past perfective (als clause), past imperfective (main clause) 
Als der Computer  abgestürzt  ist, habe ich gerade  eine CD gebrannt. 
when the CD  crash.PP  is, have I just  a CD burn.PP  
‘When the computer crashed, I was just burning a CD.’ 

c. present perfect 
Du kannst den Text nicht drucken, der Computer  ist abgestürzt. 
you can the text not print, the computer  is crash.PP 
‘You can’t print the text, the computer has crashed.’ 

d. future perfect 
Ruf mich, sobald der Computer abgestürzt ist. 
call me as soon as the computer crash.PP is 
‘Call me as soon as the computer will have crashed.‘ 

 

2.3 Distinguishing the aspects in German 

In view of the fact that the aspectual distinctions are not consistently marked in German, a 
word should be said about the criteria that allow the distinction between imperfective, perfec-
tive and perfect. The following diagnosis can be employed: 
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Perfective aspect. The clause specifies a certain kind of event and states that such an 
event takes place within some period of time to be specified by tense and/or context. If 
tense is Past or Future, the event lies completely within the past or within the future; if a 
certain time is contextually given (e.g. by a frame adverbial), the event is completely 
included within that time. Strict present tense is strongly restricted. Perfective aspect 
necessarily involves some change (or the absence of change). If a perfective clause is 
used within a narrative, narration time moves on. 

Imperfective aspect. The clause provides a predication about a contextually given time 
te; it answers the question ‘What kind of situation holds at te?’. The clause denotes a 
state. Change is not necessarily involved. Tense locates te, not the state expressed. 
Present time reference is possible if tense is Present. The whole duration of the state ex-
pressed includes te but it is not necessarily completely included within past or future 
time if tense is Past or Future. When an imperfective clause is used in a narrative, it 
contributes to the description of the state of affairs at the previously established time te; 
narration time does not move on. 

Perfect aspect. The clause is primarily stative; it provides a predication about a con-
textually given time te; it answers the question ‘What has happened?’ The clause 
describes a state which results form a certain kind of situation having occurred; the 
situation itself is completed; the state is irreversible6. Tense specifies the location of te. 
When a perfect clause is used in a narrative, it contributes to the description of the state 
of affairs at previously established time te; narration time does not move on. 

It must be added that the distinction between imperfective and perfective aspect is not only 
unmarked in German but also not predictable from the aspectual verb class (e.g. according to 
Vendler’s classification). One and the same sentence may take on an imperfective or an per-
fective interpretation. This does not mean, however, that German sentences have an aspectu-
ally neutral meaning. The perfective/imperfective distinction is a matter of the predicational 
structure of the sentence, which must be settled in order to obtain any interpretation of the 
sentence at all. 
 

2.4 Perfekt vs. Resultatives 
One point to be observed in the following is that the Perfekt is partially homophonous with a 
set of forms called Resultatives.7 Resultatives denote a state that is essentially expressed by 
the PP of the verb and therefore understood as the kind of state that results from the kind of 
event expressed by the verb. Unlike the Perfekt, however, Resultatives are only available for 
resultative verbs, i.e. such verbs with a semantically defined resulting state. In addition, they 
underlie further restrictions which, as far as I know, are not yet fully understood. Although 
Resultatives are logically related to corresponding ‘eventive’ (Litvinov & Nedjalkov 1988:8) 
Perfekt constructions, the two sets of constructions are not equivalent. Table 3 lists examples 
of five types of Resultatives; the list is not exhaustive. 

                                                 
6  The states denoted by perfect clauses are in many cases not factually unlimited; for example, the state expressed by I 
have eaten ceases to hold in a natural course of events some hours after the event. Nevertheless, clauses in the perfect aspect 
are generally incompatible with adverbials that require an upper temporal bound of the state expressed, for example for-
adverbials or until-adverbials. The irreversibility of perfect-states is due to the situation structure created by perfect aspect: it 
does not include anything temporally following the resulting state. 
7  For a comprehensive descriptive account of German Resultatives see Litvinov & Nedjalkov (1988). 
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Construction P is known as stative passive (‘Zustandspassiv’); it could more systematically be 
called Passive Resultative. The constructions in A are Active Resultatives, possible both for 
sein-verbs (As) and haben-verbs (Ah); they are homophonous with the corresponding Perfekt 
constructions. R and M can be regarded as Reflexive Resultative and Middle Resultative, 
respectively (or uniformly as Middle Resultatives, if reflexives are subsumed under middle 
constructions, cf. Kaufmann 2001:228ff). The Reflexive Resultative (‘Zustandsreflexiv’) cor-
responds to reflexive Perfekt sentences; note that the auxiliary is haben for the Perfekt, but 
sein for the Resultative. The example sie ist angezogen also has a Passive Resultative reading, 
because the verb anziehen can also be used as a transitive verb. The Middle Resultative is 
only superficially homophonous with a Perfekt construction. It is restricted to cases where the 
subject referent is related to the object referent in a specific way, e.g. as inalienable posses-
sion. The restriction is reflected by the presence of a dative reflexive pronoun in the corre-
sponding active Perfekt: the reflexive turns the construction into a variant of middle voice. 
Active, Reflexive and Middle Resultatives are subject to constraints not yet fully understood; 
the state expressed must be a state that affects the subject referent or is under its control.9 For 
example, in the case of Ah, the subject referent is conceived of as either maintaining the state 
of the file being open or being otherwise affected by that state of the file. No such constraint 
on the part of the subject referent is connected with the simple perfect readings of the homo-

                                                 
8  The Perfekt of the standard passive is formed by the auxiliary werden ‘become’ plus PP. The regular PP geworden of 
werden is reduced to worden when in auxiliary function. 
9  An appropriate notion of control is Kaufmann’s ‘S-control’ (situation control): An individual controls a situation if she or 
he is the one who decides whether or not it comes about and how long it lasts (Kaufmann 2001:58).  

 Resultative corresponding eventive Perfekt 

As Sie ist verreist. 
she is gone-away 
‘She is gone away.’ 

Sie ist verreist. 
  
‘She has gone away.’ 

Ah Sie hat die Datei geöffnet. 
she has the file open.PP 
‘She has the file open[ed].’ 

Sie hat die Datei geöffnet. 
 
‘She has opened the file.’ 

R Sie ist angezogen. 
she is dress.PP 
‘She is dressed.’ 

Sie hat sich angezogen. 
she has REFL dressed 
‘She has dressed.’ 

M Sie hat den Arm verbunden. 
she has the arm bandage.PP  
‘She has her arm bandaged.’ 

Sie hat sich den Arm verbunden. 
she has REFL the arm bandage.PP 
‘She has bandaged her arm.’ 
Sie hat sich den Arm verbinden  lassen. 
she has  REFL the arm  bandage  let.PP 
‘She has had her arm bandaged.’ 
Sie hat den Arm verbunden bekommen. 
she has the arm bandage.PP get.PP 
‘She has got her arm bandaged.’ 

P Sie ist verhaftet. 
she is arrest.PP 
‘She is under arrest.’ 

Sie ist verhaftet worden. 
she is arrest.PP become.PP 8 
‘She has been arrested.’  

Table 3:  Major German Resultative constructions 
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phonous eventive sentence. The following are examples with natural contexts for the Active 
Resultatives mentioned in Table 3: 

(5) As Ich gieße  ihre Blumen, solange sie verreist ist. 
I water  her flowers as long as she gone-away is 
‘I’m watering her flowers as long as she is away.’ 

Ah Solange  sie die Datei geöffnet hat, kannst du sie nicht öffnen. 
as long as  she the file open.PP has, can you her not open. 
‘As long as she has the file open[ed], you can’t open it.’ 

Compared to the Active, Reflexive and Medium Resultatives, the Passive Resultatives are 
much less restricted. 
In view of the fact that the perfect is often characterized as expressing a situation resulting 
from a former event, the distinction between resultative Perfekts and Resultatives is subtle. 
Resultatives are genuine state predicates. For example, the Resultative in As has the same 
quality as, say, she is away. Although the situation expressed logically arises from her having 
gone away some time before, this event is not a component of the situation referred to. 
Accordingly, it cannot be further qualified with adverbials that relate to the event itself; these 
select the Perfekt reading(s): 

(6)  Sie ist  gestern/ eilig/ heimlich verreist. (Perfekt only) 
she is  yesterday/ in a hurry/ secretly gone away 
‘She has gone away/went away yesterday/in a hurry/secretly.’ 

On the other hand, the Resultative is capable of adverbials not possible in the perfect reading, 
for example solange clauses as in (6) or bis adverbials: 

(7) Sie ist  bis nächste Woche verreist (Resultative only) 
she is  until next week gone away 
‘She is gone away until next week.’ 

The same applies to the other Resultatives. Being plain stative forms, all Resultatives are ca-
pable of the full range of T&A forms, including the Perfekt itself (as well as Past Perfect and 
Future Perfect). The same does not hold for the Perfekt correspondents.10 

(8)  a. Sie ist zwei Wochen verreist gewesen.  
she is two weeks gone-away been 
‘She has been gone away for two weeks.’ 
(Perfekt of Active Resultative) 

b. Sie hatte  den Arm  eine  Zeitlang verbunden gehabt.  
she had the  arm  a   while bandage.PP have.PP 
‘She had had her arm bandaged for a while.’ 
(Past Perfect of Middle Resultative) 

The distinction between Resultatives and the Perfekt is not always properly observed in the 
literature. It will play a role in section 4.4. 
 

                                                 
10 Double Perfect forms, i.e. a Present Perfect Perfect or Past Perfect Perfect are not impossible in German, but very rare (s. 
Hennig 2000:78 ff). 
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3 Analyses of the Perfekt 

3.1 Former approaches 
The literature about the German Perfekt provides compositional and non-compositional ana-
lyses. A non-compositional analysis is given in Nerbonne (1982) and (1985: 224ff). Adopting 
a Reichenbachian approach, Nerbonne reduces the meanings of the T&A forms to temporal 
relations. To him, the Perfekt is ambiguous in the following way: in one reading it is used to 
express a situation at a reference time R prior to the time of utterance S (this is Reichenbach’s 
1947:290 description of the simple past); in the other reading, the Perfekt denotes a situation 
that is prior to a reference time R which in turn is identical with S or later than S, rendering 
the present perfect and future perfect readings of the form, respectively (this is essentially 
Reichenbach’s analysis of present perfect and future perfect).11 As far as the temporal rel-
ations are concerned, Nerbonne’s account is in accordance with the picture given in Table 2. 
Among the compositional approaches, one type treats the Perfekt as the result of applying a 
perfect operator to the verb, yielding [verb.PP+Aux.]12, and then applying present tense to the 
auxiliary (Bäuerle 1979 and Herweg 1990, among others). According to this type of approach, 
[verb.PP+Aux.] denotes a state that (in some sense or other) results from SV, i.e. the situation 
expressed by the verb itself; thus a finite Perfekt form is considered a combination of perfect 
aspect and present tense. This type of analysis has two advantages: (a) If applied to the Per-
fekt as well as the Past Perfect and Future Perfect, it reduces the number of tenses in German 
to three; (b) It captures properties common to the Perfekt, the Past Perfect and the Future 
Perfect, in particular their (genuine) perfect readings. On the other hand, in analysing the 
Perfekt and its kin as a genuine perfect form, the analysis obviously does not capture the uses 
of the Perfekt where it functions like a past tense form with non-perfect aspect. Both Bäuerle 
and Herweg acknowledged this point, assuming that the Perfekt has a second type of use in 
which it serves as a substitute of the Past form. This type of approach too is in line with the 
proposal given in Table 2 for the perfect readings of the Perfekt.13 
More recently, two new approaches to the German perfect have been put forward in Klein 
(1999) and Musan (2000). Both authors claim to offer compositional analyses that cover not 
only the perfect readings of the Perfekt but also its uses with an apparent past tense function. 

3.2 Musan (2000) 
According to Musan (2000:355),  

“[…] every occurrence of a [German, S.L.] present perfect construction necessarily contains (a) a 
resultant-state component […] expressed by the complex consisting of the past participle and the 
auxiliary, and (b) a genuine, canonically interpreted present tense […]. This result proves many 
accounts of the  present perfect untenable, e.g., accounts that take the present perfect as ambiguous 
between past tense and aspectual readings, […]“ 

Musan’s claim is based on a problematic, partly invalid argument which I will not discuss in 
detail.14 In her account, the semantic contribution of the complex consisting of the past 
                                                 
11  Nerbonne deviates from Reichenbach in providing for the possibility that in the future perfect E is located prior to S.   
12 ‘Aux.’ indicates the stem of the auxiliary. 
13 A different compositional account with approximately the same result is given in Wunderlich (1996). He attributes the 
perfect meaning not to the participle but to the auxiliary alone. 
14 One respect in which Musan’s argument is inadequate is her treatment of aspect. Her analysis is based on the untenable 
assumption that German sentences by default have perfective aspect (p.359). Musan appears to be unaware of the fact that 
stative sentences have imperfective aspect. So she assumes default perfective aspect for prototypical examples of im-
perfective aspect such as the second sentence of Sie fanden Barschel in der Badewanne. Er war tot. [‘They found B. in the 
bathtub. He was dead.’ (p.360)]. Explicitly, she also claims ‘default perfective aspect’ for perfect clauses which at the same 
time she emphasizes are ‘stative’. 
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participle and the auxiliary, [verb.PP+Aux.], is described as follows. The verb stem denotes a 
situation (our SV) which occupies some time interval E.15 Context picks out a ‘relevant sub-
interval’ of E, where only such subintervals are relevant that constitute a complete, though not 
necessarily completed, situation of the type specified by the verb (p.396f).16 [PP+Aux.] then 
expresses a state after some such subinterval; no further relationship is claimed between SV 
and the subsequent state. To the stative form [verb.PP+Aux.] is then added present tense in its 
usual meaning with stative VPs: it refers to a reference time R which by default is taken as the 
time of utterance, but may be later in appropriate contexts.17 Thus, the Present component is 
analysed as non-past tense. In terms of temporal relations, Musan’s theory takes care of all 
possible uses of the Perfekt, but it differs from the picture developed above in the following 
points: 

Present tense is assumed even for the past imperfective and past perfective uses of the 
Perfekt. 
No distinction is drawn between the present perfect and the past perfective readings of 
the Perfekt. 
Perfect aspect as such is eliminated from the meaning of the form; it is replaced by mere 
anteriority of a relevant part of SV. 

In the following, it will be argued that these features of Musan’s theory are problematic. 
 

3.3 Klein (1999) 
Klein’s 1999 approach to the Perfekt is different in that it is based on a theory of semantic 
types of verbs. Most details of his analysis will not concern us here. According to Klein, the 
meaning of a verb can be captured by an ordered sequence of what he calls AT specifications 
(‘AZ-Angaben’, A for Argument, Z for Zeit ‘time’). Essentially, these are predications about 
pairs consisting of a classical argument A of the verb and a time T. The meanings of stative 
verbs contain just one such predicate about one AT pair. Verbs expressing a change of state 
such as entlaufen ‘run away’ predicate about a first pair and a second pair with the same arg-
ument, the runner-away, but different time arguments, that of the second AT pair being later 
than the other; the two predications are linked by a causal relation (the second would not 
apply if the first one did not, Klein calls the relation H-relation, in honour of Hume). A typical 
transitive action verb such as close is characterized by three predications, one concerning the 
‘subject’ at the time of its action, the other two the ‘object’ at two different times roughly cor-
responding to the state before and after the action, respectively. 

In Klein’s theory, the meaning of any complex [verb.PP+Aux.] contains specifications about 
two AT pairs, A T1  and A T2  with T2 > T1, and A the topmost argument of the verb; there 

                                                 
15 For the sake of a uniform terminology in this paper, Musan’s parameters are replaced by Reichenbach’s. Her terms for E 
and R are TS (‘situation time’) and TR (‘reference time’), respectively. 
16 Like many other authors, Musan assumes that every subinterval of a ‘homogeneous’ situation, in particular a state or an 
activity, constitutes a situation of the same kind as the whole. 
17 Actually, Musan’s treatment of the present tense is more complicated, and again inadequate. In absence of a context of 
future time reference, the combined effects of ‘default perfective aspect’ and present tense on a stative clause, in particular a 
perfect clause, are modelled as follows (cf. p.394f). The Present locates U within R: R  U. ‘Default perfective aspect’ cuts 
out a ‘contextually relevant part’ P of the state following E, where E is a part of SV that constitutes a complete event of the 
type stated; P too is located within R: R  P. Because P is part of the state following E, we get E < P. These conditions, 
however, are too weak. First, the fact that both U and P are located within R does not secure that P and U actually overlap, 
whence the result is not a proper present tense reading. Second, for the same reason the conditions do not warrant E < U, 
another crucial condition for the perfect reading. I assume that Musan did not intend these consequences of her account since 
her informal description of the Perfekt indicates that E < U and P  U are assumed for the non-future reading of the form. 
Therefore, this part of her analysis is ignored in the following. 
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may be more AT specifications. If Present tense is applied to the complex, the later time T2 is 
related to a non-past topic time (essentially Reichenbach’s R) and the whole predication to A. 
However, Klein claims, the predication is to be taken as concerning not A alone but either the 
pair A T1  or A T2 , i.e. A at the time T1 or A at the time T2. Thus, two readings are claimed 
for every Perfekt sentence, which Klein refers to as the ‘present perfect’ and the ‘preterital’ 
reading. For example, in (9) 

(9) Die Calla  hat  geblüht. 
the Calla  has  bloom.PP 
‘The Calla [has] bloomed.’ 

the specification of A T1  would be something like BE-IN-BLOOM- A T1 . In the present per-
fect reading, the sentence is about the flower at the present or future time T2, expressing a 
state where the plant, as it is at T2, has had its blooming, maybe for the last time. In the 
preterital reading, the predication is applied to the flower at the previous time T1: it then was 
in bloom. Nevertheless, the statement is primarily about a non-past topic time T2: at that time 
the world is such that there has been a blooming of the Calla. The second reading, unlike the 
first one, does not entail that the Calla still exists. However, the later situation at T2 is linked 
to the blooming at T1 by the causal H-relation. This distinguishes the case of the preterital 
reading from a simple past, as in (10): 

(10) Die Calla  blühte. 
the Calla  bloom.PAST 
‘The Calla bloomed/was blooming.’ 

According to Klein, past tense relates a past topic time to the first AT-pair, in this case the 
only specification available, i.e. BE-IN-BLOOM- A T1 . The sentence is about the Calla then; it 
does not address a later situation. Klein (1999) does not subscribe to the view that the Perfekt 
may function as a simple past, although he attributes it a reading similar to that of the Past. In 
assuming that the Perfekt always carries Present tense, Klein’s approach parallels Musan’s. It 
differs in that Klein assumes a causal relation between the specifications of A T1  and A T2 . 
Whether or not this is intended to capture what is commonly considered the aspectual mean-
ing component of the perfect is not clear, since the topic of aspect is not addressed in Klein 
(1999). It should be added that neither approach is fully compositional: both authors take the 
auxiliary haben in a meaning which is not related to its usual meaning ‘to have’. Also it is not 
clear how such analyses could account for the semantic differences between Perfekt forms 
and homophonous Resultatives. 

 

4 Arguments in favour of the ambiguity 

4.1 Positional time adverbials 
We will first consider a non-argument for the ambiguity, the behaviour of simple positional 
time adverbials. It has often been observed that the Perfekt, unlike its English counterpart, is 
compatible with past, present and future time adverbials, such as in (12): 

(12) a. Karla ist  gestern hier eingezogen. 
K. is  yesterday here move-in.PP 
‘K. [has] moved in here yesterday.’ 

b. Jetzt/ Morgen  ist Karla hier eingezogen. 
now/ tomorrow  is K. here move-in.PP 
‘Now K. has moved in here’/‘Tomorrow K. will have moved in here.’ 
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The phenomenon has often been taken as evidence for the past/perfect ambiguity, e.g. by 
Nerbonne (1982, 1985). Maybe under the influence of English, this kind of view is based on 
the assumption that positional time adverbials necessarily apply to the same argument as 
tense. Since (canonical) present tense is incompatible with past time reference, (12a) would 
then have to be considered an instance of past tense. The assumption, however, does not apply 
to German, as was argued, among others, by Herweg (1990) and Klein (1999). (12a) can be 
interpreted as a present perfect statement; one component of the meaning of any such state-
ment is SV (the situation specified by the verb itself), and there is no reason why the time 
adverbial should not be able to specify this part of the meaning, on a par with manner adver-
bials and other specifications applying to it. In a context as the following, only a perfect 
reading is possible:18 

(13) Jetzt, wo Karla gestern hier eingezogen ist,  
now where K. yesterday here move-in.PP is 
brauchen wir einen Schlüssel  fürs Klo. 
need we a key  for the loo 
‘Now that K. has moved in here yesterday, we need a key for the toilet.’ 

Thus, (12a) has a present perfect reading in addition to its past perfective reading. The 
combinability of the Perfekt with both past time and non-past time adverbials (including such 
that specify a future time) does not constitute an argument in favour of the ambiguity of the 
Perfekt. The observation that the Perfekt is compatible with a past time specification of SV 
will, however, be relevant in the following. 
 

4.2 The Perfekt in narrative contexts 
In standard present day German, the Perfekt can be used in the main clauses of narrative 
passages in the same way as the Past. Data are abundant. (14) is a passage from a phone call 
reported in Brons-Albert (1984:45). A young woman, referred to as B, who is just back from 
a visit at her parents’ place is telling a close friend about her stay; the passage relates to a 
minor kitchen sink disaster she caused in her parents’ house. The verb forms are annotated for 
perfective [pf] and imperfective [ip] aspect according to the criteria mentioned above; Perfekt 
forms are italicized. The transcription is moderately phonetic. 

(14) Das hab ich ja  versucht [pf]! Ich hab da heißes Wasser  reinlaufen lassen[pf] 
that have I yes try.PP I have there hot water  run-in let.PP 
un dann gleichzeitig  noch  so [name of product] reingekippt [pf], 
and then at the same time in addition such …  tip-in.PP 
weil ich gedach hab [ip], das neutralisiert, aber das hat nix  genutzt [pf]. 
because I think.PP have that neutralizes but that has nothing help.PP 
‘I tried that! I let hot water flow down and at the same time [I] poured some […] down 
because I thought that that would neutralize it, but it didn’t help.’ 

There is no way in which these occurrences of the Perfekt can be considered as having present 
tense; they are all used for reporting past situations in a past context: clearly Reichenbach’s R 
is in the past. The same passage might be used in the present perfect mode in a different 
situation, say when B’s parents return while she is in the kitchen trying to handle the sink 
problem; B might then use the same sentences for an account of the present situation. But the 
                                                 
18 I take it that the jetzt, wo construction selects the present perfect reading of the Perfekt. Clearly, jetzt in the matrix clause 
defines the reference time of that clause as present time; circumstantial wo marks the situation expressed in the subordinate 
clause as relevant for what is said in the matrix clause. 
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context is not like that. At this point of the conversation, B’s listener already knows that the 
sink problem was taken care of later; the situation B talks about is of no relevance for the pre-
sent time. It is just part of a story. 
In the same talk, B tells her friend another story. Here she uses Perfekt and Past forms indis-
criminately both in past imperfective and past perfective function. Past forms are marked with 
bold type. 

(15) Und dann  simmer19 in die Kneipe  gegangen [pf], nem, 
and then  are we in the pub  gone,  (discourse particle) 
viertel nach neun kam [pf] der erste Anruf. 
quarter past nine came the first phone call. 
‘And then we went to the pub, you know. At a quarter past nine, the first phone call 
came in.’ (Brons-Albert 1984:39) 

(16) die war [ip] nich sauer, die hat nur so getan [ip] 
she was not mad,  she has only so done 
‘She wasn’t mad, she only pretended.’ 
 

4.3 The Perfekt in temporal-clause constructions 
Where English has one temporal conjunction when, German distinguishes between als and 
wenn; als is incompatible with present or future time reference, and hence not combinable 
with Present or Future forms in their canonical use (als can be used, however, with Present in 
its historical present function). Wenn on the other hand, in its non-generic temporal function, 
is incompatible with past or present time reference, (Herweg 1990:267ff). (17) illustrates the 
difference: 

(17) a.  Als/*Wenn ich sie gestern traf  [Past], erzählte sie mir …. 
when I her yesterday met, told she me … 
‘When I met her yesterday, she told me …’ 

 b.  *Als/Wenn ich sie nachher treffe [Present], wird sie mir erzählen … 
when I her later on meet, will  she me tell … 
‘When I will meet her later on, she will tell me …’ 

Now, the Perfekt is perfectly combinable with als. For example, the Past form in (17a) with 
als can be replaced by the Perfekt getroffen habe as in (18a). Thus, the Perfekt in temporal als 
clauses cannot have non-past tense, except for its non-canonical historical variant. On the 
other hand, in non-generic temporal wenn clauses as in (18b), the future perfect reading of the 
Perfekt is the only one available. Note that in such cases future time reference need not be 
otherwise established in the context: 

(18) a. Als  ich  sie gestern  getroffen  habe, … 
when  I  her yesterday  meet.PP  have, …  
‘When I met her yesterday, …’ 

b. Wenn ich sie getroffen habe, weiß ich mehr. 
when I her meet.PP have, know I more 
‘When I [will] have met her, I will know more.’ 

In the same clear way, the Perfekt proves ambiguous between a past non-perfect and a present 
perfect reading in other temporal-clause constructions. Temporal bevor (‘before’) construc-
tions with Perfekt forms allow for two readings of the temporal clause:20 
                                                 
19 The form simmer is a colloquial contraction of sind wir ‘are  we’. 
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(19) Bevor sie  nach Hause gekommen ist, hat er gespült. 
before she  home come.PP is has he wash.PP the dishes 
a. ‘Before she came home, he [has] washed the dishes.’ 
b. ‘Before she will have come home, he will have washed the dishes.’ 

Both clauses of a bevor-construction must refer either to past SV’s or future SV’s (see the 
discussion in Herweg 1990:242f). The Perfekt lends itself to both alternatives. According to 
Herweg (1990:234ff), the bevor clause requires either perfective or perfect aspect. The former 
is given in reading (a), the latter in (b).  
In reading (a), the fact that the person referred to has come home by the time of utterance is 
treated as given; if the Perfekt is taken as a non-past perfect expressing a resulting state, time 
reference must be present rather than future, i.e. a case of R=S.21 This, however, is generally 
excluded for bevor clauses (as it is for als and non-generic temporal wenn). Thus, if SV of the 
bevor clause is taken to lie in the past, the clause cannot carry present tense; the function of 
the Perfekt is a past perfective rather than a present perfect. The Perfekt in the matrix clause, 
however, is open to both readings. The bevor clause yields a temporal location for the matrix 
SV in terms of the bevor SV. More precisely, the clause defines an interval that ends when the 
bevor SV begins. As the location in time is defined in terms of an upper temporal bound, it 
cannot be applied to the state resulting from the matrix clause SV, but only to SV itself. Con-
sequently, the Perfekt in the matrix clause can be taken either as a past perfective or as present 
perfect (recall section 3.1 for the compatibility of SV specification with perfect aspect). With 
the latter reading, the whole construction can be embedded in a jetzt wo context: 

(20) Jetzt, wo er gespült hat, bevor sie nach Hause gekommen ist, … 
‘Now that he has washed the dishes before she came home …’ 

In the case of future perfect reading (b), the bevor clause yields a time interval that ends when 
the clause SV is complete, i.e. when ‘she’ is at home. As this point lies in the future, the 
clause defines an interval that extends into the future, whence the matrix SV too is taken to 
denote a future event. In this case, the matrix Perfekt can only be taken as a future perfect, and 
this is, in fact, the reading  one gets. 
In nachdem clauses, too, the Perfekt is possible although present time reference is barred. The 
following example is taken from a test in which 50 native speaker individuals were asked to 
fill in their favoured verb forms in the two clauses of a nachdem construction. As many as 16 
of them chose the following combination (the majority preferred the Past Perfect in the nach-
dem clause): 

(21) Nachdem Klaus den Kamin angemacht hat, wurde es wieder warm. 
after K. the fireplace light.PP has became it again warm 
‘After K. lit the fireplace, it became warm again.’ 

Again, the non-past perfect reading of the Perfekt would require present time reference, which 
is impossible. 

4.4 The Perfekt with schon and noch 
The particles schon and noch can be used for distinguishing between different readings of the 
T&A forms due to the fact that they carry aspectual restrictions on their IP (Infl phrase) oper-
ands. In its basic use, referred to as type 1 in Löbner (1989), the particle schon operates on a 
stative IP, where ‘stative’ includes imperfective and perfect aspect. The time te is a common 
                                                                                                                                                         
20 The ambiguity was pointed out to me by Ruth Ropertz in a seminar paper on bevor clauses. 
21 It is absolutely impossible to take (19) as stating that, at a future time, a state holds that results from a past event of his 
washing the dishes which took place before the past event of her coming home which still results in the state given at that 
future time. 
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argument of tense, time adverbials and the particle, which imposes a phase quantification on 
the simple predication “IP(te)”.22 Phase quantification with schon introduces the presupposi-
tion that there exists a phase of not-“IP” that begins before te and either lasts on until te 
(including it) or has ended by the time of te and been followed by a phase of “IP” which 
includes te. In the latter case the schon clause is true, otherwise it is false (Löbner 1989:173 
ff). Consider a simple example: 

(22) Die Tomaten waren schon reif. 
the tomatoes were already ripe 
‘The tomatoes were already ripe.’ 

The IP operand of schon in (22) is a past imperfective that provides a stative predication about 
te. Due to schon, the state is said to hold at te rather than not yet being reached. 
Since this use of schon selects a stative IP, it is compatible with two readings of the Perfekt: a 
non-past perfect and a past imperfective. With verbs that admit both T&A combinations, 
schon with a Perfekt IP is therefore ambiguous: 

(23) Sie hat schon gefrühstückt.  
she has already have-breakfast.PP 
a. ‘She has already had breakfast.’ (present perfect) 
b. ‘She was already having breakfast.’ (past imperfective) 

In reading (a), the sentence refers to the present situation. The state “IP” is the state resulting 
from SV and thus following SV. Whenever schon of this type is combined with a perfect IP, 
the phase quantification schema is almost congruent with the situation structure induced by 
perfect aspect: the initial negative phase coincides with the time of SV (plus, possibly, the 
time preceding it) and the second phase is identical with the resulting state component of the 
perfect situation (see Fig.1). Due to this special constellation, schon and its negation noch 
nicht form a near-redundant match with perfect operands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1:  Non-past perfect reading of (23) 

In reading (b) of (23), te is a past time.23 The second phase of the schon schema is the interval 
of time occupied by SV itself. This phase is contrasted with the phase preceding SV (i.e. the 
phase of her not [yet] having breakfast, cf. Fig.2). Thus the Perfekt here is subject to a past 
imperfective interpretation. In this reading, the sentence is equivalent to (24). 

                                                 
22 Double quotes are used for referring to the predicate expressed. 
23 This reading is perfectly natural, in fact inevitable, in contexts such as this: Als Heinrich sie suchte, hat sie schon gefrüh-
stückt. (‘When H. looked for her, she was already having breakfast.’). 
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(24) Sie frühstückte schon. 
she have-breakfast.PAST already 
‘She was already having breakfast.’ 

Reading (b) of (23) is incompatible with a non-past perfect analysis of the Perfekt: in absence 
of any other time specifications, the location in time of te must be due to tense; since the 
reading requires a past time te, tense must be past. In addition, the non-perfect reading of the 
Perfekt here is reflected by the fact that the state resulting from SV lies completely outside the 
stretch of time cut out by the phase-quantification schema (see Fig.1, this stretch of time is 
indicated by the frame in broken lines). The resulting state is not a component of the overall 
meaning of the sentence.  
The particle noch behaves differently. There are two variants, noch1 and noch2. Noch1 serves 
as the dual of type 1 schon; it requires a stative operand that denotes a situation with a (poten-
tial) upper bound (cf. Löbner 1989:181f). This is due to the fact that noch1 introduces a phase 
quantification schema that starts with a positive phase of “IP“ which is eventually followed by 
a negative phase. Hence, the IP must not denote a state that never ends. For example, 
replacement of schon by noch1 in (22) would result in a contradictory construction, because 
the state of being ripe is irreversible. For this reason, perfect IPs are generally ruled out as 
operands of this type of noch1 and its negation nicht mehr1 (‘no more’), as perfect forms in 
general relate to irreversible states. If noch is taken as noch1, (25) only admits the past imper-
fective reading: 

(25) Sie hat noch gefrühstückt.  [past imperfective] 
she has still have-breakfast.PP 
‘She was still having breakfast.’  

we may note that (25) does not pass the jetzt wo test: it cannot mean that she was still having 
breakfast and that that past situation is presently relevant:24 

(26) *Jetzt, wo sie noch1 gefrühstückt hat,  fühlt sie sich besser 
now that she still have-breakfast.PP  has, feels she REFL better 
‘Now that she still was having breakfast, she feels better.’ 

At this point the distinction between the Perfekt and Resultatives proves to be relevant: unlike 
the Perfekt, Resultative constructions do not necessarily express irreversible states and are, to 
this extent, compatible with noch1 (see Table 3 for glosses): 

(27) a. Er ist noch1 verreist.  (Active Resultative) 
‘He is still on a trip.’ 

                                                 
24 The sentence only has an irrelevant metalinguistic reading, meaning something like ‘Now that I know that …’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Past imperfective reading of (23) 
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b. Er hat noch1 den Arm verbunden.  (Middle Resultative) 
‘He still has his arm bandaged.’ 

The second variant of noch, called noch2 in Löbner (1989:199f) and elsewhere, is not a phase 
quantifier and not closely related to any type of schon; it has no equivalent in English. Noch2 
imposes a perspective on the situation which can be roughly described as follows: there is a 
contextually given time limit or circumstantial limit up to which the event described can take 
place; when this limit is reached, SV becomes impossible. The noch construction is true if SV 
‘managed’ to come about before the limit was reached, otherwise the negation nicht mehr 
applies. (25) has a noch2 reading too, but (28) probably provides a better illustration of the use 
of the particle: 

(28) Er hat den Bus noch2 gekriegt. 
he has the bus still get.PP 
‘He reached the bus eventually.’ 

Noch2 in (28) locates SV before the implicit temporal limit. If we apply the jetzt wo test, the 
construction proves compatible with perfect aspect: 

(29) Jetzt, wo er den Bus noch2  gekriegt hat, ist er in Sicherheit. 
now that he the bus still  get.PP has, is he in safety 
‘Now that he has reached the bus, he is safe.’ 

Thus, in one reading, the Perfekt is a real perfect. But a past perfective reading is likewise 
possible. For example, (28) could be embedded in a narrative and would then express just one 
event in a chain of others: 

(30) Er hat den Bus noch2  gekriegt und kam pünktlich bei Karl an. 
he has the bus still  get.PP and arrive.PAST in time at K. PARTICLE 
‘Eventually he reached the bus and arrived in time at Karl’s place.’ 

 

5 Conclusion 
The data discussed prove that the Perfekt is ambiguous between a non-past perfect and a past 
non-perfect. In some cases, both readings are available, e.g. in isolated sentences with or 
without past time adverbials, with type-1 schon or in bevor constructions (cf. (9), (12a), (19), 
(23), (28)). Among these are cases where the two readings are not only different, but 
incompatible ((19) and (23)); consequently, the past reading is not simply a necessary 
concomitant of the perfect reading, obtained by disregarding the resulting state component. 
Then there are quite a few T&A environments which select either reading of the form such as 
narrative passages, als, wenn, noch1 and others. 
Klein (1999) and Musan (2000) rightly assume that time adverbials may relate either to the 
evaluation time or to SV on which the resulting state is based. But they both state that the 
Perfekt always carries present (non-past) tense. In view of the counter-evidence presented 
here, this claim cannot be maintained. On the one hand, there are uses of the Perfekt without 
any significant relation to a present or future situation: it makes no sense to assume in the past 
narrative passages in (14) to (16), in the past readings of the bevor example (19), the schon 
example (23) or the noch1 example (25) that a non-past evaluation time (Reichenbach’s R) is 
involved: at least such a parameter should be capable of explicit specification by jetzt ‘now’ 
or other adverbials; but clearly this is impossible. On the other hand, the Perfekt can be used 
in syntactic and pragmatic contexts where Present Tense is ruled out but nevertheless a past 
event involved (notably temporal clauses with als, bevor, nachdem and probably others). 
Here, one is not free to assume that a present resulting state is involved in the situation ex-
pressed. 
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As to the problematic temporal clauses, the proponents of a uniform analysis could retreat to 
the position that these are cases where the Present in general is barred, but allowed if it is car-
ried by a Perfekt form. This would relativize Musan’s claim that the Perfekt always consti-
tutes a ’genuine present tense’. Furthermore, one would be forced to assume that all temporal 
conjunctions that yield identical readings with Perfekt and Past forms are ambiguous. For 
example, one would have to postulate two conjunctions als1 and als2 for the sentences in (31): 

(31) a. Als1 der Computer abgestürzt ist, habe  ich gerade  eine CD gebrannt. 
when the computer crash.PP is, have  I just  a CD burn.PP  
‘When the computer crashed, I was just burning a CD.’ 

 b. Als2  der Computer abstürzte,  habe  ich gerade  eine CD gebrannt. 
when  the computer crash.PAST,  have  I just  a CD burn.PP  
‘When the computer crashed, I was just burning a CD.’ 

Als2 would share its argument with tense, while als1 ignores tense and picks out the operand 
of [.PP+Aux.]. Thus the technical disambiguation of the Perfekt into a uniform meaning 
would create a multitude of artificial technical ambiguities elsewhere in the system of time 
related expression. 
Certainly, attempts at establishing a compositional and uniform semantic account of the Per-
fekt have their merits: they help to understand the perfect readings of the form as well as the 
motivation and historical development of the past reading. However, they do not do justice to 
the synchronic facts of modern German. Standard German displays a picture with an ambig-
uous Perfekt along with a genuine Past on its retreat; in some dialects, the Past is all but com-
pletely out of use, with sein constituting the last exception. Apart from the inconsistencies 
pointed out above, this situation provides a further challenge to the one-meaning approach: if 
the loss of the perfect meaning for the past variant of the Perfekt is denied, this would imply 
the highly implausible consequence that a language community should have chosen to use a 
‘genuine present tense’ whenever they want to relate to past situations. 
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MAXIMALITY AND MINIMALITY IN COMPARATIVES�

Cécile Meier
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universtät, Frankfurt/Main

Abstract

In this paper, I investigate more closely the contribution of modal operators to the se-
mantics of comparatives and I show that there is no need for a maximality or minimality
operator. Following Kratzer’s (1981, 1991) analysis of modal elements, I assume that the
meaning of a modal sentence is dependent on a conversational background and an ordering
source. For comparative environments, I demonstrate that the ordering source reduces a set
of possible degrees to a single degree that is most (or least) wanted or expected, i.e., maxi-
mality and minimality readings of comparative constructions are an effect of the pragmatic
meaning of the modal.

1 Introduction

A maximality or minimality operator is an essential component of the meaning of comparative
constructions in many recent analyses (von Stechow 1984, Rullmann 1995, Kennedy 1999,
Heim 2001). Russell (1905), however, had in mind a much simpler analysis of comparative
constructions.

Russell proposed for comparative sentences, as in (1-a), an analysis in terms of a comparison
of definite descriptions of degrees, as in (1-b). This view presupposes an exactly-reading for
the degree variable. That is, “Mary is d-tall” abbreviates that Mary has exactly the degree d on
the tallness scale. In the at least-reading for the degree variable the uniqueness presuppositions
would not be satisfied.

(1) a. Mary is taller than John (is).
b. [the d: Mary is d-tall] > [the d: John is d-tall]

In analogy, we might assume an analysis in terms of definite descriptions for constructions
with less, as well. Whereas the positive comparative morphemes more and -er introduce a
greater than-relation between two degrees, the negative comparative morpheme less introduces
a smaller than-relation.

(2) a. John is less tall than Mary (is).
b. [the d: John is d-tall] < [the d: Mary is d-tall]

�Part of this reserach was presented in the Semantics Reading Group SURGE at Rutgers in 2000, at “Sinn
und Bedeutung” (2001) held at the University of Osnabrück, in the linguistics colloquium at the University of
Tübingen 2001, and at the 13th Amsterdam Colloquium. I would like to thank the participants of all these talks for
helpful comments, interesting questions and encouragement. Special thanks go to my teacher and friend Arnim von
Stechow for preventing me from making really horrific mistakes and to Ede Zimmermann who commented on an
earlier version of this paper. All remaining mistakes are my own. Moreover, I am indebted to Elena Guerzoni, Irene
Heim, Winnie Lechner, Uli Sauerland, Roger Schwarzschild, Yael Sharvit and Karina Wilkinson for stimulating
discussions.
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This simple approach is, however, problematic. There are several arguments that show that an
analysis in terms of definite descriptions does not make the correct predictions. They all concern
constructions with a (existential or universal) quantifier in the than-clause. One group of critical
constructions contains one of the following elements in the than-clause: (1) modal can, (2) the
determiner NPI any, (3) the adverbial NPI ever or (4) the connective or: see von Stechow 1984.
The denotation of all these elements may be capture by existential quantification. The other
group of critical examples contains universal quantifiers expressing modality.

In this paper, I will concentrate on modal elements with existential and universal force.

To begin, I recapitulate the motivations for the introduction of a maximality or minimality op-
erator and the arguments for an at least-reading of the degree variable. These amendments of
the simple analysis known from the literature, however, will be shown not to be sufficient to
explain two kinds of examples: (a) minimality readings of constructions with a modal denoting
possibility and (b) maximality readings of constructions with a modal denoting necessity.

Then, I will argue that the problematic examples may easily be explained by an amendmend
of the semantics of the modal expression in the sense of Kratzer’s doubly relative modality:
see Kratzer (1981, 1990). Interestingly, the motivation for the introduction of a maximality
operator or minimality operator (in the exactly-reading of the degree variable) disappear as well
as the motivation for the at least-reading. For comparative environments, we demonstrate that
the ordering source reduces a set of admissible degrees to a single degree that is most (or least)
wanted or expected.

We might take this result as evidence for the conclusion that a simple analysis in terms of definite
descriptions (the Russellian view) is adequate for comparative constructions. But as long as we
do not have an explanation for the minimality/maximality effects in constructions with NPIs
and or we are not entitled to draw this conclusion. I leave the analysis of these constructions to
further research.

2 Previous analyses

2.1 Existentials

Consider an example with a modal can in a first step, as in (3-a). This modal is interpreted as an
existential quantifier over worlds. A representation in terms of definite descriptions as in (3-b)
carries a uniqueness presupposition and therefore is only defined if Bill runs equally fast in all
accessible worlds, otherwise it is not defined.1

(3) a. Jim was running faster than Bill can run.
b. [the d: Jim is d-fast] > [the d: �w[Acc(w) & Bill is d-fast in w]]

This prediction is however intuitively not correct. Bill could run with a different speed in dif-
ferent accessible worlds and (3-a) may still be true. In fact, it seems that (3-a) is true if Jim runs
faster than Bill’s highest possible speed. A representation, as in (4), is defined in such a sce-
nario. Here, the standard of comparsion, i.e., the second argument of the greater than-relation,
is the maximal degree of a set of degrees that satisfy the than-clause.

1Acc(w) abbreviates the accessibility relation for w. Whether w is accessible depends essentially on the kind of
modality that is contextually salient.
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(4) [the d: Jim is d-fast] > MAXfd: �w[Acc(w) & Bill is d-fast in w]g

Analogously, we may argue for cases with ever and any. Ever is usually interpreted as an
existential quantifier over time intervals. Consider the sentence in (5-a). Most certainly, the
temperature varied in the past, and the sentence is true if it was hotter yesterday than the highest
degree measured in the past. This intuition may be captured by maximalizing the set of degrees
that satisfy the than-clause, as in (5-b). Again, an interpretation in terms of definite desctiptions
would not be defined.

(5) a. Yesterday, it was hotter than it ever was before.
b. [the d: it was d-hot yesterday] > MAXfd : �t[t < YESTERDAY & it is d-hot at t]g

NPI-any is interpreted as an existential quantifier over individuals. Again, this sentence is cap-
tured correctly if we introduce maximality in the semantics of the comparative, as in (6-b). (6-a)
is true if Ede is cleverer than the cleverest person. The representation in terms of Russellian def-
inite description predicts the sentence to be undefined, contrary to intuitions.

(6) a. Ede is cleverer than anyone of us.
b. [the d: E is d-clever] > MAXfd: �x[one_of_us(x) & x is d-clever]g

And, we encounter a similar problem if or is interpreted as a boolean connective with narrow
scope. Consider the sentence in (7-a). If Aspen differs from Vail with respect to niceness the
sentence is true if Breckenridge is nicer than the nicest of the two other cities. (7-b) expresses
this intuition by means of a maximality operator.

(7) a. It is nicer in Breckenridge than it is in Vail or Aspen.
b. [the d: it is d-nice in B.] > MAXfd: it is d-nice in V. � it is d-nice in A.]g

The interested reader, I refer to the work by von Stechow (1984a).

So far, we only discussed constructions with more/-er with a maximality reading. Rullmann
(1995) challenges the view that the second argument of the comparison is uniformly a maximal
degree of a set of degrees: Less-comparatives may have a minimality reading, as is illustrated
in (8).

(8) Students live on less money than a professor could live on.

(8) means that the amount of money that students usually live on is smaller than the minimal
amount of money such that a professor could live on it. The correct representation seems to be
one with a minimality operator instead of a maximality operator, as in (9).

(9) [the d: students live on d-much money] < MINfd: �w[Acc(w) & a professor lives on
d-much money in w]g

Not only constructions with modals show this minimality effect. Analogously, constructions
with NPIs and or seem to call for a minimality reading. In (10) we are comparing my bicycle
to the least expensive of all the cars.

(10) a. My bicycle was less expensive than any car.
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b. [the d: my bicycle was d-expensive] < MINfd: �x[car(x) & x is d-expensive]g

A representation with a maximality operator would make counterintuitive predictions and a
variant with a definite description would not be defined.

In (11-a) Jim’s shortest jump ever is compared to the length of his actual jump. Again, this
paraphrase seems to call for a minimality reading as in (11-b).

(11) a. Yesterday, Jim jumped less far than he ever jumped before.
b. [the d: Jim jumped d-far yesterday] <

MINfd : �t[t < YESTERDAY & Jim jumped d-far at t]g

All these examples are problematic for the simple analysis in terms of definite descriptions and
we may easily capture the minimality readings with the introduction of a minimality operator
that operates on the set of degrees that satisfy a restriction imposed by the than-clause. This
solution however necessitates the exactly- interpretation for the degree variable: see Rullmann
1995:77, footnote 33.

Modal existential quantifiers and negative polarity items denoting existentials seem to differ
with respect to one aspect. Whereas less-constructions with any, ever are restricted obligatorily
to a minimality reading, we may also observe maximality readings with constructions with
modals.

Rullmann discusses the example in (12-a) among others. (12-a) means that the highest amount
that professors can spend exceeds the amount that students usually spend. And, we are tempted
to capture this meaning by the introduction of a maximality operator, as in (12-b).

(12) a. Students spend less money than a professor can spend.
b. [the d: students spend d-much money] < MAXfd: �w[Acc(w) & a professor

spends d-much money in w]g

Rullmann locates the ambiguity of modalized constructions with less in the denotation of less
itself and proposes that less is (lexically) ambiguous between a maximality and a minimality
reading.2

Constructions with an NP disjunction in the than-clause are possibly ambiguous between an
minimality and a maximality reading. But my intuitions are not so clear. Consider (13).

(13) a. Jim is less tall than Tim or Toby.
b. [the d: Jim is d-tall] < MINfd: Tim is d-tall � Toby is d-tallg

This sentence might be true if Jim is shorter than both of the others (minimality reading) or if
he is shorter than the taller one of Tim and Toby. Rullmann predicts an ambiguity.

So far, we considered only comparatives with an existential quantifier in the than-clause. It was
shown that the Russellian approach in terms of definite descriptions is problematic for modal
expressions. Furthermore, we discussed two alternative analyses, one for constructions with
-er/more involving maximalization and one for less involving minimalization. In a next step we

2In his dissertation he also discusses a variant where he assumes lexical decomposition of less in a comparative
meaning component -er and a adjectival component little: see also Heim n.d. for a split-scope account of less-
comparatives.
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consider universal quantifiers.

2.2 Universals

Modals denoting necessity reveal another problem with the simple analysis. Assume that Mary
wants to get from A to B in at most one hour. In order to get to B she has to drive with at least
140 km/h. Now, consider the sentence in (14) in this scenario. This sentence has intuitively
a minimality reading. The sentence is true in the given scenario if Mary is driving faster than
the lowest admissible speed, i.e. 140 km/h. If we translate necessary by a universal quantifier
over worlds, it turns out that the formulas in (14-a-c) are only defined if Mary has one and the
same speed in all accessible worlds. In our scenario, therefore, the sentence in (14) would not
be defined contrary to our intuitions. This outcome, however, hinges on the assumption that we
have an exactly-interpretation for the degree variable d in the representations.

(14) Mary is driving faster than necessary.

a. [the d: M. is driving d-fast] > [the d: �w�Acc�w�� M. is driving d-fast in w�g]
b. [the d: M. is driving d-fast] > MINfd: �w�Acc�w�� M. is driving d-fast in w�g
c. [the d: M. is driving d-fast] > MAXfd: �w�Acc�w�� M. is driving d-fast in w�g

If we give up the exactly-interpretation in favor of an at least-interpretation, the representation in
(14-c) makes the correct predictions. Heim (2001:216) proposes an analysis for comparatives
that has the effect of an “at least” interpretation for the degree variable. The maximal speed
such that Mary has it in all accessible worlds is the minimally permitted speed. If we pursue the
at least-interpretation we have to watch out for a different explanation for constructions with
less with a minimality reading (see above). A minimality operator would give us uniformly
the minimal element of the scale in the cases considered so far. Heim n.d. proposed a detailed
alternative analysis for less in a different account with an at least-reading for the degree variable.

In what follows, I discuss two examples which show that the accounts discussed so far run into
problems: (a) comparatives with a minimality reading and a modal denoting possibility in the
than-clause and (b) comparatives with a maximality reading and a modal denoting necessity in
the than-clause.

2.3 Two problematic cases

Imagine the following scenario. Chuck is driving a truck full of eggs on a New Jersey highway.
It is true that the slower Chuck drives the less eggs break. Moreover, Chuck wants to bring as
many eggs as possible to their final destination and he does not want to risk a speeding ticket.
The road traffic regulations limit the minimum speed on New Jersey highways to 45 mph and
the maximum speed to 65 mph. All in all, it seems desirable that Chuck is driving as slow as
possible within the regulations. In this scenario, the sentence in (15) might be true if Chuck is
driving with 56 mph, i.e. faster than 45 mph but slower than 65 mph. Such a reading, I will call
a more-than-minimum reading.

(15) Chuck is driving faster than he is allowed to drive.

A representation in terms of definite descriptions of degrees would not make the correct predic-
tions since the speed in the regulation worlds may vary. But, the repair strategy by introduction
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of a maximality operation does not make the correct predictions either.

(16) [the d: Chuck is d-fast] > MAXfd: �w�Acc�w� & Chuck is d-fast in w]g

In the accessible worlds no violations of the law in the actual world occur. Therefore everybody
is driving with a speed between 45 and 65 mph. The maximal permitted speed is 65 mph. We
predict (16) to be true only if Chuck is driving faster than 65 mph. This reading is possible but
not intended in the above mentioned scenario of Chuck the egg truck driver. Consequently, we
predict (16) to be false if Chuck is driving 56 mph, contrary to the intuition.

Note that this outcome is not an effect of the exactly-interpretation or the at least-interpretation
of the degree variable. Both versions make the same predictions in this case.

There are two possible ways out of this situation. Either we follow Rullmann’s strategy for less
and assume that more/-er are ambiguous, as well.3

Or we locate the unexpected reading in the denotation of the modal elements and not in the
denotation of the comparative morphemes. I will pursue the second approach.

Modals denoting necessity show a similar behaviour. They can not only trigger a more-than-
minimum reading but also a more-than-maximum reading. We already discussed an example
with a more-than-minimum reading: see above.

A more-than-maximum reading is preferred if we assume a situation where John applies for a
job in an asylum for the elderly. In order to get the job he has to be friendly but not too friendly.
Unfortunately he didn’t get the job because of the fact in (17).4

(17) He was more helpful than he should have been.

(17) means that John’s helpfulness exceeds the maximally admissible helpfulness. A repre-
sentation as in (18) cannot express this meaning neither in the at least- nor in the exactly-
interpretation of the degree variable. In the at least-interpretation the sentence is predicted to
have only a more-than-minimum reading. And in the exactly-interpretation the sentence is not
defined in the given scenario.

(18) [the d: J. was d-helpful] > MAXfd: �w�Acc�w�� J. was d-helpful in w]g

In general, it seems to be possible that constructions with can, could and be allowed to (pos-
sibility operators), but also constructions with should, must and have to (necessity operators)
allow ambiguities with respect to the characteristics of the standard of comparison. Further
investigation has to reveal whether there are lexical restrictions with respect to the use of the
modals.

An analysis in the spirit of von Stechow with an exactly-interpretation of the degree variable has
difficulties to predict the available readings in several cases: comparative constructions with an

3Rullmann (1995:95) himself rejects that constructions with more/-er in combination with a positive polar
adjective are ambiguous between a more-than-minimum and a more-than-maximum reading. But he mentionnes
constructions with negative polar adjectives that allow an ambiguity without giving an explanation.

(i) The helicopter was flying lower than a plane can fly.

4This example is adapted from Rullmann (1995:80). Rullmann does not consider that examples of this kind
(with a modal denoting necessity) in the than-clause are not defined under his own approach.
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embedded necessity operator are undefined in an exactly-interpretation of the degree variable if
the relevant degrees vary in the accessible worlds. An analysis with an at least-interpretation
does slightly better since it explains the more-than-minimum readings of constructions with
a necessity operator and the more-than-maximum readings of constructions with a possibility
operator. The interpretation of constructions with universal modals, therefore, seems to call
for an at least-interpretation of the degree variable. The at least- interpretation of the degree
variable is, however, not compatible with an account involving a minimality operator.

But, no version can predict the more-than-minimum reading in constructions with an embedded
possibility operator and the more-than-maximum reading in constructions with an embedded
necessity operator.5 How could we fix these problems?

As far as constructions with modals are concerned, I will approach this question as follows: I
will propose a repair strategy in order to derive the correct readings. This repair strategy consists
essentially in a revision of the semantics of the modals. Instead of interpreting them only with
respect to some accessibilty relation, I am interpreting modal elements dependent on a modal
base and an ordering source. If we do that, the maximality operator or minimality operator in
the classical analysis of comparatives becomes obsolete. Maximality and minimality readings
depend on the kind of ordering source salient in the context. To begin, I am working with an
approach to comparsion with two maximality operators. And, I show that the set of degrees that
the maximality operator in the standard of comparison is applying to is always a singleton (in
the exactly-interpretation of the degree variable) if the than-clause is modalized.

3 Theoretical assumptions

3.1 Comparative

In order to interpret comparative constructions, I am using a version of a degree-quantifier
analysis. Comparatives are relations between sets of degrees. I assume that the comparative
morphemes -er, more, and less respectively, are quantifiers that relate two sets of degrees where
one set satisfies the requirements imposed by the than-clause (Q) and one set satisfies the re-
quirements imposed by the matrix (P). Negative polar adjectives induce an order reversal.

(19) [[-er/more]] � λQ<d,t>λP<d,t>MAXfd : P�d� � 1g > MAXfd* : Q�d*� � 1g

(20) [[less]] � λQ<d,t>λP<d,t>MAXfd : P�d� � 1g < MAXfd* : Q�d*� � 1g

3.2 Modality

In the framework developed in Kratzer (1981), the interpretation of modal elements does not
only depend on (a) the kind of modal relation (i.e. possibility and necessity) and (b) information
that characterizes the accessibility relation but also (c) on an ordering source that induces an
ordering on the accessible worlds: see also Kratzer (1991) for arguments for doubly relative
modality.

I adopt the definitions in (21) and (22). Modals are interpreted with respect to an accessibility
relation (Acc) and an ordering (�). Both parameters are supplied contextually. Modals denoting

5It is however a fact that minimality readings are indeed preferred over maximality readings with necessity op-
erators and maximality readings are preferred over minimality readings in construction with possibility operators.
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necessity like must, should, etc. have universal force. Modals denoting possiblity like can, be
allowed to etc. have existential force. Accessibility and ordering restrict the quantificational
domain of the quantifiers.

(21) [[NEC]] = λwλp�w’�w’ �Acc�w� & ���w* �Acc�w� & w*<ww’�� p�w’� � 1�

(22) [[POSS]] = λwλp�w’�w’ �Acc�w� & ���w* �Acc�w� & w*<ww’� & p�w’� � 1�

The versions differ from Kratzer’s original version of human necessity and human possiblity
in two respects. I assume simplifying that there is a world that comes maximally close to the
world w. And, ordering sources have originally a more complex form than in this version. I will
come back to this point.

Consider the interpretation of the sentences that were problematic for the analyses considered
so far under the new perspective where we interpret the modals doubly relative.

4 Sample applications

I am going to show that it is possible to derive three relevant cases:

(23) a. Less + possibility with a minimality reading
b. More/-er + possibility with a minimality reading
c. More/-er + necessity with a maximality reading

Recall that case (a) was problematic because it motivated the minimality operator. But a mini-
mality operator was shown not to be compatible with at least-readings for the degree variable.
The at least-readings on the other hand were shown to be requisite for more-than-minimum
readings of a construction with a modal denoting necessity. The cases (b) and (c) are still unex-
plained in the literature so far.

4.1 Less + possibility

An example as in (24) might be uttered in a situation where a jet fighter is trying to chase a
helicopter. And the helicopter escaped the jet fighter by hiding below a bridge. One reason
the helicopter could escape may be (24). (Once more, the example is adapted from Rullmann
1995.)

(24) The helicopter was flying less high than a jet fighter can fly.

(24) is true if the helicopter is flying below the minimal height possible for the jet. The accessi-
bility relation, I take to pick worlds that conform to the dispositions of jet fighters. Assume for
convenience that causal laws determine that jet fighters fly at a height between 60 and 10’000
meters. Worlds where a jet is flying lower or higher do not conform to the causal laws. Formally,
we might capture the set of accessible worlds as in (25).

(25) �w : Acc�w� � fw*: �d�x��x is a jet-fighter in w* & x flies d-high in w*]� 60m� d �
10km�g
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How could we capture a suitable ordering source? Intuitively, it should single out the accessible
worlds where the jet fighter is flying lowest. This would explain the minimality reading of the
sentence in (24). In other words, accessible worlds where the jet fighter is flying lowest (= with
a height of 60 meters above the ground) come closest to the ideal. But why should a world w’
where the jet fighter is flying with a height of 60 meters be prefered to a world w” where he is
flying at a higher height?

Let us assume that the pilot of the jet fighter wants to fly at a height of at most 35 meters. This
wish could be a consequence of the pilot’s commission to fight the helicopter and the helicopter
is hiding below a bridge that has a height of 40 meters. The wish of the jet pilot determines a
set of propositions as in (26).

(26) A = fp : �n�0 < n � 35 meters & p � the jet fighter is flying at a height of at most n
meters]g

No accessible world may make this wish true. Thus, it is not possible to establish an order on
the accessible worlds with this set of propositions. But, ‘what is wanted’ (A) determines a set
of relevant propositions that are not wanted (Ā).6 Note that the set Ā is equivalent to the set
f�p : p � Ag. So, Ā is not the complement of A, as could be implied by the notation. In our
case these are propositions that are implied by the fact that the jet fighter is flying with at least
35 meters, as in (27).

(27) Ā = fp : �n�35 < n � ∞ meters & p � the jet fighter is flying at a height of at least n
meters]g

Worlds where the jet fighter is flying lower make less propositions of what is not wanted true
than worlds in which he is flying higher or, equivalently, worlds in which the jet fighter is flying
lower make more propositions of what is not wanted false than worlds in which the jet fighter is
flying higher. With these clarifications in mind, we might correctly capture the relevant ordering
source in form of a three place relation among worlds, as in (28).

(28) �w,w’,w” : w’�w w” iff w’ conforms less than w” to what the pilot does not want in w.

Therefore, a world in which the jet fighter is flying at a height of 60 meters is closer to the ideal
than a world in which the jet fighter is flying with a higher height. Note that the construction
scheme of this ordering source does not follow the usual practice! In the classical version of
Kratzer’s, a world comes closer to an ideal than another world if the first makes more proposi-
tions of the ideal true than the second. Kratzer’s original ordering sources, we could call positive
ordering sources.

(29) �w’,w” �W and for any A � D<s,t>:
w’��A w” iff fp:p � A and w” � pg � fp:p � A and w’ � pg

In our case, however, a world comes closer to an ordering source than another world if the first
makes more propositions of the NOT-ideal false than the second. Such ordering sources, we
may call negative ordering sources.

6Note that the pilot may have other wishes that are irrelevant for the cruising height of his jet. These wishes do
not count.
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(30) �w’,w” �W and for any A � D<s,t>:
w’�-

A w” iff fp:p � Ā and w” �� pg � fp:p � Ā and w’ �� pg

The accessibility relation in (25) and the ordering in (28) indeed determine what we want in
order to derive the less-than-minimum reading as represented in (31). Our sentence is true if
the maximal height that the helicopter was flying in the actual world of utterance (@) is below
the maximal height d* such that there is an accessible world w in which the jet fighter is flying
d*-high and that comes closest to the ordering source established in (28).

(31) MAXfd:H. was flying d-high in @} <
MAXfd*:�w�w �Acc�@� & ��w**�w** �Acc�@� & w**<@w*�
& J. is flying d*-high in w�g

The set of degrees that fulfill the requirements of the standard of comparison, i.e. the second
argument of the comparative, is a singleton. Therefore the following equations are valid, as
shown in (32).

(32) MAXfd* : �w�w �Acc�@� & ��w**�w** �Acc�@� & w**<@w*�
& J. is flying d*-high in w�g
= MINfd* : �w�w �Acc�@� & ��w**�w** �Acc�@� & w**<@w*�
& J. is flying d*-high in w�g
= the d*: �w�w �Acc�@� & ��w**�w** �Acc�@� & w**<@w*�
& J. is flying d*-high in w�g
= 60 meters

We may state the following observations: (a) If ordering sources are used to restrict the existen-
tal quantifier over worlds, the maximality operator introduced by the comparative morpheme is
redundant. (b) There is no need for a minimality operator (contra Rullmann). This fact seems
to have been overlooked so far. And (c), the minimality reading is a pragmatic effect of the
interpretation of the modal.

4.2 more/-er + possibility

In much the same way we may derive the more-than-minimum reading for the truck-driver
example, as in (33).

(33) Chuck was driving faster than he is allowed to drive. =(15)

Assume that the modal be allowed to in this example is associated with two contextual param-
eters as follows: (a) the law, i.e., the road traffic regulations for New Jersey, in addition to some
kind of complicated causal law that describes the proportional dependency of speed and damage
to a truck load, and (b) an ideal, i.e., what Chuck wants, in particular, that he is driving with at
most 35 mph.

(34) �w : Acc�w� � fw� : �n[Chuck is driving n-fast in w* 	 45mph� n� 60mph�g

Furthermore, the ordering source is required to reduce the regulation worlds to worlds where
Chuck is driving slowest (= with a speed of 45 mph). ’What is wanted’ determines the negative
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ordering source in (35).

(35) �w,w’,w* : w’ �w w” iff w’ falsifies more propositions that Chuck does not want in w
than w”.

The ordering source induces a ranking on the worlds that conform to the modal base. The
slower Chuck is driving the less propositions of what he does not want become true. With these
definitions in mind we state the truth conditions for our sentence as in (36).

(36) MAXfd:Ch. is driving d-fast in @} > MAXfd*:�w�w �Acc�@� &
��w**�w** �Acc�@� & w**<@w�& Ch. is driving d*-fast in w�g

Therefore, the set of degrees d such that there is a world that conforms the least well to what
Chuck does not want given the traffic regulations and Chuck is driving d-fast in that world is a
singleton. And, we arrive at the following equivalency for the standard of comparison.

(37) MAXfd* : �w�w �Acc�@� &
��w**�w** �Acc�@� & w**<@w�& Ch. is driving d*-fast in w�g
= 45 mph

4.3 More/-er + necessity

By similar reasoning, we may solve the problems in analyzing the more-than-maximum reading
in constructions with a necessity modal. The key to the solution is an additional condition on
the restriction of the quantifier introduced by the modal. For illustration, consider again the
example with John, the geriatric nurse in (38).

(38) John was more helpful than he should have been. = (17)

Should is a universal quantifier and plausibly associated with a modal base that regulates the
behaviour of the nursing staff in an asylum for the elderly. For simplicity, I assume that help-
fulness is measurable on a scale from 0 to 10. John gets the job if he is helpful to degree 4
or higher and less helpful than 7. Being too helpful could spoil the patients. If the staff is
not helpful enough, the elderly could possibly harm themselves. Under these assumptions, the
accessible worlds may be characterized as in (39).

(39) �w : Acc�w� � fw*: �n[John is n-helpful in w* � 4� n� 7�g

The ordering source ranks the accessible worlds with respect to their closeness to a personal
ideal of helpfulness. Intuitively, worlds in which John is more helpful come closer to this ideal
than worlds in which he is less helpful. We might express this intuition on the basis of what
John does not want in technical terms as in (40). John does not want to be helpful to a degree
lower than 10.

(40) Ā = fp : �n�n<10&p � John is at most helpful to degree n�g

With this NOT-ideal in mind we might express the ordering relation as in (41).
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(41) �w,w’,w* : w’�w w” iff w’ conforms less than w” to what John does not want in w.

An accessible world is closer to the whishes of John if it falsifies more propositions of (40) than
another accessible world. Therefore, the degree of helpfulness that John has in the accessible
worlds in which he is most helpful determines the standard of comparison. Under this con-
ception, the interpretation of the modal in the than-clause is defined since the ordering source
restricts the worlds that the quantifier operates on to worlds that do not vary with respect to the
helpfulness of John.

(42) MAXfd : John is d�helpful in @g>
MAXfd* : �w�w�Acc�@� & ��w**�w** �Acc�@� & w**<@w*�
� John is d*-helpful in w�g

The standard of comparison is a maximal possible degree of helpfulness according to the rules.
Note that this reasoning shows that the ordering source may not be omitted in order to make the
correct predictions.

5 Conclusions

I argued that we may derive minimality readings and maximality readings of comparative con-
structions in the classical approach to comparison with a maximality operator if we interpret
the modals that participate in the constructions not only relative to an accessibility relation but
also relative to an ordering source. In order to predict the correct readings, we needed negative
ordering sources. This line of reasoning showed in the first place that there is no motivation
for an analysis with a minimality operator. Second, we observed that whenever we interpret the
modals as doubly relative to an accessiblity relation and an ordering source, the maximality op-
erator becomes redundant. And finally, there seemed to be no need for an at least-interpretation
of the degree variable in order to predict the meaning of constructions with a modal denoting
necessity.

These results suggest that we could make correct predictions for the meaning of comparative
constructions in terms of a comparison of definite descriptions of degrees. And we are back to
the simple analysis attributed to Russell at least for one group of sentences that motivated the
more complex interpretation with a maximality operator.

An analysis of comparatives in terms of definite descriptions is, however, difficult to defend.
Ordering sources are contextual parameters and it is not clear, so far, how the accomodation of
a suitable ordering source is restricted. Furthermore, the simple account requires that we analyze
elements like any, ever and or not in terms of simple existential quantifers but something else.
The most interesting observation concerning these constructions is that they exhibit some kind
of a free choice effect. The relevant constructions have in common that they seem to express
some sort of wide scope universal quantification.

(43) a. Jim is taller than Tim or Toby.
b. �x��x = Tim � x = Toby] � [the d: Jim d-big] > [the d: x is d-big]]

(44) a. 2 is greater than any rational lower approximation of
p

2. Pinkal 1989
b. �x[x is a lower approximation of

p
2� [the d: 2 is d-great] > [the d: x is d-great]]

(45) a. Yesterday, it was hotter than it ever was before.
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b. �t[t< YESTERDAY � [the d: it was d-hot yesterday] > [the d: it was d-hot at t]]

There are a couple of promising proposals around in the literature that try to capture this effect
akin to these elements: see Zimmermann 2000 for FC-or, Zepter 2001 for any and ever in
comparatives and most recently Kratzer n.d. for so-called indeterminate pronouns.
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SIGNALLING GAMES SELECT HORN STRATEGIES∗

Robert van Rooy
ILLC/University of Amsterdam

Abstract

In this paper I will discuss why (un) marked expressions typically get an (un)marked
interpretation: Horn’s division of pragmatic labor. It is argued that it is a conventional fact
that we use language this way. This convention will be explained in terms of equilibria of
signalling games introduced by Lewis (1969) but now in an evolutionary setting. I will also
relate this signalling game analysis with Blutner’s (2000) bi-directional optimality theory
and with Parikh’s (1991, 2000) game-theoretical analysis of successful communication.

1 Introduction

Yesterday, Paul came into my office and told me ‘Miss X produced a series of sounds that corre-
spond closely with the score of “Home Sweet Home.́ Paul intended to communicate something
to me and he succeeded: I understood that Paul wanted to tell me that Miss X’s performance
suffered from some hideous defect. How can this be explained?

The above example is just one instance of a general rule that says that (un)marked expressions
typically get an (un)marked interpretation. Many other examples are discussed in Horn (1984)
and the rule has come to be known as Horn’s division of pragmatic labor. I will denote this
rule sometimes also by Horn’s rule or by the Horn strategy. Grice’s (1975) explanation of
the one instantiation of the rule I started out with appeals to his maxim of manner. He also
suggests that this maxim, just like the other ones, should be derivable from general principles
of rationality. This seems natural: when we obey the rule, we use linguistic expressions in a
more economical way than when we don’t. But how should such a reduction to principles of
economy and rationality look?

According to a tradition going back to Zipf (1949), economy considerations apply in the first
place to languages. Speakers obey Horn’s rule because they use a conventional language that,
perhaps due to evolutionary forces, is designed to minimize the average effort of speakers and
hearers. Horn’s (1984) own explanation in terms of the interaction of his Q and R principles
belongs to this tradition,1 and so does the recent Optimality Theoretic one of Blutner (2000).

According to another possible way to go, rationality considerations apply every time a speaker
and a hearer are involved in communication. The ‘rule’ that Horn observed is not a convention
among language users, but is observed only because rationality dictates that speaker and hearer
always coordinate their utterance and interpretation acts in accordance with the rule. Parikh’s
(1991, 2000) game-theoretical explanation of successful communication is perhaps the most
explicit analysis following this road.

∗The research for this paper has been made possible by a fellowship of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts
and Sciences. I would like to thank Jason Noble and Brian Skyrms for clarifying some issues about signalling in
evolutionary settings, and to Johan van Benthem and Frank Veltman for discussion after an earlier presentation of
some of the material dealt with in this paper. I thank William Rose for correcting my English.

1See also Atlas & Levinson (1981) and Levinson (2000).
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The main goal of this paper is to convince you that (in general) the first line of attack is more
natural than the second. To do so, I will give a game-theoretical explanation of how Horn’s
rule could have become conventionalized through the forces of evolution. But the paper has
some secondary goals too: (i) to show the great similarity of Blutner’s and Parikh’s analyses
of successful communication; (ii) to point out the resemblance of Parikh’s unusual games of
partial information with so-called signalling games introduced by Lewis (1969); and (iii) to
point out that recent work on signalling games within economics is of great interest to the
semantic/pragmatic analysis of natural language: perhaps linguistic models that try to account
for the interpretation of expressions that are partly underspecified by semantic constraints can
learn something from economic models that explain the interpretation of signals that have no a
priori given meaning at all.

2 Bidirectional OT and Strategic Games

2.1 Bidirectional Optimality Theory

Inspired by Horn’s (1984) ‘formalization’ of Zipf’s principles of minimization of speaker’s and
hearer’s effort, Blutner (2000) proposes to account for the phenomenon that (un)marked expres-
sions typically get an (un)marked interpretation in terms of his Bidirectional Optimality Theory.
The idea behind Optimality Theory (OT) in semantics/pragmatics (cf. Hendriks & de Hoop,
2001) is that conventional meaning underspecifies the actual interpretation of an expression,
and that a combination of viable optimality theoretic constraints determines what the optimal
(= actual) one of those candidate interpretations is. The crucial distinction between Blutner’s
Bi-directional versus standard one-directional OT, is that in the former, but not the latter, for the
hearer to determine what the optimal interpretation is of a given form, he must also consider the
alternative expressions the speaker could have used to express this meaning/interpretation. One
way to implement this idea is to say that we not only require that the hearer finds the optimal
meaning for a given form, but also that the speaker expresses the meaning he wants to com-
municate by using the optimal form. Thus, what is optimal is not just meanings with respect
to forms, but rather form-meaning pairs. Jäger (2000) connects Blutner’s ideas with standard
Optimality Theory by showing how the ordering relation between form-meaning pairs can be
derived from a system of ranked OT constraints: some of them are relevant only for ordering
forms, others only for ordering meanings. Now we can say that form-meaning pair 〈 f ,m〉 is
strongly optimal iff it satisfies both the speaker’s principle (S) (i.e. is optimal for the speaker)
and the hearer’s principle (H) (i.e. is optimal for the hearer):2

(S) ¬∃ f ′ : 〈 f ,m〉 < 〈 f ′,m〉
(H) ¬∃m′ : 〈 f ,m〉 < 〈 f ,m′〉

Bidirectional OT wants to account for the fact that we typically interpret the lighter form as
having a more salient, or stereotypical, meaning. Grice’s example of ‘singing’ versus ‘produc-
ing a series of sounds’ with which I started this paper is one concrete example. Another one,
discussed by McCawley (1978), is that although ‘kill’ and ‘cause to die’ could in principle mean
the same thing, we typically will interpret the former lexicalized expression as denoting stereo-
typical killing (by knife or pistol), while the use of the morphologically complex expression

2According to optimality theory there exists also a generation function, G, that assigns to each form f a set of
interpretations that it could possible mean. For ease of exposition I will ignore this function, but all form-meaning
pair combinations that play a role in the definitions will obey this constraint: for all 〈 f ,m〉 mentioned, m ∈ G( f ).
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suggests that the murderer performed his action in a less conventional way. It is easy to see that
Blutner’s notion of strong optimality can account for one half of this principle. If we assume
that 〈 f ,m〉 > 〈 f ′,m〉 iff f is a lighter expression than f ′ and that 〈 f ,m〉 > 〈 f ,m′〉 iff m is more
salient or stereotypical than m′, it immediately follows that ‘kill’ gets interpreted as stereotyp-
ical killing. We are not able yet, however, to explain why the more complex form can have a
meaning at all, in particular, why it will be interpreted in a non-stereotypical way. To account
for this, Blutner (2000) introduces a weaker notion of optimality. A form-meaning pair 〈 f ,m〉
is weakly-optimal iff it satisfies both of the following more complex S and H principles (where
〈 f ,m〉 ∈ H iff 〈 f ,m〉 satisfies the new (H)):

(S) ¬∃ f ′ : 〈 f ′,m〉 ∈ H & 〈 f ,m〉 < 〈 f ′,m〉
(H) ¬∃m′ : 〈 f ,m′〉 ∈ S & 〈 f ,m〉 < 〈 f ,m′〉

Jäger (2000) notes that although the S and H principles interact with each other, this does not
give rise to an infinite regress as long as we assume that the OT constraints generate a well-
founded ordering relation on form-meaning pairs.3 All form-meaning pairs that are strongly
optimal are also weakly optimal. However, a pair that is not strongly optimal like 〈‘Cause to
die’, unstereotypical killing〉 can still be weakly optimal: although a stereotypical killing would
be the optimal meaning for ‘Cause to die’, this interpretation is blocked by the S principle,
because this meaning can be expressed by the lighter expression ‘kill’. Similarly, an unstereo-
typical killing cannot be expressed by ‘kill’ because this is blocked by the H principle: there is
a less marked meaning that could be denoted by ‘kill’. The pair 〈‘Cause to die’, unstereotypical
killing〉 is not blocked at all, however, and thus weakly optimal.

2.2 A game-theoretical reformulation

Blutner’s bidirectional OT has been given a game-theoretical reformulation in Dekker & van
Rooy (2000). According to this reformulation, information exchange is represented as a strate-
gic (interpretation) game of complete information between speaker and hearer. A two-player
strategic game, or a game in strategic form, is a model 〈{1,2},(Ai),(Ui)〉 of interactive deci-
sion making in which each player i (element of {1,2}) chooses her plan of action (element of
Ai) once and for all, and is uninformed, at the time of her choice, of the other players’ choices.
The actions chosen by the players depend on their preferences, modeled in terms of a cardinal
utility function (Ui) over the action pofiles, the simultaneous choices of the players. A profile
〈a1,a2〉 ∈ A1 ×A2 of actions forms a Nash equilibrium of a strategic game 〈{1,2},(Ai),(Ui)〉
if it has the property that neither player can profitably deviate, given the actions of the other
players:

(i) ¬∃a′1 ∈ A1 : U1(a1,a2) < U1(a′1,a2)
(ii) ¬∃a′2 ∈ A2 : U2(a1,a2) < U2(a1,a′2)

For illustration, consider the following two games. In both games N = {1,2}, and A1 = {a,b},
while A2 = {c,d}. In both cases, it is optimal for player 1 (the row-player) to play a when
player 2 (the column-player) plays c, and b when 2 plays d. The difference, however, is that in
the first game player 2 strictly prefers c to d, while in the second game he strictly prefers d to
c. It is easy to check that both games have exactly one Nash equilibrium, but that the equilibria

3Benz (ms) has argued recently that this assumption is natural only when the OT constraints are context-
independent.
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are not the same: In the first game it is the profile (a,c), while in the second it is (b,d). The
games and the Nash equilibria can be easily illustrated by the following matrices:

Game 1:
c d

a 4,2 0,0
b 0,4 2,2

Game 2:
c d

a 4,0 0,2
b 0,2 2,4

In Dekker & van Rooy’s (2000) reformulation of Bidirectional OT, the actions of speakers
are thought of as the choice of expressions, and the actions of the hearers as the choice of
interpretations. The Nash equilibria of such a game correspond with the form-meaning pairs
that are strongly optimal in Blutner’s sense. To account for his notion of weak optimality, and
thus for Horn’s division of pragmatic labor, Dekker & van Rooy (2000) make use of Nash
equilibria in so-called updated games and show that the set of Nash equilibria in the fixed-
point of such updated games correspond exactly with the weakly-optimal form-meaning pairs
in Blutner’s Bidirectional Optimality Theory.4

Although Dekker & van Rooy’s game-theoretical interpretation of Bidirectional OT is appeal-
ing, the analysis is not completely satisfying. First of all, although the authors make use of the
standard solution concept of a Nash equilibrium, this standard solution concept captures Blut-
ner’s crucial notion of weak optimality only when we consider the fixed point of the updated
games. The notion of an ‘updated game’, however, is completely foreign to standard game the-
ory, so it is not clear how far Horn’s division of pragmatic labor really follows from general
game-theoretical considerations. The reason why these updated games have to be considered
is that the actions of the interpretation game participants are thought of as concrete forms and
meanings. In particular, no justice is done to the fact that the hearer chooses his interpretation
only after he receives the form chosen by the speaker. Moreover, the game being played is
completely unsituated: it’s assumed that in whatever situation the game is played, the equilib-
ria will always be the same. There is indeed something to this when you want to account for
conventions of language use, as (arguably) Horn’s division of pragmatic labor does. But in the
way things are implemented, it seems somewhat misleading to speak of speakers and hearers
who play the game: all that is really done is to compare forms with meanings. In the rest of
the paper I want to take the role of speakers and hearers more seriously, consider the situations
in which they are playing the game, and account for the fact that the game is a sequential one:
interpretation comes only after utterance.

3 Parikh on strategic communication

3.1 Description of the framework

In a number of interesting (though somewhat similar) articles, Prashant Parikh (1991, 2000)
gives a game-theoretic analysis of when communication is possible. He argues that speaker S
communicates something to hearer H iff the discourse interaction can be described as what he
calls a game of partial information with a unique solution. I will show in this section that by
doing so Parikh in fact comes close to a general game-theoretical explanation of Horn’s division
of pragmatic labor.

4The definition of an ‘updated game’ closely follows Jäger’s (2000) algorithm for computing optimal form-
meaning pairs.
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Parikh wants to account for the fact that an, in principle, ambiguous, or underspecified, sentence
like Every ten minutes a man gets mugged in New York typically gets interpreted as meaning
that some person or other gets mugged every ten minutes, although it could, in principle, also
get interpreted as meaning that a particular man gets mugged every ten minutes. Parikh intends
to show under which circumstances only the first interpretation is part of a unique solution of
the game played between speaker and hearer. In showing why this is so, Parikh is making use
of alternative expressions and orderings of both those expressions and of the possible meanings
in a way that bears a close resemblance to Blutner’s explanation of Horn’s division of pragmatic
labor.

In abstract, the argument goes roughly as follows: A speaker used an expression, f , that in
principle could be interpreted in several ways. How f in fact should be interpreted depends
on the actual situation the speaker is in, t or t ′. With the sentence f , the speaker wants to
communicate that she is in t, if she is in t, and t ′ if she is in t ′. Although the speaker knows in
which situation she is, the hearer does not. The hearer thinks that the speaker is in situation t
with a probability of 0.8, and that she is in situation t ′ with a probability of 0.2. Moreover, this
is common knowledge. It might seem that for this reason the hearer should go for interpretation
t, for this is the most likely interpretation. But, as with other coordination problems, things are
not so simple: the hearer has to take into account the fact that the speaker used an expression
that she expects will be interpreted by the hearer in the intended way, which in turn depends on
what the speaker could have used and so on ad infinitum. Thus, just like Blutner, Parikh also
assumes that for interpreting an expression, we also have to take into account the alternative
expressions that the speaker might have used. It is assumed that besides the underspecified form
f , there are also expressions f ′ and f ′′ that can each have one meaning only: f ′ can only mean
t ′ and f ′′ only t. Parikh invites us to consider the act of interpreting form f as being part of a
larger game, and proposes that f can be interpreted as t only if this is the only solution of the
resulting game.

Assuming that speaker and hearer want to communicate successfully, we can describe the sit-
uation as a cooperative game between speaker and hearer, where the speaker has private infor-
mation about which state she is in that the hearer lacks, and where after receiving a form >from
the speaker, the hearer has to choose an action (interpret the form) that is either good for both
or bad for both.

Although the action chosen by the hearer might depend on the action of the speaker, we might
model the game as one in which they make their choices simultaneously. To do so, however,
we have to assume that they choose strategies rather than concrete actions. A strategy consists
of a rule that determines what a player will do in different circumstances. A speaker’s strategy,
S, is a function from situations to forms, i.e. an element of [{t, t ′} → { f , f ′, f ′′}], and a hearer’s
strategy, H, is a function from forms to meanings/situations, i.e. an element of [{ f , f ′, f ′′} →
{t, t ′}]. In a table, this can be displayed as follows:

Speaker :

t t ′
S1 f f ′
S2 f f
S3 f ′′ f
S4 f ′′ f ′

Hearer :
f f ′ f ′′

H1 t t ′ t
H2 t ′ t ′ t

The search for equilibria now involves the search for an optimal combination of a speaker strat-
egy and a hearer strategy. To be able to do this we have to know how the players order the
profiles consisting of a sender-hearer strategy pair, 〈S,H〉. Parikh proposes to do this in terms
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of expected utility.

To get some intuition about why expected utilities might matter for games, let’s go back for a
moment to our abstract representation of the previous section. In the analysis of strategic games
described there we assumed that both players know the game they are playing. In particular,
each player knows the payoffs of the profiles of each player. This suggests that each player has to
know what the state of nature is. But this is not really necessary in order to let a Nash equilibrium
be an appropriate solution concept. Suppose, for instance, that game 1 of the previous section is
being played in state t, while game 2 is played in state t ′. Suppose, moreover, that it is unknown
to both players what the actual state is and thus what game is actually being played: both are
commonly known to be equally likely to be played: P(t) = P(t ′) = 1

2 . What counts in such
a situation is not the actual payoffs in one particular game, but rather the expected payoffs.
The expected payoff of profile (b,d) for player 2, EU2(b,d), for instance, is determined by
∑ tP(t)×U2(t,b,d) = (1

2 × 2)+ (1
2 × 4) = 3. After calculating the expected utilities for both

agents for all profiles, the game that is being played can be pictured as follows:

Cardinal:
c d

a 4,1 0,1
b 0,3 2,3

Ordinal:

c d
a • ↔

↑ ↓
b ↔ •

So, to determine the equilibria of a game where the actual state is unknown to both players, we
have to add a set of states, T , plus a probability distribution over these states. The payoffs of
the profiles are thought of as expected utilities, or lotteries. Notice that not only the payoffs of
this game are different from the original games, also the expected plays are different: instead of
one Nash equilibrium profile we now have two of them: (a,c) and (b,d).

Thus, just like for the game described above, we also need to know the probabilities and utilities
involved in Parikh’s game to determine expected utilities. Although the speaker knows which
state she is in, Parikh implicitly assumes that this knowledge is not important for the expected
utilities of the speaker: the utility of the speaker’s use of underspecified form f depends on how
the hearer is going to interpret it, and this, in turn, depends on the hearer’s probability function,
which is common knowledge. Thus, to determine expected utility, according to Parikh, only
the hearer’s probability function, P, is relevant. Expected utility is then determined in the usual
way:

EU(S,H) = ∑ tP(t)×U(t,S,H)

Notice that in this definition I have followed Parikh assuming that because communication is a
game of coordination, speaker and hearer have the same utility function.5 So, how should we
define this function? Before we discuss Parikh’s own proposal, it’s instructive first to use the
utility function that just cares about successful communication:6

U(t,S,H) = 1, if H(S(t)) = t
= 0 otherwise

5Parikh rightly notes that his analysis does not, and should not, depend on this assumption; it is made just to
simplify matters.

6As we will see later, this is in fact the utility function used by Lewis (1969).
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Having fixed the probability and utility functions, we can calculate for each of the profiles its
expected utility as a lottery over the utilities of the profiles in states t and t ′:

t:

t H1 H2

S1 1 0
S2 1 0
S3 1 1
S4 1 1

t ′:

t ′ H1 H2

S1 1 1
S2 0 1
S3 0 1
S4 1 1

partial:

H1 H2

S1 1 0.2
S2 0.8 0.2
S3 0.8 1
S4 1 1

The idea now is that only those speaker-hearer strategy combinations could be appropriate that
form a Nash equilibrium.7 We see that if we use a utility function that only cares about success-

ful communication, the game described by Parikh has 4 Nash equilibria: 〈S1,H1〉,〈S3,H2〉,〈S4,H1〉, and 〈S4,H2〉.
Notice that we would get the same result for any other non-trivial probability distribution over
the states: in all cases the same 4 speaker-hearer strategy pairs would be Nash. Although in all
4 paired choices communication would be successful, this game does not yet ‘solve’ the com-
munication game: it remains unclear to the hearer how to interpret expression f . For successful
communication it has to be the case that the game has a unique solution.

To do better than this, and to make use of the probability distribution over the states, Parikh
proposes that the utility function is sensitive to the complexity of the expressions involved in
the following way: successful communication is most important, but success with a simple
expression (by using f ) is preferred to success with a complex expression (by using f ′ or f ′′).
Let us assume that the complexity of a form can be measured by a natural number and that
Compl( f ) = 1 , while Compl( f ′) = Compl( f ′′) = 2. Notice that Parikh’s use of a probability
distribution over states and a complexity measure over forms gives rise to ordering relations over
states and over forms that will be used in a very similar way as Blutner uses his ordering relation
in Bidirectional OT. Making use of the above complexity function, Parikh’s utility function can
be defined as follows:

U(t,S,H) = 1/Compl(S(t)), if H(S(t)) = t
= 0 otherwise

Now we can calculate for all the profiles their expected utilities as lotteries over the utilities of
the profiles in states t and t ′ again, and see which profiles form Nash equilibria:

t:

t H1 H2

S1 1 0
S2 1 0
S3 0.5 0.5
S4 0.5 0.5

t ′:

t ′ H1 H2

S1 0.5 0.5
S2 0 1
S3 0 1
S4 0.5 0.5

partial:

H1 H2

S1 0.9 0.1
S2 0.8 0.2
S3 0.4 0.6
S4 0.1 0.5

7This means that if the speaker wants to express t she must consider how to communicate t ′ as well, because
the hearer takes that into consideration. Thus, she must consider the whole game that we have described above.
Similarly, when the hearer wants to interpret f , he must consider how the speaker would communicate t and t ′, and
thus must consider the whole game as well. But this means that the inferences of speaker and hearer are essentially
the same. It is somewhat surprising to find Parikh (1991, p. 489) explicitly claiming that the hearer’s task is simpler
than the speaker’s.
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With this modified utility function, the game has two Nash equilibria: 〈S1,H1〉 and 〈S3,H2〉.
Notice that according to the first one, 〈S1,H1〉, the more probable state, or meaning, t, is ex-
pressed by the simple form f , while the less probable state, or meaning, t ′, is expressed by the
complex form f ′. Thus, 〈S1,H1〉 might be called the Horn strategy. According to the other Nash
equilibrium, however, the more probable meaning is expressed by a more complex form, while
the less probable meaning is expressed by a lighter form, the anti-Horn strategy. Thus, only if
speaker and hearer coordinate on the first Nash equilibrium we can give a game-theoretical ex-
planation of Horn’s division of pragmatic labor. But this means that in terms of Nash equilibria
we cannot yet account for Horn’s division. Worse, because there is still more than 1 equilibrium
left, we cannot yet even account for successful communication, because for that, according to
Parikh, we have to assume that the game has a unique solution. To solve the latter problem,
Parikh proposes to refine the Nash equilibrium solution concept by taking only the Pareto op-
timal Nash equilibria into account. In our case this means that we select the Nash equilibrium
which has the highest expected utility. Notice that in this way Parikh also accounts for Horn’s
division: the solution of the game is 〈S1,H1〉, the Horn-strategy pair according to which an
(un)marked expression gets an (un)marked meaning, because that profile has a higher expected
utility than 〈S3,H2〉: 0.9 versus 0.6.

Blutner and Parikh both gave an analysis of successful communication in terms of orderings
of meanings and forms. The analyses give rise to the same interpretation mappings in the
following sense: if t is more likely than t ′, t > t ′, for each state there are at least two forms that
could express that state, and f is the ‘lightest’ of those expressions, then both theories predict
that t will be expressed by f and t ′ by a more complex expression.

One problem for Blutner’s (2000) Bidirectional OT is that when f is a lighter expression than f ′,
f > f ′, f can mean both t and t ′, but f ′ can only mean t ′, and t ′ is more salient, or stereotypical,
than t, t ′ > t, the theory will predict that t cannot be expressed: the form-meaning pairs 〈 f ′, t ′〉
and 〈 f , t ′〉 will be weakly optimal, but 〈 f , t〉 will not. This prediction, however, seems to be
wrong. It is interesting to see that Parikh predicts better. The following tables will illustrate
this:

t t ′
S1 f f
S2 f f ′

f f ′
H1 t t ′
H2 t ′ t ′

t H1 H2

S1 1 0
S2 1 0

t ′ H1 H2

S1 0 1
S2 0.5 0.5

If t ′ has a higher probability than t, the game will have two Nash equilibria: 〈S1,H2〉 and
〈S2,H1〉. However, the latter – which is the only equilibrium in case P(t) > P(t ′) – will have a
highest expected utility, and will thus be chosen. But this is exactly the speaker-hearer strategy
pair according to which f gets interpreted as t.

3.2 Unsatisfying aspects of the framework

Although Parikh’s game-theoretical account of Horn’s division of pragmatic labor is more nat-
ural than the one of Dekker & van Rooy (2000) and uses more standard game-theoretical tech-
niques, it is not completely satisfying either.

First, it has some empirical problems: Suppose f > f ′, t > t ′, f ′ can only mean t, but f can mean
both. Suppose also that P(t) = 0.8 and P(t ′) = 0.2. That situation gives rise to the following
tables:
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t t ′
S1 f f
S2 f ′ f

f f ′
H1 t t
H2 t ′ t

t H1 H2

S1 1 0
S2 0.5 0.5

t ′ H1 H2

S1 0 0
S2 0 1

partial H1 H2

S1 0.8 0
S2 0.4 0.6

In this case, Parikh’s analysis will predict that there are 2 Nash equilibria: 〈S1,H1〉 and 〈S2,H2〉.
Because the first one has a higher expected utility, it will be selected. But this prediction is not
very satisfying: it means that no sign will be interpreted as t ′.8

Second, because it uses an unusual solution concept: although the selection of the Pareto op-
timal Nash equilibrium seems natural, it is not one of the standard refinements of equilibria
concept that you find in the economic literature. In fact, there is substantial literature in eco-
nomics discussing the question of how the Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium can be selected.
This almost always involves extending the game by a round of communication (or cheap talk)
before the actual game takes place. But a ‘solution’ of this kind seems very unnatural for our
case, where the main game itself is already about communication. As Parikh (1991) notes
himself, such an approach suffers from the danger of an infinite regress.

Third, Parikh’s suggestion that to account for successful communication and for Horn’s division
of pragmatic labor, we must select the speaker-hearer strategy pair with the highest expected
utility in fact makes you wonder why he first introduces his quite involved game-theoretical
setup in the first place. If we have to select the Pareto optimal Nash equilibrium, and if the
payoffs for speaker and hearer are the same, things could be accounted for much simpler in
terms of Shannon’s (1948) Information Theoretic principles of optimal coding.9

Finally, although the game that Parikh describes crucially involves private information – one
individual has some information that the other lacks – the game is not analyzed by using the
standard techniques of solving such games of private information, also known as Bayesian
games. In fact, Parikh (1991, p. 480) suggests that to analyze strategic inference in communi-
cation we have to think of new kinds of games and cannot use the tools developed to analyze
games of private information. This is strange, because on the surface, his analysis looks much
like Lewis’ (1969) well known analysis of conventional meaning in terms of the best studied
games of private information: signalling games. I will show in the next section how far Parikh’s
analysis of strategic communication can be described in terms of games of private information,
and in what sense his analysis of strategic communication is just like the strategic interactions
involved in standard signalling games.

4 Signalling games

Quine (1936) challenged conventionalists’ accounts of language to provide a satisfactory ac-
count of how the relevant conventions are set up and maintained that does not presuppose
linguistic communication or competence. Lewis (1969) responded by explaining the seman-
tic/conventional meaning of expressions in terms of equilibria of signalling games. In such
games one player can send signals, or messages, to another player about the state the former
player is in, but these messages have no pre-existing meaning; whatever meaning the messages
acquire must emerge from the strategic interaction. Conventions, and conventional meanings,
are then explained as stable Nash-equilibria.

8I won’t go into details later, but it turns out that the analysis that I will propose in section 4 predicts rightly for
this example and for the one discussed in the previous section!

9See van Rooy (2001).
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Since Lewis introduced his signalling games to explain why and how conventional meanings
can be associated with natural language expressions, these games have hardly been discussed
within semantic and/or pragmatic analyses of natural language. In economics (and in biology,
as we will see in section 5), however, generalizations of Lewis’s signalling games have been
studied extensively to throw light on, among others things, advertising and strategic pricing. In
the next section I will describe a simple variant of signalling games as they are widely studied
in economics in terms of which we can also describe Parikh’s situations of strategic interaction
in communication.

4.1 Description of the framework

A signalling game is a two-player game with a sender and a receiver. This is a game of private,
information: The sender starts off knowing something that the receiver does not know. The
sender knows the state t she is in but has no substantive payoff-relevant actions.10 The receiver
has a range of payoff-relevant actions to choose from but has no private information, and his
prior beliefs concerning the state the sender is in is given by a probability distribution P over
T ; these prior beliefs are common knowledge. The sender, knowing t and trying to influence
the action of the receiver, sends to the latter a signal of a certain form f drawn from some
set F . The other player receives this signal, and then takes an action a drawn from a set A.
This ends the game. Notice that the game is sequential in nature in the sense that the players
don’t move simultaneously: the action of the receiver might depend on the signal he received
from the sender. The payoffs to the sender and the receiver are given by functions U1 and U2,
respectively, which are elements of [T ×F ×A → R]. For simplicity we will assume here that
T , F and A are all finite.

In the econonomic literature (e.g. Crawford & Sobel, 1982; Cho & Kreps, 1987) it is standardly
assumed that the strategies of senders and receivers in signalling games are probabilistic in
nature: the sender, for instance, is allowed to send from within the same state different signals,
each with a certain probability such that they add up to one. For comparison with Parikh’s
analysis, however, I will simplify things, and assume that a sender strategy, S, is a function
from states to signals (forms): S ∈ [T → F ], and a receiver strategy, R, a function from signals
to actions: R ∈ [F → A].

An equilibrium for a signalling game is described in terms of the strategies of both players. If
the sender uses strategy S and the receiver strategy R, it is clear how to determine the utilty of
this profile for the sender, U∗

1(t,S,R), in any state t:

U∗
1(t,S,R) = U1(t,S(t),R(S(t)))

Due to his incomplete information, things are not as straightforward for the receiver. Because
it might be that the sender using strategy S sends in different states the same signal, f , the
receiver doesn’t necessarily know the unique state relevant to determine his utilities. Therefore,
he determines his utilities, or expected utilities, with respect to the set of states that he might
be in after he got message f . Let us define St to be the information state the receiver is in after
the sender who is using strategy S sent her signal in state t, i.e. St = {t ′ : S(t ′) = S(t)}. With
respect to this set, we can determine the (expected) utility of receiver strategy R in state t when
the sender uses strategy S, U∗

2(t,S,R):

10In game theory it is standard to say that t is the type of the sender.
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U∗
2(t,S,R) = ∑ t′∈StP(t ′/St)×U2(t ′,S(t ′),R(S(t ′)))

A strategy profile 〈S,R〉 forms a Nash equilibrium iff neither the sender nor the receiver can
do better by unilateral deviation. That is, 〈S,R〉 forms a (Bayesian) Nash equilibrium iff for all
t ∈ T the following two conditions are obeyed:11

(i) ¬∃S′ : U∗
1(t,S,R) < U∗

1(t,S′,R)
(ii) ¬∃R′ : U∗

2(t,S,R) < U∗
2(t,S,R′)

Let me stress again that the messages, or forms, used in these games have no pre-existing
meaning. Meanings, so it was argued by Lewis (1969), could be associated with these messages,
however, when, due to the chosen sender and receiving strategies in equilibrium, it will be the
case that the receiver acts differently (or appropriately, at least) when the sender is in different
states. In that case we might say that the sender strategy S of the equilibrium pair 〈S,R〉 fixes
meaning of expressions in the following way: for each state t,12 the message S(t) means t. But
in order for this to be possible, it has to be the case that the game has an equilibrium 〈S,R〉 which
indeed has the property that S sends different messages in different states. Following standard
terminology of economics, let us call 〈S,R〉 a separating equilibrium if it has this property. The
following game, however, shows that not all signalling games have such an equilibrium.

4.2 Beer versus Quiche

Consider the signalling game due to Cho & Kreps (1987) where the receiver, Player 2, doesn’t
know the type of the sender, player 1: in state t player 1 is a surly fellow; in t ′ he is a wimp.
Player 1 chooses whether to have beer or quiche for breakfast. Surly fellows prefer beer and
wimps prefer quiche. After observing the breakfast chosen by player 1, player 2 decides whether
to challenge agent 1 to a duel. Player 2 likes to fight wimps but fears fighting a surly fellow.
Regardless of type, player 1 loses 1 unit of payoff if he has his less favorite breakfast, and he
loses 2 units of payoff if he is challenged.

The following reasoning shows that this game has no separating equilibrium. Suppose there
were a separating equilibrium, i.e., an equilibrium where a surly fellow and wimp have different
breakfasts. Then the message sent by player 1 – the breakfast chosen – would have a ‘meaning’:
it allows player 2 to infer player 1’s type and make her decision whether to fight or not dependent
on the message. Player 2 will choose to fight if she sees a wimp’s breakfast and not to fight if she
sees a surly fellow’s breakfast. Player 1’s utility loss >from ending up fighting is greater than his
utility loss >from having a less favorite breakfast (2 > 1) regardless of his type. So, regardless
of his type, player 1 would have a surly fellow’s breakfast. But then surly fellows and wimps
act the same: a contradiction. This proves the nonexistence of a separating equilibrium.13

11Strictly speaking, this is not just a Nash equilibrium, but rather a sequential equilibrium, the standard equilib-
rium concept for sequential, or extensive form, games.

12Or a certain element of the partition of states
13The game does have two so-called ‘pooling’ equilibria, however. The pair 〈S,R〉 is called a pooling equilib-

rium, if there is a single signal f that the sender uses in all states.
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4.3 Lewis on conventional signalling

Above I have described signalling games as they are studied in economics. The games studied
by Lewis (1969) are simpler in a number of respects. First, he assumes that the messages sent
are costless. Formally this means that the utility functions are such that Ui(t, f ,a) = Ui(t,a) for
both players i. In these circumstances, it turns out, the sender can only influence the receiver’s
decision of how to act, if there is some commonality of interests between the two.14 This points
to a second simplifying assumption made by Lewis: the interests of the players coincide: for
every t ∈ T and a ∈ A it holds that U1(t,a) = U2(t,a). For this reason we can work with
one utility function U only. For ease of exposition, I will simplify matters even more and
assume that the action of the receiver is just one of interpretation,15 which means that the
range of the receiver’s strategy, A, equals the domain of the sender’s strategy, T . Thus, I will
assume that each sender strategy S is a function from states to forms: S ∈ [T → F ], and each
receiver strategy R a function from forms to states: R ∈ [F → T ]. The last special feature of
Lewisian signalling games is that for determining the utility of a sender-receiver strategy pair,
only successful communication counts. Formally this means that for each t it holds that

U(t,S,R) = 1, if R(S(t)) = t
= 0 otherwise

Such a game has several equilibria. A nice feature of Lewisian signalling games is that, if there
are enough states and signals, equilibria are guaranteed to exist in which different signals are
sent in different states which are interpreted appropriately. Such separating equilibria are called
signalling systems by Lewis, and he proposes that these are the ones with which we associate
linguistic meanings. These linguistic meanings can be called conventional if there are other
competing signalling systems, or separating equilibria, that could have been chosen instead.
In fact, a simple game with just two states, t and t ′, and two forms f and f ′, already has two
separating equilibria: f is associated with t in the one, and with t ′ in the other.16 Unfortunately,
however, Lewisian games have many other equilibria besides these: they always also have a
so-called pooling equilibrium in which the sender sends the same signal in all states, and a
so-called babbling equilibrium in which the receiver ignores the utterance of the speaker and
always ‘responds’ to the message sent by choosing the same action.17 But if all these kinds
of equilibria exist, in what sense are separating equilibria better than non-separating equilibria?
One way of answering this question is in terms of Pareto optimality. Let us define the expected
utility of a sender-receiver strategy 〈S,R〉 as before:

EU(S,R) = ∑ tP(t)×U(t,S,R)

It is easy to see that in case P assigns to at least 2 states a positive probability and there are
at least two signals, the separating equilibria have a strictly higher expected utility than the
non-separating equilibria. Thus, or so it seems, separating equilibria are chosen because they
have the highest utility. Although there is something to this suggestion, we would like to give

14See Crawford & Sobel (1982).
15In terms of Austin (1962): for meaning only illocutionary effects matter, not perlocutionary ones. See also

Schiffer’s (1972) criticism of Grice’s (1957) analysis of non-natural meaning.
16There are many games with these states and forms, because in different games the receiver might have different

probability distributions over the states.
17In distinction with separating equilibria, the resulting pooling and babbling equilibria crucially depend on the

probability function that represents the receiver’s beliefs about the state the sender is in.
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an explanation of it in terms of the interaction between sender and receiver, i.e., in terms of
game theory. In the Lewisian signalling game, however, the expected utilities as such don’t
really play a role. Notice that the ‘explanation’ suggested above is the same as the one Parikh
uses for selecting among several equilibria. Also he suggests that to account for successful
communication and for Horn’s division of pragmatic labor we must select the sender-receiver
strategy pair which has the highest expected utility.

Even if we can give a game-theoretical account of why separating equilibria are better, we
are not out of trouble. We have seen that a Lewisian game gives rise to several separating
equilibria. But which one, then, will be chosen as the convention? Following Schelling (1960),
Lewis suggests that this depends on which of those equilibria is most salient. But why would
one separating equilibrium, or signalling system, be more salient than another? Perhaps, you
might think, because one of them has the highest expected utility. Unfortunately, however, all
fully separating equilibria of a Lewisian game are equal in this respect. How, then, can they be
distinguished? Before we address this and the previous question, however, let us first show how
Parikh could have used signalling games to analyze strategic communication.

4.4 Parikhian Signalling games

It should be clear already that Parikh’s game-theoretical setup is very close to a signalling game:
the speaker, sender, has private information about the state she is in that the hearer, receiver,
lacks. The game is sequential in nature, and what counts are the strategies involved. Denoting
the set of states, {t, t ′}, by T and the set of forms, { f , f ′, f ′′}, by F , a sender strategy, S, is an
element of [T → F ] and a receiver strategy, R, an element of [F → T ]. So far, this is just like
in Lewisian games. However, Parikh’s games differ from Lewisian ones in a number of ways.
First, Parikh wants to derive the meaning of only one of three signals: he assumes that f ′ and f ′′
already have a fixed meaning. As we have seen in section 4 this means that we have to consider
only 2 strategies of the receiver:

Sender :

t t ′
S1 f f ′
S2 f f
S3 f ′′ f
S4 f ′′ f ′

Receiver :
f f ′ f ′′

R1 t t ′ t
R2 t ′ t ′ t

Second, Parikh assumes that the signals used directly enter the payoffs: his signalling game is
not one of cheap talk. As we have seen in section 3, the utility of a sender-receiver profile 〈S,R〉
in state t depends not only on whether communication is successful, R(S(t)) = t, but also on the
complexity of signal S(t):

U(t,S,R) = 1/Compl(S(t)), if R(S(t)) = t
= 0 otherwise

So far this is exactly like we have seen in section 3. The (small) difference comes up when
we determine the (Nash) equilibria of the game. Let us look again at the games that, according
to Parikh, are being played in the two states, and the resulting game. On the assumption that
P(t) = 0.8 and P(t ′) = 0.2, Parikh assumes that these two games can be reduced to the one on
the right hand side below, where the new payoffs are the expected utilities, and are assumed to
be the same for both.
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t:

t R1 R2

S1 1 0
S2 1 0
S3 0.5 0.5
S4 0.5 0.5

t ′:

t ′ R1 R2

S1 0.5 0.5
S2 0 1
S3 0 1
S4 0.5 0.5

partial:

R1 R2

S1 0.9 0.1
S2 0.8 0.2
S3 0.4 0.6
S4 0.5 0.5

Parikh assumes that 〈S,R〉 is a Nash equilibrium of the whole game when it is a Nash equilibrium
of the resulting game of ‘partial’ information on the right hand side.

When, however, we analyze things as signalling games, i.e. as a game with private information,
the games played in t and t ′ are not really as described above, but depend on what the receiver
believes when a signal is sent to him. This means that the payoff functions U∗

1 and U∗
2 of

sender and receiver, respectively, need not be the same, even though U1 and U2 are. For Parikh’s
example this only has an effect when the sender uses the same signal in both states, i.e., when
she is using strategy S2. Only in that case do the payoffs of the receiver depend on his prior
belief about which state the sender is in. As a signalling game, the payoffs in each game look at
follows:

t:

t R1 R2

S1 1,1 0,0

S2 1,0.8 0,0.2

S3 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5

S4 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5

t ′:

t ′ R1 R2

S1 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5
S2 0,0.8 1,0.2
S3 0,0 1,1

S4 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5

For 〈S,R〉 to be an equilibrium in a signalling game it has to be a Nash equilibrium in all pos-
sible states, i.e., both in t and in t ′. Although the solution concept used by Parikh is somewhat
different >from the one used in signalling games, it turns out that for the example under discus-
sion, it doesn’t really matter: in both cases the complete game has two equilibria: 〈S1,R1〉 and
〈S3,R2〉. In fact, given the setup of the games Parikh considers, there cannot be a difference in
outcome. I conclude that Parikh could just as well have analyzed his communicative situations
in terms of standard signalling game.18

But wait! Parikh assumes that communication is successful only in case the game has a unique
outcome, and doesn’t he determine this outcome not in terms of a notion, i.e. expected utility,
that plays no role in signalling games? Yes, and no. True, you (almost) don’t find expected
utilities in the tables for t and t ′ above. But no, if we take over Parikh’s assumption that the

18Actually, he should have analyzed things by using signalling games. Consider, again, the following problem
for Parikh’s analysis that we discussed earlier: with f > f ′, t > t ′, f ′ can only mean t, but f can mean both, and
P(t) = 0.8 and P(t ′) = 0.2. This gave rise to the following tables.

t t ′
S1 f f
S2 f ′ f

f f ′
R1 t t
R2 t ′ t

t R1 R2

S1 1,0.8 0,0
S2 0.5,0.5 0.5,0.5

t ′ R1 R2

S1 0,0.8 0,0
S2 0.5,0 0.5,1

We saw that Parikh’s analysis predicts that 〈S1,R1〉 should be chosen, which means that no sign will be inter-
preted as t ′. According to the signalling game analysis, however, only 〈S2,R2〉 will be a Nash equilibrium, and this
is intuitively the right one.
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probabilities that the receiver assigns to the states are important for the payoffs of both the
receiver and the sender, there is no reason why we could not calculate expected utilities in the
same way as well. However, the signalling game reformulation of Parikh’s framework strongly
suggests that there is no good reason for doing so. But this means that Parikh’s proposal to
select the unique solution in terms of Pareto optimality is very suspicious too. All that standard
game theory can offer us when we describe the communication situation as a game between two
rational players in a particular conversational situation is that either one of the two equilibria
should come out. To determine which one this is is not so much a matter of strategic inference
in this particular situation, or so I would claim, but rather a matter of the players knowing a
convention of language use that says that (un)marked expressions typically should be interpreted
in (un)marked ways. But then, how could we explain this convention, how could it come about?
To answer this question we will turn to evolutionary game theory.

5 Evolving Horn strategies

5.1 Evolutionary Game Theory

Until now we have not yet discussed the problem as to what equilibrium is likely to emerge. One
way of resolving this problem is to introduce evolutionary or natural-selection considerations
to game theory. But how could evolution explain game-theoretical equilibria? These equilibria
are based on an analysis of rational choice, but what rational choices does an insect make? The
idea behind evolutionary game theory (cf. Weibull, 1995) is that the players in a game are not
taken to be the organisms under study, but rather the (genetic) strategies that both (i) determine
the actual play of the organism, and (ii) replicate themselves. Payoffs are defined in terms of
expected number of offspring, or replicants.19

Imagine a large uniform population of organisms who randomly encounter one another in pair-
wise interactions. In each match each organism takes an action from the same set of possible
modes of behavior. Each organism plays only once, but leaves its offspring behind. The off-
spring of an organism playing a certain strategy depends on the strategy played by the organism
with which it is matched. After many plays of the game, a strategy yielding a higher number of
expected offspring will gradually come to be used by larger and larger fractions of the popula-
tion. If the dynamic evolutionary process leads to a population all playing some single strategy
such that mutants cannot invade it, then that strategy is evolutionary stable. Maynard Smith &
Price (1973) have characterized such evolutionary stable strategies in the following way:

Strategy α is evolutionary stable (an ESS) iff for all β ∈ A such that β �= α either U1(α,α) >
U1(β,α) or U1(α,α) = U1(β,α) and U1(α,β) > U1(β,β). Equivalently, α is evolutionary
stable if for all β ∈ A it holds that

(i) U1(α,α) ≥U1(α,β), and
(ii) if U1(α,α) = U1(β,α), then U1(α,β) > U1(β,β)

Notice that the first condition guarantees that for strategy α to be evolutionary stable, it has
to be the case that profile (α,α) is a Nash equilibrium in the corresponding symmetric game
between all strategies of A. However, it might be that (α,α) is a Nash equilibrium without α

19If A is the set of strategies, the expected number of offspring of an organism playing strategy α, EU(α), is
∑ β∈AP(β)×U1(α,β), where P(β) is the proportion of organisms playing strategy β.
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being evolutionary stable: it might be that U1(β,α) = U1(α,α), but U1(β,α) ≤U1(β,β). This
means that the standard equilibrium concept in evolutionary game theory is a refinement of its
counterpart in standard game theory. Can this refinement be used to select between the several
Nash equilibria in our signalling games discussed above?

5.2 Evolution in signalling games

The refinement can only be of some use if we can think of sender-receiver strategy pairs in sig-
nalling games to be more the result of inherited behavior than the outcome of reasoned choice.
But that doesn’t seem to be a strange idea: a linguistic convention can be seen as a behavioral
phenomenon and if it does not serve the needs of the population, evolutionary forces will act to
improve its functioning.20

In order to understand how and why a language changes, the linguist must keep in
mind two ever-present and antinomic factors: first, the requirements of communi-
cation, the need for the speaker to convey the message, and second, the principle of
least effort, which makes him restrict his output of energy, both mental and physi-
cal, to the minimum compatible with achieving his ends. (Martinet, p. 139)

Thus, the idea is to think of sender-receiver strategy pairs as conventions that can spread over a
population if it is successful through imitation or other kinds of adaptive behavior. A strategy
pair is succesful when (i) it accounts for successful communication, and (ii) it does so with
small effort.

Let us first only consider the first condition for being successful, i.e. let us focus our attention
first on Lewisian utility functions. Look at signalling games with two equally likely states only:
t and t ′; two signals that the sender can use: f and f ′; and two ways that the receiver can
interpret signals: as a and as a′, such that a corresponds with t, a′ corresponds with t ′, and the
utility function is Lewisian in the sense that only successful communication counts. Sender and
receiver each have four strategies:

Sender :

t t ′
S1 f f ′
S2 f f
S3 f ′ f
S4 f ′ f ′

Receiver :

f f ′
R1 a a′
R2 a′ a
R3 a a
R4 a′ a′

If all individuals are of a single population, we can assume that they each take the role of sender
and receiver half of the time. An individual’s strategy must then consist of both a sender strategy
and a receiver strategy. There are obviously 16 such strategy pairs. For each individual strategy
α we can determine its expected payoff when it plays against strategy β. The following two
tables show the payoffs of 〈S1,R1〉 and 〈S2,R3〉 in their sender (Us) and receiver (Ur) role when
they play against 〈S1,R1〉.

〈S1,R1〉 :
Us Ur

t 1 1
t ′ 1 1

〈S2,R3〉 :
Us Ur

t 1 1
t ′ 0 0

20See also Rubinstein’s (2000) recent book.
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Notice that the expected payoff of strategy 〈S1,R1〉 playing against itself is (1
2 × (∑ tP(t)×

Us(t))) + (1
2 × (∑ tP(t)×Ur(t))), which is (1

2 × ((0.8× 1) + (0.2× 1))) + (1
2 × ((0.8× 1) +

(0.2× 1))) = 1. This is strictly higher than the expected payoff of strategy 〈S2,R3〉 playing
against 〈S1,R1〉, which is (1

2 × ((0.8×1)+(0.2×0)))+(1
2 × ((0.8×1)+(0.2×1))) = 0.8. In

fact, there is no strategy that plays as good as or better against strategy 〈S1,R1〉 than this strat-
egy itself. But this means that 〈S1,R1〉 is evolutionary stable. Doing all the calculations for all
the strategies, it is easy to see that there are only two individual strategies that are evolutionary
stable: 〈S1,R1〉 and 〈S3,R2〉. Notice that these two individual strategies are exactly the two sep-
arating Nash equilibria in the corresponding Lewisian signalling game. As shown by Warneryd
(1993), something more general holds: For any sender-receiver game of the kind introduced
above, with the same number of signals as states and actions, a strategy is evolutionary stable if
and only if it is a separating Nash equilibrium. Notice that in this way Warneryd has given us a
purely game-theoretical explanation of why separating Nash equilibria should evolve.21,22

Notice, however, that even for the simple signalling game under discussion, there are already
two stable strategies. But only one of the two will evolve. Lewis (1969) suggested that this will
be the salient one. But there is no reason for one to be more salient than the other. Can’t we
give a purely game-theoretical explanation of selection among the equilibria? Skyrms (1996)
shows that we can if we also take into account the dynamic process by which such stable states
can be reached.

What this so-called replicator dynamics (Taylor & Jonker, 1978) shows us is that the strategy
which dominates the population at a fixed point of the dynamic process, the evolutionary stable
strategy,23 depends on the proportion of the different strategies of the population in the initial
state. Different initial states might give rise to different fixed points in the replicator dynamics,
and thus to different evolutionary stable strategies to evolve. We have seen before that it is
necessary that a separating Nash equilibrium will evolve in our signalling games. Now we see
that the particular one that will evolve is a matter of chance. Skyrms (1996) concludes that if the
evolution of linguistic conventions goes anything like in replicator dynamics, there is no need
to make use of the psychological notion of salience to explain selection of equilibria.

5.3 The evolution of alarm calls

We have seen above that to account for Horn’s division of pragmatic labor, Parikh could not
rely only on the standard game-theoretic solution concept of a Nash equilibrium, but had also
to make use of the notion of Pareto optimality. Parikh discussed a signalling game with 2 states,
3 forms (or signals), and 2 meanings (or actions). Two sender-receiver pairs constituted a Nash
equilibrium, but one of the two had a higher expected utility than the other. Can we give a
natural game-theoretic explanation of why we in fact only see the former equilibrium – which
respects Horn’s division – but not the latter? The notion of an evolutionary stable strategy is
more fine-grained than that of a Nash equilibrium, so perhaps we can find the solution here,
especially when we also take effort (costs) into account.

21For simplicity I have considered only pure strategies. Skyrms (1996) shows that if we also consider mixed
strategies, we need to take into account the replicator dynamics to explain why only separating Nash equilibria will
evolve.

22As stressed by Skyrms (1996), Warneryd shows even more: Lewis’s (1969) requirement of common knowl-
edge is not needed to explain why a linguistic signalling convention (i.e., a stable strategy in an evolutionary
signalling game) can be sustained.

23Where the fixed points are really the asymptotically stable points, and where we consider real or ‘reduced’ 2
× 2 games. For explanation of these notions and a more detailed characterization, see Weibull (1995).
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Noble (2000) has recently given an evolutionary account of the emergence of a signalling system
that seems to correspond closely to what we are after. Noble wants to explain why animals
send signals if they are in certain situations (when there is food, or danger) and not in others.
According to Noble’s signalling game, we have 2 states, t and t ′, the sender either sends signal
f or f ′, and the receiver either chooses a or a′, where only the latter is appropriate (useful)
for both in t ′. These signalling games come with 4 sender strategies, and 4 receiver strategies,
which give us 16 combined sender-receiver strategies.

So far this is exactly like the signalling games we have been discussing above. However, he
makes some extra assumptions: (i) sending signal f is cost-free, but sending f ′ is not; (ii)
taking action a is cost-free, but taking action a′ is not; and (iii) the sender is ambivalent about
the receiver’s response in state t.

Assuming that utility Ui is determined by subtracting the cost Ci from the payoff Pi, the utili-
ties of 〈S1,R1〉 and 〈S1,R4〉 in their sender (Us) and receiver (Ur) role when they play against
〈S1,R1〉 can be given by the following two tables:

〈S1,R1〉:
Us Ur

t 0 0
t ′ Ps −Cs Pr −Cr

〈S1,R4〉:
Us Ur

t 0 −Cr

t ′ Ps −Cs Pr −Cr

Assuming that each individual plays her sender and receiver role half of the time and that the
states are equally likely, we can see that on average the utility of 〈S1,R1〉 playing against herself
is Ps−Cs+Pr−Cr

4 , and that the average utility of 〈S1,R3〉 playing against 〈S1,R1〉 is Ps−Cs+Pr−2Cr
4 .

Noble’s purpose in describing this signalling game was to determine under which conditions
the honest strategy 〈S1,R1〉 is the only one that is evolutionary stable. Because this is the
strategy that reminds us of the Horn strategy, i.e., the strategy that implements Horn’s division of
pragmatic labor, it seems that Noble’s characterization of the conditions is also highly relevant
for us. He calculates that this is the case iff Ps > Cs > 0 and Pr > Cr > 0. These requirements
all are very intuitive: that the costs should be positive is obvious; that both Ps and Pr are positive
means that sender and receiver are co-operative, and that the payoffs are higher than the costs
means that in t ′ it is good for both if the receiver responds appropriately.

Can we conclude from Noble’s discussion that this characterization also accounts for Horn’s
division of pragmatic labor? Well, unlike the models we discussed above, Noble’s analysis is
based on the assumption that the states t and t ′ are equally likely. Payoffs change if we give
up this assumption. However, this doesn’t have any qualitative effect: the characterization stays
the same. Unfortunately, there is another, perhaps less obvious, difference between our models
and the ones described by Noble. In the latter the sender is supposed to be ambivalent about
the receiver’s response in state t, but this doesn’t make much sense in normal communicative
situations. In normal communicative situations both the sender and the receiver prefer that
the receiver also performs the one appropriate action a in state t, i.e., interprets the signal as
‘meaning’ t.

But why is that a problem? Just assume that also in state t both the sender and the receiver get
positive payoffs Ps and Pr when the receiver performs action a. Unfortunately, however, when
we make this move, strategy 〈S1,R1〉 is no longer the only one that is evolutionary stable: this
is also the case for sender-receiver strategy 〈S3,R2〉. This should not really surprise you, for we
have seen above that both strategy pairs are separating Nash equilibria. We are back to where
we started.24

24But suppose that the payoffs of successful communication in t, i.e. Pt
s and Pt

r, might be different from the
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Our first trial to characterize Horn’s division of pragmatic labor in evolutionary terms failed.
The notion of an ESS – even when we took costs into account – did not bring us what we had
hoped for. There is actually a very general reason why it could not have worked. Think again
of 〈S1,R1〉 and 〈S3,R2〉 as sender-receiver strategy pairs in the non-evolutionary setting. By
determining the utilities as proposed by Parikh, both are (separating) Nash equilibria. But, in
fact, they are even stronger than that: they are strict Nash equilibria. Profile (α,β) is a strict
Nash equilibrium if there is no α′ such that U1(α,β)≤U1(α′,β) and no β′ such that U1(α,β)≤
U1(α,β′). We have seen above that it’s a necessary condition for α to be evolutionary stable
that (α,α) is a Nash equilibrium in a symmetric game between all strategies. It is easy to see
that it’s also a sufficient condition for α to be evolutionary stable that (α,α) is a strict Nash
equilibrium. But then it follows that not only 〈S1,R1〉 but also 〈S3,R2〉 must be evolutionary
stable in the sense of being an ESS.25

Where does this leave us? We tried to get rid of the unwanted Nash equilibrium profile 〈S3,R2〉
by using evolutionary game theory, but we have just seen that there is no hope of doing so by
using its standard solution concept. Are there other possible ways to go? Yes, there are, if we
take correlation into account.

5.4 Correlation and the evolution of Horn strategies

It is well known in Biology that vervet monkeys, Cercopithecus aethiops, use vocal alarm sig-
nals to warn their fellow troop members of at least three quite distinct kinds of predators. Dif-
ferent alarms are given for different kinds of predators, and at different alarm calls their fellow
troop members respond in different ways. This looks much like communication and we even
see a separating Nash equilibrium at work here: a Lewisian signalling system. As we have seen
in section 5.2, such signalling systems can evolve if payoffs of sender and receiver are equal.
This, however, doesn’t seem to be the case here. In a community of vervet monkeys it is prof-
itable to be a receiver: you are alerted for predators. But how could it be profitable for a vervet
monkey to send an alarm call? The monkey already knows about the predator, and giving the
alarm call does not only cost energy, but might even attract the attention of the predator itself.
In fact, it turns out that if utility is just measured in terms of fitness, the strategy 〈S1,R1〉 in the
signalling game played by vervet monkeys is not evolutionary stable, because it can be invaded
by the free rider strategy 〈S2,R1〉 that does not send, but reacts appropriately. Why don’t we
see free riders by vervet monkeys? The reason is, or so it is suggested by Skyrms (1996), that
‘honest’ monkeys don’t pair at random with free riders, although this random pairing is im-
plicitly assumed in the replicator dynamics behind the ESS solution concept. If we assume that
there exists enough of a positive correlation between pairings of similar sender-receiver strate-
gies, Skyrms shows that free riders can be driven to extinction by honest senders. In fact, with
enough positive correlation, ‘honest’ strategy 〈S1,R1〉 cannot be invaded by free rider 〈S2,R1〉
and is evolutionary stable again, but now in a more general sense. Skyrms (1994) defines a

payoffs in successful communication in t ′, i.e. Pt′
s and Pt′

r. Are there circumstances under which 〈S1,R1〉 is again
the only evolutionary stable strategy? Yes, this is the case when 0 ≤ Pt

s < Cs, 0 ≤ Pt
r < Cr, Pt′

s > Cs > 0 and
Pt′

r > Cr > 0. Although these conditions are in a sense natural, i.e., it is more dangerous to mistake the emergency
call for ‘all’s well’ than conversely, it is not exactly what we want. To account for Horn’s division of pragmatic
labor we also have to assume that in state t it is useful to send signals as well.

25In the second chapter of Rubinstein (2000) several aternative evolutionary solution concepts are discussed,
some of them involve complexity considerations. However, in case (α,α) is a strict Nash equilibrium, it will also
be evolutionary stable according to all these alternative solution concepts.
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more general stability concept for evolutionary settings, adaptive ratifiability,26 and shows that
if a strategy is adaptive ratifiable, it is an attractive equilibrium in the more general replicator
dynamics where random pairing is no longer assumed, and correlation is possible.

How does this help us to account for the linguistic convention that (un)marked forms are typi-
cally associated with (un)marked meanings? Well, note first that also for linguistic communi-
cation, positive correlation is the rule rather than the exception: we prefer and tend to commu-
nicate with people that use the same linguistic conventions as we do, otherwise communication
will fail in lots of circumstances. Think now of a situation where individuals have the choice
between the two sender-receiver strategies that were separating Nash equilibria in the signalling
game suggested by Parikh: 〈S1,R1〉 and 〈S3,R2〉. In the evolutionary setting we then have a
symmetric 2 × 2 coordination game with the following payoff matrix:

〈S1,R1〉 〈S3,R2〉
〈S1,R1〉 0.9 0
〈S3,R2〉 0 0.6

Notice that when both are playing the same sender-receiver strategy they get exactly the payoff
that Parikh calculated as its expected utility in his game of partial information. Thus, although
these expected utilities didn’t really play a role in a standard signalling analysis, they are crucial
in an evolutionary setting.

Our problem was that although the second Nash equilibrium is Pareto-dominated by the first,
it is still evolutionary stable when random pairing, i.e. no correlation, is assumed. When we
assume positive correlation, however, things change. Let us call strategy α strictly efficient
if in interaction with itself it has a higher utility than any other strategy β in selfinteraction:
U(α,α) > U(β,β). Then Skyrms (1994) shows that when correllation is (nearly) perfect, the
strictly efficient strategy is (the unique) equilibrium of the replicator dynamics.27 For our pur-
poses this means that, others things being equal, when people tend to speak only with others
who use the same linguistic conventions, it is predicted that – slowly but surely – only strictly
efficient linguistic conventions will evolve. In particular, it means that communities that use the
anti-Horn strategy will die out in favor of communities that use the Horn strategy. Thus, we can
give an evolutionary explanation of Horn’s division of pragmatic labor.
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PURE MANNER ADVERBS REVISITED

Martin Schäfer
(University of Leipzig)

Abstract

Ernst (1984) notes that most Quality Adverbs have two readings, one of which is a VP
reading, the other one a clausal reading. However, within this group there are also adverbs
such as loudly, woodenly etc., which only allow for the VP reading, the so called Pure
Manner Adverbs. While Ernst holds that these adverbs form a class because of their lim-
itation to one reading, he cannot explain why adverbs with two readings, such as quietly,
graciously do not belong to this class, although their VP readings have the same semantics
as the PMA.
I propose to drop the ‘one-reading’ criterion in favour of a semantic characterization of
PMA. The revised class of PMA will include adverbs with two readings, where the VP
reading servers as the the primary reading and the clausal reading results from a metaphor-
ical usage of the adverb. A template for deriving these readings is introduced, using the
underspecified event semantic approach of Dölling (2000). At the end of the paper, I dis-
cuss how constraints at the level of Dölling’s PFS can be used in making the semantic
derivation system sensitive to the syntactic influence on the preferred readings.

1 Introduction

The aim of this article is twofold. One the one hand, this article discusses a possible semantic
criterion for PURE MANNER ADVERBS = (PMA), a subclass of adverbs. On the other hand,
I show how the readings of PMA can be derived and in how far the process of arriving at the
correct reading can be made sensitive to syntactic input.

I start with a discussion of the basic terminology used in this article, given the original motiva-
tion for the proposal of a PMA class by Ernst (1984). Consequently, the problems of assigning
a common semantic characteristic to this class are discussed. I then describe semantic criteria
which can be used instead of the previous syntactic criteria in defining this class. The last part
of the paper deals on the one hand with the formal semantic side of this approach, on the other
hand with the integration of syntactic information into this approach. The formal approach to
adverb semantics presented here, however, is not limited to PMA, but can be applied to the
whole class of quality adverbs.

1.1 Basic terminology

The term Pure Manner Adverb(= PMA) appears first in (Ernst, 1987). Ernst groups PMA ad-
verbs under Quality Adverbs, a class of adverbs contrasting with other adverb classes as shown
in figure 1. A characteristic feature of Quality adverbs is that they allow for two readings, to
which I will refer as clausal and as VP reading, respectively. The following examples illustrate
typical Quality adverbs with two readings (where the X’- sentences are rough paraphrases of
the intented reading).
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Figure 1: The subgrouping of adverbs. This represents the orginal conception of a subgrouping
of adverbs into different classes according to (Ernst, 1984).

(1) a. Appropriately, Carol handled Jay’s lawsuit (since she was his best
friend).

a’ ‘Carol handled Jay’s lawsuit and that was appropriate.’
b. Carol handled Jay’s lawsuit appropriately (doing everything as it should

be done).
b’ ‘Carol handled Jay’s lawsuit in an appropriate manner/way.’

=(1) in (Ernst, 1987)

(2) a. Absent-mindedly, Pat swam out to the island (forgetting that she had a
dentist appointment at 4).

a’ ‘Pat swam out to the island and that was absent-minded.’
b. Pat swam out to the island absent-mindedly (not even noticing the $100

bills floating on the surface).
b’ ‘Pat swam out to the island in an absent-minded manner.’

=(3) in (Ernst, 1987)

(3) a. Louisa rudely answered Patricia.
a’ ‘Louisa answered Patricia and that was rude.’
b. Louisa answered Patricia rudely.
b’ ‘Louisa answered Patricia in a rude manner.’

=(35) in (McConnel-Ginet, 1982)

Thus, appropriately, absent-mindedly and rude all have a VP reading as in the b-sentences as
well as a clausal reading, exemplified in the a-sentences. Traditionally, instead of VP reading
one often talks about a manner reading. This is due to the fact that many such uses can be
paraphrased by using in a X manner. However, since this does not hold for all uses (cf. (Ernst,
1984, 23f)), I uses the less ambiguous term VP reading here. The term clausal reading is used
here as a cover term for several groups which can be further dinstinguished, syntactically as
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well as semantically. Thus, (1-2) have evaluative readings, while (3) receives a subject-oriented
interpretation.

The PMA are exceptional within this class, since they allow only for a VP reading, but not for
the clausal readings. The criteria for labelling an adverb PMA are the following:

� They have only one reading

� That reading is a VP reading

The resulting class of adverbs corresponds to what Ernst himself in earlier work (Ernst, 1984)
called Manner Class and Bartsch in (Bartsch, 1972; Bartsch, 1974) Mod1. Typical examples for
this type of adverbs are given in (4).

(4) a. Several of the mourners were singing softly.
b. The goons in the post office handled my package roughly.
c. The frammis must be held tightly in your left hand.
d. His bald pate shone brilliantly in the noonday sun.

=(309) in (Ernst, 1984, 94)

All the adverbs in these example only have a VP reading which yields a manner interpretation,
but no clausal reading.

1.2 Syntactic behaviour of PMA

As the above examples already suggest, the readings of adverbs appear to be linked to their
syntactic position. In particular, adverbs with VP readings seem to be positioned in the syntactic
structure such that they are connected with the VP level, adverbs with other readings to ‘higher’
syntactic positions, cf. (Cinque, 1999; Frey, 1993; Frey, 2000; Frey and Pittner, 1998; Frey and
Pittner, 1999; Laenzlinger, 1998; Pittner, 2000; Shaer, 2000)) . Most of the times, the adverbs
are treated as adjuncts. Since the PMA allow only the VP reading, some syntactic positions are
not possible for them, as examples (5-8) show.

(5) a. *The sun brightly had been shining that morning.
a’ *‘The sun had been shining that morning and that was bright.’
b. The sun had been shining brightly that morning.
b’ ‘The sun had been shining that morning in a bright manner.’

= (26/29) in (Ernst, 1987)

(6) a. *She woodenly ignored them.
b. She was speaking woodenly.

=(2.149) in (Ernst, 2000b)

(7) a. *Loudly, you must blow the trumpet.
b. You must blow the trumpet loudly.

= (7) in (Ernst, 1987)
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(8) a. *Everything smoothly was running.
a’ *‘Everyting was running and that was smooth.’
b. Everything was running smoothly.
b’ ‘Everything was running in a smooth manner/way.’

= (27) in (Ernst, 1987)

The influence of the syntactic position will be taken into account in formulating the constraints
proposed in section 4.4.

2 PMA - a homogeneous semantic class?

The only criterion for an adverb to be counted among the PMA is for it to have only one reading,
and that reading being a VP reading. From a semantic viewpoint, this is for several reasons
hardly satisfying. The major problem is that the criterion of having only the VP reading is
usually referred to with the phrase having a manner reading. The syntactic and the semantic
level have not been clearly distinguished. Some adverbs, like differently and well, although
possesing a VP reading only, should not be counted among the PMA. In (Ernst, 1987, 86,fn8)
it is noted, that semantic criteria are needed to exclude these adverbs from the PMA. However,
Ernst does not give any explicit criteria. Furthermore, one would want to have criterions for
distinguishing PMA from manner readings of other adverbs even if one has only sentences with
VP adverbs as empirical basis.

Ernst himself sees the following common semantic characteristics for PMA:

� PMA “usually involve perceptual qualities: light, sound, taste, physical action, and so
on.”(Ernst, 1987, 84)

� PMA modify the perceptable dimensions of an event directly, the manner readings of
other quality adverbs only indirectly.

These points will become clearer after looking at the following example.

(9) a. John walked sadly off the stage.
=(51) in (Geuder, 2000, 215)

b. John walked loudly off the stage.

To understand the meaning of (9a), the following steps are necessary (adapted from (Geuder,
2000, 214ff). Walking constitutes a bodily movement. A bodily movement, in turn, can indicate
a posture. A posture can be used as an indicator of emotions. Therefore, at least conceptually,
sadly is not predicated over the event WALK, but over the posture expressed through the event.

To understand the meaning of (9b), on the other hand, no such additional interpretation steps
are necessary, loudly applies directly to the event. That is, it can be said in (9b) the event in
question was loud, while it cannot be said that it was sad for (9a). Rather, it expresses sadness.

In short, on the conceptual level, a PMA always predicates directly over the event. This is, of
course, still only an approximation of a distinguishing criterion, but nevertheless useful.

Note that in how far this difference should be present in the semantic form is a different question
altogether.
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2.1 Problems for the semantic characterization

The above mentioned semantic criteria do lead to some conflict with the original one-reading
criterion. Basically, two cases can be distinguished. On the one hand, adverbs like quickly and
slowly fit the semantic characterization for PMA in their VP reading but nevertheless exhibit a
clausal-VP reading difference. This seems to be due to their capacity to be used with a temporal
reading. On the other hand, an adverb like quietly, also fitting the semantic characterization for
PMA in its VP reading, allows a clausal reading. In both cases, the adverbs in question show an
idiosyncratic behaviour which their antonyms and synonyms do not.

Many examples for the two readings of quickly and slowly exist, I have given two typical English
examples with (10-11).

(10) a. John quickly lifted his arm.
b. John lifted his arm quickly.
a’ John was quick in . . . .
b’ John did it in a quick way.

=(47) in (Cinque, 1999, 93)

(11) a. Lynn quickly raced down the hallway.
b. Lynn raced down the hallway quickly.

=(2.139) in (Ernst, 2000b, 87)

Note that these two different readings for Slowly and quickly are also available in other lan-
guages, e.g. French and German:

(12) a. Lentement, Jean a lu le livre de Chomsky.
‘Slowly Jean read Chomsky’s book’

b. Jean a lentement lu le livre de Chomsky.
‘Jean slowly read Chomsky’s book.’
=(22a,c) in (Laenzlinger, 1998, 49f.)

(13) a. Er muß langsam das Geschirr abspülen.
‘It’s time for him to wash the dishes.’

b. Er muß das Geschirr langsam abspülen.
‘He needs to wash the dishes slowly.’
=(11) in (Pittner, 2000)

What is the difference between the two readings? The clausal reading does yield a temporal
interpretation. It locates the event described in the sentence with respect to a reference time.
E.g., (10) can be paraphrased as The time elapsed from [a contextually given point in time] to
[the onset of the action/event which consists of John lifting is arm] is short. The VP reading, on
the other hand, can be paraphrased with the usual manner paraphrase, in a ADJ manner.

The reading differences bear some similarity to the reading distinctions found for temporal
prepositional phrases, e.g. He drinks a glass of wine in ten minutes can be interpreted as either
He starts after a period of ten minutes with the drinking of his wine or He needs ten minutes for
drinking (and finishing) a glass of wine. The clausal reading in this example seem quite parallel
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to the clausal reading of the temporal adverbs. The usage of the VP reading of the prepositional
phrases, however, cannot be compared with the VP readings of quickly and slowly. The main
differences are that on the one hand, the manner adverbs are inherently relative to the events
they modify (that is, to walk quickly and to run quickly refer to movements at different absolute
speeds, whereas the prepositional variants always indicate absolute time. In addition, manner
adverbs predicate over subparts of the event in question, which the PPs never can.

Besides the adverbs allowing for temporal interpretations in a clausal position, there are some
other adverbs whose semantic characterization in their VP reading groups them under PMA but
which nevertheless allow for a clausal reading.

(14) a. Kim quietly had gone home to think it over.
b. Kim sang quietly.

=(2.151) in (Ernst, 2000b, 90)

Quietly in (14a) has a mental attitude reading, so that the sentence can be paraphrased by In a
quiet state of mind, Kim had gone home to think it over. (14b) has the regular manner interpre-
tation.

Note that this problem is not necessarily restricted to mental attitude clausal readings, according
to (Ernst, 2000b), evaluatives show the same behaviour , cf. (15). Since this data seems to be
not universally accepted, I will not discuss it here.

(15) a. She gracelessly had ignored them.
b. She was speaking gracelessly.

=(2.150) in (Ernst, 2000b, 90)

To conclude, by using the semantic criterion we are forced to include two-reading adverbs into
the PMA, which were formerly explicitly defined as allowing only for one reading.

2.2 The peculariaties of these adverbs

Interestingly, antonyms and synonyms of the adverbs discussed above behave differently, cf.
quickly vs. fast in (16-17) and the difference between quietly and its antonym loudly in the
repeated (14) and (18).

(16) a. He quickly ran away.
b. He ran away quickly.

=(85)a/b on p. 103 in (Cinque, 1999)

(17) a. *He fast ran away.
b. He ran away fast.

(=(86)a/b in (Cinque, 1999))

[14] a. Kim quietly had gone home to think it over.
b. Kim sang quietly.
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(18) a. *Kim loudly had gone home to think it over.
b. Kim sang loudly.

=(2.152) in (Ernst, 2000b, 90)

As an aside, at least in German the two readings of quietly would be expressed by two different
adverbs, still for the clausal and leise for the manner variant.

2.3 The solution: metaphoric extension

Ernst himself proposed an explanation for the behaviour of these seemingly irregular adverbs.
He writes:

“The difference between Pure Manner adverbs and those which can have both
clausal and manner readings thus often seems to hinge on whether the ADJ pred-
icate selects events that are restricted to purely physical manifestations (as with
loudly) or whether a wider (often metaphorical) usage is allowed[. . . ]Therefore,
whether or not an adverb is of the Pure Manner type depends on whether it has
acquired a metaphorical meaning in this way.” (Ernst, 2000a, 90)

This seems plausible, even more so since one characteristic of metaphoric extensions is its
irregularity. I.e., generally only few items out of one category are actually used for metaphors.
This leads to a slightly modified picture of PMA, presented in figure 2.

slowly

gracelessly

quietly

quickly

Core PMA:
PMA

loudly

woodenly

brightly

tightly

Figure 2: PMA- the reunited group

This new view does have some consequence for the basic reading discussion, that is the question
of which reading of an adverb is to be considered the primary one, which the derived. According
to (Ernst, 1984; Ernst, 1987; Geuder, 2000), the clausal reading should be considered as the
more basic reading, and the manner interpretation as derived from this. On the view presented
here, though, the exact opposite holds for the PMA: The VP reading is the primary reading, and
if they allow a clausal reading, then that clausal reading is derived.
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3 Implications for the formal apparatus

The previous sections have resulted in or assumed the following:

� The class of PMA does exist.

� PMA are sensitive to syntactic position

� the defining characteristic of having just the VP reading is exchanged in favour of a se-
mantically motivated criterion.

� Quickly, slowly, quietly etc. are PMAs, though ones which allow for metaphoric extension
and therefore a clausal reading.

� The clausal-reading of PMAs (if they have one) is different from those discussed for the
other adverbs which also show the S-/VP-reading phenomenon:

– The direction of derivation is exactly opposite, proceeding from manner to clausal
reading.

– The clausal readings but not the VP readings are metaphoric.

The question to be asked at this point is in how far this should be modeled in the semantic
forms of the adverbs in question. Although the direction of derivation nicely lends itself to
classification, it might not play any role on the synchronous processing level. I.e., the reasons
for the classification could be diachronic, and the direction of derivation does not have any
consequences for processing.

On the contrary, the inclusion of derivation information into the semantic representation be-
comes a veritable obstacle when it comes to including the syntactic information into the com-
putation of sentence meaning. What I mean by this is that ideally, for any two Quality adverbs in
a similar syntactic position in two syntactically similar sentences, one would want to be able to
detect the similarity as far as readings are concerned right out of the SF of the sentence in ques-
tion. If, however, the SFs for the adverbs with VP readings in such a situation would include the
formalized derivation steps exemplified in discussing sentence (9), no such prediction could be
made. That is, the directions of derivation cross, while the influence of syntactic position stays
the same (cf. figure 3).

Syntactic Position Quality Adverbs PMA

VP-external(Clausal Reading) Primary Reading Derived Reading
VP-internal(VP Reading) Derived Reading Primary Reading

Figure 3: Classification of Readings: Syntactic Position vs. (Semantic) Derivation Direction

In the following, I will present an approach which formalizes the syntactic position in terms
of formal complexity, i.e. an approach whose formalization makes the reading in question
transparent, but not the direction of derivation.
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4 A formal Account of PMA

A formal account of PMA should reflect a few basic insights. First of all, PMA all modify
events. More precisely, it can be shown that by modifying an eventuality, they specify a specific
aspect of that eventuality. Some PMA can be used with a clausal reading. This reading needs
to be derivable. In addition, syntax and pragmatics must be able to influence which reading is
chosen.

The procedure of the following sections is as follows: First, I will describe the underspecified
approach of Dölling. Consequently, I will discuss the readings of quickly and quietly as they
appear in the sentences (14 and 10). Beginning with formal description of the whole sentences,
I will show what the lexical entries of the adverbs must look like and how to derive them from
one lexical entry.

4.1 The underspecification approach

The approach adapted here is that of (Dölling, 2000b; Dölling, 2000a), whose main character-
istics are listed below:

� Lexical entries consists of an underspecified SF

� The underspecified forms are put together compositionally to yield the inflected SF of
the sentence. This process includes the automatic application of specific templates and
operators after each compositional step.

� Finally, the free parameters contained in the inflected SF are fixed, using every accessible
information (c.f. (Hobbs et al., 1993)) to derive the Parameter Fixed Structure PFS

� Parameters which remain free use default values

I will not discuss this system in any more detail, but the example derivation which follow should
give an idea of how it actually works.

4.2 The readings of the adverbs

First, I will discuss quietly, later quickly will be treated analogous. The two readings of quietly
are those that appear in the sentence (14), repeated here for convenience.

[14] a. Kim quietly had gone home.
b. Kim sang quietly.

adapted from (2.151) in (Ernst, 2000b, 90)

I assume the formulae given in (19-20) as formal representations of the respective sentence
meanings.

(19) �e�GO HOME�e�Kim� &
�y�ACTOR�y�e� & �z �STATE OF MIND�z�y� & QUIET�z�� �

(20) �e�SING(e,Kim) & QUIETLY(e)�
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From these sentence representations, we can derive (21) as the SF of the clausal reading, and
(22) as that of the VP reading, the manner interpretation.

(21) λPλe �P�e� & �y�ACTOR�y�e� & �z �STATE OF MIND�z�y� & QUIET�z�� �

(22) λPλe�P(e) & QUIETLY(e)�

Note that the PFS in (19) does have some shortcomings. In particular, the formula as is does
not ensure that Kim and the ACTOR y are in fact the same person. Technically, there are several
ways to do this. Two possible solutions are the following:

Solution A The format of the verbal predicate is kept as is, but the adverbial expression now
takes the predicate and the subject as an argument.

In this case, the representation for the adverb would have to look like (23).

(23) λRλyλe �R�e�y� & �ACTOR�y�e� & �z �STATE OF MIND�z�y� & QUIET�z�� �

In this case, the SF depends on the valency of the verbal predicate, that is, the above
representation works only for intransitive verbs, not for transitive or ditransitive ones.

Solution B The format of the verbal predicate is changed to a Neo-Davidsonian representation.
The representation of the sentence is given in (24).

(24) �e�GO HOME�e� & ACTOR�e�Kim�&
�y�ACTOR�y�e� & �z �STATE OF MIND�z�y� & QUIET�z�� �

In this case, it is to be assumed that if a sentence has more than one actor, those actors are
identical.

The decision for the one or the other solution will not be made here, suffice it to say that within
the approach chosen, the second one would be easier to implement.

For the two readings of quickly, repeated here as [10], I assume a very similar representation for
the two different readings, given in (25-26), skipping the sentence level.

[10] a. John quickly lifted his arm. John was quick in . . .
b. John lifted his arm quickly. . . . in a quick manner.

(25) λPλe �P�e� & �y�PREPARATORY TIME�y�e� &
�z SPEED OF PASSING�z�y� & QUICK�z�� �

(26) λPλe �P�e� & QUICK�e� �

At least for the temporal reading, a formalization using time of speaking, reference time and
an interval leading up to the event could be easily imagined. Although this would buy easy
integration into formalized time-structures, I do not think such a solution could work while
assuming one lexical entry for the adverbs in question. It would certainly not work in the
framework discussed here.
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4.3 The derivation of the readings

For quietly, I assume (27) as basic SF.

(27) λx�QUIET�x�� (basic SF)

The operator met”, shown in (28), which is automatically inserted between any two items un-
dergoing a compositional process (This operator is not the only possible operator, however), is
applied next. The result is shown in (29), the inflected SF.

(28) λPλx ��y�Rn
2�y�x� & Qnz �Rn

1�z�y� Cn P�z�� � (operator met”)

(29) λx ��y�Rn
2�y�x� & Qnz �Rn

1�z�y� Cn QUIET�z�� � (inflected SF)

Finally, the operator mod, used for turning predicates into modifiers, is applied, resulting in
(31).

(30) λQλPλx �P�x� & Q�x�� (operator mod)

(31) λPλx �P�x� & �y�Rn
2�y�x� & Qnz �Rn

1�z�y� Cn QUIET�z�� �
(result of applying mod)

After appropriate fixation of the parameters we arrive at the following forms for the clausal (32)
and the VP (33) reading, where the latter does solely contain default fixations.

(32) λPλx �P�x� & �y�ACTOR�y�x� & �z �STATE OF MIND�z�y� & QUIET�z�� �
(PSF of the clausal reading)

(33) λPλx �P�x� & �y�� �y�x� & �z �� �z�y� & QUIET�z�� �
(PSF of the VP reading)

The very same is to be done in the case of quickly. Leaving out the first steps, the two PSFs
(35) and (36) are arrived at by fixing the free parameters in (34), again by using some sort of
abductive reasoning for the clausal reading but defaults for the manner one.

(34) λPλx �P�x� & �y�Rn
2�y�x� & Qnz �Rn

1�z�y� Cn QUICK�z�� �

(35) λPλx �P�x� & �y�PREPARATORY TIME�y�x� &
�z SPEED OF PASSING�z�y� & QUICK�z�� �

(36) λPλx �P�x� & �y�� �y�x� & �z �� �z�y� & QUICK�z�� �

In short, the mechanism by Dölling allows a straightforward derivation of the required readings
out of the underspecified SFs.
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4.4 Using syntax in choosing the appropriate PFS

Assuming the dervations shown above, the VP reading is always linked to a default fixation of
parameters, whereas the clausal reading is not. On the contrary, in both cases, that is (32) and
(35), no parameter receives its default fixation. Although syntax can, in these two cases, not
predict with what values the parameters are fixed, it predicts that all of them are going to be
fixed different from the default. This can be modeled by the following constraints:

� CONSTRAINT 1 If an adverb is embedded maximally deep into the syntactic structure,
that is at the VP level, assume a minimum deviation from the default fixation of parame-
ters

� CONSTRAINT 2 If an adverb is embedded higher into the syntactic structure, that is
outside the VP level, assume full fixation of parameters.

� If these default assumptions do not work, proceed from the minimal to the maximal devi-
ation and vice versa, until an appropriate fixation is found.

An advantage of this constraint-based connection between syntactic position and adverbial in-
terpretation is its flexibility, which principially allows for overriding by other factors, such as
intonation structure and the likes.

5 Conclusion

This article had two goals. In the first part, I showed that one needs to be careful not to mix
semantic with syntactic differences in adverb grouping. In particular, I tried to give a seman-
tically motivated criterion for deciding which adverb belongs to the class of PMA and which
does not. The criterion I gave was that an adverb is a PMA if, in its VP reading, it modifies the
event predicated over by the verbal predicate directly, that is, if its contribution to the sentence
SF is of the form ADVERB(e) and no more. Contrary to the previous approaches by Ernst, this
view counts adverbs such as quickly or quietly among the PMA, although those adverbs posses
an additional clausal reading. This additional clausal reading is necessarily always metaphoric.

In the second part, I showed how the readings of PMA can be derived out of one lexical entry,
using the system developed by Dölling. It turned out that the VP reading always resembled the
default interpretation of the system itself, while the clausal reading involved fixation of the PFS
deviant from the default. This finding led to the idea of using constraints fed by the syntactic
position of the adverb for predisposing the system to a certain fixation of parameters. In this
way, all syntactic information is used, while the semantic side remains as flexible as before.

The very same sort of constraints can, of course, also be used for all other Quality adverbs,
though, in that case, it is not quite clear whether the optimal representation format has already
been found. Similarly, it is as yet unclear, how finegrained the syntactic differences should
be that fulfill different constraints and how many constraints are really needed. This questions
become particularly important when considering that the term ‘clausal reading’ used throughout
the paper is in fact a cover term for quite distinctive groups of adverb readings. Another open
question represents the fact that in some syntactic positions some interpretation are not possible
at all, which raises the question whether constraints alone are really enough.

However, these considerations are outside of the scope of the present paper.
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ON THE TRUTH CONDITIONAL POTENTIAL OF NEGATIONS* 

Andreas Späth  
Leipzig 

Abstract 

According to Partee (1991) and Hajicova/Partee/Sgall (1998), the meaning of natural language 
sentences corresponds to the tripartite structure. Scope relations within the sentence meaning may 
effect different readings of DPs. The essential point is the syntactic position of a DP relative to the 
position of the (possible) sentence negation. It can be shown that the scope of negation coincides 
with the domain of prosodic focus. The semantic counterpart of focus is the critical meaning of the 
sentence or - speaking with Roberts (1996) - its partial answer. Scope relations within the 
sentence yield complex, nested function-argument structures. The resultant operations mapping 
properties onto individuals mark the structural precondition for DP-readings, e.g. for the specific 
reading of indefinite DPs. The presentation regards German data as well as data from Czech, 
which has no overt article system. The movement of DPs out of the prosodically unmarked focus, 
i.e. the focus of new information, results in the specific DP-reading, at least in the reading of the 
DP as an individual term: Petr si autoi koupil ti 'Peter cari bought ti' (= Peter bought the car). 
The presentation illuminates the semantic composition of sentence meaning with respect to its 
interaction with the lexical, prosodic, and syntactic level. 

 

1 The problem 
The present paper focuses on the interaction of sentence negation and DP-readings. This 
problem has far-reaching consequences – in particular in Slavic languages which, like Czech, 
have no overt article system. DPs outside the scope of sentence negation must be interpreted 
as referential DPs or at least as specific DPs: 

 

(1) (a) Petri [ti nekoupil AUto]Focus  (Czech) 

  Peter neg-bought ∅ car 

  Peter didn't buy any car. 

 (b) Autoj Petri [NEkoupil ti tj]Focus 

  ∅ car Peter neg-bought 

The car Petr didn't buy. 

(c) Petri autoj [NEkoupil ti tj]Focus 

 Peter ∅ car neg-bought  

 Peter didn't buy the car. 

 

                                                 
* This paper is a short version of the submitted article Späth (2001): "The Linearization of Argument DPs and Its 
Semantic Reflection". 
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A similar effect of sentence negation on DP-readings can also be observed in German. 
Outside the scope of negation, an indefinite DP is interpreted as a specific one: 

 

(2) Peter hat einen Wagen [geKAUFT]Focus 

 Peter BOUGHT a car. 

 

The present paper attempts to identify the structural preconditions for such DP-readings as 
well as their triggers within the compositional structure of the sentence meaning. It will 
become clear, that the scope of a (possible) negation function of sentences with unmarked 
prosodic structure coincides with the focus domain of these sentences. 

 

2 Theoretical and methodical preliminaries 
The analysis is based on the concept of Two-Level Semantics. Semantic representations 
results from the mapping of the syntactic structure onto the Semantic Form (Bierwisch 1987, 
1988, Wunderlich 1991). The Semantic Form (SF) is generated by the compositional rules of 
combination. The assignment of extensional and truth-functional values takes place after the 
mapping of the SF onto the context of utterance. This process is based on inferential 
operations. 

The analysis of DPs proposed here treats DPs uniformly as quantifiers of the type <<e, t>, 
t>>. The analysis of DPs as terms of type <e> contrastingly does not yield those truth 
conditions and context conditions which the information structure, i.e. the topic-focus 
articulation, contributes to the meaning of a sentence and to the conditions for a possible use 
of this sentence in a context of utterance. The most important argument for the treatment of 
DPs as quantifiers are the scope relations within a sentence. Individual terms serve only to 
saturate the argument places of functions. Quantifiers contrastingly create scope relations, 
leading to nested and coordinated predications. Such structures correspond to the nature of 
natural-language sentences (cf. Löbner 1990) and constitute structured propositions. Thus 
with respect to DPs, the topic of a sentence can be either the external argument or one of the 
internal arguments. 

Speaking with Büring (1998), the topic-focus structure of a sentence has effect on the 
appropriateness conditions. This is not a pragmatic effect. The question-answer sequence (3) 
shows that both answers have the identical propositional content, but only one sentence is 
congruent with the context established by the question: 

 

(3)  (a) Was hat Peter gekauft? 

  What did Peter buy? 

 (b) PeterTopic hat ein AUTOFocus gekauft. 

  Peter bought a car 

(c) *Ein AutoTopic hat PETERFocus gekauft. 
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  a car did Peter buy 

 

The present paper argues, that information structure effects the conditions for the 
identification of situations. In (b), the referent of the external argument is presupposed at the 
time of utterance. In (c), the referent of the internal argument is asserted as presupposed. The 
question presupposes only the existence of an event, stating that the referent of the external 
argument bought something, i.e. the question asks for the referential value of the internal 
argument.  

 

3 Blocked external negation 
The definition of the notion of topic is based on the aboutness criterion. Every sentence has 
only one topic, i.e. every sentence has only one main function. In accordance with Jäger 
(2001), the Discourse Linking Principle holds: "Every atomic clause has a topic" (ebd.). If 
none of the structural arguments is a topic, "this part has to be taken by the event argument" 
(ebd.). Thus the existential assertion of an event can be the main function of a sentence as 
well. This concerns sentences which typically are used as categorical sentences: 

 

(4) (a) Es regnet nicht. Das freut Marie. 

  It is not raining. Mary is pleased about that. 

 (b) ∃e [¬[[rain] (e)]] 

 

The sentence scheme (b) makes clear, why external negation [¬∃e [ ... e ... ]] must be blocked 
for natural language sentences. External negations effects an empty set of discourse referents. 
Thus, it would be unclear what the referent of the anaphoric pronoun das 'that' is. On the 
contrary, the sentence (4) states: it is the case that it is not raining and Mary is pleased that it 
is the case that it is not raining. Sentence negation does therefore not concern the existential 
assertion of the event but the instantiation function of the proposition: 

 

(5) ∃e [¬[[p] (e)]]1 

 

A sentence negation expresses that there exists an event and that this event however is not an 
instance of the proposition. The existential assertion of the event corresponds to the 

                                                 
1  In accordance with Jung/Küstner (1990) it can be assumed that negation of the instantiation function is 

logically equivalent to negation of the proposition. In natural language, a negated proposition nevertheless 
cannot be expressed. The application of the negative function to the proposition requires the negation of a 
predicate λy λx [P (x, y)] to take place in the lexicon, before the predicate combines with the instantiation 
function, which transform the basic lexical entry into an expression with the grammatical category [+V, -N] 
(i.e. a verb: λy λx λe [[P (x, y)] (e)]). This procedure is not in accordance with the principle of 
compositionality and with the syntactic structure as a basis of the mapping onto a semantic representation. 
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descriptive content of the declarative sentence-mood operator, which is hosted in the head of 
the functional projection CP: 

 

(6)              CP    

 

         ∅                         C'      ∃e [(¬)[[p] (e)]] 

    

                 λP [∃e [P (e)]]               VP 

                        ∈ <<e, t>, t>           

 λe [(¬)[[p] (e)]] 

 ∈ <e, t> 

 

If a structural argument, for instance a DP, is topicalized, the DP has to move beyond the 
sentence-mood operator. In this way, the topic takes scope over the existential assertion of the 
event. In this syntactic constellation, the topic is above the position of sentence negation, such 
that the presupposition of the topic is constant under negation. On negating the event 
quantification, however, the presupposition triggered by the topic would be the only valid 
presupposition of the sentence at all. Only the information about the existence of the topi-
calized individual would therefore ensue from a negative sentence: 

 

(7) (a) Utterance:  The child does not sleep. 

 (b) Semantic Form: ∃!x [[child (x)]∧[¬∃e [[sleep (x)](e)]]]2 

 (c) Presupposition:  ∃!x [child (x)] 

 

Since unique existence is asserted for a child, independently of any event or state of affairs, 
the presupposition (7c) would yield an invalid assumption about the world of discourse. With 
respect to the referent of the topic, nothing would be the case in this world. The referent of the 
topic DP could be neither anchored in a potential event described by the proposition, nor 
evaluated within a time-world index. Thus the function of negation may not rise to C0, since 
otherwise no event would be introduced. A negation of the event quantification for this reason 
is blocked in natural-language sentences. Sentence (7a) rather asserts that, with respect to the 
topic child, it is the case that it does not sleep: 

 

(8) ∃!x [[child (x)]∧[∃e [¬[ ... e ... x... ]]]] 

 
                                                 
2  The semantic representation λQ [∃!x [[P (x)] ∧ [Q (x)]]] is a notational abbreviation for the truth condition of 

λQ [∃x [∀y [boy (y) ↔ x = y] ∧ [Q (x)]]]. 
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The structure tree (9) shows the syntactic constellation, wherein the external argument is the 
topic of the sentence:3 

 

(9)    CP 

 

DP                C' 

      the child 

        λP [∃e [P (e)]]        

      

 (10)            topic             comment 

  

∃!x [[child (x)]∧[∃e [[sleep (x)] (e)]]] 

 

The topic DP moves beyond the sentence-mood operator in C0 and takes scope over the event 
quantification. Placed in this syntactic position, the topic is always located outside the scope 
of negation. This syntactic configuration satisfies the structural preconditions for individual 
terms in argument position, which too cannot be negated. Within the conceptual system, 
topicalized DPs can be interpreted as individual terms, using an equivalence: 

 

(11) ∃x [[P (x)]∧[Q (x)]]  ≡  Q (ιx [P (x)]) 

  Semantic Form     Conceptual interpretation 

 

4 Semantic Effects of DP Movement 
The movement of an argument DP into the topic position depends on its status in the given 
discourse. The DP has to represent that individual which the sentence is about.  

 

(12) (a) Peter hat ein AUTO gekauft.   

 (b) Ein Auto hat PETER gekauft. 

 

Sentence (12a) enables us to refer to a discourse model, wherein the referent of the external 
argument, but not of the internal argument, is presupposed. The opposite is the case in (12b). 
Languages vary in how far the grammatical system is able to express context conditions 

                                                 
3  It is not clear whether the topic moves to SpecCP, especially with respect to embedded sentences. In any 

case, the topic must be syntactically hosted on top of C0. 
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explicitly. For instance, the same syntactic and prosodic structure of (12), translated to Czech, 
carries different presuppositions by the determinerless internal argument DP:  

 

 

(13) (a) Petr koupil AUTO.   

 (b) Auto koupil PETR.  

  

Under unmarked prosodic conditions, the inversion of topic and focus or the subject-object 
inversion yields the specific and referential reading for the topicalized internal argument 
(13b). In German, the DP interpretation results from the interaction of the syntactic and pro-
sodic information with the specific lexical meaning of the determiner of the noun. In Czech, 
which systematically lacks articles, the specific meaning introduced by the indefinite determi-
ner is not realized. It is rather the case that all DPs moved outside the focus domain have to be 
interpreted referentially, like in (c): 

 

(c) Petr si autoi [KOUPIL ti ]Focus 

 

Including sentence negation, is can be assumed, that the negation operator has a fixed position 
in the syntactic structure of the sentence. Speaking with Dölling (1988), the scope of negation 
coincides with the focus domain of the sentence. In accordance with Haftka (1995), the 
negation operator is hosted in the head of the positional phrase PosP, which dominates the 
VP: 

 

(14) [CP [C' [C ]] ... [PosP [VP ]]] 

 

Those constituents which are part of the new information and part of the focus domain bear 
the feature [+F] and remain within the VP. These constituents are not anaphoric entities. The 
feature [-F] in turn is assigned to anaphoric constituents. Anaphoric constituents move outside 
the VP and beyond the PosP. Thus the target of syntactic movement of non-focused 
constituents is a position outside the PosP, i.e. outside the scope of (possible) negation. For 
this reason, the topic-DP moves outside the VP. In (15), the internal argument has moved too: 

 

(15) (a) weil Peteri ein Autoj [(nicht)  ti tj geKAUFT hat]Focus 

(b) Petri autoj [(NE-)koupil ti tj]Focus  (=1c) 

 Peter ∅ car (neg-)bought  

 Peter bought/didn't buy the car. 
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5 Semantic mechanism of mapping 
The function of negation precedes the focus domain, which marks the part of new information 
of the sentence. This becomes more clear, when we set a sentence and its topic-focus 
inversion into the context of appropriate questions: 

 

(16) (a) Q: Was hat sich Peter gekauft? 

  A: Peter hat sich ein AUTO gekauft. 

 (b) Q: Wer hat sich ein Auto gekauft? 

  A: Ein Auto hat sich PETER gekauft. 

 

The semantic structure of the questions provides that part of the proposition to which, in the 
given context, the referential value is not yet assigned. The focus-semantic structure of the 
answers yields the referential value which accordingly is assigned to the non-bound argument 
place in the open proposition of the question. Starting out from this, the focus-semantic value 
of the answers can be realized elliptically: 

 

(16') (a') Q: Was hat sich Peter gekauft? 

  A: Ein AUTO (hat sich Peter gekauft). 

 (b') Q: Wer hat sich das Auto gekauft? 

  A: PETER (hat sich ein Auto gekauft). 

 

The elided parts of the answers are existentially asserted and considered to be presupposed. 
They therefore have not to be evaluated existentially in the given discourse model. According 
to Roberts (1996), the new information of the sentence corresponds to its partial answer 
relative to a possible question.4 In terms of a formal-semantic representation, the partial 
answer can be identified with the critical property of the sentence. The property sleep (x) 
holds undividedly with respect to the individual child (see Löbner 1990):  

 

(17) (a) The child sleeps. 

  sleep (ιx [child (x)]) 

 (b) The child don't sleep. 

¬sleep (ιx [child (x)]) 

 

                                                 
4  "A partial answer to a question q is a proposition which contextually entails the evaluation – either true or 

false – of at least on element of Q-alt(q). A complete answer is a proposition which contextually entails an 
evaluation for each element of Q-alt(q)" (Roberts 1996). 
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The argument DP meets the criterion of Consistency: "If the predicate P is true for the NP, 
then its negation not-P is false for the NP" (Löbner 1987). This means for the sentences (17), 
that sentence (a) is only true, if the predicate sleep holds and the predicate not-sleep does not 
hold for the argument, while it is vice versa for (b). The presupposition of the argument DP is 
constant under negation.5 In the case of two-place predicates, e.g. buy (x, y), the critical prop-
erty may be more complex than in the case of the one-place predicate in (17):  

 

(18) (a) Der Mann hat sich (k-)ein AUTO gekauft. 

 (b) λx [(¬)bought (x, εy [car (y)])] (ιx [man (x)])6 

 

With respect to the individual man, sentence (18) is only true or false, if an event, described 
by the complex predicate buy (x, y) and involving an object described by the patient DP a car, 
has taken place.  In case that the internal argument is topicalized, the sentence (19) is only 
true or false with respect to the individual car, if an event, described by the complex predicate 
buy (x, y) and involving an object described by the agent DP a man, has taken place: 

 

(19) (a) (a) Das Auto hat sich (k-)ein MANN gekauft. 

  (b) λy [(¬)bought (εx [man (x)], y)] (ιy [car (y)]) 

 

As implied by the discussion of the last two examples, the comment is a complex function 
which is mapped onto the topic. The degree of complexity depends on the scope of (possible) 
negation. In examples (18) and (19), the scope of (possible) negation coincides with the entire 
comment. Thus, the comment represents the critical property of the sentence. This is 
contrastingly not the case in (20): 

 

(20) (a) Der Mann hat sich das Auto (nicht) GEKAUFT. 

 (b) λP [(¬) P (ιx [man (x)], ιy [car (y)])] (λy λx [bought (x, y)]) 

 

In (20), both DPs are existentially asserted and are considered as presupposed. Since the topic 
moved outside the VP into the sentence-initial position, and since the non topical DP moved 
outside the scope of negation, the critical property is only the descriptive content of the 
underlying state of affairs. Within the comment, the critical property is mapped onto the non–

                                                 
5  The undivided reading of the DP does not hold for weakly quantified DPs: 

(i) Einige Kinder SCHLAFEN (nicht). 'Some children are not sleeping.' 

The quantifier einige 'some' presupposes the existence of both sleeping and not sleeping children within the 
same discourse model. 

6  In order to simplify the semantic representations and for the sake of clarity, DPs are represented as individual 
terms and the event role is neglected in (34)–(37). 
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topical DP. From this operation results the complex function of the comment, which in turn is 
mapped onto the topic.  

Distinct scope hierarchies of predication are triggers of varying presuppositions of DPs 
relative to a possible situation. Referring to the topic-focus inversion (cf. example (3)), let us 
return to this point, concentrating on the reference to situations triggered by information 
structure: 

 

(21) Q: Was hat sich Peter gekauft? 

 A: PeterTopic hat sich ein AUTOFocus gekauft. 

 A': *Ein AutoTopic hat sich PETERFocus gekauft. 

 

Although both answers are subject to the same propositional content, answer A' is not valid in 
the restricted context of question Q. This conflict is due to the topicalization of the internal 
argument DP ein Auto 'a car' and the assignment of focus to the external argument DP Peter. 
In this way, the existence of the referent of the DP ein Auto is considered as presupposed. On 
the other hand, the focused DP Peter is part of the critical meaning of the sentence, such that 
the existence of the referent is not regarded as presupposed. The restricted context of Q, 
however, asserts the contrary. Thus both answers describes dissimilar situations. 

The nested mapping onto an individual in (18–20) shows that the Mapping Hypothesis (in 
the sense of Diesing 1992) can be specified. Anaphoric constituents move outside the VP, 
because the VP is the domain of the new-information focus, which is marked by phonological 
means. Constituents moved outside the VP are existentially asserted with respect to the 
context of utterance. Constituents within the VP can be expressions, but they are neither 
anaphoric nor existentially asserted. These constituents are crucial for the truth-conditional 
evaluation of the sentence. 

 

6 Compositionality of context conditions 

6.1 Semantic composition of the comment 
Following Wunderlich (1991), the sentence meaning consists of truth conditions and context 
conditions, as far as both conditions are compositional parts of the linguistic structure of the 
sentence. Scope relations within the sentence reflect context conditions. The topic-DP takes 
absolute scope and dominates the existential assertion of an event under C0. DPs in a position 
below C0 are part of the sentence's comment. If such a DP additionally is part of the focus 
domain, then the DP is in the scope of the (possible) negative function and part of the critical 
meaning of the sentence. If so, the DP may be semantically integrated below PosP, such that 
the internal argument is the complement of V0 (a) and the external argument is hosted in 
SpecVP (b): 

 

(22) (a) [ ... [PosP (¬) [VP ti [V' [V koupil] [DP auto]]]] ... ] 

(b) [ ... [PosP (¬) [VP petr [V' [V koupil] [DP ti]]]] ... ] 
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With respect to compositionality, there is the problem that the DP is a second-order one-place 
predicate, while the verb is a first-order n-place predicate: 

 

(23) λQ [∃y [[P (y)]∧[Q (y)]]]    (λy λx λe [[R (x, y)] (e)]) 

 ∈ <e, t>, t>>        ∈ <e, <e, <e, t>>> 

 

The semantic type conflict is a rather natural one, since DPs are no individual terms but 
quantifiers which take scope and which create structured propositions. In accordance with 
Zimmermann (1998) and Steedman (1998), DPs can enter into the semantic representation by 
means of semantic type shift. This operation of semantic type coercion (Partee 1987, 1992) 
operates upon the argument structure of the verb (von Stechow 2000). In addition, it is neces-
sary to define a rule which is flexible for the topicalization of either the external or the 
internal argument. The higher-order predicate variable ℜ in (24) has to be saturated by that 
DP which is not topicalized: 

 

(24) λP λℜ λxi ... λx1 [ℜ (λxj≥1 [P (xn ... x1)])]7             

                [+T]  

 

The feature [+T] identifies that argument to which the topic feature is assigned within the 
argument structure of the verb. The respective argument place can be identified using an alpha 
numeric rule: 

 

 

 

(25) (a) alpha-numeric identification: 

λP λℜ λxi ... λx1 [ℜ (λxj≥1 [P (xn ... x1)])] (λy λx λe [[R (x, y)] (e)])             

                 [+T]              [+T] 

  ≡ λP λℜ λx λe [ℜ (λy [P (e, x, y)])] (λy λx λe [[R (x, y)] (e)])  

                                                 
7  The rule (30) holds only for structually two-place verbal predicates. For n-place predicates, the specification 

of the features of the argument places has to consider that the discourse embedding features are subject to the 
assignment of the features [±T(opic)] and [±F(ocus)]: 

(i)    ...    λxi    ...    [ ... x1 ... ] 

     [+T]  [-T]   [-T] 

     [+F]   [-F]   [+F] 
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 (b) lambda-application: 

λP λℜ λx λe [ℜ (λy [P (e, x, y)])] (λy λx λe [[R (x, y)] (e)])  

≡ λℜ λx λe [ℜ (λy [[R (x, y)] (e)])]  

 

The result of (b) contains the argument place λℜ, which needs a second-order one-place 
predicate. DPs fulfill the required semantic type: 

 

 (c) concatenation of a DP and the type shifted verb: 

  λℜ λx λe [ℜ (λy [[R (x, y)] (e)])] (λQ [∃y [[P (y)]∧[Q (y)]]]) 

  ≡ λx λe [∃y [[P (y)]∧[[R (x, y)] (e)]]]  

 

The result of (c) represents the Semantic Form of the VP. If there are no modifiers of VP, the 
negative function in PosP can be applied to expression (c). The rule of combination is 
functional composition: 

 

(26) λp [(¬)[p]] λx λe [∃y [[P (y)]∧[[R (x, y)] (e)]]] f. c. 

 ≡ λx λe [λp [(¬)[p]] (λx λe [∃y [[P (y)]∧[[R (x, y)] (e)](e) (x))] 

 ≡ λx λe [(¬)[∃y [[P (y)]∧[[R (x, y)] (e)]]]] 

 

If the DP moved outside the focus domain by adjunction, the SF of the verb first combines 
with the (possible) negative function, then the (possibly) negated expression combines with 
the DP. The consequence of this steps of semantic amalgamation is that the position of the DP 
lies outside the scope of (possible) negation and outside the critical meaning of the sentence, 
as well: 

 

(27) (a) [ ... [XP autoj [PosP (¬)[VP ti koupil tj]]] ... ] 

 (b) combination of the negation function and the SF of the verb: 

  λp [(¬)[p]] (λy λx λe [[R (x, y)] (e)]) f. c. 

  ≡ λy λx λe [λp [(¬)[p]] (λy λx λe [[R (x, y)] (e)])(e) (x) (y))] 

  ≡ λy λx λe [(¬)[[R (x, y)] (e)]] 

 

The semantic composition of the (possibly) negated VP with the moved DP requires again the 
semantic combination rule of type shift: 

 

(c) λP λℜ λx λe [ℜ (λy [P (e, x, y)])] (λy λx λe [(¬)[[R (x, y)] (e)]]) 
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  ≡ λℜ λx λe [ℜ (λy [(¬)[[R (x, y)] (e)]])]  

 

The result of (c) is an expression, which may combine with the adjunct-DP, which is part of 
the comment of the sentence: 

 

 (d) λℜ λx λe [ℜ (λy [(¬)[[R (x, y)] (e)]])] (λQ [∃y [[P (y)]∧[Q (y)]]]) 

  ≡ λx λe [∃y [[P (y)]∧[(¬)[[R (x, y)] (e)]]]]  

The result of (d) is the mapping of the verbal predicate as critical meaning onto the internal 
argument. 

 

6.2 Semantic integration of the topic-DP  
There is further problematic consequence for the syntax-semantic interface: As shown in (6), 
the lexical entry (28) holds only for thetic sentences, wherein the existential assertion of an 
event represents the main function of the sentence.  

 

(28) λP [∃e [P (e)]] ∈ <<e, t>, t> 

 

In categorical sentences, the topic-DP has to move beyond the sentence mood. Since the event 
argument is bound in C0 by the sentence mood, and since the topic argument [+T] is bound 
beyond C0, the semantic input for C0 is a two-place predicate: 

 

(29) λxi λe [ ... e ... xi ... ] ∈ <<e, <e, t> 

          [+T]  

 

The type-semantic conflict can be resolved by differentiating basic and actual lexical entries 
(cf. Bierwisch/Schreuder 1992).  The transformation of the basic lexical entry into an actual 
lexical entry is achieved by the implementation of functional lexical entries. The message 
structure provides discourse-embedding indices (Levelt 1989), affecting the actualization of 
lexical entries. For our purposes, the semantic template (30) transforms the basic lexical entry 
(28) into an actual entry:  

 

(30) λℜ λQ λxi [ℜ (λe [Q (e, xi)])] ℜ ∈ <<e, t>, t>, Q ∈ <e, <e, t>>, xi ∈ e 

   [+T] 

 

The result of this lexical operation is an expression which enables us to bind the event 
argument in C0 and to map the comment onto the nuclear scope of the topic DP. The 
argument place λxi is addressed to that argument which represents the topic of the sentence. 
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The discourse-embedding feature [+T] can be identified with the respective argument place of 
the verb by using an alpha numeric rule. The application of rule (30) to the basic lexical entry 
(28) within the lexicon yields the actual lexical entry of the declarative sentence-mood 
operator for topic-comment structures. The expression corresponds to the descriptive content 
of the head of CP:8 

 

(31) λℜ λQ λxi [ℜ (λe [Q (e, xi)])] (λP [∃e [P (e)]]) 

≡ λQ λxi [λP [∃e [P (e)]] (λe [Q (e, xi)])]  

 ≡ λQ λxi [∃e [Q (e, xi)]]] with Q ∈ <e, <e, t>>, xi ∈ e 

 

The result of (31) can be applied to the comment, depending on the topicalization of the 
external (a) and internal (b) argument, respectively: 

 

 

(32) (a)   CP  ∃x [[P (x)]∧[∃e [(¬)[ ... e ... x ... y ... ]]]]   

 

 λQ [∃x [[P (x)]∧[Q (x)]]]          C'   λx [∃e [(¬)[ ... e ... x ... y ...]]]  

  

    λQ λxi [∃e [Q (e, xi)]]]              PosP 
          [+T]      

     λx λe [(¬)[ ... e ... x ... y ...]] 

       [+T] 

 

(b)   CP  ∃y [[P (y)]∧[∃e [(¬)[ ... e ... x ... y ... ]]]]   

 

 λQ [∃y [[P (y)]∧[Q (y)]]]          C'   λy [∃e [(¬)[ ... e ... x ... y ...]]]  

                                                 
8  The transformation into an actual lexical entry and the re-evaluation of the argument structure is no 

exceptional lexical operation. E.g. in the case of passivation, the external argument place of the verb is 
already blocked in the lexicon by means of the semantic templet and functional composition, which absorbs 
the external agrument:  

(ii) λP [P (z)] (λy λx λe [[P (x, y)](e)]) ≡ λy λe [[P (z, y)](e)] 

At the same time, the blocking of the external argument changes the preconditions for case assigment. 
Following the order of argument places, nominative is assigned to the second argument place. In this way, 
the internal argument becomes the subject of the sentence (cf. also Bierwisch 1996). This syntactic operation 
is up to the communicative requirements on the utterance, namely the suppression of the agent. In the 
Semantic Form of the sentence, the external argument is a semantic parameter which can be interpreted only 
relatively to the context. 
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    λQ λxi [∃e [Q (e, xi)]]]              PosP 
          [+T]      

     λy λe [(¬)[ ... e ... x ... y ...]] 

       [+T] 

 

The structures (32) show the semantic composition of the topic-comment structure by 
mapping the syntactic structure onto a compositional semantic representation.  

 

7 Focus domain and positional operator 
The presented analysis of topic-comment structure, focus-background structure, and their 
interaction with the sentence negation imply that positive sentences need a positional operator 
just as negative sentences need a negation operator. The problem will become clearer when 
we delete the sign of the negative functions in (33).  

 

(33) (a) Petr si nekoupil AUTO. 

  ∃x [[peter (x)]∧[∃e [¬[∃y [[car (y)]∧[[bought (x, y)] (e)]]]]]] 

(b) Petr si auto NEKOUPIL. 

  ∃x [[peter (x)]∧[∃e [∃y [[car (y)]∧[¬[[bought (x, y)] (e)]]]]]] 

 

In this way, we get equal truth condition for both sentences, although the prosodic structure 
establishes reference to different situations. A negated sentence has to be true with respect to 
the operans of the negative function and a positive sentence has to be true with respect to the 
operans of the positive function. Otherwise the sentence is false. The positive function [pos 
(p)] and its negative complement [neg (p)] mark the critical meaning of the sentence, which is 
marked by the prosodic focus. 

8 Summary 
The order of argument places meets the syntactic constraints on the lexical insertion into the 
basic positions and on the assignment of morphosyntactic features into functional projections. 
The semantic composition of lexical entities in their basic positions, however, supplies some 
simple propositional content of a sentence, which does not adequately represent the truth and 
context conditions of the sentence. Natural-language sentence are embedded into a given 
context. Thus the referents of syntactic constituents appear in positions within the sentence 
structure dependently on their status in information structure. From these positions, DPs take 
scope, which in turn is the trigger of several presupposition of DPs. For the semantic 
interpretation of DPs, the position of a DP relative to the scope of the (possible) negative 
function is significant. This position is prosodically marked by the focus both in positive and 
in negative sentences. The descriptive content of the focus domain corresponds to the critical 
meaning of the sentence. This means that the critical meaning of the sentence is a function 
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which is mapped onto referential constituents, e.g. onto DPs outside of scope of (possible) ne-
gation. In the sentence scheme of (34), the VP focus, corresponding to the critical meaning, is 
a complex function concatenating the internal argument DP and the verb. The focus domain 
in the given example coincides with the comment of the sentence, which itself is a valid 
predication on the topicalized individual: 

 

(34) (a) PetrTopic [si (ne-)koupil AUTO]Focus  

(b)    Background      Focus 

 

∃x [[P (x)]∧[∃e {αααα(¬¬¬¬)[∃∃∃∃y [[C (y)]∧∧∧∧[[B (x, y)] (e)]]]}]] 

      

    Topic         Comment 

 

In contrast to (34), the focus domain in (35) represents a function which, as a function of the 
critical meaning, is mapped onto the moved internal argument DP.  

  

(35) (a) PetrTopic si auto [(NE-)KOUPIL]Focus  

(b)  Background                  Focus 

 

 ∃x [[P (x)]∧[∃e [∃y [[C (y)]∧{αααα(¬¬¬¬)[[B (x, y)] (e)]}]]]] 

 

           Topic            Comment 

 

Because of the Presupposition of Indivisibility, which results from function-argument 
structures, the critical meaning marked by the focus has to be true or false, as soon as it is 
applied to the internal argument auto. Following this structural precondition, the DP is read as 
an individual term. In turn, this reading is the type-semantic precondition for a referential 
reading. Since Czech lacks the definite and indefinite article, (48) is semantically 
underspecified regarding a specific sortal predication in the sense of a particular car. German 
and English, among other languages, are additionally able to express a specific reading by 
making use of the indefinite article for a DP outside the scope of (possible) negation. The 
referential reading of a topicalized DP results from the analogous mapping of the comment 
onto the topic. In comparison, a specific and holistic reading of indefinite and of all weakly 
quantified DPs in the topic position (cf. Diesing 1992, Jäger 1995) is motivated by the 
function-argument character of the topic-comment structure. These conclusions finally 
explain why the undivided reading of (36b) does not make sense. 

 

(36) (a) WhalesTopic [are MAMMALS]Focus 
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(b) MammalsTopic [are WHALES]Focus  

  

Presuming that natural-languages sentences are structured propositions, the argumentation 
supports the conception that the sentence meaning is a complex expression, which consists of 
hierarchically nested predications. The hierarchy motivates various scope relations which, 
relative to a given discourse model, trigger different presuppositions of argument DPs. 
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